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ABSTRACT 
Research into the benefits of cooperative learning has focussed most attention 
onto a social psychological pcrspcciive with the result that the putative cognitive 
benefits of these strategics have not hcen thoroughly researched and clearly delineated. 
One consequence of this research focus has been that cooperative learning strategics arc 
not always adopted by teachers and included pernwncntly into their regular classroom 
practice, thereby possibly denying some students the potential for cognitive gain. This 
study was conceived originally as an investigation into the claimed cognitive benefits of 
small-group cooperative learning from a cognitive perspective but the investigation of 
the cooperative learning literature also led to an investigation of the general learning 
literamre base. 
Recent research suggested that human learning might not have been described 
adequately by the earlier perspectives. Some authors contended that a fourth metaphor 
of human learning may be emerging from the socio-cultural perspectives. lnves1igating 
how students learn in cooperative situations was seen as a potential \"chicle for the 
wider investigation of a fourth metaphor. It was against this background that the 
present study was undertaken. 
Leaming was not seen in terms of a dichotomy between the main cognitivist and 
socially based perspectives so a pluralist approach was adopted in this study in an 
attempt to reconcile some of the differences between the main perspectives. Proccss-
product research has been criticised for providing a narrow view of the classroom lives 
of students. Additional!y, critics of laboratory-based research have argued for research 
to regain its connection with real classroom sctlings. Given the contentions of scvcrol 
authors, this study was conceived as non·positivist, naturali8tic and pluralist within the 
post-modernist era 
Five groups of stud em~ at two schools were recru!1cd for this qualitative case 
study. The students' learning from five pulIJOse-dcsigncd lessons was tmckcd through 
their transcribed discmsions and their recall in "]earning journals". Journal data were 
collected as much as twelve months after the last lesson was completed, enabling the 
longitudinal tracking of student learning. 
ii 
A major finding of the research was the strong mcdiational effects on student 
learning of the classroom context and the group within the classroom. The nature of 
student talk also impacted strongly upon student learning. Evidence was found of both 
individual and social construction of knowledge. Knowledge sometimes seemed to 
appear initially as a group 1:onstruct but was later modified 5ignificantly by 1he students' 
individual minds. Although all knowledge originated in socio-cultural contexts, usually 
through the ultimate human social semiotic of!anguage, the final fonn of the 
knowledge appeared highly ir.dividual and idiosyncratic. The idiosyncratic nature of 
the students' learning Jed the researcher to posit that knowledge resided in the 
individual neural structures of the brain. Thi5 "mind-as-brain" proposition was 
advanced as a contribu\ion towards a fourth metaphor of human lcaming. The findings 
suggested several implications for teachers about the recommended procedures for 
small-group cooperative learning. Implications for research included further 
neuroscience investigations into human learning because of the potential for this kind of 
research to inform practice. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
l. I. B:1ckgmuml tu the study 
Collaborative learning ha, been supported increasingly by research in the study 
of teaching since the lmc nineteen seventies. These ~tratcgies can provide moments in 
the classroom when multiple variables combine to produce cognitive and social benefits 
for students. Acceptance and application of collaborative learning among educators has 
spread widely because of the potential to improve prosocial behaviour, to increas'! 
participation rates among low achievers and to produce learning gains, including gains 
in students' higher order cognitive achievement (Cohen, 1994; Good & Brophy, 2000). 
These types of complex i11s1rnctio11 have also been credited with improving inter-racial 
tolerance (Cohen, 1991}. The various cooperative ieami,ig methods, as genre of 
collaborative learning, have appealed to educators because they provide opportunities 
for students to become more engaged in a group task and to actively construct 
knowledge in a social selling. In the complex classroom setting, cooperative learning 
involves students more actively in learning opportunities than the passive recipients of 
knowledge in more traditional modes of instruction (Cohen, 1994: Nuthall, 1996: Good 
&Brophy, 1997). 
Research on cooperative learning has until recently focussed most anention on a 
social psychological perspective, in partkular on the relative merits of the vario•Js 
cooperative learning models (Slavin, !99 l} or on competitive versus cooperative effort5 
and student helping behaviours (Slavin, 1991; Kolm, 1991; Webb & Favivar, 1994; 
Nattiv, 1994; Ross, 1994). Tnis focus may have deflected attention onto social issues to 
the detriment of research on the potcr11ial cognitive benefits or the strategics. Several 
authors have argued for a re-focussing of the research effort onto a cognitive 
psychological perspective. This research effort would seek to describe the cognitive. 
benefits of cooperative learning more precisely and attempt to establish clearer 
relationships between the teachers' cognitive intent, cooperative learning conditions 
(including tasks), cooperative discussion and student cognitive outcomes (Mcloth, 
Deering & Sanders, 1993: King, Barry & Zehnder, 1996; Barry, King, Maloney & 
Burke, 2000). 
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Implementation of cooperative learning has resulted in a number of difficulties, 
particularly in the role of the teacher and teacher beliefs. According to Meloth (1991) 
the apparent potential of cooperative learning has not ensured the long-tcnn survival of 
the strategies as legitimate, alternative means of instruction. Cooperative learning docs 
not always become well established in the belief systems of teachers (Pa!incsar, Stevens 
& Gavelek, 1989; Rich, 1990) and if these strategies are to be accepted as genuine 
alternatives in some learning situations, research needs to focus on the potential for 
cognitive gains. The demonstration of teaching and [earning benefits and how these 
benefits can be achieved, together with descriptions of which instructional models arc 
best suited for various learning contexts, may encourage teachers to persist with 
cooperative learning despite the difficulties of implementation. Research focused on a 
cognitive perspective appears more likely to be translated into effective teacher 
professional development and bring about changes in teacher beliefs (Melolh & 
Deering, 1999). 
The present study was conceived originally as an investigation into the cognitive 
benefits claimed for cooperative learning. As the literature was examined, it became 
apparent that an investigation of cooperative learning also required an investigation of 
learning theories. New directions in the research into human !earning were found 
during this review. Although almost ;1 century of research has been comluctcd into 
learning, debate ha.~ continued within the educational psychology community over a 
guiding metaphor for the discipline (Mayer, 1996; Derry, 1996: Vosniadou, 1996). 
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New theories have emerged which challenge the previous metaphors and some authcrs 
have argued that !he emergence of a fourth metaphor may be imminent. TI1is me mph or 
would evolve from research which encompassed a more naturalistic research paradigm, 
where human learning is investigated in its full social, emotional, cultural, intellectual, 
physical context (Mayer, 1996; Nuthall, 1996; Vosniadou, 1996; Prawat, 1996). Social 
constructivist and socio-cultural theories (Cobb & Yackel, 1996; John-Steiner & Mahn, 
1996), representing the broader spectrum of the classroom learning e:itpcriences, may be 
leading a trend towards a more holistic view of human learning. These theories reveal a 
classroom setting which is far more "complex, multi-layered, and context dependent" 
(Nuthall, 1996, p.209) than may have been previously imagined by teachers and 
considered by researchers. 
According to Nuthall and Church (1973), research in10 student thinking and 
learning should have proceeded through certain phases, beginning with an observational 
and descriptive phase, and proceeding through to correlational and experimental 
designs. Nmhall (1997) argued that research had moved through these phases too 
rapidly and had become too narrow in its focus. In order to re-establish connections 
with the complex, real world of the classroom, Nutha!l argued for a return to the first 
phase of observational/descriptive research. 
Conducting descriptive, naturalistic research into the cognitive benefits of 
cooperative learning was seen as an idea! medium for the wider investigation of a 
possible fourth metaphor of human learning. The search for contributions to this 
mctaphm· provided a unifying core for the present study. Against this background, the 
study was conceived and undertaken. 
1.2. Signif:cancc of the .~tudy 
Although this study draws a mea~urc of iL~ significance from the search for a 
fourth metaphor of learning, Jines of inquiry needed to be established that had more 
obvious potential to inform teaching practice. For this rca~on the col!aborativc 
learning/cooperative learning literature was consulted and an attempt wa~ made in the 
research design to address some of the deficiencies identified in the existing research 
base. A first phase in the design was a narrowing of the research focus onto small-
gro11p i·ooperative /eamillg methods. 
Despite the putative benefits of these strategies the research base has a number 
of limitations and the application of cooperative learning involves many unresolved 
problems. Good and Brophy (1997) argued that insufficient observational data had 
been gathered into how students interacted in groups and how the student cognitive and 
affective gains claimed for cooperative learning actually occurred. According to Good 
& Brophy (1997, 2000), a limited hand of variables had been investigated and more 
research was needed into how small group interactions affect higher-order cognitive 
skills. Bossert (1988-1989) contended that researchers had not demonstrated 
satisfactorily whether students were actually interacting cooperatively and that results 
had not always supported cooperative learning theory. 
Melo th and Deering (1999) called for collaborative learning research focussed 
on the kinds of discussion which produce cognitive and metacognitive benefits and for 
research into the teacher's role in monitoring and facilitating these kinds of discussion. 
4 
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Bennett & Dunne (1991) provided the impetus for several studies into the nature of talk 
in small group settings (King, Barry, Maloney & Tayler, 1994: Barry, King, Pitts-Hill & 
Zehnder, 1998: Bany ei al, 2000). This research noted that implied links between 
higher level cognitive talk and improved thinking could be demonstrated but research 
that related these kinds of talk directly to SlU!lent outcomes, over extended time frames 
had yet to be und,mnken. 
Good and Brophy (1997) also noted deficiencies in the study of group processes. 
Although research has identified problems of student passivity {Mulryan, 1992, 1995; 
King, 1993) and recent research has described the idiosyncrasies of group dynamics 
(King, Luberda, Barry & Zehnder, 1997), further research was required that describes 
the life of cooperative groups and provides understandings about group effects on 
cognitive gains. 
Focusdng cooperative learning research onto a cognitive psychological 
perspective may have other benefits in the study of teaching and learning. Some 
researchers have called for an educational learning theory that helps explain the 
teaching-learning process rather than theory that prescribes teacher behaviours 
(Bereiter, 1990; Nuthall & Alton-Lee, 1993). AttempL~ to develop learning theory 
should investigate student learning in its full context and complexity and track the life 
histories of students (Nuthall, 1997). Nuth all (1996) noted that almost no studies had 
attempted to establish the stability or permanence of student learning and behaviour 
ovef time. Attention to the tracking of student learning over time and context has the 
potential to provide richer understandings about the true nature of learning and the 
effects of student mediations and teaching (Nuthall, 1996). 
Several authors have argued for research in real classroom settings. Mayer 
(2001) supported naturalistic research when he argued that earlier research in cognitive 
' 
psychology had become irrelevant because an essentially human issue had been studied 
using animals in artificial environments. What was needed wa~ a shift in cmpha~is to 
studying learn in& and cognition in realistic situations (Mayer, 2001 ). In arguing thal 
education and psychology could each offer something to the other, Mayer (200!) 
contended that psychology needed something "real" to study and education needed well 
researched and validated theory in order to improve student learning. In this study, the 
classroom was seen as the logical place to study student knowledge construction. A 
focus on the social context of the classroom wa~ regarded as crucial and the study's 
naturalistic research design provided it with additional significance. 
Billett (1996) argued that the effects of the classroom situation on knowledge 
construction were still unclear. Franklin (1985) also argued for models of thinking and 
learning developed from real populations in real contexts instead of trying to fit 
populations into theoretically derived genera! models. Nuthall (1996) contended that if 
simplistic versions of classroom life persist, "we will be satisfied with naive theories of 
cla,.;sroom learning and wm carry out narrowly conceived research studios" (p.208). 
The kinds of research alluded to above have the potential to contribute to the 
development of a fourth metaphor but of what significance is metaphor in attempting 10 
understand human learning? The researcher saw metaphor as a valid point of discussion 
because it is often through metaphor that teachers conceptualize student learning and 
cognition and subsequently shupe their approaches to teaching. For example, !earning 
metaphors derived from animals in artificial environments may produce simplistic 
conceptions of learning like those described by Nuthall (!996), and lead to teaching 
methods that over-emphasize drills and rote learning. Therefore, ostensibly theoretical, 
esoteric discussion can become practical and relevant as a means of informing and 
improving practice. 
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1.3. Purposcof!hcsmdy 
The purpose of !his study was to apply naluralistic research metho<ls to 
investigate II possible fourth metaphor of human learning. The investigation was 
undertaken by examining student knowledge construction and the mediatiorml effects of 
social context under conditions of small-group cooperative learning. The study took 
account of the complexities of the classroom and attempted to capture and track the 
long-tenn effects of the moments in the students' classroom experience when cognitive 
change occurred. 
1.4. Research questions 
A study which examines student learning and cognilion during cooperative 
learning and which tracks individual learning over time, has the potential to contribute 
to a fourth metaphor and to possibly extend understandings of the learning process and 
conceptions of"rnind". Arc the reported cognitive benefits of cooperative learning due 
in part to the interaction of several "minds" in the co-construction of knowledge? To 
what extent is knowledge socially constructed or docs knowledge comprise unique 
meanings constructed by lhe individual? How do these fonns of interaction mediate the 
teachers' cognitive intent and produce academic gains? 
The research questions were based upon two general avenues of inquiry: (a) the 
processes whereby student learning and cognition occurred under cooperative learning 
conditions and (b) the role of the group setting in influencing individual and social 
construction of knowledge. Each broad question involved subsidiary questions. 
Question I: What processes produce knowledge construction under cooperative 
conditions? 
I. I. What evidence of co-construction of knowledge can he discerned? 
1.2. To what extent do specific types of discussion lead to co-construction of 
knowledge? 
" 
These questions were central to the study because of their potent in] to contribute to 
learning theory and the development of the fourth metaphor. Question I. I represents an 
hypothesis that knowledge would be mainly socially constructed. Question 1.2 
represented an intention to investigate whether long-tenn learning outcomes were 
produced by specific kinds of student talk. 
Question 2: What conditions or factors mediate student learning and cognition in small 
groups? 
2.1. What is the role of prior knowledge during group discussion and 
knowledge co-construction? 
2.2. What classroom contextual factors influence discussion and knowledge 
co-construction? 
Previous experience of cooperative learning (King, Barry & Zehnder, 1996: King, 
Luberda, Barry & Zehnder, 1998; Barry, King, Pitts-Hill, & Zehnder, 1998) and student 
class work in general had led the researcher to conjectures about the importance of 
student prior knowledge as a mediating factor. Prior knowledge was seen as a 
contextual factor in cooperative leilllling and the researcher decided to investigate other 
significant contextual fn..:tors. 
Question 3: Whm connection can be discerned between teacher cognitive intent, 
cooperative conditions, student discussion and student outcomes? 
3.1. How do group processes mediate teacher cognitive intent'! 
3.2. How does student discussion mediate teacher cognitive intent? 
3.3. What individual and group student characteristics influence teacher 
cognitive intent? 
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This question stemmed from the Meloth, Deering and Sanders (1993) research 
framework and previous research by King, Barry and Zehnder (!996). These questions 
were designed to test the teacher cognitive intent-conditions-discussion-outcomes 
connection. It was hypothesized that individual students and groups would mediate 
teacher cognitive intent. Question 3.2 was related to question 1.2. 
1.5. Definitions and assumptions 
The following definitions and assumptions apply in this study. Other definitions are 
specified within the text of the thesis. 
l. Collaborative Learning is seen as an overarching term that includes all fonns of peer 
collaboration including small group work, dyads and any combination of students 
working towards common goals as opposed to students working on assigned tasks 
individually. 
2. Cooperative Learning is seen as a genre of collaborative learning. Several specific 
strategics and learning programs have been label!ed cooperative learning. For the 
purposes of this study, a groups of four model was applied (Burns, 1981). CoClpCrativc 
learning is seen as students working together in a group small enough so that everyone 
c:m participate on a collective task that has been clearly defined (adapted from Cohen, 
1994). Students work and interact together on a task. Tasks and duties are shared. 
Students work, !earn with and gain feedback from other group members (adapted from 
Barry & King, l CJCJ3). 
3. Student Passivity is behaviour which "indicates failure and unwillingness on the part 
of the student to engage in on-task activity and/or interaction wilh fc!!ow group 
members during cooperative small-group work, including failure to a~k question~. 
contribute to explanations, comments or suggestions, or respond to other r-tudents' 
questions or initiations". (Mulryan, lCJ89, p.31 ). 
4. Cooperative Conditions are the classroom management and academic conditions 
under which cooperative learning is conducted. These include the roles for group 
members, the rules for group work, group goals, group and individual accountability 
processes and the training in giving and asking for explanations. For the purposes of 
this study, practices in cooperative conditions, recommended in the literature, were 
applied. 
5. Cognition is the processes by which we receive, transform and use infonnation from 
the environment, or the social and physical world in which we live (Partington & 
McCudden, 1992). It is assumed that when cognition occurs the individual operates 
mentally on these inputs from the external world. Cognition is a series of mental 
processes (Mayer, 1996, p.154). 
6. Learning is defined as the acquisition of mental representations, "an enduring change 
in behaviour, or in the capacity to behave in a given fashion, which results from practice 
or other fonns of experience" (Shuell, cited in Schunk, 1991, p.2). Leaming is "doing 
something differently a~ a result of experience and not because of physical growth, or of 
other changes in the 'hard wiring"' (Biggs & Moore, !993). 
II 
1.6. Outline of the thesis 
The introductory chapter is followed by a review of rcla!cd Jitcrnturc. The 
review examin~s principally two research bases, learning 1hcory and research into 
cooperative learning. The first part of the clmptcr reviews the major theories of k.aming 
and tracks the development of the first three metaphors of learning including reference 
to two key dcvclopmcnta! theorists, Piaget and Vygotsky. The second part of the 
chapter reviews the research into cooperative learning and includes discussion of some 
of the strengths and shortcomings of these strategics identified in the literature. Chapter 
Three continues to develop the theoretical basis of this research by explaining the 
philosophical underpinnings oft he study. Contributions to a fourth metaphor of human 
learning are related to "world hypotheses" and their root metaphors. This discussion 
leads to a perspective of learning and a conceptual framework that guided the research. 
Chapter Four details the research methods applied in the study. The main 
sections deal with research design, procedures and data analysis. This chapter allows 
the reader to interpret Chapter Five, where the learning of five groups of student 
participants is reported as ca~e studies. This chapter includes substantial samples of 
individual student data in the form of concept maps and vignettes from the data corpus. 
The results are reported further in Chapter Six in the form of a cross-case analysis of the 
five groups. This chapter generates findings across all groups. The findings are 
discussed and explained in theoretical terms in Chapter Seven. The final chapter 
summarizes the research questions and includes implications for theory, implications for 
teachers and possible directions for further research. A fourth metaphor of human 
learning is posited to conclude the thesis. 
CHAPTER TWO 
REVIEW OF UTE RA TUim 
2.1. Overview 
The chapter reviews the literature lhnt has infonncd the present study. Two 
main streams of discussion are pursued in this review; research into learning theory and 
research into cooperative learning methods. As a consequence, the chapter is divided 
broadly into two parts. The first part examines research into learning from an 
educational psychological perspective, including historical aspects of the discipline, in 
order to provide the background for a discussion about learning metaphors. The second 
part concerns research into cooperative learning. This chapter provides the basis for the 
theoretical framework described in chapter t!iree. A summary is provided for each of 
the two main parts of the chapter and a chapter summary is also included. 
2.2. Part One-Theories of learning 
Introduction 
Educational psychology has yet to provide a co-ordinated basis for a learning 
theory that would pennit the development of theory of teaching (Bereiter, 1990; 
Vosniadou, 1996; Nuthall, 1996). A number of perspectives on learning exist but as yet 
a definitive basis for a theory of learning has not been advanced. After almost a century 
of research and theoretical discussion, educational psychology remains a field in a state 
of flux (Good & Levin, 2001) with questions about the future directions of educational 
psychology continuing to arise (Vosniadou, 1996; O'Donnell & Levin, 2001; Mayer, 
2001). O'Donnell and Levin (2001) argued that the on-going debate about methods, 
purpose and directions in educational psychology suggested a field in a generally 
I 
i 
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healthy s!11te. Despite this healthy debate, educational psychology needs to slrive for 
relevance in the 21st century {Mayer, 2001). Directions for research in educational 
psychology, specifically cognitive psychology, have particular relevance when 
examining the development of a cogent learning theory that can explain teaching effects 
on learning. The quest for a general theory of learning has resulted in the development 
of at least three major perspectives that can be represented in terms of metaphors. 
Educational psychology bas produced rich descriptions of mental structures and a 
language for discussing learning and cognition but a drive for a more context embedded 
metaphor may be required in order for educators to better understand how students learn 
(Brophy & Good, 1986; Mayer, 2001). 
Debates about directions for research have been conducted since the beginning~ 
of educational psychology. The differences between lhe approaches of the influential 
educators, Edward Thorndike and John Dewey was the source of one such debate 
(Hilgard, 1996). Whereas Dewey was mainly concerned with the politics and social 
context of education, Thorndike was principally an experimenter (O'Donnell & Levin, 
2001). These views were not mutually exclusive but they reflected diffeling ends of the 
education-psychology elements of educational psychology. In their historical outline of 
the development of educational psychology, O'Donnell & Levin (2001) described how 
the earliest directions taken by educational psychology were influenced strongly by 
Thorndike (pp. 74). These early directions featured attempts to examine and explain 
human behaviour, including learning, in classical scientific terms. The (behaviourist) 
first metaphor of human learning resulted from the subsequent laboratory experiments. 
The emphasis on laboratory research diverted attention from the real context in 
which learning takes place. Early theories proved unable to account for learning beyond 
the limits of behaviourist methods (Vosniadou, 1996: Mayer, 2001). Mayer (2001) 
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urgued that cognitive psychology, responsible for the second (information processing) 
and third (knowledge construction) metaphors, had bccom~ increasingly irrelevant. The 
question of the relevance of research into learning has been criticised as rclyiog too 
heavily upon a process-product research paradigm and naturnlistic, interpretive, 
reflective approaches have been mJvocatcd (Erickson, 1986). Brophy & Good (1986) 
called for research Co be conducted in real situations, a call echoed more recently by 
Vosniadou (1996), Nuthall (1997) and Mayer (2001). These authors saw a rel urn to 
these conte;ii;ts as critical in the progress towards a better understanding of the effects of 
teaching on learning (Nuthall, 1996; Vosniadou, 1996, Mayer, 2001). 
Mayer (2001) contended that in the future development of educatiorml 
psychology, the fields of education and psychology could offer something to each other. 
Mayer argued that in order to develop relevant theories of learning and cognition 
"psychologists need to examine realistic learning situations" (2001, p.84) and that 
educational settings could provide the vehicle for these kinds of study. Psychology 
could in return provide well researched, scientifically valid methods of instruction 
which could assist educators to improve outcomes for students. Examples in specific 
subject mattu learning {reading, mathematics and history) and learning cognitive 
strategies (comprehension and problem solving) were cited to illustrate how psychology 
could provide this kind of support to educators (pp.84-87). 
Several authors have argued that early theories were conceptualised within a 
narrow band and did not take sufficient account of the total context of student learning 
(Vosniadou, 1996; Nuthall, 1996, 1997). This review will explore the notion that the 
early research focus into learning theory may have been too narrow in its conception 
and consequently focussed research attention onto artificial, laboratory contexts. Had 
attempts to explain human !earning, particularly learning in schools. been conducted in 
the actual context under study with particular attention to socio-cultural context.~. 
knowledge about learning might have taken different directions. 
The following sections describe the major theories of learning, beginning with 
summaries ofbehaviournl theories, proceeding through cognitive pcrspcctiveo and 
finally examining more recent developments including siluativc theories. These 
discussions are set against the context of developing metaphors of learning. 
2.3. Behavioural perspectives-learning as response strengthening 
IS 
Early learning theories developed by Pavlov (1849-1936), Watson (1878-1958) 
and Thorndike (1874-1949) were based on investigation of the observable behaviours 
associated with learning (Mcinerney & Mclnemey, 1994). These theoril's were tenncd 
behaviourist and they dominated thought about teaching and learning for several 
decades, giving rise to the first metaphor. 
Classical conditioning 
Under behaviourist theories, the interaction of the individual with the 
environment was described in tenns of the relationship between stimulus and response. 
Leaming was seen as co11ditio11ing. In bis respondent or classical co11ditio11ing 
experiments, Pavlov demonstrated that behaviour modification (conditioning) wa, 
related to stimulus and response. Students of educational psychology arc familiar with 
Pavlov's experiments whereby dogs' salivation was manipulated using associations 
between ringing bells and food aromas so that the conditioned stimulus became the bell, 
causing the dogs to salivate. 
Watson further defined classical conditioning and first coined the tenn, 
behaviourism. According to Bigge {1971), Watson's definition of human learning was 
couched in purely mechanistic, behavioural tenns and refuted cognitive ideas. 
" 
Thorndike's contribution to behavioural theory was to propose that if 
pleasurable experiences followed stimuli, responses were strengthened. This he termed 
the lmv of effect (Mcinerney & Mcinerney, 1994). 
While Watson and Thorndike's theories may have provided some basis for 
discussion and further research, !hey failed to take account of the complexities of lmman 
/eami11g. To reduce complex functions like learning in complex, rational organisms 
like humans seems to be an over-simplification. 
Operant conditioning 
An innuential development of classical conditioning was the work of B.F. 
Skinner (1904-1990). Skinner was renowned for his, sometimes radical, views on 
education and society. His impact on behavioural ]earning theory was profound. 
Skinner's theories influenced thinking about learning and motivation for generations. 
Leaming programs designed step by step where each step depends upon mastery of the 
previous step owe much to Skinner's theories. Skinner's operant conditioni11g, 
introduced the concepts of the operant, shaping, reinforcemeu/ and p1mis/1me11/ to 
educational thinking (Mcinemey & Mcinerney, 1994; Maltby, Gage & Berliner, 1995}. 
Teachers wbo might claim al!egiance to more modem ideals may sometimes 
find themselves applying aspects of Skinner's theories. Skinner conducted his own 
experiments with animals, such as in the famous Skinner Box, which involved shaping 
the behaviour of an animal, such as a rat or a pigeon, so that it responded to stimuli and 
performed desired behaviours. 
Some contemporary instructional programs and philosophies, such as Direct 
/11structio11, have been heavily influenced by Skinner's theories (Mclnemcy & 
Mcinerney, 1994). The success of these programs can be explained in cognitive tenm 
but they owe their origins to behaviourism. They are at the core of perspectives of 
teaching and learning that argue the benefits or shortcomings of direct teaching as 
opposed to indirect teaching. 
Observational leamim;; 
Bandura's (1969) investigation into learning based upon observation was related 
to behavourist approaches. His research differed principally from behaviourist studies 
in his use ofhuman participants when he studied childrcns' reaction to aggressive 
behaviour modelling directed towards toys. Bandura found that when we learn though 
observation, belwvio11r models guide our behaviour. Our observation ofbclmviour 
models changes our behaviour so that it comes to resemble the modelled behaviour. 
Behaviourism in the present study's context 
Questions of whether teaching and learning in humans is about strengthening 
responses or something more complex arc central to the present study. Much 
behaviourist research studied the learning of animals so that the focus was on behaviour 
and not thoughts and feelings. The learner's environment was depicted as a set of 
stimuli (Biggs & Moore, 1993). Hence, the complexities ofhuman cognition could not 
be explained in behaviourist terms. Behaviourists typically see learners as being simply 
reactive to their environment. According to these theories, students in classrooms are 
driven by the stimulus-response connection and learn in order to avoid unpleasant 
consequences or to receive rewards. While clements of these theories may credibly 
explain some student learning and behaviour, such as rote learning or routine 
behaviours, cognitivists would argue that the learner is a much more active participant 
in the process of learning. Additionally, behaviourism does not represent a credible 
learning model when attempting to explain more complex learning, particularly 
language acquisition (Maltby, Gage & Berliner, 1995). 
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2.4. Cognitive-developmental theories of learning 
Theorists such as Piaget ( 1954), Vygotsky (!978, 198 [) and Bruner ( 1966) have 
explored human learning from a predominantly dcvelopmentul perspective. The 
theories of Piaget and Vygotsky arc outlined in this review as the most applicable to the 
present study. 
Piaget and Vygotsky both attempted to explain behaviour and child development 
in terms of mental processes and provided many of the fundamental tenets for later 
research that developed into modern constructivisms and socio-cultural theories. The 
work of Piaget and Vygolsky was directed towards child cognitive development and 
their perspectives on !earning were a consequence of this developmental focus. 
Piaget's theories 
Piaget saw humans as active participants in their learning. His view of mind 
versus world appeared organismic (Pepper, 1942) possibly due to his original training in 
biology. Hence, Piaget saw humans as functioning biological organisms. Piaget 
developed his version of cognitive functioning over a period of appro11:imately si11:ty 
years {De Lisi & Golbeck, 1999). His work has been criticised, e,i:panded and modified 
over that time but many of the hallmarks of his theories have remained credible in the 
face of scrutiny. 
Piaget proposed that children's cognitive capability progressed through the 
development of two main cognitive systems, the sensory-mo/or and the operational 
systems (Pi.iget, 1954). The sensory motor system developed soon afterbirth and the 
operational system in the child's second year. The two major systems were divided 
further into four broad stages of development; sensory motor, pre-opera1io11a{/i11111i1fre, 
concrete opera/io11al and formal operational {Mallby et al 1995). 
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According to Pingel, cognitive development occurs when people are confronted 
with experiences or objects which are beyond their existing men ta! representations of 
their environment. In these situations, children make meaning of experience by 
reflecting on, re-organising or adapting their existing cognitive systems or .rchema (De 
Lisi & Golbeck, 1999). JndiYiduals interpret the same experience differently because 
they are at differing stages of adapting or re-constructing their cognitive structures. 
Cognitive development for Piaget was driven by the child's need to achieve a state of 
eq11ilibri11111 between cxi~ling schema and new CXJ :riences. If a state of dis-equilibrium 
exists, some form of mental processing is necess.iry to re\Um to cquiJibrium and this 
leads to cognitive development. Adaptation of schema involved a.r.1imilalio11 and 
accommodation. Assimilation occurs when new objects or perceptions are fitted into 
existing schema. Accommodation occurs when schema themselves are altered in order 
to include the new objects or perceptions. 
Piaget expanded his theories in his later work to include a focus on how 
cognitive systems are modified (Piaget, 1985). He posited that a process of 
equilibration leads to the modification of cognitive systems. According to Piaget 
equilibration existed in three fonns. The first, involving assimilation and 
accommodation, was centred around current intellectual activity. A second form of 
equilibration was a horizontal re-organisation, relating to re-constructions within 
schemes or re-constructing relationships between two or m,···~ schemes. Tb'-' third 
equilibration was a vertical re-structuring of whole sets of schemes within the total 
cognitive system (De Lisi & Go!beck, 1999). 
Although many of Piaget's ideas have provided impo:tnnt constructs for the 
understanding of cognitive development, some of his methodology and findirc:s have 
been criticised. Donaldson (1978) criticised Piuget's experimental f.lr!!hoc!s because 
they were not embedded in a relevant context. She provided evidence of levcls of 
children's thinking not thought possible under Pinget's ideas in situation.~ of relevance 
to children. Davis (1991, cited in Maltby ct al, 1995, p.105) contended that the dis-
embedded nature of Piogct's tasks lacked "human sease" to children. According to 
Gelman ( 1985) and Nagy & Griffith ( l 982) tasks, in\tructions and social settings 
comprise highly influential contextual factors, which must be accounted for when 
studying children's thinking. 
Other researchers have questioned Piaget's assertions about staged development 
in children (Maltby et al, 1995). Researchers have claimed that children are more 
capable of complex behaviour than was thought possible by Piaget. Some very young 
children have displayed complex knowledge in certain subject areas (Chi, 1985). Carey 
(1985) concluded that children were capable of thinking like adults but because adults 
knew much more than children, children's thinking often appeared less sophisticated. 
Piaget's claim that development was universal has also been criticised by 
Partington & McCudden (1992) when they contended thal schools cause difficulties for 
students enculturated differently to the limited, Western European ethnic base which 
produced Piaget's theories. Since Piaget's theories have been the dominant 
developmental theories in Western schools, students from different cultures may 
become alienated while attempting to operate in what is effectively, a foreign culture. 
Partington and McCudden (1992) contended that Piagetian theories might be of limited 
use in understanding the learning and cognition of more diverse ethnic groups. Claims 
of universality were speculative because they had not been tested across cultures (p.59). 
Other researchers have identified differences in cultural groups as a potentially powerful 
mediation on classroom experience. 
" 
Crawford (1996) found that Australian Aboriginal children experienced conflict 
between the values promoted between home and school, specifically in the teaching of 
mathematics. John-Steiner & Mahn (1996) have also described how approaches to 
teaching, which may be appropriate for one ethnic group may be inappropriate for 
another. Tharp & Gallimore (I 988, cited in John-Steiner & Mahn, 1996, pp !97~198) 
worked with Hawaiian children grouped in fours and fives. The same success of this 
program was not achicvr.d with Navajo children in the same sized small groups until the 
researchers found that these children preferred to work in same sex dyaJs (Jordan, 
Tharp & Vogt, 1985, cited in John-Steiner & Mahn, 1996, pp 197-198). 
The criticisms and the limits of Piaget's theories do not diminish his 
contribution to our conceptualization of cognition in children. Although details have 
been tested, the broad concepts of Piaget's theories have provided a language with 
which educators can discuss child development. Other researchers have provided 
further insights that include more recognition of the role of social influences and culture 
in childrens' cognitive development. These socially based theories, which .. ave become 
the foundation of several contemporary theories, are discussed below. 
Vygotsky's theories 
The theories of Russian psychologist, Lev Vygotsky have gained attention since 
becoming more widely available to the Western world in the nineteen seventies 
(Vygotsky, 1978). These theories provide an alternative to Piaget and have been 
influential in the development of more recent research. Vygotsky al!empted to explain 
the human mind by examining its development and maturation in the child within its 
social and cultural context. Piaget argued that cognitive function occurred first in the 
mind of the child. In contrast, Vygotsky contended that cognitive function resided first 
in the socio-cultural setting and then in the child's mind. Even cognitive activity, which 
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seemed private (reading, solving puzzles, reflecting on personal experiences) originated 
in col!nborutivc activity (Berk & Winslcr, 1995). He expressed this in his genetic law of 
psyc/w/ogical develop111e111, outlined in the following quote. 
Any function in the child's development appcar5 twice, or on two planes. First 
it appears on the social plane, and then on the psychological plane. First it 
appears between people as rm inter-psychological category, and then within the 
child as an intra-psychological category. This is equally true with regard to 
voluntary attention, logical memory, the formation of concepts and the 
development of volition. (1981, p.163). 
Much of the focus of Vygotsky's writings was on the differences between 
human mental functions and that of other animals. According to Vygotsky, lower 
mental functions were common to humans and other species of mammals but higher 
mental functions using language and other cultural tools were uniquely human (Berk & 
Winslcr, 1995). He theorised that one distinguishing feature of human learning was the 
convergence of practical activity and speech {Vygotsky, 1978, p.25), noting a 
connection between thinking, doing and speaking. Early cognitive development 
occurred in children when verbalized thoughts were internalized. Speech not only 
accompanied activity but also helped to carry it out. According to Vygotsky, the ability 
to verbalize thoughts allowed humans to plan ahead when solving problems. 
Like Piaget, Vygotsky also allowed for the active involvement of the learner but 
he adopted a more socio-cul turn! stance and attempted to account for the impact of 
culture on cognitive development. Vygotsky accepted that the culture in which children 
grnw up was crucial in shaping meanings from their environment. According to 
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Vygotsky, each culture reacts differently to the same situation and shapes unique socio-
cultural meanings. Cognitive development is embedded in the social-cultural context. 
Under these theories, children are seen as 110vice.r in interpreting their 
environment. More knowledgeable parents, teachers or peers are seen as mediators or 
experts. Vygotsky's basic social model for the cognitive growth of the chiltl is a dyad 
between novice and expert. The expert provides the guidance, instruction or scaffolding 
(Wood, Bruner & Ross, 1976) required to take the novice to a higher level of cognitive 
development. Mediators, particularly teachers, need to assess the cognitive level of 
students. This is represented by whm the child can do independently. Next the 
mediator assesses what the child can do with assistance from a more competent 
individual. The gap between actual and potential development was tenned the zone of 
proximal deve!opmem (Vygotsky, 1986}. The notion of a zone of proximal 
development Wt\S one of Vygotsky's major contributions to understandings about 
cognitive development. 
A summary of the process of learning, described in Vygotskyian terms, secs the 
expert and novice working together in a culturally embedded setting, using cultural 
tools such as language and semiotic meanings, to socially construct knowledge. The 
socially constructed knowledge is then transfonned into individual knowledge which 
then becomes more complex (Vyg1Jtsky, 1986; Maltby et al, 1995}. It is through this 
process that the child develops a sense of the shared knowledge of their culture and 
becomes increasingly expert in interpreting events as a member of that culture. 
2.5. Cognitive perspectives-learning as information processing 
or knowledge construction 
A number of cognitive theories of learning have been generated which have 
provided the second and third metaphors of educational psychology. Mayer (1996) 
summarised the progress of leruning metaphors as parallelling the methods of 
investigation. Laboratory experiments on animals produced the first (behaviourist, 
stimulus-response) metaphor which was followed by laboratory experiments on humans 
(information processing) and the second metaphor (miod as computer). Research 
expanded into more realistic situations to investigate human learning and produced the 
third metaphor (knowledge as cognitive construction). This section reviews the 
infom1atirm processing model of learning and describes the major forms of 
constructit'ism. 
General pri'lciples of constructivism 
The basic tenets of constructivism developed from the work of theorists such as 
Piaget and Vygotsky. All versions of constructivism argue that the role of the learner is 
critical. The learner actively interprets or constructs meanings from their environment 
in an attempt to make sense of it. This attempt at interpretation leads to the 
development of knowledge or cognitive growth. The basis for meaning making is a 
process where an individual's past experience is related to new experience. It is in this 
active cognitive involvement of learners that constructivism differs from earlier 
perspectives on learning such as behaviourism. A variety of constructivist theories exist 
that fall basically into two groups; those inspired by Piaget which contend that 
knowledge is fundamentally an individual construct and the social constructivists, 
inspired by researchers such as Vygotsky, who describe the social basis of knowledge. 
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Infonnation processing models of learning 
Infonnation proce~sing (IP) models of learning have been interpreted literally or 
from a more constructivist stance (Mayer, 1996), The literal modd is discussed in this 
section and the constructivist version is described in the following section. The main 
difference between these interpretations is that the literal version of infomrntion 
processing theory contends that although the learner is an involved party, knowledge 
can be transmitted direct to the learner. 
The literal IP theory model depicts learning in mechanistic terms (Pepper, 1942; 
pp 186-231). These views of learning diverged from behaviourist views in that learning 
was seen as knowledge acquisition instead of response strengthening. The mind was 
seen as an information processing system and cognition was a series of mental 
processes (Mayer, 1996). The increasingly widespread use of electronic computers in 
the 1950s and 60s had led to this conception of the human mind as a self-programming 
computer (Mayer, 1996). To proponents of information processing, computers and the 
human mind seemed to perform similar functions such as acquiring knowledge, 
retrieving information, coding information and others. Learning was locmed in three 
memory systems; the sensory register, working memory and long-term memory (Biggs 
& Moore, 1993; Figure I). 
Tu!ving (1985) described three kinds of memory; procedural, episodic and 
semantic. Procedural memory is procedural knowledge or the memory "f how to carry 
out actions. Episodic memory is memory of personal events, stored as iconic images 
(Biggs & Moore, 1993, p.221). Semantic memory represents knowledge of 
information, concepts, principles and so on (Maltby et al, 1995, p.262). 
Input Pncodlng; Sehded 
from Short tenn Input 
sensory cn,ironmen 
storage 
Sen_sory Rcgi.stcr 
Short Working 
fMm memory 
memory (WM) 
(STM) 
Working Memr,ry 
Input 
l..ong·lcrm 
Memory 
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Allendinc: very quick 
scnnning of inpul for 
imporutncc 
(up lo one second) 
Processing: a more 
clabornlc handling 
of material to ensure 
long-term rclcnlion 
(up lo one minute) 
Slori1'g: input 
now processed 
and availnblc 
for recall (up lo 
a lifetime) 
Figure 1. An information processing modd of mern~ry. 
Source: Biggs, J., & Moore, P. (1993). Tl,e processofleon11"ng (3rd ed.). (p. 207). Sydney: Pren lice 
Hall. 
According to Biggs & Moore (1993) this model of learning proved "useful for 
construing some important aspects of cognitive functioning" {p.206). Some researchers 
have attempted to build upon IP models. Most IP r<:search was laboratory based but 
classroom research by Nuthall & Alton-Lee (1993) and Nuthall (1999) was underpinned 
by some of the major IP concepts such as short term memory and working memory. 
Nuth all & Alton-Lee (1993) developed a model of learning bnsed upon the amount of 
time students engaged with the content. Nuthall (1999) expanded the model, applying 
constructs from Piaget, IP and constructivism to further investigntc knowledge 
acquisition. 
Knowledge acquisition has also been related to the kinds of operations the 
learner performs on the material. This collection of information processing-based 
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research has been described as cognitive-e!aboralive by Slavin (I 990, 1995). In ortler 
for infonnntion to be retained, cognitive re-structuring or elaboration must occur 
(Wittrock, 1978, 1990) such a~ when an individual summarizes a lecture instead of 
simply taking notes (Brown, Bransford, Ferrara & Campione, 1983). One very 
effective means of elaborating on material is for the learner co attempt to explain it to 
another individual (Slavin, 1990, 1995). Peer tutoring has received supporl from 
researchers who have shown that peer collaboration can lead to academic gains 
(Dansereau, 1985). Research by Palincsar & Brown (1984) falls within the cognitive-
elaborative perspective. These researchers developed a reciprocal leaching model of 
reading instruction where students worked in small groups and adopted the teacher's 
perspective. Students analyse reading material and lead the group in discussion, asking 
and answering questions about the text. 
Despite providing useful constructs for further research, the limits of IP theories 
are significant. Mayer (1996) argued that the most literal interpretations of an 
information processing metaphor were close to behaviourism, "with the view of 
learning as a passive, atomistic, and mechanical process." (p.158). According to Mayer 
(1996), this model of learning was incomplete because it failed to account for the active 
nature of learning and ignored the "emotional, affective, and motivational aspects: 
social, cultural, and epistemological aspects; and biological, physiological, :nd 
evolutionary aspects" (p.158). 
Mayer (1996) dC.'lcribcd other limits to IP theory. Research has raised doubts 
about the division of the human mind into sensory memory, short-term memory and so 
on. These divisions assume the mind has a bounded capacity for storing disconnected 
information. IP models dimir,!sh the role of the learner as an active processor and do 
not account for the construction and reconstruction of knowledge involved in 
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meaningful learning. IP models also assume that cognition can be reduced to a series of 
processes analogous to sub-routines in a computer. Research has shown that cognitive 
processing does not occur on its own but is embedded in n context (Posner, 1978, cited 
in Mayer, 1996). 
In sum, classical infonnation processing theory fails to consider the total 
individual within a total context. The implications of this perspective on teaching and 
learning are discussed later in this review. 
Constructivist models of learning 
A further criticism of information processing theory, particularly relevant for the 
present study, is that the research was based largely upon laboratory experiments. 
Behaviourists based their research on animal laboratory experiments. IP researchers 
also examined human beings principally in laboratory experiments. This research 
produced an incomplete picture of human learning. As research expanded beyond 
contrived laboratory tasks {Mayer, 1996), the constructive nature of learning became 
more apparent and researchers became increasingly aware of the complexities of the 
classroom (Nuthall, 1996). As many as six fonns of constructivism have been 
described (Steffe & Gale, 1995). This section summarises the key concepts of the 
various versions of constructivism. In Prawat's ( 1996) review, two perspectives of 
constructivism were designated modemist and the other four post-modemist. Some of 
these perspectives represent positions or stances rather than coherent, thoroughly 
researched theories. The post-modernist perspectives include several socio-cultural and 
language-based theories which challenge traditional views of cognition and learning and 
may be the early developments of a fourth metaphor of learning (Nuthall, 1996). 
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Modernist perspectives 
Radical or sc/u:ma-ba.1·ed constructivism draws heavily upon Piugctian theory. 
This model of constrnctivism adopts a modernist epistemological stance which assumes 
that knowledge resides with the individual (Prnwal, ! 996). Radical constructivists 
argue that schema are constructed in the h:!ad and mediate between mind and world, 
subject and object (Prnwat, 1996; Derry, 1996). 
Literal interpretations of information processing theory arc described above. A 
more recent development, with a constructivist interpretation, is termed cognitive 
schema theory (Derry, 1996). This version of IP theory sees memory as knowledge 
rather than information, allowing for a more schematic, mediated, coherent conception. 
In cognitive schema theory (CST) three different classes of schema are ide11ti!ied 
(Derry, 1996). Memory objec/s are the stored results of previous experience or the prior 
knowledge that Cllll be used to interpret new events. Cognitive fields are the pre-
conceptions activated in particular situations in order for mental modelling to occur. 
Mental models occur when memory objects are re-organised into a representation of an 
event. CST represents some progress towards the third metaphor with the introduction 
of ideas about knowledge embedded in context in the learning process as opposed to 
knowledge in isolation. 
Post-modernist perspectives: Social and language-based intcmretations 
Social constructivisms differ from the radical (schema based) and JP versions in 
their acceptance of the Vygotskian assumption that knowledge is primarily located in 
the social context and not in the individual (Prawm, 1996). Prawat (1996) identified 
four fonns of social constructivism and labelled them post-modemist because of their 
epistemological stance. 
Socio-c11/111ral co,1str11c1ivfam draws heavily upon Vygotsky's theories on the 
locus of knowledge. According to Prawat (1996) present day versions of socio-culturnl 
theory include the notion of distrihuted cognition, where knowledge and cognition arc 
part of a "complex construct that might be described as individual with artefact" 
(p.218). In this view, language is considered a social artefact. Individuals and artefacts 
lie embedded in culturally relevant activities as the individual attempts to make 
meaning from experience (objects and events) around them. Lave (1988) and Rogoff, 
(1990) have acknowledged the significant role of the socio-cultural context. According 
to Lave (1988) individuals and social activity cannot be distinguished from each other 
and cognition is located "in the experiencing of the world, and the world experienced, 
through activity, in context." (p.178). 
The $J!l!bolic interactionalist or emerge11/ perspective (Blumer, 1969: Cobb & 
Yackel, 1996; Prawat, 1996) examines tile interplay between individuals and socially 
shared activity. Local community practices, such as the established learning community 
of the classroom, arc the focus of research based upon symbolic interactionalism (Cobb 
& Yackel, 1996). According to Prawat (1996), it is this local community focus as 
opposed to a focus on broader socio-cultural practices which makes symbolic 
interactionalism "idea\ly suited to a fine-grained examination of classroom lcnrning-one 
that takes into consideration, in equal measure, individual learning and social 
dynamics." (p.219). This perspective assigns equal weighting to individual knowledge 
construction and its social context. It helps account for how groups of individuals 
contribute their uniqueness to learning situations, combine with others to make 
meanings from classroom experiences and interpret the socially shared meanings in 
unique ways (Prawat, 1996). Symbolic interactionalism differs from socio-cultural 
upproaches in that the individual makes more autonomous meanings from social 
intcrnctions. 
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In social p.~yclwlogiwl co11.1·1r11c1irmism (Gergen, 1994, citccl in Pruwal, l 996) 
individuals nre part of n tliscrmr.ie cmmmmity which ovcrarchcs all inlcraclion between 
individuals, m1efacts, objects and events. According to this post-modernist perspective, 
al! truth, behaviour and experience are linguistically based. Rorty (1989, p.7, cited in 
Prawat, 1996) contended thm" truth is a property of linguistic entities, of sentences". 
This perspective has been criticised because it dos not account for private cognitive 
processes not involving language (Prawat, 1996). 
Socio-li11g11istic theories were developed that acknowledged that the prime 
medium of learning in the classroom is language (Nutha!l, !996). Language was seen 
as the principle social semiotic (Halliday, 1978). Although based upon linguistic 
concepts and methodologies, these theories drew heavily upon socio-cultural 
perspectives. Halliday (1978) took an outsictc-in view of the relationship between the 
individual and the group. The individual was seen as a derivation of the group rather 
than the group as defined by the individual. Halliday ( 1978) posited thm the individual 
human organism was destined to become a member of a group and that this 
enculturation was achieved "not wholly, but critically-through language" (p. 14). 
Closely related to Halliday's view were the theories sometimes referred to as language 
and /earniug theories (Barnes, Brillon & Rosen, !969: Brillon, 1970; Barnes, 1976). 
Britton's work was developmentally focussed and highlighted the axiom that children 
learn by using language and learn language by using it. Britton (1970) saw the use of 
language in the expressive function as the pcrsomd base for learning. 
Further language-based theories, closely related to the socio-cultural 
perspectives of Vygotsky and Leont'ev (1981), view language as a cultural artdact. 
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According to these resenrchcrs, various curriculum areas arc defined by lhe specific 
kinds of discourse used as students nnd teachers engage with them (Nuthal!, 1997, 
pp.712), A third language-bused perspective argues I fiat language is a specific linguistic 
genre with 11 central role in cognition {Nulhnll, 1997, p.712). Narrative was seen by 
these researchers us the principle means whereby children come to know and understand 
experience. 
A final post-modernist perspective presented in Prnwat's (1996) review is the 
Deweyan, idea-based social constructivism. Dewey assigned prominence to both social 
context and the individual in the making of meaning (Glassman, 2001). Exposure to 
and interaction with ideas were seen as the driving force for knowledge construction in 
individuals (Prawnt, 1996; Glassman, 2001). According to Dewey, ideas mediate 
between private and public domains. In the Deweyan perspective, ideas provide the 
seeds for wider cognitive growth. Education should provide students with opportunities 
for "acquiring and testing ideas and information in active pursuits typifying important 
ideas social situations," so they could make connections between academic lenming and 
daily life (Dewey, 1916, p.191, cited in Greene, 1986). Dewey's concern with students 
connecting educational experience to everyday life is salient when considering recent 
notions of situated cognition. 
2.6. Situated cognition theories 
The above perspectives have acknowledged that the classroom experiences of 
children are more complex and mu!ti-fncetted than was understo .. .:I by behaviourists and 
literal interpretations of information processing theory. Versions of constructivism 
which place more emphasis on the social-cultural context of learning may be 
progressing towards a more context driven fourth metaphor of lenming including 
developments in siwated cognilifm theories. 
Situated learning is learning :hough goal-directed activity situated in authentic 
contex• .. ,, which relate to the application of the learning {Lave, 1988; Brown, Collins & 
Duguid, I :t?9; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Billet, l 996). Rogoff (1984) argued that 
cognitive psychologists had been too concerned with describing how mental 
representations occur, indeper·l,mt of the effects of context. Cognitive skills or stages 
did not seem transferahle !ro·n one situation to another. Lave and Wenger (!991) 
contend, d that agen•. J.cth1ty and world were not mutually exclusive and that most 
perspe('tives on J.:..arn;ng ignored its fundamentally social nature. Brown et al (1989) 
contended that the effectiveness of teaching and learning in schools is limited because 
knov,Jcdge is often treated by teachers as an abstract, decontcxtualized "commodity". 
Lea:ning and cognition were socially negotiated and locmed "in activity, context and 
cu11ure" (Brown et al, !989, p.32). Collins, Brown and Newman (1989) proposed a 
cognitive apprenticeship model as an alternative to conventional s~hooling. This model 
argues for n greater recognition of the role of activity and enculturation in the 
acquisition ofknow!edge. A part of this recognition might include conceiving the 
classroom and other learning situations in terms ofBerciter's (!990) co111ex111al 
modules, which comprised the "entire complex of knowledge, skills, goals and feelings" 
(p.613). Under Beroiter's conception, the learning situation was seen as a complex unit 
rather than its disconnected components. 
Billett (1996) argued for greater attention to the learning situation, contending 
thut knowledge acquired out of context may not he transferred to other contexts. Lave's 
(1988) research into everyday uses of mu thematics took cognitive psychological 
research from the laboratory, showing how cognition is shaped by interactions between 
culturnl!y rich individuals and their total context. This interaction leads to changes both 
in the mind of the individual and their situation. 
Billett (1996) also argued that reconciling differences between cognitive 
psychological and socio-cultural perspectives was necessary in order lo understand and 
explain the situated nature of cognition, calling a "bridging of socio-cultural and 
cognitive theories" (p.277). Billett's analysis of cognitive psychological literature 
produced a delineation of sources ofknowledge into proximal guidance (novice 
perfonning tasks under expert guidance), distal guidance (guidance derived from 
authentic activities in the situation) and the individuals' interpretations based on their 
personal histories. According to Billett (1996), contextualizing learning allowed for this 
bridging of cognitive psychological and socio-cultural perspectives but further research 
was needed to investigate how different social situations influence the co-construction 
cf knowledge. 
2.7. Perspectives of learning and their relationship to teaching practice 
The perspectives on teaming reviewed above have been very influential upon 
teaching practice for decades. In particular, the broad spectrum of constructivism, 
including socio-cultural and language-based perspectives, have shaped modem 
educational practice. A recent example is the outcomes-based movement in education, 
which can trace its origins to constructivist perspectives on learning. The importance of 
understandings about constructivism is the relationship of these theories to teachers' 
views about teaching and learning. For all their potential, constructivisms are versions 
ofleaming theory not theories of teaching. The application of these theories is a matter 
for the practices and beliefs of educators. The central understanding for teachers, from 
I 
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ul! fonns of research into learning, is whether !carncn; arc passive recipients of 
knowledge or whether they are active participants in the learning process. 
TADLE J, Teaching 11nd lc11rnlng us lransmls.1!011 oflnfurmalion vcrstLsHodnl construction of 
kno,vledgc 
Transmiuion View 
Knowledge as a fixed body orinformalion 
lrnnsmiued rrom !cacher or 1cx1 lO students 
Text.s, 1cucher as aulhorilalivc sources of cxpen 
knowledge to which students defer 
Social Com/ruction View 
Knowledge as developing interpretations co· 
conslrucled through discussion 
Authority for constructed knowledge resides in the 
argumcnt.s and evidence cited in ils suppofl by 
slUdcnt.s as well a., by text.s nr teacher: everyone 
has cxpcnisc lo contribute 
Teacher and students share responsibility for 
initiating and guiding learning efforts 
Teacher is responsible for managing students' 
lc:iming by providing information and leading 
students through activities and assignments 
Teacher explains, checks for understanding, and 
judges correctness or s1udcnts' responses 
Teacher acts as discussion leader who poses 
qucs•;ons, seeks clariflcalions, promotes dialogue, 
helps group recognize areas of consensus and of 
continuing disagreement 
Student.s memorize or replicate what hus been 
explained or modelled 
Discourse emphasizes drill and recitation in 
response to convergent questions; focus is un 
eliciting correct answers 
Students strive 10 make sense of new input by 
relating it lo lhcirprior knowledge and by 
colloborating in dialogue wilh o!bcrs 10 co-
construcl shared understandings 
Discourse cmpha.1i1.cs rcncclivc discu.ssion of 
networks of connected knowledge: questions arc 
more divergent but designed to develop 
understanding or the powcrfo! ideas thal anchor 
these networks; focus is on eliciting students' 
thinking 
Activities emphasize replication of models or Activities emphasize applications to nut hen lie 
applications lhut require following slcp·hy·slep issues and problems that require higher.order 
algorithms thinking 
Studcnls work mostly alone, practising what has Students collaborate by acting as a learning 
been lrnnsmitted to them in order lo prepare community lhnt conmuels shared undcn;wndings 
thcmsclvc.110 compclc for rewards by reproducing through sustained dialogue 
it on demand 
Source: Good, T.L., & Brophy, J.E. (2000). looki,ig fo classrooms. (8th ed.).(pp.420·421). New York: 
Addison Wesley Longman. 
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Teachers who sec knowledge in traditional lcnns (sec Table I) will be 
influenced to teach in ways where knowledge is treated as a fixed, bounded 
"commodity", whereas teachers with constructivist views will be more likely to teach us 
though knowledge were a developing system of constructs. 
Orientations to teaching and learning have moved from tran:;mission models to 
i11terpre/atio11 models since the nineteen seventies (Barnes, 1976). Table I represents 
some of the alternate views on teaching and learning inspired by the infonnation versus 
social construction debate. 
2.8. Part One Summary 
Part one of this review has outlined the development of the major strands of 
learning theory and attempted to place these in the context of the present study. Table 2 
depicts the major features of the first three metaphors of learning. The first metaphor of 
learning was based upon animal responses to stimuli. Researchers realised that this 
metaphor was incomplete. Human learning appeared more complex than that of 
animals. The second metaphor was mechanistic, developing its conceptions from the 
advent of electronic computers. This metaphor was also incomplete because of its 
failure to account for the role of individuals in actively constructing meaning from 
experience. The knowledge as construction metaphor followed the computer metaphor. 
Various forms of constructivism have since evolved and focus more al!cntion on the 
role of socio-cultural influences. These perspectives include several language-based 
views. The socio-cultural perspectives have given rise to situated learning theories that 
together with their social predecessors and language based perspectives, may be at the 
forefront of a fourth metaphor of human learning. 
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TABLE 2: Three mctaphor,i or learning 
Leamirlg Major R~searcl, base Tellcher's Studml 's role Typical 
"" 
rol, i11stmc1iu11al 
method 
Response !900s·l950s Lnb nnimals on Dispenser of Rccipicnc of Drill nnd practice 
strcnsthcning nrlificinl tnsks rewards and rewards and on basic skills 
punishmcnll punishmenl5 
Information I 960s- l 970s Humans on Dispenser of Recipient of Tc,tbooks and 
processing nrtificial tasks inform:uion informal ion leciuring 
Knowkdgc l980s-!990s Humans on Guide for Sense maker Discussion, guided 
conotrucling re"listic !ask., exploring discovery, 
'""' 
supcrviicd 
participation in 
academic tasks 
Source: Mnycr, R.E. (1996). Learners as information processors: Legacies and limirntions of educational 
psychology's second metaphor. Ed11catio11al Psyclwlogist, 31(~!4), 151-161. 
2.9. Part Two-Cooperative learning: Theory and practice 
Introduction 
To what extent does learning occur in isolation or is it derived principally from 
socio-cultural contexts? This study has focussed on the specific educational context of 
children working in small groups. How does the construction of knowledge in these 
settings occur? Are the claimed cognitive benefits of cooperative learning valid? 
Cooperative learning strategies are difficult to establish and manage. Teachers 
require strong classroom management skills before attempting these approaches. Cohen 
(1991) tenned these kinds of strategies complex instruction, because of the interplay of 
many more variables than !hose involved in transmission methods. Meloth & Deering 
(1999) regarded the tenn, complex instruction, as particularly appropriate given that 
teachers attempting such methods are confronted with a "myriad of paradoxes" (p.253). 
They argued that teachers had to be prepared to hand over more control to students but 
they had often been offered minimal training and guidance in the use of these strategies. 
The lack of assistance for teachers was likely to lead them to ubandon cooperative 
learning strategies. 
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Meloth & Dl'ering (1999) argued further that insufficient research had focussed 
on cognitive and metacognitive benefits of cooperative learning aml how groups interact 
to produce putative benefits. Arc the benefits of cooperative learning primarily social 
and affective or are cognitive gains also significant? What are the benefits and possible 
shortcomings of cooperative learning? A substantial body of research on cooperative 
learning exists and a number ofreview articles are available (Slavin, 1991; Cohen, 
1994; Qin, Johnson & Johnson, 19'.lS). The remainder of this chapter outlines major 
trends and emphases in the literature in order to provide background for the present 
study. 
Cooperative learning models 
Researchers have developed more than 80 cooperative learning strategics 
(Johnson, Johnson & Barlett, 1990; Nattiv, 1994), which have achieved mixed success 
(Kohn, 1991). The relative merits of cooperative learning systems have been the focus 
of much research (Sharan & Shaulov, 1990) and substantial teacher resources have been 
developed (Kagan, 1990; Bennett, Rolheiser-Bcnnett & Stevahn, 1991). Cooperative 
t.isk structures as opposed to individual task structures have lead to the development of 
team rewards methods such as Teams Games Tournaments (De Vries & Slavin, 1978; 
De Vries Slavin, Fennessey, Edwards & Lombardo, 1980; Slavin, 1986), Student 
Teams-Achievement Divisions (ST AD), Jigsaw Il and Team-Assisted Individualization 
(TAI). These methods have be~n shov, .1 to produce positive achievement gains when 
compared to traditional methods (Good & Brophy, 1997). Other systems, Leaming 
Together, Group Investigation (Sharan & Hertz-Lazarowitz, 1980; Sharan & Sharan, 
1990) and Jigsaw (Aronson, Blaney, Stephen, Sikes, & Snapp, 1978; Johnson & 
Johnson, 1994), have not produced the same positive gains (Lew, Mesch, Johnson & 
Johnson, 1985; Moskowitz, Malvin, Shaeffer & Schaps, 1985; Okebukola, 1985; 
Slavin, 1983), Slavin (1991) contended that the most consistent student achievement 
gains were produced under cooperative learning regimes that combined two clements; 
group goals and individual accountability. The major cooperative learning structures 
nre described in more detail in Appendix A. 
Social psychological perspectives in cooperative learning research 
Research has provided insights into the potential benefits and shortcomings of 
cooperative learning. Most of the research has focussed on a social psychological 
perspective (Slavin, 1991; Cohen, 1994). Some researchers have viewed cooperative 
learning as a means of improving pro-social behaviour, including improving racial 
tolerance. The section below outlines the major directions in cooperative learning 
re~earch with a social psychological focus. 
Research on group processes and interactions 
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Group processes and interactions have attracted a degree of research attention 
(Webb, 1982; Webb & Cullian, 1983: Bennett & Cass, 1988; Battistich, Solomon & 
Delucchi, 1993; Nattiv, 1994; Ross, 1994). These studies have found that the nature of 
group interactions is a critical factor in cooperative learning. Not surprisingly, student 
performance was to a large degree determined by their cJ<:periences in the group 
(Battistich et al, 1993). Positive correlations have been found between giving and 
receiving explanations and achievement gains (Webb, 1982) but research has also 
showed that students often gave poor quality explanations (if they gave them at all), and 
often did not possess the communication or social skills to ask for help from their peers. 
Studies by Ross (1994) and Webb & Favivar (1994) found that students could be 
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trained in help giving and help receiving behaviours, indicating that these kinds of pro-
social training were related to positive achievement gains. 
Another group of studies have investigated the life of groups and the variou~ 
combinations of ability levels (McCas!in, Tuck, Wiard, Brown, LaPage & Pyle, 1994; 
Stebler & Reusser, 1996). Recent research has described the highly individual nature of 
group dynamics and how this can erea!e negative outcomes for group members (King, 
Luberda, Barry & Zehnder, 1998). 
King ct al (1998) conducted a micro-analysis of one group's perceptions in 
problem solving lessons and found that the individual group members combined to 
create a dysfunctional group. Some group members did not successfully participate in 
cooperative interactions or become engaged actively in the task. These students were 
more concerned with negotiating social status within the group and engaging in off-task, 
socially oriented talk. The group became adept at appearing to be on-task when the 
teacher was in the vicinity but quickly returned to their off-task talk as soon as the 
teacher moved away. 
Research on group processes has highlighted the importance of the group 
context in determining the success or otherwise of cooperative learning. Teachers 
attending to social issues appears essential. Achieving an optimal social setting will be 
more likely to lead to cooperative learning sessions becoming positive episodes in the 
classroom life of students. 
Problems with status differentials 
A lack of active engagement in the task is a particular problem for low status 
students. Low status students are often low achieving students or at least those who are 
perceived as less likely to be competent in the given task. Several studies have 
examined problems of passivity among low status/low achieving students (Mulryan, 
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1992; King, 1993) and other research has investigated treating the status of these kinds 
of students (Cohen, Lotan & Catanzarite; 1990). 
Good's (J 981) passivity model applied to whole class situations, although it has 
been subsequently investigated in cooperntivc sel!ings. Good proposed that low 
achieving students became passive as a result oftcacher behaviours directed towards 
them and because of their overall school experiences. Good noted that teachers tended 
to (I) provide less wait time for low achievers (2) give lows answers rather than helping 
them {O improve their answers (3) allow fewer opportunities for lows to participate in 
class discussions (4) criticise lows more when they give unsatisfactory answers and (5) 
praise lows less when they give satisfactory answers. The nature of low achieving 
students' total school experience tended to re-enforce already poor student expectations 
ofsuceess. Students in these situations tended to resort to passivity. 
Mulryan (1992) reported six different types of passive student behaviour in 
mathematics lessons; (!) the discouraged student (2) the unrecognized student (3) the 
despondent student (4) the unmotivated student (5) the bored student and (6) the 
intellectual snob. In addition to passive students, Mulryan (1992) also identified three 
categories of actively uninvolved students. These were the (1) social opportunist (2) 
intentional loafer and the alternatively involved. Mulryan (1992) also described causes 
of passive behaviour and students' perceptions on passivity and found that low 
achieving students were generally passive in group work. Mulryan (1992) noted that 
small group eooperative !earning in mathematics could not be claimed as "a panacea or 
a means of bringing about improvements in mathematics ]earning in some or all 
students" (p.271). Mulryan found that students who gained most from other classroom 
contexts also appeared to gain most from small group cooperative learning and low 
achieving students remained generally uninvolved. 
Mulryan's latter findings were echoed by King's (1993) investigation inlo the 
thought processes of two groups of four (Bums, 1981) in mathematics. King found that 
the small group model did not reduce greatly the status differentials. Status differentials 
from regular mathematics classes remained basically unchanged by the cooperative 
setting. In King's study, high achieving students assumed a dominant role in 
completing the group task, making decisions and in determining the quantity and quality 
of talk offered. King (1993) also found that low achieving students were passive. 
These students appeared unable to take command of the ]earning situation because they 
"continually seemed to be outwitted and outmaneuvered by the speed of thought and 
depth of mathematical knowledge and reasoning ofhigh achievers" (p.409). The low 
achievers in King's study expressed their frustration at their lack of control but appeared 
unable to affect changes to their situation. 
Research by Day (1997) examined self-accountability perceptions of passive 
students. The students felt accountable for their academic progress and their 
contribution to the group product. Several factors were identified which led the passive 
students to behave passively. These factors included lack of understanding of group 
talk, their lower achievement levels, working on difficult or meaningless tasks, luck of 
skills in seeking help, exclusion from the group and lack ofhclp from other group 
members. Day (1997) suggested that academic and group contribution accountability 
perceptions were interrelated. 
Problems of passivity may be addressed in part by application of student training 
in tutoring or helping techniques and group processes (Nattiv, 1994; Ross, J 994 & 
1995) but evidence exists that systematic status treatments can also be beneficial 
(Cohen et al, 1990). Status could be treated by regularly acknowledging in class of 
individuals' capabilities and worth. According to Cohen (1994), status treatments 
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combined with "ill-structured", true group tasks were capable of delivering the putative 
cognitive benefits of coopcralive learning, including higher rates ofparticipa!ion and 
achievement among low status/low achieving students. "Ill structured" tasks arc tasks 
with open-ended solutions. "True" group tasks arc those which are designed so that 
success depends on the inputs of all group members. Structuring tasks so that low 
achiever/passive students are valued members of the group may reduce passivity effects 
(Cohen, 1994). 
The above measures should receive the attention of teachers because research 
(Mulryan, 1992; King, 1993) has shown that at least one putative benefit of cooperative 
learning, that of greater involvement of low achieving/passive students, docs not 
automatically occur. For all students to become more involved in these learning 
situations, teachers must attend to issues of status and all empt to reduce them or the 
regular status and control of the !earning situation experienced by students will be 
simply duplicated in cooperative settings. In some circumstances, student passivity may 
be amplified by cooperative situations, only exacerbating the difficulties low achievers 
experience in 11cccssing the curriculum. 
Co,rnitive perspectives in cooperative learning research 
Although most of the cooperative learning research has focussed on J social 
psychological perspective (Slavin, 1991; Cohen, 1994) there have been relatively few 
studies with a cognitive psychological perspective (Meloth & Deering, 1999). Meloth 
& Deering argued for furth<:r res<:arch into cognitive and metaeognitive processes in 
cooperative conditions with associated student interactions (1999). Other r<:searchcrs 
have calkd for studies which examine the quality of student talk in order to determine 
whctlwr students are actually engaged in coop<:rative interactions (Benn<:tt & Dunne, 
1991; Mcloth & Deering, 1994; King, Barry, Maloney & Tayler, 1994; King, Barry & 
Zehnder, 1996). 
Examining the nature of student talk may assist in overcoming one of the main 
deficiencies in cooperative !earning research identified by Good and Brophy ( 1997); 
that is, understanding how cooperative [earning actually prod11ces cognitive gains. 
Research by Bennett & Dunne (1991) investigated the nature of student talk. Other 
research (King, Barry, Maloney & Tayler, 1993) has examined the kinds of talk 
necessary to enhance cognitive gains. In order to conduct detailed analysis of small 
group talk, a low inference analysis system was developed. The MA KIT AB instrument 
has been applied as a means analysing task enhancing talk (King, Barry, Maloney & 
Tayler 1994) and has provided an imponant means of analysing student talk in 
subsequent studies (King, Barry & Zehnder, 1996; Barry, King, Maloney & Burke, 
2000; Zehnder & King, 2000). King et al (1996) produced findings about teacher 
cognitive intent and its effect on teacher monitoring behaviour, teacher detennined 
conditions for group discussion and cognitive outcomes for students. An imponant 
finding oflhis research was the increased rates of higher order discussion produced by 
open-ended problem solving tusks. 'Barry ct al (2000) found that training students in 
philosophical thinking and discourse processes led to significant increases in higher 
cognitive level talk. 
Most of tbe early research into academic achievement under cooperative 
conditions focussed on lower order academic tasks (Good & Brophy, 1997) but more 
emphasis has been focussed recently on higher order tasks including problem solving. 
A number of studies have claimed academic gains for cooperative learning. A meta-
analysis of 46 studies into cooperative learning found that students in cooperative teams 
consistently performed better than competing individuals (Qin, Johnson & Johnson, 
1995). 
Research bas also found that combining meta-cognitive training with 
cooperative strategies produces academic gains. In a study on cooperative learning in 
mathematical problem solving, Mcvnrcch (1996) found that meta-cognitive training 
correlated positively with achievement in problem solving. Students were trained to 
apply a system of meta-cognition to problems. The groups trained in meta-cognition 
outperformed the untrained students. 
The role of the teacher during cooperative learning 
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The most appropriate role for the teacher during cooperative learning has been 
the subject of some debate. Cohen (1994) favoured an approach involving minimal 
teacher interference, preferring teacher statements that delegate authority for completion 
of the task to the students. Under Cohen's recommended approach, teachers should 
keep monitoring to a minimum and quickly move away to avoid interruptions to the 
flow of discussion. 
Meloth & Deering's {1999) view was that teacher monitoring should focus on 
facilitating productive discussion and not be so concerned with the amount of time spent 
with the group. In some cases, only a few words may be needed to achieve this end but 
teachers should be ready to step in or out of the discussion and stay for as long as the 
situation demands. These kinds of approaches to monitoring further complicate the 
teachers' role and require the development of additional skills. 
Some teachers may experience difficulty adapting to cooperative methods 
because of a lack of support and problems adapting to a less dominant role. Delegating 
more authority for learning to students may seem alien to some teachers and they could 
be left wondering about their role in these situations (Me\oth & Deering, 1999). Meloth 
and Deering contended that in order to maximize the cognitive benefits of these 
strategies, teachers needed greater guidance in understanding their facilitalivc ro!e. 
Potential strengths and shortcomings of cooperative learning 
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Bossert (cited in Good & Brophy. 2000, p. 294} suggested four possible 
explanations for the benefits of cooperative strategics. These were (I} reasoning 
sirategies: cooperative groups may stimulate higher order thinking (2) co11s/ructive 
controversy; heterogeneous cooperative groups may force student~ to accommodate 
others' opinions (3) cognitive processing; cooperative methods may increase 
opportunities for oral rehearsal and integration of material and (4) peer e11courage111e11t 
and i11voiveme111 i11 /eami11g; positive interactions increase social acceptance and 
cognitive information processing. Good and Brophy advanced eight additional reasons 
for the success of cooperative learning in enhancing student learning, together with a list 
of possible problems. These are summarized and presented in Table 3. 
Student passivity remains a major problem in the implementation of cooperative 
learning strategies. Models of cooperative learning that do not attend to problems of 
status differentials may be unlikely to succeed and gain acceptance among teachers in 
the longer term. If at least some of the claimed cognitive benefits ure not identifiable 
for all students, teachers are unlikely to persist with these strategies. If low status/low-
achicving students arc permitted to remain passive bystanders in cooperative sessions 
and arc not more actively engaged with the content, traditional instructional models may 
be just as appropciate for these kinds of students. Therefore status treatments for low 
status/low achieving studenw, structuring of true group tasks and selection of ill-
structured tasks (Cohen, 1994) would seem to be among pre-requisite conditions for 
cooperative learning. 
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TABLE3 
Poccntlal S!rengths and shorleomlngs of coopcratlve I earning s1rn1egl<s 
Pol~ntlal strengths Pote/JI/al .,lmrtcom/11,:., 
·-,1'."M"';,c.c,,,,,,:,:,c,:;,:ru;;c,:"c:,,,.,,,,,,,,.,,,,,.~~~~~~ !. Access to greater subject matter knowledge; 
sum of the group knowledge is greater than Olllt of 
one individual 
2. S1udems value shared academic tasks. More 
academic time spent on undemanding concepts 
rather than on finishing products. 
3. Student regulation of resources and work pace. 
4. Leaming how to co-ordinate nnd manage time, 
resources and info111l3lion with others. 
S. Challenging bsks become more attractive and 
approachable because of shared skills and 
knowledge. 
6. Group 1asks tend to be more like those done in 
real life, more authentic. 
7. Group members can serve as role models for 
others such as in time rn:inagemcnl skills. 
8. Enhanced interpersonal and intra personal 
understandings. 
2. Dependency shilled from teachers lo pc~rs. 
Collabo1alion should lead lo higher rales of 
independence and participation, not "expert'" peers 
becoming the lcachers. 
3. Students may come to value the product more 
than the process. Speed of completion becomes 
more important than quality inlerac1ions. 
4. Jn some classrooms, "how well we worked 
togelher" becomes more important than subject 
mauer. 
5. High achievers also gain more from cooperative 
learning and may assume overly dominant 
positions and increase or maintain existing status 
differentials. Passi,·e, may be unable to engage 
with th~ lesson con lent. 
6. Students may bclic,·e they arc unable to 
contribute because the acnd~mic demand appears 
loo high. 
7. Students may feel their contribution is not 
needed or valued wllkh may lead to another fonn 
of passivity. 
8. Group nccounlability may influence "failure -
avoiding" and "success -enhancing" behaviours. 
Some students may not offer infonnation in order 
to avoid unwelcome reputations ns "know-it-alls". 
lnfonnalion may olsn be withl,eld 10 allow other 
s1uden1s to contribute more. 
Source: Good, T.L., & Brophy, J.E. (2000). Luaking in c/a,;srooms. (8tll ed.). New York: 
Addison Wesley Longrn:in. 
Much of the research into group dynamics seems to have focussed on passive, 
cognitively disengaged students bul additional research is needed on students such as 
engaged passives, who may !earn well in cooperative settings and on dominant students, 
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who are often high achievers. The latter often act as the driving force for the group und 
tend to dominate discussion (King, 1993). Research into peer collaboration has 
focussed on enlisting these kinds of students as peer tutors (Good & Brophy, 2000) but 
additional research on dominant students may be required to broaden underslamlings 
about the total group composition. 
2.10. Summary of cooperative learning literature 
The majority of the potential strengths and shortcomings of cooperative learning 
included on Table 3 can be viewed from a socio-cultural perspective. Students cannot 
be considered as individual, disconnected "brains" in classrooms. Nor are they 
necessarily ruled totally by the social context. Taking a strictly dichotomous cognitive 
versus social psychological perspective of student learning in cooperative settings may 
fail to appreciate the role of students' individual cognitive functions in their total socio-
cultural context. The classroom is increasingly recognized by researchers as being 
much more multi-layered and complex than has been previously thought (Nuthall, 
1996). All learning is embedded in the socio-cultural context of the classroom. Even a 
student working alone at computer is working in a social and culturally rich context. In 
this example, the student applies socio-cultural artefacts (in this case advanced 
electronic technology) and operates the high-tech tool using the ultimate human socia! 
tool of language. Research into classroom learning and thinking may need to take 
greatu account of the richness and complexity of the total context. 
2.11. Chapter summary 
The review above has described research in educational psychology, which has 
produced theories of learning and cognition and the first three metaphors of learning. 
The chapter has also highlighted the major cooperative learning methods and some of 
the major benefits and problems associated with these strategics. 
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The educational psychological component of the chapter sought to provide the 
background for a continuing discussion of a fourth metaphor that appears to be 
emerging from research. It is an investigation of this metaphor that underpins the 
present study. The literature seems to suggest a new metaphor that takes greater 
account of the socio-cultura! context of the real classroom. A metaphor of this kind 
may be more beneficial and relevant to classroom practitioners, partly because it haa the 
potential to describe more accurately the world in which they operate on a daily basis. 
The cooperative learning literature has provided a research base and a language 
with which researchers can discuss these strategies. Despite potential benefits of 
cooperative learning, problems of access and equity for all students remain. These are 
related clo~ely to teacher practice and preparation. Cognitive benefits still appear 
under-researched. Tenns like "quality talk" have not been precisely defined and related 
to student learning and the mechanisms of cognitive gains claimed for the strategies arc 
not clear. 
Questions about individual versus social construction of knowledge are also 
unanswered by the literature, although a marriage of socio-cultural and cognitive 
theories may assist in explaining the effects of context (Billett, 1996). As was described 
in the first section above, early educational psychological research was dominated by 
the work ofThomdike(O'Donnell & Levin, 2001) rather than Dewey. Dewey was 
interested in the social context of schooling, including the real, daily lives of children as 
opposed to Thorndike's focus on experimentation. Despite the strong contribution of 
the early research, the reader and researcher are left to speculate where understandings 
about lenmiag and cob>nition might be today had Dewey's ideas been the focus of the 
early research instead ofThomdike's. 
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This review has nttempled to place lhe present study in the context of the 
literature on loaming and specifically on the application of theory through some 
teaching strategics which take advantage of peer collaboration. The first part of the 
chapter dealt with the various major theories and perspectives of learning. The second 
part dealt with the application of these theories and perspectives into cooperative 
learning strategies. To what extent does the development of a fourth metaphor of 
learning and cognition relate to small group cooperative learning and peer collaboration 
in general? How does the development of a context-guided metaphor relate to broader 
questions of ontology and epistemology? Tho next chapter seeks to place notions of 
metaphor in a philosophical context and provide a theoretical framework for these 
questions by examining ontological and epistemological issues related to the present 
study and adopting a conceptual framework derived from research on learning. 
CHAPTER THREE 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
3.J. Overview 
The chapter presents the theoretical basis of the study in terms of broader 
philosophical and theoretical considerations than were described in the previous 
chapter. The theoretical perspectives presented in this chapter should be taken in 
context with the material presented in the first two chapters. Possible directions for 
research into a fourth metaphor are described. Meta-physical questions of epistemology 
and ontology are discussed together with the guiding root metaphors of previous 
research and the present study. The study's conceptual framework is illustrated and the 
guiding perspective on learning is outlined. 
3.2. Introduction 
Investigating metaphors of human learning and cognition was a core goal of the 
present study. The study was located within a philosophical world-view and explicates a 
naturalistic research paradigm. These theoretical assumptions formed the basis of the 
research questions, the types of data sought and the practices applied in data analysis 
and reporting. 
Philosophers have long argued about the ontological and epfatemological 
questions surrounding knowledge construction. Can knowledge ever be independent of 
the individuals' subjective perceptions of experience? How can the acquisition of 
knowledge be represented? In seeking to answer these questions, scientists and 
philosophers have often resorted to the use of metaphor. Morgan and Smircich (1980) 
argued that metaphor was a prime means through which scientists created knowledge 
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about the world and that metophors were usua[[y derived from a foundation of 
assumptions about ontology nod human nature. According to Morgun and Smircich the 
use cf metaphor included questions about the nature of knowledge, arguing thal 
"debates nbout epistemology hinge largely on the advocacy of different kinds of 
metaphoric insight as a means of capturing the nature of the social world" (1980, 
p.493). The use of metaphor has also been advocated for pragmatic reasons as a means 
for resenrchcrs to reflect upon data and conceptualize from new perspectives. Metaphor 
can assist the researcher to generate theory (Berg, 2001). The present study had the 
social context of classrooms as one of its main foci so these kinds of metaphoric 
questic.ns were seen as particularly salient. 
Various authors have described research in educational psychology, particularly 
cognitive psychology, as a search for metaphors that depict human learning. 
Researchers have called for a re-evaluation of existing research paradigms and the 
creation of a new guiding metaphor that takes greater account of the intricacies of the 
clamoom (Vosniadou, 1996: Nuthall, 1996; Mayer, 1996). Recent research has 
indicated that !earning can no longer be viewed in terms of response strengthening, 
informal ion processing or knowledge construction. The literature suggested that the 
socially oriented perspectives may be leading consideration of the fourth metaphor. 
Previous research ha.~ provided rich descriptions of the mental structures and processes 
which underpin student perfonnunce but a fourth metaphor which adequately describes 
student !earning in its full context has yet to become well established (Bcreiter, 1994; 
Mayer, 1996; Nulhall, 1996; Vosniadou, 1996). 
Social constructivist and socio-cu!tum! theories have a number of implications 
for researchers and teachers because of what they may reveal about cla~sroom 
complexities (Nuthall, 1996). According to Nuthall, classroom learning was more 
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complex than was first thought. Like the ~ocio-culturalists, Nuthall and Alton-Lee 
(1993) also recognized the imponnncc of classroom context, claiming it wa.~ a mistake 
for researchers to "think that, within a natural environment, behavior, can be validly 
described, counted or, explained independently of the multiple contexts within which it 
occurs (p.800). Nuthnl! argued that research on learning in the classroom needed to 
account for its multi-fucettcd, context-embedded nature (1996). 
Critics of the process-product research paradigm have calkd for more 
naturalistic, interpretive, reflective analyses of the classroom experience (Erickson, 
1986; Nuthall & Alton-Lee, 1993). Nuthall (1997) argued for a return to research that 
seeks to observe and describe students' classroom experience in its full complexity, 
particularly the means whereby students apply language and social processes in order to 
lca."TI. Ill evolving from the early observational/descriptive studies to correfotional and 
experimental designs, research had developed a narrowness and limited conceptions of 
learning and teaching (Gage & Needles, 1989). In calling for a widening of the focus of 
educational research, Nuthall (1997) depicted the evolution of research as an upward 
spiral, and argued that the research cycle had returned to observational/descriptive 
studies, requiring the development of more sophisticated research methods. 
Concerns about the lack of transfer of knowledge from one context to another 
have lead to recent research into "situated lcaming"(5ee chapter two) which also focuses 
on learning in its authentic context (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989; Billett, 1996). 
These researchers argued that differing views about knowledge as individual 
co11structio11 versus cu/II/rally shaped knowledge may be reconciled by considerations 
of where the knowledge is to be applied. ln this way contributions may be made to the 
development of a metaphor of student learning which is generated from its socio· 
cultural context. Nuthall (1996) called for a re-assessment of existing research 
paradigms involving u "larger strategic conception of research on cfossroom learning 
thut attends to the life histories of students, their individual irajcctories over time and 
context, u.~ much ns it attends to their situated learning in school classrooms." (p. 213). 
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Given the calls for research described above, the researcher determined that the 
investigation into cooperative learning, underpinned by a search for the fourth 
metaphor, needed to account for the complexities of the real classroom context. 
Therefore this study was conceived as naturalistic, descriptive research, guided by a 
socio-cultural perspective oflearning. 
The chapter continues the discussion about the kinds of re~cmch, suggested by 
the literature, which may lead to a new metaphor. The existing third metaphor is 
discussed, focussing on the metaphors at the core of meta-physical thinking, Pepper's 
(1942) root metaphors, which provide the background for suggesting directions for a 
fourth metaphor. Later, the discussion turns to ontological and epistemological 
assumptions, the study's conceptual framework and perspective on learning. 
3.3. World views and the third metaphor 
A theoretical discussion about the third metaphor appears to be the logical 
starting point from which to explore a fourth metaphor. What kinds of philosophical 
thought processes fonn the basis of the third metaphor of cognitive psychology? Pepper 
(1942) advanced a theory of six root-metaphars to explain "world hypotheses" or meta-
physical systems. He described how these hypotheses could be judged systenrntical!y 
by examination of evidence and by seeking corroboration. World hypotheses 
correspond to the traditional schools of philosophy and underpin research paradigms. 
Three of Pepper's hypotheses were identified as potentially relevant to the present 
research, with two being applicable to the third metaphor. 
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Prnwnt (1996) described two constructivisms, information processing and 
schema-driven (Piagctian) as modernist although they adopt differing epistemological 
stances (see chapter 2). Information processing (IP) is a mechanistic view, adopting the 
machine as its root metaphor (Pepper, 1942, pp.186-231 ). IP theory provided the 
second metaphor. This version of constructivism ha~ a realist orientation (Prnwat, 
1996). According to mechanistic views, events can be interpreted in tcnns of 
mechanical relationships. Mechanical in this instance is defined also as electrical and 
electromagnetic, so the root metaphor can be taken as a lever or a dynamo. In the case 
of IP theories, the mind is metaphorized as an information processor or a computer. 
Contrastingly, the schema-driven models of constructivism adopt an organ leis/ 
world view {Pepper, 1942, pp.280-314). This view takes the living organism as its root 
metaphor. Organieists interpret events in the world in terms of processes within the 
organism. This third metaphor, mind-as-knowledge-constructor, appears particularly 
applicable to rationalist attempts to explain human learning and cognition in tenns of 
changes within the mind as new material is assimilated into existing schema or 
accommodated into new ones. In this perspective, the organism attempts to make sense 
of objects and events in its environment. 
The discussion above signals directions for a new metaphor of human learning 
and cognition. Assuming that the second and third metaphors adopted mechanist and 
organicist root metaphors respectively, and given calls for research that accounts for the 
learner's total context (Vosniadou, 1996, Nuthall, 1996, 1997), a fourth metaphor based 
upon socio-cultural perspectives would seem to be rooted in context. This notion will 
be explored below as one of Pepper's (1942) world-views is adopted as an orientmion 
for this research. 
3.4. The :ndividua! mind and the "fourth metaphor" 
The cognitive-constructivist and the socio-cultural perspectives of learning have 
a number of points of difference. Packer and Goicoechea (2000) called for non-dualist 
conceptions in this debr.ti:. They argued that assumptions aho11t what constitutes 
knowledge or knowing (epistemology) and the nature of "being" (ontology) were two 
key differences between the constructivist and social!y oriented perspectives. They 
described constructivist ontology as a dualist ontology of two spheres between the 
individual and an independent world. According to Packer & Goicoechea (2000) "lhis 
dualism poses all sorts of problems for a coherent theory of human knowledge, learning 
and action."(p.228). Depicting the mind as a self-sufficient entity presents a quandary 
of how to explain the nature of knowledge itself and how it comes to exist at al!. They 
argued that learning was central to the construction, through activity, of the whole 
person as part of a socio-cultural setting and motivated by a search for identity. 
Leaming was part of a broader proce~s of human transformation and change. 
According to Packer and Goicoechea (2000) individuals cannot "know" in isolation but 
do so as part of their "being" within their socio-cultural context and the individual mind 
could not be divorced from its context. Through this understanding, socio-cultural 
perspectives can he!p reconcile epistemological and ontological questions. 
The notion of sir11atio11 or co111ext is a major point of difference between 
constructivist and socially oriented perspectives that stems from epistemological and 
ontological differences. Wand schema-driven models tend to investigate and theorize 
about learners and knowledge in isolation from context. Their focus is in the head of 
the individual. Socially oriented approaches have in common the notion that learning is 
connected inextricably to context. To what extent can a focus on context relate to 
world-views? Among his other world hypotheses, Pepper advanced a root metaphor 
based upon context that is of relevance to the socially oriented perspectives tkscrihcd in 
lhe present study. This root metaphor was termed cmuexmulism (Pepper, 1942). 
Contcxtualism's root metaphor ir. the historic cvcnl. This docs not necessarily 
refer to events of the prn;t bm more to the live even ls of the here and now. Pepper 
described these :is dramatic, active events or acts. They were not acts in isolation but 
acts "in and with its setting, an act in ils contcxt."(1942, p.232). Change and novelty 
are fundamental presuppositions of this world view (pp.235-236). 
Conceptions of what constitutes the mind are central to this research, but 
investigating the mind in its total context appeared appropriate, given the literature 
reviewed above. Vosniadou (1996) argued for a revised epistemology of cogni1ive 
psychology in order to investigate the environmental variables which enable !earning 
and inclusion in society. Vosniadou indicated that conceptions of the mind and its 
context are critical, describing the complexities of human learning as a function of a 
biological organism. This author called for a research paradigm that assigned greater 
emphasis to the biological and situationuJ contexts of human !earning and also 
accounted for the role of the individual mind. Vosniadou was also critical of the third 
metaphor because it foiled to take account of a "biological, developing system that 
exists equally well within an individual brain and in the tools, anifacts, and symbolic 
systems used to facilitate social and culturuJ interaction" {1996, p.95). 
Prawat (1996) argued that the two "modernist" constructivisms he outlined 
adopted differing positions in the mind-world debate. Schema-based, mdical 
co11s/ruclivisms take a MIND-world position. lo this epistemological stance, knowledge 
resides primarily in the individual mind and "mind and world go their separate ways" 
(p. 216). In Prawat's ussessment, researchers like Piaget made the dualist distinction 
between cognitive processes in the individual mind and the "real world 'smfr that 
I 
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provides grist for the rational milf' (I 996, p.216). Information processing (JP) theories 
adopted a mind-WORLD approach. Under this conception, "structures built up in lhc 
hcnd arc judged valid to the extent to which they map onto whatever structures arc 
prescrJ! in and extractable from the world" (Prawat, 1996, p.216). Although both 
"modem", these versions of constructivism adopt opposing cpistcmologics. 
Packer and Goicocchea's (2000) contention that the distinction between 
epistemological and ontological aspects of human change was that "the former is always 
an uspect oft he la tier" (p.239), could lead to a further conceptualizing oft he mind-
wor!d world debate. For humans, a part of"bcing" is "knowing". The socio-culturalist 
secs learning as this larger process where individuals participate in learning 
communities and relationships, which involve the "transfommtion both of the person 
and the social world" (p.239). The individual both acts upon and is acted upon by their 
socio-cultural world, thereby producing changes to both. In Prawat's (1996) tenns, 
socio-cultural perspectives could be represented as MIND-WORLD. 
Bcreiter (1994) contended that the constructivist locates the mind in the 
individual's head and the socio-cu!turalist locates it in the individual-social-action 
chain. Bereiter (1994) argued that an addilional perspective existed where knowledge 
was seen as an immaterial object and therefore had no location. Bcreiter described 
Popper's (I 972, cited in Berciter, 1994) view that lhis kind of objective (scientific) 
knowledge was located in a "World 3" (World 2 is the in-head constructivist knowledge 
and World I is the physical world). Bereitcr argued that education had traditionally 
concentrated on Popper's World 2 while researchers and scholars typically focus on 
World 3. Bereitcr contended that education should focus more on the huilding of 
knowledge, theories, explanations and so on in World 3 as part oflhc process of 
inducting students inlo the various spheres of knowledge in the various academic 
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disciplines. In order to help students direct their attention outward toward objects rather 
than inward toward the state of their own minds or social position, teachers need "an 
epistemology that helps them distinguish between cffons directed toward the 
construction of knowledge and efforts directed toward the changes in students' minds." 
{p.23). According to Bereitcr (1994), neither constructivist or socio-culturalist 
perspectives quite fulfil the needs of this endeavour. 
The sections below establish further the philosophical basis for the study 
generated from the literature and Pepper's (1942) meta-physical systems. The study's 
epistemological and ontologica! stances arc explained and placed within a research 
paradigm resulting in the adoption of a guiding le&rning perspective. 
3.5. Ontological and epistemological perspectives of this research 
In view of Prawat's (1996) discussion of modernist versus post modernist 
orientations, an overarching post modernist approach seemed most appropriate for this 
study. Post modernism was coined as a term in the 1930s and has been a growing 
intellectual mood or form of cultural expression since the 1970s (Grenz, 1996). It is a 
label used to delineate an holistic approach that resists unified, all encompassing, 
universally valid explanations for phenomena. Set in an overarching era of post 
modernism, and given the literature that underpins this study, a naturalistic, non-
positivist research paradigm was adopted (see Table 4). Positivism, with its roots in the 
work of nineteenth century philosopher, August Comte, has been criticised since the 
Second World War (Tashakkori & Tcdd\ii;:, 1998). According to Tashakkori and 
Teddlie ( 1998), dissatisfaction with positivist axioms (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) had been 
growing, particularly axioms relating to ontology, epistemology and axiology (rok of 
I 
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values in inquiry). Table 4 contrasts the positivist versus naturalist research paradigms 
in relation to these issues. 
TABLE 4 Co11!rnsUn~ Positivist and NaturaUst Axiom¥ 
Aliom., 0/,0111 
n,c nature of reality 
l'osi/frist Paradigm 
Rcalily is single, tangible, and 
fragmcntablc. 
The rcfationship of knower lo the Knower and known arc 
known inJcpcndcnl, a dualism. 
The possibility ofgcncmli1.:1tiun Time and conlext-frcc 
gcncrnlii.ations (nomothctic 
statements) arc possible. 
Nmumlist l'amdigm 
Realities arc multiple, 
cnn.11ructcd and holistic. 
Knower and known arc 
inlcrnctivc, im,cparnblc. 
Only time and context hound 
working hypotheses (idiogrnphic 
siatcmcnls) are possible 
llic possibility of causal linkages There arc real causes, temporally All entities are in a slate or 
llic rok of values 
precedent to or simultaneous 
with their effects. 
Inquiry is value-free. 
mutual simultaneous shaping, so 
!hat it is impossible to 
distinguish causes ftom cffoct,. 
Inquiry is value-bound. 
Source; Uncnln, Y.S., & Guba, E.G. (1985). Namra/i"sitic illq'1ir)". llc,·crlcy Hills. California; Sage 
Publications. 
The ontological perspective adopted in naturalistic inquiry appears particularly 
relevant lo the present study with the emphasis on constructed, holistic reality. This 
study examined the relationship between knowledge as an individual versus social 
construct supporting epistemological 11olions that highlight the intimate relationship 
between knower and known. In addition, the time and context boundedncs,; of 
naturalistic research relates more closely than positivist axioms. 
As a consequence of a post-modernist, naturalistic stance, this study was based 
upon the epistemological a~wmption that knowledge resides first in the socio-
cultural/historical context and is the property of the group before it can be transformed 
by the individual. It is accepted that knowing and being arc inextricably linked. 
Ontologically, the assumptions of Packer & Goicoechea (2000) were adopted in this 
research. The person is constructed through social interaction and activity, mo1ivatcd 
by a search for identity within their socio-cu)tllral context. 
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Both Pucker and Goicoechca's (2000) and Bereitcr's { 1994) positions suggested 
to the researcher tlmt II pluralist approach to epistemological and ontological questions 
was consistent with post modernist perspectives. A pluralist approach could potentially 
provide a reconciliation of the two major learning perspectives in support of Billctt's 
(1996) claims that each had something to offer the other. The literature review 
highlighted the need for this research to be approached without pre-conceived 
hypotheses and for the researcher to be prepared to ex a.mine all possibiHtics. For 
example, knowledge might be found to exist immaterially as in Popper's World 3, 
rather than in the individual mind or as a social construct and learning contexts might 
become prominent. It seemed that attempting to reconcile the broad perspectives could 
contribute more to the development of the fourth metaphor. Therefore a pragmmic, 
pluralist approach to this study was taken and a contcxtualist root metaphor was 
adopted. 
Two of Pepper's (1942) world hypotheses have been the basic philosophical 
approaches of the modernist learning theories. Since this research is set within a post-
modernist/naturalistic paradigm, mechanistic and organicist world views were not 
considered appropriate, although some clements of organicism were not overlooked 
because of their biological elements. The world view most applicable to this research 
was contextualism because its root mernphor focuses on events located in context in the 
here and now. 
These philosophical and paradigmatic positions were adopted tentatively. They 
on!y provided the guiding influences for this study and were open to revelations from 
the data corpus. The intention was to generate assertions and conjectures inductivcly 
from the data and not to make the data fit pre-conceived notions about learning and no 
prc-de1em1incd hypmhcscs were advanced. Hypotheses were working hypotheses and 
us will be seen in the next chapter, these were subjected to rigorous testing and re-
testing. It should also be emphasized that this was classroom research and as such it 
was prone to the unpredictability of the classroom bm at the same time had the 
advantage of providing access to rich, thick data located in an authentic corlcxt. 
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The previous chaptc1· described the various cunstn.ictivisms and the importam:c 
of context in the emerging socially oriented perspectives (social constructivism and 
socio-cultural perspectives). Although these perspectives have in common the belief 
that the learner is a much more active participant in constructing meaning from 
experience than was described in the previous metaphors, they differ in their approuches 
to the influence of the learners' social context. Constructivists, with their Piagetian 
roots, argue that the learner makes individual constructions of knowledge from 
experience. The socially oriented perspectives, derived from the work of Vygotsky, 
argue that knowledge is at first a social construct that is then modified by the individual. 
At the core of these differing approaches is their fundamental epistemological and 
ontological differences and their stance in the MIND-WORLD debate (Prnwac, 1996). 
Given the theoretical position described above, a Vygotskian-derive<l socio-
cultural framework has guided this study. These assumptions seemed to allow best for 
investigations into cooperative learning settings and the fourth metaphor. The previous 
perspectives on learning (see chapter 2) have appeared too narrow in their focus, 
tending to produce simplified cxphmntions for complex human behaviour. A key 
criticism uf the previous metaphors has been this narrowness and over-simplification 
(Mayer, 1996: Nutha!l, 1997). 
I 
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A further reason for adopting a Vygotskian perspective is that Vygotsky was 
very concerned with the application of theories in real situations, not theories for 
esoteric reasons (Berk & Winsler, 1995, p.5-6). His research into education, including 
educating children wi1h special needs, always emphasized practical application. 
3.6. A perspective of [earning 
Although Vygotsky's ideas occupy a key place in this research and socio-
cultural theory is the perspective on learning adopted, the idea of direct transmission of 
knowledge to the learner was not overlooked. Bercitcr (1994) argued that research had 
provided evidence that young children have gained knowledge of their world before 
they could have been influenced by culture (Carey & Gelman, 1991, cited in Bcreiter, 
1994). Newborn babies may even be pre-disposed to conceptualize number and their 
world in certain ways (Spe!ke, 1982, cited in Bereiter, 1994). Although socio-cultural 
influences play a major role "it cannot be said that all of conceptualization originates on 
the social plane" (1994, p.21). 
Context is a major focus of the present study because research has yet to explain 
its place in knowledge co-construction. Billett ( !996) argued that one way to achieve a 
better understanding of these processes was a bridging between socio-cultural and 
cognitive theories of learning. Bereiter (1994) argued that the socio-cultural and 
cognitive perspectives were not incompatible. An advantage of the socio-cultural 
perspective on learning is that it assumes that human learning docs not take p!acc in a 
vacuum but occurs in cultural settings, is mediated by soci!!l semiotics, pat1icular!y 
language, and can be best understood when examined in historical context (John-Steiner 
& Mahn, 1996). The socio-cultural perspective provides the opportunity to investigate 
learning in its full complexity and context, enabling a richer examination of students' 
experience of classroom learning. This approach to learning determined this study's 
research questions, the kinds of data sought and the methods selected in collecting data. 
Despite the socio-cultural orientation lo learning, the researcher conjectured that 
the data might support aspects of symlm/ic i11teractiomi/i!im. Relationships between 
shnred meanings and individual meanings arc cornerstones of the present study because 
of the focus on learning under cooperative conditions (Cobb & Yackel, 1996). 
According to Prawat (1996), symbolic interactionalism has several advantages over 
other contemporary learning perspectives because it allows for a close, more equal 
examination of individual as opposed to socio-cultural knowledge construction. This 
approach not only accounts for how groups interact to co-construct knowledge in the 
classroom but also accepts that individual students may take on unique meanings from 
this knowledge. 
3.7. Conceptual framework 
The conceptual framework for this study is derived from two principal sources. 
Duncan and Biddle (1974) provided an early conceptual framework for the study of 
teaching and a vocabulary that allowed subsequent researchers to describe what they 
were studying (Shulman, 1986). They described four classes of variables: pre.~age 
variables (teacher pre-dispositions such as training, gender, age etc) context variables 
(student, school and community properties), proces.~ variables (observable teacher and 
student behaviours in class) and producl variables (effects on students of their 
classroom experiences). 
This representation spawned process-product research programs. Bearing in 
mind the criticisms of process-product research described above, this research takes 
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particular account of the context variables relating to students, the classroom events and 
the products of these events (Figure. 2). 
CONTEXTVARIAIILES PROCESS VARIADLE:S PRODUCT 
• student formative VARIAULFS 
experiences . cla_ss1oom event., • 1tudenl thinking ai1d 
• scudenl prior . student intcrnclions and learning 
knowledge di.scu.,sinns 
- f> • l<>ng term outcomes 
• student altitudes . teacher inlcrventions of classroom events 
• sludcnt socinl skills • student task cngngcmcnt 
Figure 2. Part one ofconccptuol framework 
Source: Adap1cd from Duncnn, M.J. & Diddle, BJ. (1974). Tlie stmlyof1eacl,ing. New York: !foll, 
Rinehart and Winston. 
The second part of the conceptual framework (Figure 3) in linked mainly to the 
process and product vari:iblcs and highlights the relationship between individual and 
shared knowledge construction (Prawal, 1996). In this study, the rnltura//y relevant 
activity is represented by the cooperative learning task and includes the interaction of 
artefacts, objects and events that may occur under cooperative conditions. 
The framework reinforces the interdependent nature of the individu~:, ·_fie- ~ocial 
setting and the clements of human culture such a~ artefacts. For the purposes of this 
study, la11g11age is considered a cultural artefact (Wertsch & Rupert, 1993), the social 
"tool of all tools" (Prawat, 1996, p.218), Real world object.ram! ei•e/11.r are represented 
by the classroom events and materials provided in the lessons. The conceptual 
framework (Figure 3) depicts individuals interacting with artefacts (smaller circle) 
within the context of the culturally relevant activity (large ellipse). 
Individual• 
~ 
Culturally Relevant Activity 
ObjccL~ and Events 
FOURTH METAPHOR OF 
COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY 
Figure J. Part two of concept uni framework. So do-cultural coru;tructiYism and the fourth 
metaphor, 
Source: Adapted from Praw~1. R.S. {1996). Con.,tructivisms, modern and post modem. &111catirmal 
P.1yc!Jo/ogist, 3/ (3/4), 215-225. 
" 
The conceptual framework illustrates the drive towards a fourth metaphor (large 
ellipse at the base of the conceptual framework) of cognitive psychology. Other 
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perspectives of !earning such as symbolic interaction al ism and languagc-bw;cd 
perspectives (represented by blank ellipses) may also contribute to the new metaphor 
but this study explores the indivitlual/socia!ly shared knowledge construction nexus 
through a socio-cultural perspective. It is anticipated that the conceptual framework 
might be modified as a result of findings generated from the data. This revision will he 
included in the final chapter as part of the implications for theory discussion. 
3.8. Summary 
The chapter has described the phi!osophical and theoretical foundations for this 
naturalistic/non-positivist, descriptive study. The study is set in a post-modernist era so 
holistic, pluralist approaches were taken in order to attempt to reconcile the differences 
between the two major perspectives on learning. The place of the mind in the third 
metaphor was discussed and led to a discussion of the place of the mind in a possible 
fourth metaphor of cognitive psychology. The ontological and epistemological 
assumptions were outlined and the chapter concluded with descriptions of the present 
study's guiding learning perspective and conceptual framework. The conceptual 
framework depicted a socio-cultural constructivist learning perspective but this was 
acknowledged as a working framework that might require adjustment as the data were 
analysed and interpreted. The previous two chapters have provided a foundation for the 
next chapter where details of the re~earch design ;md methods arc d.!scribed. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
METHOD 
4. 1. Overview 
The research methods and procedures applied during the study arc detailed in 
this chapter. The research design, selection of methodology, selection of participants, 
types of data sought, data sources and data analysis methods arc described. Questions 
ofreliability and validity of the research arc addressed in the methodology section of the 
chapter. 
4.2. Introduction 
The present study was infonncd by a base of literature that required the 
collection of data from real sources rather than contrived laboratory contexts. Therefore 
a central tenet of the research design from the study's earliest conception was the 
requirement to collect 11at11ralistic classroom data. By regular consultation with the 
study's teacher participants, attempts were made to maintain the classroom authenticity 
of the data. Authentic classroom tasks were desi!,'11cd based upon the subject mailer and 
kinds of activities nonnally engaged in by the student participants. All data were 
collected in actual classroom settings. 
Consistent with the naturnlistic paradigm described above, this was a qualit11/il'I:', 
descriptive study using case study methods. Qualitative methods were considered most 
appropriate because this research focussed on individuals in their social settings and 
"how inhabitants of these settings make sense of their surroundings through symbols, 
rituals, social stmclurcs, social roles, and so forth" (Berg, 2001, p. 7). Some quantitative 
data were collected and reported but full statistical analysis was not considered 
applicable to the research design. Data were collected in three classrooms in two 
schools located in similar middle income socio-economic urban areas. Three volunteer 
teachers, including the researcher as tcachcr/rcscarchcr, were involved in the 
preparation of the lessons and data collection. 
Five purpose designed lessons, dealing with subject matter lj11ical for the 
student participants, were the basis of data collection. Five target groups were selected 
for case study from among the three classrooms. The target b'TOups' discussions for 
each lesson were audio-taped. Written data from all students were collected. Data 
collection occurred after each lesson, upon completion of the last lesson and again at 
three-month and twelve month intetvals. 
Re-statement of the study's purpose 
The purpose of this study was to apply naturalistic research methods to 
investigate a possible fourth metaphor of human learning. The investigation was 
undertaken by examining student knowledge construction and the mcdiational effects of 
social context under conditions of small-group cooperative learning. The study took 
account of the complexities ofthc classroom and attempted to capture and track the 
long-term effects of the moments in the students' classroom experience when cognitive 
change occurred. 
Research questions 
The research questions were based upon two general avenues of inquiry; (a) the 
processes whereby student learning and C'lgnition occurred under cooperative learning 
conditions and (b) the role of the !,'TOUp setting in influencing individual and social 
constmction of knowledge. Each broad question involved subsidiary questions. 
l 
I 
l. What processes produce knowledge construction under cooperative 
conditions'? 
I. I. What evidence of co-construction of knowledge can be discerned? 
1.2. To what extcnl do specific types of discussion lead to co-
construction ofknowlcdgc? 
2. What conditions or factors mediate student learning in small groups? 
2.1. What is the role of prior knowledge during group discussion and 
knowledge co-construction? 
2.2. What classroom contextual factors influence discussion and 
knowledge co-construction? 
J. What connection can be discerned between teacher cognitive intent, 
cooperative conditions, student discussion and student outcomes? 
Research sites 
3.1. How do group processes mediate teacher cognitive inlt:at? 
3.2. How does student discussion mediate teacher cognitive intent? 
3.J. What individual and group student characteristics influence teacl1er 
cognitive intent? 
4.3. Design ofthe study 
The initial research design was intended to include only two volunteer 
classrooms bul as the researcher was a practicing classroom teacher for the duration of 
the study, additional data were collected from the rcscarcher·s own classroom in order 
to take advantage of the teacher/researcher opportunity. This provision allowed for the 
collection of participant observer data, closer monitoring of the data collection and 
collection of data from a broader raugc of student ages. Final data collcclion was in 
three classrooms {N= 87 students) in two schools (Schools A and BJ. 
Schools A and B were located in similar middle income socio-ccmmmic, urhan 
areas. The schools' cultural mixes were predominantly Anglo-Austrnlian. Very small 
numbers of Asian and indigcno11s Australian students al\cn<lcd. The schouls had total 
enrolments of258 students and 217 students respectively. Student participants from 
both schools ranged in age from seven to ten years (year two to year fi\'c al schoal). 
" 
The teacher/researcher's classroom (classroom A 1, School A) consisted of 19 
year four and 9 year five students (ovcrall 9 female. 19 male). Classroom BJ (Teacher 
B 1, School BJ consisted of7 year two and 22 year three students (overall 12 female. 17 
male). Classroom 82 (Teacher 82, School B) consisted of9 year two and 21 year three 
students (12 female and 18 male). Teachers l and 2 worked as a teaching tcam,jointly 
planning and delivering their educational programs to the School B participants. 
Tr.achcr 2 worked in a tandem selling with .u1 additional teacher. Although the laller 
teacher was not present for any of the lessons. she was present for the collection of 
some written data but only as an observer. 
·1 ·cacher participants 
Ilic study teachers were volunteers who made !heir classrooms available as 
research sites with approval of the School A and 8 principals (Appendix B). All study 
teachers were experienced practitioners. At 1he commencement of data collection. 
Teacher Bl had been leaching for 14 years. Teacher 82 and the teacher/researcher 
(Teacher A) were both into their 22nd year of teaching primary school. Teacher 82 had 
spent five years specialising in teaching Art but had returned recently 101hc regular 
classroom. Bolh teachers Bl and 82 had some experience of applying cooperative 
!earning strategics. They had expected to develop their skills in lhis area hy 
participating in the study. 
Selection of student participants 
Parental pcmiission for students to participate in the study was sought by le lier 
{Appendix B) for all students (N=87). Purposive sampling (Tashakkori & Tcddlic, 
1998} was applied to the selection of student volunteer participants from class rolls. 
The sampling was necessarily purposive bccau~c a major data source was to be written 
reports of learning by students in a "leami11gjourm1/" and the stuJy teachers and the 
researcher .L!,'fCCd that basic writing skills were required of the students. Basic writing 
skills were defined in tcnns of teacher "011 ba/imcejudgeme11is ·• (Appendix C) of 
students' writing set against the Western Australian Numeracy and Literacy 
Assessments (WALNA, 19'l8} and Education Dcpat1n1cnt of Western Australia Student 
Outcome Statements {EDWA, l 998a; 1998b) stai1dards and work samples. The abo\'e 
standards were applied as a framework lo identify children with al least level one 
writing skills for inclusion as student participants (sec Appendix D and E work 
samples). Random selection identified students who were, in the judge111ent orihe 
study teachers, surticienlly able to express what they had learned in written form so that 
usable data would be produced (see Appendix F). Case study methods were to be 
applied to target groups consisting of students selected on this basis. Issues orinforn1cd 
consent, confidentiality, anonymity and rights orwitl1drawal were explained to all 
students and their co-operation was sough!. These issues were also explained in the 
parental permission letter (Appendix B). 
In consullation with lhc teachers, a to1a1 of eight target groups of four students 
each were identified for case study. The first stage of data reduction reduced the case 
study groups lo 11ve, lwo groups al School A and three groups at School B. Groups 
were heterogeneous in composition, based upon guidelines described by Johnson, 
Johnson, Holubec & Roy ( 1984). The study students came principally from Anglo-
Auslralian cultural backgrounds, although one School A student was or indigenous New 
Zealand (Maori) origin. English was the first language or all participdnts. 
Types or data sought 
The study was concerned with providing detailed descriptions of stud em 
cognition and learning while engaged with authentic academic tasks in cooperative 
settings and with the tracking of the outcomes of these classroom events over an 
extended time. In order to address the research questions, rich, naturalistic data were 
required which would pcm1it qualitative micro-analysis of student discourse and the 
effects of the planned classroom experiences on student knowledge construction. Data 
were sought which could reveal some of the complex, multi-lnyered nature of lhc 
classroom at a particular moment in time and then facilitate the longer tenn tracking of 
student learning. Additional data were required which would enhance understandings 
of group processes, the verification and monitoring of the les:;ons and the verification or 
assertions and conjectures generated. 1l1c data were not intr,1dcd to pern1it 
gcncralizibi!ity across populations beyond the limns described below. 
Data sources 
Multiple sources of data were used for this study in order lo achieve 
triangulation. 1l1e major data sources were student lcami11gjo11nwls (described below) 
for all students {Nec87) and the audio-toped and transcribed discussions of the target 
groups. Script ltlpes were kept sys1cn1atically for each large! l,<rOUp in order 10 identiry 
speakers and speaker-listener combinations. 
Leaming journals were completed prior to 1he first lesson, the day alkr encl1 
lesson, nller lhe finnl lesson, tnree months after 1hc last lesson nm! agnin after an 
interval of twelve months. The journals were in part selected as a data source in order 
lo diffcrcntinle between students who spoke infrequently and students who were passive 
r111d cognitively disengaged. Jn addition lo these data, all students completed an 
objective pre-test (Appendix G) on the topic. Posl-les/s were completed ullcr lhe 
lessons and at three and twelve month intervals. Pre-tests and post-tests were complc!cd 
allcr learning journal writing was complete. Observational data were recorded asfidd 
notes. Discussions with student participants and discussions between the 
teacher/researcher and the other study teachers were also recorded as field notes. An 
additional source of data was the worksheets produced by the groups during the lessons. 
Other student work relating to the lesson subject mailer was also collected. Field notes 
were kept on any other observations including comments about group dyn:11nics. results 
ofresearcher/studcnl discussions, results of rcsC'Jrchcr/!eacher discussions, group task 
engagement and individual enthusiasn1 for the task. 
Methodolo~ 
Tl1is research was a study oft he particular as opposed to the "search for 
generalizibility" (Stake, 2000, p. 439) resting upon the assumption llmt t!1e peculiarity 
and particularity of phenomena merit tile attention of research. The research focus was 
on !he individuality and idiosyncratic nature of students' cognition am! Jcnrning as they 
engaged in classroom experiences within a group context. The intention was to elicit 
individual cognitive responses lo lhcsc classroom experiences and lo comlucl in-depth 
analysis of the data. Methods were preferred that provided the opportunity to collect 
rich, in-depth infonnnlion (Berg, 2001) and to foct1s analysis on i11s11mce., or examples 
as opposed to wider populations. Given the naturalistic, non-positivist, constructivist 
stance ,md the focus on comexts and situations adop!e<l in this study, survey research 
wns considered too superficial in nnturc (Champion, 1993). Case study was selected as 
the most appropriate general methodology. 
A conjecture that the context of the groups may be critical in the overall impact 
of classroom experiences on students also supported the selection of case study 
methodology. The groups were investigate<l within the bounded system of each 
classroom (Stake, 1978). Within each classroom and group context, each student was 
also seen as a case. The case studies were focussed al several levels; individual student, 
student dyads, small group and cross-case groups. Therefore the basic ease for analysis 
was the group although the individual student was considered as a "case within a case" 
(Stake, 2000, p.447). 
According to Lincoln & Guba (2000), the nature of cases cannot be separated 
from the situation or settings in which they arc found. The situational aspects of social 
phenomena can be investigated more thoroughly using case studies than with some 
other research methods because case study takes account of the complexities of 
situations and contexts by allowing for holistic examination. Case study offered the 
opportunity to examine the intricacies of lhe torn I classroom context and the various 
cases to which the sludenls belonged. Investigating cases al various levels was 
considered to be one way of revealing more of the complexities of the classroom. It 
was assumed at the outset of this research that any investigation can only touch on some 
of the individuals' reactions to the changing classroom context from monicn! to 
moment. 
Another advantage of case study was lhe need lo collect data over au extended 
period of time. Case studies allow for easier nmintenancc of contact with suhjcets and 
trucking of individuals. The research design included c longitudinal clement so that 
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collecting data fro111 htrgcr, more widely spread samples, wa8 likcly lo have meant that a 
number of students may have been unavailable for data colkction. Despite the best 
efforts of the teachers mul researcher, as lhc study progrcssc<l, some students were 
unavailable at the time of data collection. 
A final consideration in the selection of case study methodology was thal this 
created the opportunity lo establish greater rapport with the research participants. Non-
compli,mce or lack of co-operation was considered a threat to the validity and reliability 
of this study. Establishing rapport was necessary to reduce these validity and reliability 
threat~ and pennit the collcclion of richer oral, wrillen and participant observational 
data. The students were asked to produce a written report of their learning at several 
data collection points and their co-operntion with the study teachers and the researcher 
was necessary in order to achieve this. Students were more likely to produce !he kin<ls 
of data sought if they felt comfortable and motivated towards their lcamingjoumal 
tasks and felt goodwill towards the study teachers an<l lhc researcher. 
Validity and reliability in qualitative research 
Validity and reli11bility can present some problems for the qualitative researcher. 
Threats to validity a11d reliability cxtcn<l bcyor.d co-operation of participants an<l musl 
be addressed so that the researcher can demonstrate the crc<libility of findings and 
conclusions gc11cratcd. This section examines issues of validity and reliability and 
describes how tlicse were addressed in this study. Case study is a general mclho(!ology, 
not a set of techniques for collecting data, so within the case study framework. data 
collection methods applied necessitated procedures that could improve the validity and 
reliability of the research. Descriptions oflhesc procedures arc also included below. 
One allribute lhat assisted validity and reliability was the lo11giludi1ml nall1re or 
this sludy. Dow eollcction over extended time frames can reduce di~tortinns mid mis-
infonnalion (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The rc~carcbcr can check the validity of 
assertions and interpretations of datu at different intervals. What was true once may no 
longer be tme later in the study. Data for this study were collected using consistent 
methods over a period of cightec11 months and subjected consistently to validity and 
reliability checks. A threat to validity and reliability was identified as the extent to 
which student lcamingjoumal e11trics constituted all they could recall of the unit 
content. !fa student recalled the same or similar infonnation in their journals and 
co11sistently scored the test items correct it was assumed that the inforn1ation was well 
known. Collection of data at post-lesson, three-month and twelve-month intervals 
supported this assumption. 
V11/idi1y 
Validity is concerned with lhe accuracy of findings {LeCompte & Goetz, 1982). 
Validity is established when conclusions match empirical reality and theoretical 
assertions accurately reprcscll\ human experience (Hansen, 1979). Assessing \'alidity 
also involves assessing the credibility of i11teq1retations. Do researchers ohscrl'c or 
measure what they think they observe or measure'! This is the question of imenw/ 
w1/irlity (LeCompte & Goet7., 1982). A second question of cxtema! m!u/ity revolves 
around whether the interpreta1ions and constructs generated arc applicable across groups 
aml scltings. Since lhis was a case study involving c:1ses at different levels, the extent to 
which assertions made about one individual or group were valid for otl1crs was 
particularly relevant. 
Qualitative rcsciirch theory has described several strategics for imprnving 
validity. A key strat.:gy is the 1rirmgu!atio11 of Jata. Denzin defined triangulation as the 
"combination or methodologies in the study or the sarnc phenomenon" ( 1978, p.291 ). 
Denzin (1971) argued that lrim1gulation provides validity through the cross-checking of 
infonnation from multiple sources. Multiple sources or datu are used to complement 
each other. allowing the researcher (I) greater confidence in their results, (2) lo cross-
check aspects of the phenomena in question and (3) opportunities for richer, thicker 
interpretations (lick, t 979). 
Sources of data for triangulation need to be selected carefully so that they 
converge on the same set of facts or findings (Yin, 1989). !11 order lo establish a chain 
of evidence, explicit links were made between research questions, data col!ec!ed and 
conclu5ions drawn. Triangulation also assists the researcher to guanJ against bias 
produced by their own beliefs, mis-infomiation or mis-perceptions. The present study 
achieved triangulation with multiple sources or data described above. 
Validity in qualitative research can become a strength when compared to some 
other methods (Erickson, 1977; Reichardt & Cook, 1979), because of the data collection 
methods and the manner of reporting findings. Inferences drawn i11 this study were 
based upon detailed descriptions ornaturnlislic data. The researcher's close 
involvement in the collection of dma and role as participmn observer strengthened 
validity. Tentative findings generated from initial analyses of data were checked al the 
research sites. Observation and cross-checking included discussions conducted wilh 
student and teacher p,1rticipants whicl1 assisted in the overall understanding of the dala 
and lite eventual generation or findings and conclusions. This checking procedure wns 
facililalcd more easily by the researcher's position as tcacher/rcsci1rchcr-participanl 
observer. 
Observer cfTccls (Lecompte & Goet7., 1982) were reduced by the 
teacher/researcher's role in the conduct of the lessons. The researcher led all whole 
class discussion in the preparatory and actual study lessons. This enabled the students 
to gain familiarity and assisted in gaining lhe students' trust and co-operation. The 
researcher's role as a teacher at School A further facilitated this process. 
The method of reporting findings was selected in order to enable the dula to tell 
to some degree, the story of cl.1ssroom events (Coles, l 989 & Carter, 1993 cited in 
Stake, 2000). This was a further validity measure. The findings (chapters five & six) 
include substantial selections from the data in the fonn of analytic narrative vignettes 
and direct quotes (Erickson, 1986). These allow the reader to draw their own inferences 
and interpretations ,rnd to check assertions made by the researcher. 
Threats to validity were also addressed by establishing evidcntiary warrants 
(Erickson, 1986) by applying i111errog11li\'e hypothesis resting (Berg, 2001,pp.256-257). 
[n applying this process the researcher gencrnlcd tentative findings, then tested and re-
tested them by a systematic, rigorous examination oft he data. The aim of this process 
was to confinn or refute assertions. As a descriptive s\Udy, no set hypotheses were 
being tested against established theory. Al all times, objectivity was nmin1,1ined as far 
dS possible and the researcher was mindful of the need lo re-frame assertions in the light 
of the re-examination of the data. 
Further measures to improve validity included the development and consistent 
application of rules for handling, reducing and displaying data. These data rules arc 
described in the dalu analysis section below. The data rules strengthened both intcnml 
nnd external validity by helping lo ensure that assertions generated from one set of data 
were the same as assertions generated from all other sets of data. Oma for this study 
were collected over an extended time frame so a consistent approach to handling daln 
was considered essential. 
"" 
LcComptc & Goelz ( l 982) argued that <'X/1!1"11111 validity presents special 
problems for qualitative researchers. Exlcmal validity rel ales lo questions of 
gcncralizibility (Gay, 1990). The findings of this study were nol intended to be 
genernliscll beyond the limits described above in section 4.3 bul several measures were 
undertaken to improve external validity. Tbcsc measures were the selection of more 
than one research site (three classrooms al two schools), the inclusion of more than one 
group for case study and the undertaking of a cross-case analysis (chapter six). 
Reliability 
Reliability is concerned with the rcplicability of findings (Hm1scn, 1979; 
LcComple & Goetz, 1982) and can present more of a problem in qualitative research 
than validity. Extcma! reliability is determined by the extent to which lhc same resulls 
~nd findings would be discovered by different researchers in the same or similar 
settings. Internal reliability eonccms thc ex lent to which multiple observers in a single 
study agree. 
External reliability issues were addressed in this study by atle11Jing 10 the !h-e 
major problems described by LcCompte and Goetz (1982). These arc ( 1) researcher 
slatus position (2) infornrnnt choices (3) social situations a11d conJilions (4) analytic 
constn1cts and premises and (5) methods or da1a collection and analysis. 
The researcher was a participant observer in the role of teacher for the whole 
class components of the lessons but 11ot a direct participant during the student 
discussions except in the group-monitoring role. The researcher allemptcd to establish 
rnpport with the students in order to focilitatc data collection because student 
willingness to "please the teacher" was seen as a possible foctor tlmt could ha\ c 
influenced the reliability and richness of the data. The School A students were 
members oflhc researcher's own class. These conditions would need lo he replicated 
by other researchers in order to produce reliable resuhs. 
Student participants were chosen lirst al random and then ~elected on the bnsis 
of their writing skills, so issues of infornmnts gravitating to wan.ls the rc,carchcr were. 
nol applicable. Threats lo external reliability from informant bias were deal! with by 
explicit descriptions of students who provided the data (see section 4.3. above and 
chapter 5). lnfonnant bias is usually more applicable to interview studies. This study 
used no formal interYiews. 
The social situation was acknowledged by this research as critical lo the kinds of 
data gathered. In foct, it is the social context itself that was one of the main foci of the 
research. Therefore, the social setting in which the data were gathered was clearly 
delineated for the purposes ofrcplicability. 
Replication is further aided by the delineation oftbe analytic constructs and 
premises underpinning this study. Chapter two reviews the literature base that has 
informed lhe study and chapter three describes the thcorcticnl framework and 
assumptions. 
Finally, replicabilily is innuenced by the clear delineation of the mdhods and 
procedures applied. LcComplc and Goelz (1982) argued that other researchers should 
be able to "use the original report as an operating manual by which they can replicate 
the study (p.40). 
Issues of internal reliability were carefully addressed in this research. The 
nature of the project meant that issues of inter-coder reliability tests were not widely 
applicable. However, several procedures were implemented in order to improve 
reliability. First, significant data such as transcribed small-group discussions were 
\malyse<l using a low inference instrument, lhc MAKJT AB Small Group lntcr.iclion 
Analysis System (King, Bari)', Maloney & Tayler, J 993). The MAKJTAB inslrumcnl 
has been cross-vali<late<l in Missouri (USA) an<l Perth (Westen! Au~,ralia}. Tile data 
analysis section below describes how the researcher improvctl the reliability orcotlillg 
with the MAKIT AB instrument using reliability checks over an extcmlctl time. 
All transcribing of tliscussions were carrietl out verbatim with annotations 
atlded. Random samples of group tliscussion transcriptions, particularly of the School 8 
discussions, were checked by one of the study teachers (teacher 82). Voice recognition 
was not a problem for the School A stutlcnts because of the teacher/researcher 
relatiollship but the researcher also checked random samples of transcript to check for 
accuracy. Audio-taped discussions allowed a pennaJ1ent, ready rcrercnce for the 
transcripts. The concern with these checks was for accurate transcription and V(lice 
recognition. Script-taping during tliscussion was also apph~·l as :1 rcliahility measure. 
Multiple researchers were not feasible in this study but the comments anti 
discussions with the study teachers nt School B were recorded as field notes and used to 
check !he reliability ofthc researcher's observations. These comments were particularly 
important when 1he School 8 teachers collecte<ljoumal data because the researcher was 
not present at these times. 
4.4. Procedure 
Preparation for da1,1 collection 
A fonnal pilot study was not conducted but students received familiarization 
with cooperative learning strategics, learning journal writing nntl recording equipment 
in prep~ration for data collection. 
The rmniliarization with coopcrati'.'e learning methods comprised ,1 series or 
three mathematics, prohlcm solving lessons (sec Appendix K). These lessons J1rovidcd 
the students with training in group and individual accnunt\lhility processes, group roles, 
group rnks, helping ond asking for help procedures (Bums, J 981; Webb, 1982; 
Johnson, 0., Johnson, R .. Holubec & Roy, 1984; Ross & Cotlsins; J 993; Ross, I 9'J4; 
Webb & Farivar, 1994; Nalliv, 1994). The "groups of four" model of coopcrntive 
learning (Bums, 1981) was applied in the familiarization phase and throughout tin: main 
phase lessons. The Bums ( [ 98 I) model involves (1) students working in groups of 
four, (2) ranComly assigned group composition, (J) group members assigned a specific 
role (4) groups working on the same problem, tnc same group product and towards the 
same group reward. 
Two large charts depicting rules and roles for coopcralive learning (sec 
Appendix L) were prepared and displayed in the cbssrooms. These charts were 
reviewed and discussed at the eommenccment or each of the lessons in the preparatory 
ph .. se and again during each of the main data collection kssons. Lesson conclt1sions 
also included discussion about the efTectivcness of the groups' coopcrntive learning 
skills. The basis for this evaluation was the live essential elements of cooperative 
learning (Johnson, Johnson & Holubec, 1990), positive i1:terdepcndence, individual 
accountability, face-to-face interaction, social skills and processin~. All groups or four 
remained the s.:1111c thmughout data collection although one student lefi School A soon 
after completion of the lessons. 
Student trnining in the use of lcar11i11gjo1m111ls duril1g the preparatory phase or 
the study consisted of the students writing immediately after the whole class wrap-ur,. 
Leaming Jouninls were used nornrnlly by the researcher as a means of student review 
and assessment and were already a part of the researcher's class routine. The other 
s1udy teachers also adoptedjounmls. The journals look the fonn of slude11l reports of 
their learning during the lcssons. The students were asked lo describe whal they knr:w 
now, could ,lo now and/ch or lic/icw!d now as a result of the lesson. In the early stages 
of the prcparn1ory lessons, students oflcn seemed to confuse what they had done in the 
lesson (activities) with what they had learned in the lesson. Initial analysis of the 
kamingjoumals in this phase allowed for this point to be clarified with the students so 
that subsequent entries focussed more explicitly on learning as opposed to activities. 
During the preparatory lessons students were exposed to microphones and tape 
recording equipment in preparation for tape recording. Recording equipment was 
rotated among each of the groups and placed on desks in order to provide 
familiarization for all students. 
The researcher conducted all training in cooperative learning and the preparatory 
lessons in each of the three classrooms in order to reduce possible researcher effects, 
particularly in the School B classrooms where the researcher \\'as initially unknown to 
tile students. This improved reliability in the presentation of the training and lessons 
across the three classes and assisted the development of rapport with the participants. 
The objective test (Appendix G) was validated in an additional volunteer 
classroom at School A. Validation exposed some possible confusion with question 2 
(Appendix G). This is described further in chapter live. 
Bole of the teachers and teacher/researcher during the lessons 
As was described ;1bove, lhe tcacher/rescarcbcr conducted whole class 
introtluetions, interventions and wrap·ups (Appendices H & I), constituting a participalll 
observer role. In lhc a~tmll progres~ of!he lesson activities und discussion, the 
teacher/researcher, and the teacher participants monitored the groups' progress 
according lo procedures recommended by Melolh, Deering & Sunders ( l 'J'J3) and 
Mc!oth & Deering ( 1999). The researcher also read aloud lo the elassc~ all relcvaru 
material from the lesson worksheets so that reading difficul!ies were reduced. S1uckn1., 
were infom1ed !hal any reading problems should be referred to one of1he study tc11chcrs 
for clnrilication. At times it became necessary to focus tc.icbcr/rcsearchcr rn!lniloring 
on maintaining the quality of discussion (Mcloth & Deering, 1999) or clarifying details 
of content to the whole class. In these instances, the teaeher/rcsearcher or study 
teachers conducted small-group or whole class intervcrnions as the need arose. 
Main phase oftbe study 
The study was centred around five purpose designed lessons on the social 
science topic Antarctica (sec Appendix 1). A premise of this study was that data should 
be collected as natura!islically as possible from the kinds ofkarning experiences 
normally engaged in by students. Antarctica was selected as the topic for the study in 
consu!rntion with the study teachers because of lhc need lo achieve this kind of 
authenticity and because of its high interest value to the students. Antarctica is 
commonly studied in Western Australian Primary Schools as ,1 component of the Social 
Studies K-10 Syllabus (Education Department of Western Australia, 1981) under the 
theme of living in a Hm·sh Environment. It was conjectured !hut although the students 
had probably all heard of Antarctica (two School A students had studied the topic the 
year before) they may hnvc had limited prier knowledge oft he topic and student 
learning would have been more likely du~ to the lesson experiences. 
Careful selection of the subject malt er lo be presented ullowed the researcher to 
dclenninc possible sources of students' learning. Four broad themes were chosen for 
the lesson content; ge(}grn{'hy. hi.~tory, fil'i11g am! work/11~ ill ,lmarc/i('{I 11111! m1111ml 
hi.~/ory. The objective lest wns strncturc:d so that live items from each of the content 
themes were included. Subject maUcr was presented mainly in the lesson text and the 
students discussed am.I completed worksheet questions (Appendix J) designed 
principally as lrll<' gw11plill .11ruc/11red lash (Cohen, I ')94). The first three lessons 
involved some reading (lo gain infommtion) followed by discussion questions which 
required the students to use higher order processes in onlcr to answer the qucs1ions. 
This research investigated possible social construction of knowledge or whether 
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smdcnts in-1ividually obtained knowledge through transmission (reading or teacher 
statements), so much of the infom1ation presented in the lesson texts was not referred to 
in the discussion questions. The latter two lessons involved a relatively small amount of 
reading for inforn1ation and sels of questions which required students to apply 
knowledge gained from the previous lessons {see Appendix J) so that possihle cognitil'e 
processes could be investigated. As was described above, the lessons involl'ed a gronp 
product with built-in individual accountability procedures. 
Data collection 
In order to determine prior knowledge, the students were asked to write all they 
knew about Antarctica in their learning journal (termed the pre-lesson journal) and then 
given a multiple-choice pre-test prior to the commencement of the lessons. On this 
occasion and at all subsequent data collection points, learning journal writing occurred 
he/ore the adrninistratio,1 of the objective tests in order lo avoid the test items acting as a 
memory stimulus for the learning journals. 
The same multiple-choice test was used for the pre-test as well as the subsequent 
post-tests at the conclusion of the lessons and at three and twelve-month intervals. To 
reduce the possibility oflhe students learning the material from these tests, the lest 
resu11s and correct responses were not made public. 
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to their individual data files. Most students reported very lilllc contact with information 
n::laling to the topic. Th;s meant the researcher could be more confiden1 aho11l the 
longitudinal findings. 
4.5. Data mmly,~is 
[ntroduetion 
This section describes the micro-analysis of the data and particularly how 
different procedures were applied as the analysis and findings hccame progressively 
more detailed. An interactive method of data analysis (The Flow Model; Miles & 
Huberman. 1984; Figure 4) was selected for this research. 
Data 
collection 
Data 
reduction 
Figure 4: Flow model of da1a analysis. 
Data 
display 
Conclusions: 
drawing and 
vcrifyin_g 
Source: Miles, M .• & l!uberman, M. (1984). Drawmg valid meaning from quah1anve dot,,: lowanb a 
shared craft Educational Researcher, 84, 20-28. 
Through this approach the researcher was ahlc to interact with the d,ua 1hrot1gh 
several phases of data reduction and display, each phase becoming more ··fine-grained ... 
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These interactions generated tentative findings that were tcslcd and re-tested against the 
data. Initial analysi~ involved the development or gcnern! trends and categories and the 
idcntilication of units of analysis (Berg, 2001 ), More detailed findings were generated 
using analytic induction methods (Erickson, 1986; Berg, 2001 }. 
Testing cvidentiary warrants and interrogative hypothesis testing 
A synthesis of two similar processes was used to test the credibility of tentative 
assertions. Erickson ( 1986) recommended testing the cvidcnliary warrant of asscrti'lns 
by "a systematic search of the entire darn corpus, looking for dis-confirming and 
confirming evidence, keeping in mind the need to reframc the assertions as the analysis 
proceeds" (p.146). Berg (2001) described imerrogrllil'e hypothesis tes1i11g. This 
process investigates the 11egu1i1·e case in seeking verification of findings (Robinson, 
1951; Lindesmith, 1952; Manheim & Simon, 1977 & Denzin, 1978; cited in Berg, 
2001, p.257) and proceeds through the following steps: 
1. Rough hypothesizing based on an observation from tl1c data. 
2. Conducting a thorough search of all cases to locate negative cases (that is. 
cases that do not fit the hypothesized relationship). 
3. If a negative case is located, either disc.1rd or reformulate the hypothesis to 
account for the negative case or exclude the negative case. 
4. Examine all relevant cases from the sample before dctcm1ining whether 
"practical certainty" (Denzin, 1978) in this recommended analysis style is 
attained. 
Data handling rules for learning journals and tests 
The longitudinal component of this study necessitated the creation of consistcm 
rules for the processing of all data. Group A2 was selected as a reference group for the 
creation of these mies. 
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Data files were created for each largcl student and contained within a group file. 
These files included learning journals, tcsl papers aml grot1p works)wcts. Learning 
journal data for the target groups were cotlcd under lhc categories dcscrihc<l in chapter 
live (p.95}. The codes were not related to grnmmatical structure. Each fact or concept 
recalled in journal slatcmcnts became the unit of analysis ~ml was treated as a discreet 
entity. lfn student wrote two or more pieces of infomialion in one scnlcncc, each piece 
ofinfommtion was coded separately. Specific codes were tahulatcd ~nd the originating 
student identified. The tables were used as a reference for coding of subsc4ucnl 
students' journal writings. 
Tests were scorctl and items scored correct were reconlcd in the students' data 
files. Raw scores were converted to a percenrnge. The qualitative nature of the study 
meant that full statistical analysis of the test scores was not undertaken. 
Analysis of learning journals 
Initial analysis of all student learning journal data (N=87) produced seven broad 
categories from learning journal responses. These protocols provided the basis for more 
detailed coding and analysis ofthc target students' learning journals. Reliabilily 
measures involved reserving and copying of randomly selected journal writings from 
non-target groups. At two separnle, three-month intervals, the reliability scripts were 
coded and checked against lhe initial coding. All target students' journals were then 
individually coded and cross-referenced. Tentative findings were recorded as notes. 
When all target students' journals had been coded, journal and lest data were entered 
onto tables in order to !rnck students' acquisition of knowledge. Notes were kcpl for 
each student and group trends were noted. Journal and test data were then displayed for 
analysis on co11ccp/ maps (see chapter five). Statements were recorded verbatim unless 
meaning was not affected by ahhreviation. Concept nmps for all group members were 
placed onto large charts and arranged according to data collection points. The concept 
maps enabled individual and cross-case analysis within and between groups. The 
concept mapping exercise allowed for the gcncn1tioH, testing and re-testing of findings 
i.lcscribcd above. 
The rmtjor da1a sources described above were tl1c transcripts and journal data. 
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The extent to which jounml data could be rcganlc<l as representing student "learning" 
was a possible th real to validity but this threat was reduced by the availability of student 
test results collected on four occasions after the students had written their journals. The 
cross-referencing of journal d,ua and test results was an important means of generating 
and checking findings. Assertions based upon journal data were also checked against 
evidence provided by the transcripts. This process also worked in reverse. 
Triangulation included the use of close observational data (sec section 4.3.J. 
Data handling mks for tape transcripts 
Accuracy of transcription and voice recognition was considered essential as a 
validity and reliability measure. The firs1 (raw) transcriptions were free from any 
researcher notes (sec below). In common with the learning journals. each discree\ 
statement was taken as the unit of analysis of the students' discussion. Therefore, if a 
student made more than one separate statement in an utterance, all statements were 
counted. Both raw and annotated copies oftranscripls were included in the group dala 
files. Raw copies of transcripts were reserved for reliability checks. 
Analysis of student discussions 
The initial analysis of large\ group discussions occurred as audio tapes were 
reviewed immediately afler taping. This was when initial voice recognition was carried 
-.... ----------------------- -
out, particularly for the School A students. Five target groups were sc!cclcd as a first 
stage of data reduction. 
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Student discussions were initially reviewed iii their entirety in ortlcr lo gain an 
overview of the nmurc of the discussions. The Wpcs were then lrnnscrihcd and trends or 
tentative findings were recorded as narrnlivc notes in the transcripts. The MAKJTAB 
instrument was usei.l ,is :1 framework for this analysis. Some stalcmcnts were 
MAKIT AB coded and noted in the transcripts. These initial findings hccamc the hasis 
for further investigation. 
The next stage of transcript analysis was the counting of all utterances and their 
sub-division into statements. Each student contribution was enumerated and expressed 
as a percentage compared to the other group members (sec chapter live). Enumeration 
then involved separating on-task and off-task talk on a lesson by lesson basis. 
Before MAK!T AB coding of all transcripts was commenced, reliability trials 
were conducted using the raw transcripts. Randomly selected sections of transcript 
from each target group were copied. These were checked for accuracy by one of the 
study teachers and the researcher. The selected transcripts were MAKIT AB coded and 
left for six months. This was possible because of the study's longitudinal design. At 
two further intervals of six months, the reliability scripts were coded again with avernge 
agreement of 93%. All transcripts were then MAKIT AB coded. The display of 
MA KIT AB data allowed for the micro-analysis of student discussion. With the 
MAKIT AB instrument the researcher was able lo analyse in detail the kinds of student 
talk in small group settings. These kinds of talk were th·.11 matched to the individual 
and group concept maps in order to generate findings. 
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4.6. Gcnernlizibility 
Due to the small sample of participants, the findings or this rcscurch should nnl 
be generalised beyond the bounds of the study. In particular, note the limits imposed hy 
the narrow socio-culturnl range of the student participants. Findings about student 
cognition and learning should be consi<lcrcd with these limits in mind. The fimlings in 
the following chapter highlight the idiosyncrasies of the participants an<l lhc question 
arises that these idiosyncrasies could be the result of the small sample an<l/or the 
research design. Would these idiosyncrasies even out over a larger population? 
The research was not intended to provide a definitive answer to the research 
questions for all srndcnts, but rnthcr lo investigate the individual and group cases in 
order to gain an understanding of their cognition and learning in small group contexts. 
Questions of generalizibility should not extend beyond these limits. 
4.7. Summary 
This was a qualitative, descriptive study, conducted in the naturalistic seHing of 
three suburban classrooms, at two schools. The research questions required the 
collection of rich, thick data over a period of twelve months. The principal data sources 
were student learning journals and the tnmscribed discussions of live target groups. 
Case study methods were applied to the target groups in order to investigate the 
students' cognition and learning resulting from their participation in live cooperative 
small-group lessons. Data reduction and display created categories and units for 
analysis and detailed findings were generated inductively as micro-analysis was 
undertaken. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
FIVE CASE STUDIES OF STUDENT LEARNING AND COGNITION 
IN COOPERATIVE SMALL GROUPS 
5.1. Overview 
The chapter reports the result~ of the five ca~c studies and provides the basis for 
th~ory generation in the subsequent chapters. The chapter begins with a description of 
the initial analysis of the data. General findings from all data sources arc described. 
The bulk of the chapter consists of a report on the case studies of the five target groups 
including examples of student data. Each student participant is treated a~ a case study 
within a wider case study of the group. 
5.2. Introduction 
Data were analysed through several phases with each phr..sc examining data in 
more detail, allowing for data reduction and preparation for analysis and display. The 
units of analysis were the knowledge and/or concepts the students reported and student 
utterances during small group discussion. This introductory section outlines broad 
findings generated from the first analyses and describes the preparation and structure of 
the case studies. The case studies include substantial elections from the dat'.l corpus in 
order to strengthen the richness and validity of the research (see chapter 4). 
Journal response categories 
The first analysis of journal data for all students (N=87) generated six categories 
of student journal responses (Table 5). These were prior knowledge, text (infomwtion 
and concepts gained from lesson text), discussion (illfomwtion and concepts gained 
from group disrnssion), st11de11/s' "own" co11s/rnc1io11s, mis-co11s1r11ctious and /eacl·~r 
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effec/s (illfor111atio11 gained from teacher i11terve111io11s with the group or whole cla.vs). 
A further category, affective stareme11t.v was added later. This first analysis of student 
journals indicated that mis-constructions and affective statements were potentially a rich 
source of information about student learning. These categories seemed to provide valid 
student mental representations of their learning experiences during thc,[cssons. 
Therefore, analysis proceeded on the assumption that all categories were of equal value 
regardless of the accuracy of information and concepts represented by the participants. 
These categories became the basic organizing Mructure for the journal data, leading to 
further coding. 
TABLES 
Categories of learning Journal responses 
Category 
Prior knowledge 
Text 
Discussion 
OIV11 construction 
Mis--construc1ion 
Teacher elTects 
AITeetivc statements 
Description 
Material known prior to lessons. 
Information gained from reading 
lesson 1cxt. 
Information gained rrom group 
discussion during lessons. 
Correct constroctions ofknowledge 
produced by an individual s1uden1. 
This category included knowledge 
not gained from the lessons. 
Information constructed incorrectly; 
somelimes more than one piece of 
information was fonned into these 
constructs. 
Jnforrru,tion gained rrom the 
teachers' interventions with the 
group or whole class. 
Leaming journal responses ofan 
emotive, vague or irrelevant nature, 
Responses not directly related 10 
lesson content. 
Example 
Antarctica is a polar 
region. 
Jee in Antarctica can be 
over lliree kilometres 
thick. 
Weather balloons are 
launched rrom Antarctic 
bases. 
A gas called Helium flies 
the weather balloons. 
Scott left his animals on 
an island. 
Shackleton and his c1cw 
had lo live -in the ice 
when 
their ship was stuck. 
You arc lucky to come 
back alive. 
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Gencrnl findings from student di.~cussion data 
An early finding from the first analysis of the trnn~cript data was the extent to 
which student discussion was influenced by the evaluative climale in the classroom 
(Doyle, 1983). Although the researcher intent was that students should engage with the 
task by becoming involved in quality, in-depth discussion, the classroom evaluative 
climate and teacher interventions, particularly by Teacher BI (School BJ were often 
directed towards children using correct English in their worksheet responses. Findings 
pertaining to evaluative climate are discussed in more detail in the case studies and in 
chapter six. 
Other aspects of evaluative climate were evident during the first analysis of the 
transcripts. These extended to the students' focus on completing tasks, suggesting that 
task completion was emphasized as part of the evaluative climate in the participating 
classes. Cross analysis of worksheet and transcript data indicated that task co111p/etia11 
was, to varying degrees, a priority for all target groups. This focus became part of the 
groups' preferred method of operation and combined with other factors to produce a 
group "culture". The group culture appeared highly influential in the groups' 
performance. Some groups were focussed on completing some tasks as quickly as 
possible, providing brief answers involving minimal elaboration or discussion. Others 
were concerned with producing quality responses. The dominant student in the group 
usually determined this culture. 
A further element of group culture was revealed by initial analyses of the 
transcripts which noted that some groups were more engaged with the tasks than others. 
Some groups seemed to spend a majority of their time in off-task talk and this appeared 
to correlate with student performance on the tests and in learning journals. Groups that 
seemed anxious to engage in in-depth type discussion appeared to make the most 
ncademic gains from the lessons. The findings about group culture nre elaborated in lhe 
case studies and chapter six. 
A further initial finding from the transcript data was that student utterances 
during group discussion sometimes consisted of more than one distinct statement or 
idea. Therefore, analysis and reporting of utterances was undertaken using each 
separate statement as the unit of analysis. 
Effects of students' chronological ages 
Younger students' responses to the lessons were generally appropriate to their 
age and ability but the value of smal!-gmup cooperative learning for very young 
ch.. 1 was questioned because of the early analyses. The younger student participants 
(Cale, Billy and Hannah} seemed to experience more difficulty in engaging with the 
lesson text and the tasks than did the older students. All lesson texts were read aloud to 
reduce these problems and students were reminded to ask for teacher assistance if 
difficulties persisted (see chapter four}. Despite these measures, the younger students 
tended to exhibit passive behaviours (see chapter six}. 
Another student, Joel (group Al) was a year younger than his peers and bad no 
difficulty dealing with the text or task demands but tended to be relatively quiet in 
discussion. The researcher speculated that this might have been due to age-induced 
status differentials. Older students seemed to possess greater prior knowledge of the 
subject matter and were thus of higher status, contributing mnrc to discussion and 
seeming to make academic gains. Questions of age differentials are elaborated in the 
case studies and the remaining chapters. 
General findings from learning journals and preparation of concept maps 
The ease studies feature concept maps for each student, derived from journal 
data and test resul[s. The concept maps were a means of reducing, displaying and 
" 
analysing the journal and test data. Journal data collected mid-lesson were not included 
in the concept maps. Initial analysis of mid-lesson journals indicuted thal some of the 
students had misunderstood the researchers' requirements. lnstcm.l of writing all they 
knew about the topic they tended to write just what they had learned in the previous 
lesson (see chapter four). This did not occur in the post-lesson and subsequent journals 
because the researcher clarified this point for the students. To improve validity and 
reliability, the mid-lesson data were included in the tracking tables used for the sccontl 
phase of analysis but not in the case study concept maps. Consequently, if availablc, 
four sets of journal data were included in the concept maps for each target group 
member. These journals were the pre-lesson (indicating prior knowledge), post-lesson 
(the day after the final lesson), three-month and twelve-month (three months and twelve 
months after the lessons respectively). The journals were matched to the corresponding 
sets of test data. The individual case studies include numerical representations of the 
tracking tables, indicating the incidence of the various categories (Table 5) at each of 
the four data collection points. Mid-lesson data are summarized in these tables. 
The early analyses found that text-related codes seemed to dominate the 
students' journal responses and that entries linkcd dir~ctly to worksheet discussion 
questions seemed le,s prominent. This was not surprising given the volume of new 
material presented as text in the lessons. Micro-analysis of student talk using the 
MAKITAB instrument and cross-referencing of the concept maps allowed for further 
interpretation of the journals and connections to be made between group discussion and 
student learning. 
Student journals were recorded veJbatim unless meaning wns not nffected by 
abbreviation. For example, "Scott's team died in the Antarctic" might be abbreviated to 
"Scott's team died" in a concept map. One student reported "Shackleton's ship got 
<J<J 
stuck in the ice and they had to sail back in a raft". Statements such as this were 
included verbatim in the concept maps (Figures 5-76) because they defined a 
uniqueness in an individual student's menial represcntmions of their lesson exp~rienccs. 
Observation had confirmed the early analysis that student responses lo journal writing 
were highly individual and idios:,ncratic. Verbatim reporting wa~ seen as a means of 
highlighting these features. 
The first analysis of the journal data indicated that the students' learning from 
the unit had formed around the broad content themes (geography, hislory, nawral 
history and /ivi11g and working in Antarctica) presented in the lessons. These themes 
were reflected in the student learning journals and they provided the ba,ic structure for 
the concept maps. Most j>1umal entries could be related to theses themes and in several 
cases, students produced journal statements that were linked to more than one theme. 
Related to these themes were general concepts that seemed to be shared by most 
of the study participants. These included concepts derived from student prior 
knowledge. General concepts such as Antarctica as a very cold place and wildlife such 
as pcngi1ins living there provided an overview of student knowledge. A common mis-
conception was that polar bears live in Antarctica. These concepts arc discussed further 
within the case studies. 
Student prior knowledge had the potential to influence the group context. 
Therefore all prior knowledge (pre-lesson) and other journal entries (post-lesson, threc-
month, twelve-month) whicl1 could be attributed to sources outside the lessons were 
included in the concept maps. 
Use of test results 
Pre-test scores indicated the scope and variability of student prior knowledge 
when coupled with the pre-lesson journal in the pre-lesson concept map. The focus in 
I()() 
the tests wus on the specific infonnation known to stmknts before the lessons rather 
than on the numerical scores. Matcriul already known was tracked through subsequent 
journ~ls and tests. 
Post-lesson, three-month and twelve-month test scores provided an objective 
view of student learning from the unit. lnfonnation was assumed learned if the student 
consistently scored a particular test item correct. Relationships between correct test 
responses and journal writings were established in the concept maps. 
Validating tllc test had revealed that item 2 (Appendix G) provided connicting 
infonnation because the stem was stated in negative tcnns. A correct response could 
indicate the student knew "Antarctica is the fifth largest continent", "the ice is thick in 
Antarctica", "no country owns Antarctica" and "Antarctic winters have very short days" 
(Appendix G). In order to avoid confusion, correct responses to this question were 
represented in the concept maps as "ice is thick". They were not considered when 
generating findings unless the student confirmed the above information in a journal 
entry. 
Structure of the case studies 
The case studies begin with a group profile, generated from teacher and 
observational data. The profiles arc followed by descriptions of group processes 
evident in the observational data and transcripts. Phenomena such as dominant 
students, passive students and other group processes arc discussed in these sections, 
including considerations of the group culture described above. Analysis of transcripts 
indicating individual participation rates and group on-task/off-task talk are included in 
table form in these sections. 
The group processes section is followed by descriptions of individual learning 
outcomes from the lessons. These descriptions arc set against students' concept maps. 
Each case study concludes with descriptions of possible group influences on the 
students' learning. 
5.3. Case study I (group A! 1 school A} 
IOI 
Group A! comprised two male and two female students, Clark, Joel, Abi and 
Amanda. Clark, and Abi were in year four (nine year olds) and Amanda wa.~ in year 
five (ten years o!d) at the commcnccmcnt of the study. Joel was in year four at school 
but was only eight years old. He had been advanced into a year two c]a.,;s early in his 
first year at school. Observation of attendance registers indicated that Amanda was a 
regular absentee. She left school B before post-lesson and subsequent data were 
collected. Amanda was a middle to low achiever who exhibited learned helpless 
characteristics (Barry & King, 1998: Good & Brophy, 2000). Clark, Abi and Joe! were 
high academic achievers. 
Group processes in the discussion 
The group co-operated successfully imd demonstrated an awareness of the rules 
and roles of small group work. Clark and Abi occupied relatively high proportions of 
the discussion time (Table 6). Their substantive contribution was significant. Amanda 
attempted to contribute through most lessons. She had already studied Antarctica the 
previous year so she began confidently but her contributions waned and she became 
progressively more passive over the course of the lessons. 
The group seemed highly motivated lo complete the tasks and remained on task 
for the majority of discussion time {Table 7). The tape transcripts exaggerated the 
group's on task behaviour slightly because by lesson three, the members had begun to 
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tum off the 1apc recorder while they were writing answers and when lhcy were off lask. 
Obscrv11tion eonlinned thal the group's off1ask times were infrequent. 
TABLE 6 
Gmup A I Summary oftotal s1atemenrn made in group discusmm 
Sn11h·11111"""' fo1,dstm,·111t•111., (%) 
Clark ,sJ :w.4r, 
Abi m 29.JO 
Joel 
'" 
22.00 
Amanda 
"° 
18.JO 
Abi appeared very motivated to keep the group on task and was unhappy wilh 
the other group members if they argued, even though the arguments were usually over 
the content of the group's answers. She also acted to appease Amanda when she had 
difficulty with the task, sliowing a willingness to provide help when necessary, such as 
in this lesson four exchange. 
Amanda: 
Clark: 
Abi: 
Youse, I didn't get linished on this .. 
What? 
This one. 
(procedural discussion) 
Amanda: 
Abi: 
I haven't even finished the whales yet youse. 
OK what have you wrote? 
Abi also seemed more aware than her peers that the discussions were being 
recordcd. She would often remind the group of the need lo co-operate and follow the 
discussion rules. 
HJ) 
Joel nommlly conducted himself quietly in class and this was also evident in the 
discussions. He spoke relatively rarely but he made some important contributions. On 
some occasions he was ignored by the group, possibly because of his lower age status 
and observed quiet nature. Observation indicated that Joel was not nonnally a very 
assertive student but journal and lest data indicated that he was nonetheless actively 
engaged in the lessons. 
TADLE 7 
Group A 11ask rclaled and non-task related !alk0 
Lesson number(wral statemems) Tll.!k related talk(%) 
I (160) 97 
2 (197) 82 
3 (217) 90 
4 (238) 90 
5 (l 17) 94 
Means 90.6 
N1m-1<1sk refotc,I tr,/k (%) 
J 
18 
10 
10 
0 
9.4 
• Nole totals are recorded statements. Studcnls sometimes switched recorder oJT. 
The group's style of working in the early stages revolved around discussing all 
questions first and then writing their answers. This changed over the course of the 
lessons so that the focus on writing answers went together with discussion. They would 
often make statements to the group about what they were writing and they shared ideas 
as they wrote answers. Spelling and other correct usage was a slight concern for this 
group but did not pre-occupy them. Amanda found it difficult to keep up with the 
others and she tended to retreat off task relatively easily. As the lessons proceeded 
Amanda begnri to a~sert herself by al\cmpting lo determine !ask ncticms (MAKIT AB 
code TS05, sec Appendices H & I). The group accepted these efforts hut usually 
ignored Amanda's uttcmpts to contribute to content related discussion. 
Group Al individual case studies 
Clark 
!04 
Clark displayed a good general knowledge of Antarctica and provided a rich 
source of data. His journals indicated definite links to discussion codes suggesting that 
he had gained from the discussions. Analysis of the concept maps revealed that many 
of Clark's journal statements were also indirectly related to discussion as well as other 
codes such as text. This student seemed capable of learning from multiple sources as 
indicated by the number of text and teacher effect codes reported (Table 8). Reading 
subject matter in the lesson text seemed particularly well remembered by Clark. 
An interesting feature of Clark's work was the incidence of own constructions 
aod mis-constructions, particularly in the twelve-month journal. Some of these 
statements were stable over time but most seemed to be contiouing to evolve. Clark's 
own constructions about food being preserved in the cold temperatures of Antarctica 
provided evidence of this evolutionary process (Figures 5-8). 
Food lasts a Jong time because it's like a freezer. 
(Clark, post-lesso11jo11mal) 
Like a giant freezer so if you found food there it would be OK to cat. 
(Clark, three-momhjounml) 
Tioned food can be preserved for a long time because Antarctica is like a 
freezer. 
(Clark, twelve-1110111hjo11mal) 
At each learning journal, Clark added new own constructions and mis-
constn1ctions and these bore little resemblance lo his earlier efforts. 
TABLE II 
Distribution of journal codes a!!d test scores 
Group A 1-Clark 
f'n, Mid f'o,/ '/1,ree Tu'e/1·e 
/t'.llOI! /c.,.w,1• /e.,,011 mm11Ji, mr,mh., 
Prior Knowlcdg<' 4 
' 
Tt'sl scores (X,) 55 
" 
80 
" 
ht/ 6 
" " 
9 
Discussion 
' 
4 4 
Ow11 co11stn1ction.< 
' 
5 5 
Mis-crmstmctim,s 
' 
5 
Teacher cjfecti· 4 
' ' 
Affi.•ctfrc stmcme111s 
•includes three journal entries 
'" 
1i,1r1/1 
0 
JS 
'° 
" 
9 
" 
The influence of Clark's prior knowledge was evident in several instances. He 
reported that "Captain Scott and his team travelled to Antarctica" in his pre-lesson 
journal. How this knowledge was elaborated over the lessons is illustrated by this 
sequence of journal writings (Figures 6 & 7). 
Scoll's team second to South Pole. 
Scott's team died because they had to pull the sleds themselves. 
Amundsen first lo South Pole. 
(Clark, post-lessonjouma[) 
Scott's team were pet lovers and they pulled the sled themselves. 
I 
Scott's team died within a couple of kilometres of a food depot. 
Scott's teum pulled the sleds thcmsclves. 
Amundsen beat Scott to Antarctica. 
(Clark, three-11umthjo11mal) 
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By the twelve-month journal (Figure 8), these concepts had become a mis-
construction, "Scott Amundsen was in a race to get to Antarctica.". The process of 
developing mis-constructions was common with Clark's work. His pre-lesson journal 
entry" Scientists go there to study" proved enduring with scientists (or meteorologists) 
mentioned at each journal. The development of this concept may have been facilitated 
by discussion in lessons two and four. 
Clark's discussion about Robert Scott was connected to current information 
about a modem cxpeditic-n that planned to emulate Scott's methods. This infonnation 
had not been provided during the lessons. 
Some people are going to pull the sleighs themselves like Scott's team. 
(Clark, three-monthjo11ma/) 
Some of Clark's recall appeared unpredictable. In the post-lesson journal, he 
reported a number of pieces of iafonnation about Antarctic wildlife (Figure 6). The~e 
were omitted from the three-month journal but re-appeared at twelve months. This 
knowledge also seemed linked to discussion. Unpredictability was also apparent in 
Clark's writings on Cook and blizzards and in his post-lesson journal he wrote a 
paragraph about Shackleton's expedition but did not seem to recall it later. 
Shackleton's ship stuck in ice. He removed the food and supplies onto the ice 
and had to live on the ice for a while. 
(Cfork, po:;t-{e:;son jorm111{) 
Clark consistently remembered that protective clothing was needed in 
Antarctica. He represented these ideas in all journals. By three-months, the term 
thermal clothing had been added. At twelve months, the notion of protective clothing 
had been expanded to include goggles and connected to concepts about blizzards. 
The clothing is inner clothing, outer clothing, gloves, boots, beanies and 
goggles. 
(Clark, post-/e:;:;011jo11mal) 
Thermal clothing is very important. 
(Clark, 1hree-mollllijo11rna/) 
You have to pack thermal clothing because it's very cold. 
People who go outside have to wear at least three layers of clothes. 
You can't sec anything in a blizzard and you have to wear goggles to protect 
your eyes. 
(Clark, 1we{ve-mo1uhjo11mal) 
Clark also displayed good recall of information about the kinds of jobs people 
do in Antarctica. This material was well discussed in the group. 
There arc eight jobs in Antarctica. Some of the jobs are cook, meteorologist, 
nurse, engineer, mechanic, scientist and maybe biologist. 
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(Clark, post-le.mmjoumal) 
Some workers that arc taken there are chef, scientists, meteorologist, doctor and 
nurse. 
(Clark, 1w1dve-mo111hjmmwl) 
Clark's concept maps {Figures 5-8) in the following pages rcvca! a student who 
gained ucadcmica!ly from the lessons. He was able to recall substantial portions of 
information and had developed detailed concepts over the study's duration. The sources 
of his learning were diverse including lesson text, small group discussion and teacher 
influences. His recall from reading text material was particularly strong although 
substantial influences of small group talk were also discerned. 
Figure 5: Clark's Pre-Lesson Concept Map 
!.ind co..:lm with ice (PR I) 
' ~7-ck(PR2) 
Actually land co~th in snow (PK) 
............. Geography 
MtEn:bus,active,ol~ Cook f,rst to c<plruo (PR ~) 
li:cbc,g as big o.s Bclj;ium (PR 14) 
ANTARCTICA 
Austrnlian 1aricori:il claims (PR 9) 
Captain S.:On & Im """'1 rr,,ell<d 10 Anwaioa {PK) 
------
History 
I 
Sh>cl'.lO!on•, <blp nud:;,, ;"" (PR ll) 
Natural History 
/ 
Typ<sofp<ll~;ru(PR Hi) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text: OC: own construc!ioos; D: discussion; TE: teacher eff..::1:s; MC: 
mis<:onstructions; AS: affective statement 
--
-
Figure 6: Clnrk's Post-Lesson Concept Map 
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-
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Figure 7, Oari.:'sThre<'-Month Concept Map 
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Figure 8: Clark's Twelve-Month Concept Map 
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Abi 
Abi exhibited good prior knowledge of!hc topic, reporting foct> like "Antarctica 
is a polur region" and" James Cook was the first to explore Antarctica" (!ligure 9). '1 he 
"cold place" notion was developed by Abi into a focus onto specific temperatures," the 
coldest continent" (post-lesson Journal) and eventually into "a frigid zone in the 
south em hemisphere" (twelve-month journal). 
The consistency of discussion codes reported seemed to indicate that this student 
gained from the discussion. The concept of a tunnel joining buildings at the base 
(lesson two) was one example of a long tcnn, consistent outcome of rliscussion (Figures 
I 0-12). Over time, Abi reported less text codes and more discussion, mis-construction 
and own construction codes (see Table 9). Similar to Clark, Abi continued to produce 
new mis-constructions and own constructions until the final journal, indicating a student 
with changing mental representations of the subject ma!!cr. 
TABLE9 
Distribution of journal codes and test scores 
Group A 1-Abi 
Pre Mid 
lcsso11 /eHma• 
Prior Kuowledge 0 
Test scores(%) 
" 
Text 
Dise11ssi01, 0 
Own CO/IJll'IIC/io11s 
" 
ftli.<-constr11cliom 
Teacher effects 2 
A.ffative slutemcu/s 
•includes three journal entries 
Poit Three Tll'cfre Toluls 
/cssou month., 1110111/Js 
7 
70 05 55 
2 7 13 
' ' ' 
IS 
3 2 5 IS 
2 0 
' 
2 0 
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The combination of various pieces of information into mis-constructions was 
illustrated well by Abi's recall of inform:ltion about Scott and Amundsen. Reference to 
these explorers appeared first at the three-month journal. The following extrncts 
illustrate how Abi mis-constructed the infonnmion. 
Robert Scott & Amundsen had a race. 
Amundsen's team used dogs to pull their sleds and Scott's team used people. 
The first team there was Amundsen's. 
James Cook sailed around the coast. 
Shackleton's ship was stuck in the ice. 
(Abi. three-mo111/ijo11ma{) 
A land explorer went sailing on a ship with a crew and landed in An1arctica. 
think his name wa~ Rolland or Robert. His ship got stuck in the ice and he 
survived by sleeping on the ship. (Abi, twelvc-111011thjo11mal) 
The influence of discussion on Abi's learning was apparent in her pusl-lcsson 
journal entry that seemed to stem from talking about weather balloons. The discussion 
seemed to assist Abi to understand the m~teria! and produce an own construction. 
They have a piece of string and on the end is an object, usually a camera. They 
launch the balloon in the air with a gas called Helium. The balloon keeps 
expanding while the camera keeps taking photos. (Abi, pos1-/esso11jo11ma/) 
Abi's prior knowledge of the gas helium was not derived from the discussion 
and may have been gained from Jistening to another group because the group did not 
I 
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use the tenn in nny of their discussions. Prior knowledge proved significant and durable 
with Abi. Her first joumnl noted Cook as the first person to explore Antarctica and that 
penguins lived there. Cook wns not mentioned at the post-lesson journal but re-
appeared nt three-months, "James Cook sailed around the coast" and again at twelve 
months, "Cook w11~ the first person to find Antarctica" (Figures 11 & !2). Knowledge 
about penguins and whales was extended by the post-lesson journal and was recalled 
again at three and twelve months. 
Some whales are fin, killer, blue, humpback, right. 
Some species of penguins are weddel, emperor, chinstrap, adclic. 
(Abi, post-lcssonjoumal) 
There are also various whales, seals and seabirds. 
Some types of penguins are adclie and emperor. 
(Abi, three-1110111hjo11mal) 
The humpback and blue whale often swim there. 
The white whales often swim around the shores of Antarctica. 
Emperor penguin is very common. 
The seals swim gracefully and the sea life is incredible. 
(Abi, twelve-monthjo11mal) 
Abi provided data from other sources that enriched her responses to the lessons. 
She was aware of Antarctic tourism in the post-lesson journal and elaborated on this at 
three-months (Figures 10 & I!). This concept was not included in the lessons. She 
acknowledged that this was information she had "learnt somewhere else" (Figure 11). 
In her final journal she mentioned avalanches, a concept also not described in the 
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lessons or by the teachers. Abi confinncd in a brief discussion with the researcher that 
she had heard of avalanches in a television documentary. 
Abi demons!rnted some of the innuences small group talk could have on a 
student's !earning. ::ihe remembered u high proportion of discussion-related material a~ 
is indicated in her concept maps in the pages following. Her involvement in discussion 
seemed to enhance the production of her own constructs as evidenced through her own 
constructions and mis-constructions. As was noted above, Abi was particularly uware 
of the need to work cooperatively. She was the student most likely to remind her group 
of discussion mies and try to include all group members. This suggested a student for 
whom cooperative learning was a beneficial learning context. 
• 
Figure 9: Abi's Pre-Lesson Coneept Mop 
Anf:l!<tio:i is o polar region (Pk') 
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"" M0<1 ~-Mle:, live tb<re (PR :0) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: dismssion; TE: f01J.chcr dfeds; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: :tffedive statement 
Figure 10: Abi's Post-Lesson Concept Mop 
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Naturnl History 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions: D: discussion; TE: toacherc!Te<:ts; MC: 
misconslntctions; AS: affective statement 
-
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Figure• 1, Ab i's Three-Month Concept Mnp 
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Key: PK: prior knowledg~; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: te.-:t; OC: own constructions; D, discussion; TE: teaclier effc,:ts; MC: 
misconstruclions; AS: affe<:tivestatement 
-
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Figure 12: Abi's Twelve-Month Concept M:,p 
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Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T, text; OC: own constructio!L'l; D: discussion; TE: tcacherc!Te<:ts; MC, 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
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Joel 
Although Joel appeared rcticc11\ during the discussion his journal work indicated 
a student nctivcly involver.I in listening. He reported high proportions or discussion 
codes post-lesson and this continued to the three-month journal. At that time the text 
codes and own conslmctions also increased (see Table I 0). By twelve months, 
discussion codes were not as prevalent. 
TABLE 10 
Distribution of journal codes and test scores 
Group A 1-Joel 
Pre Mid 
lesson /esso11• 
Prior Knowledge 6 
Test scores(%) 30 
Text 
Discussion 5 
Own corutmctions 4 
Mis-constructions 2 
Teadicr cfTccl.s 3 
Affective statements 
•includes 1hrce journal ~ntrics 
Po.<t 17,ree Twelve Tomls 
lesson mol!t!1s months 
6 
85 70 70 
" 
4 16 
7 4 2 
'" 
' 
2 JO 
5 
3 
" 
Joel tended lo evolve new mis-constructions and own constructions similarly to 
Clark and Abi. The 1,,roup discussed at length the use of dogs for pulling sleds and the 
lack of dogs as a possible cause for the death of Scott and his party. Joel trnnsfonncd 
this into an own construction" Amundsen's team beat Scott's because dogs pulled their 
sleigh" (three-month journal). By twelve months this notion had been transformed 
further. 
They normally use huskies to pull the sleigh around instead of using ull their 
energy. 
When times get desperate, people kill the dogs and eat them. 
(Joel, twelve-monthjoumal) 
The influence of discussion on Jo~!'s learning was further evident in his writings 
on blizzards and the connecting tunnel in lesson two. Joel referred consistently to the 
need for goggles for eye protection during blizzards (Figuresl5 & 16). This was an 
own construction baxed on a teacher whole clnss intervention, text statements about 
blizzards and discussion. Joel Jinked the teacher statement that blizzards can cause 
blindness and inferred the need for goggles (sec Appendix J). 
Blizzards can blind you. Blizzards can blow you away. 
(Joel, post-lessonjoumal) 
Blizzards could blow you away and blind you if you're not weuring goggles. 
(Joel, threc-monthjoumal) 
They must have goggles to prepare for blizzards. 
(Joel, 1welve-monthjo11mal) 
The related discussion about tunnels connecting buildings in lesson two 
(Appendix J) was also consistently recalled by Joel. He also linked this to the use of 
guide ropes at the b't'.t. 
Tunnels connecting rooms arc handy in bad weather. 
At night they use ropes to find their way, (Joel, post-lesson journal) 
They use tunnels at their base. 
They use a rope to get around at nigh!. 
(Joel, tilree-monthjo11mal) 
They have a rope out to the toilet in case of it being dark. 
They must have goggles to prepare for blizzards. 
(Joel, twelve-momhjo11mal) 
Joe! integrated several of the above ideas into a longer paragraph in his final 
journal. The following entry indicates Joel's transformation of knowledge and the 
connection of different pieces of information into a coherent statement. 
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The station is linked up ns one house. All the rooms are linked up (Imme[). If 
they didn't and they had to cross outside to another place, they might get swept 
away if there is a blizzard. 
(Joel, twelve-mo11thjo11rna{) 
Joel's use of prior knowledge was evident with the "cold place" concept. His 
prior knowledge may have influenced the focus on blizzards, tunnels and protective 
clothing described above. He recalled substantial pieces of information connected to 
these concepts. 
It'H still cold in summer. Temperature is always minus something. Ice is 
everywhere. 
Icebergs can be the size of a park 
People con die of Hypothermia easily if they don't wear the right clothing. 
(Joel, pre-lesson journal) 
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In later journals, Joel presented prior knowledge again such as "Sometimes 
called a cold desert"(post-lesson journal) and "Antarctica is supposed to be getting 
bigger" (three-month journal). He cor.ectly used the term "Hypothermia" in the pre-
lcssonjoumal but this was not referred to again. A gap also existed in his recall of the 
use of weather balloons io Antarctica. 
As the concept maps in the following pages indicate, Joe! gained academically 
from the lessons. His main area of recall seemed to be the theme of living and Working 
in A11tarctica, particularly after the twelve-month interval. Cooperative learning seemed 
to provide a useful learning situation for this student. 
Figure 13: Joel's Pn,.Les,;on Conccpt Map 
Cook first lo <:<pin"' (PR J) 
ANTARCTICA J<inds of penguins (PR 16) 
J<e<ping7octdry(PR 17) 
-------
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\ Abou,
1
0:,, diff=nt b=ds n! pengttins (Pl<) 
Kinds of anim.ili ~'-'"-----':C:"-\ 
Natural History 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre IC$I; PT: post tru;t; T: text; OC: own toruitrnetiorui; D: discussion; TE, !cacher effects; J\tC: 
misoonrlruetioru;; AS: affective statement 
Figure 14: Joel's Post-Lesson Concept Map 
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ANTARCTIC 
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Key: PK: prior knowletlge; PR: pre U'<t; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: ten<hor eff<!<'ls; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective stalemeLt 
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Figure 15: Jocl'sThn,e-Month Concept Mnp 
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ANTARCTICA 
----- ------------~ 
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Key; PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PI': post test; T: tut; OC: own eonstrnctions: D: disrussion; TE: teacher cITeds; MC: 
miscortStructions; AS: affedive statement 
-
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Figure 16: Joel's Twcl,·e-Month Concept Map 
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Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre te,;t; PT: post te,;t; T, te.,t; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects: MC: 
misconstructions; AS, affective statement 
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Amanda 
Amanda left School A before the post-lesson and remaining data were collcctc<l. 
She did nol attend school on lhc days prior knowledge data were collcclcd. Analysis or 
her mid-lesson datu indicated a student having difficully engaging wilh the lesson 
content. She provided 17 journal entries over the three mid-lesson journals (sec Table 
l l ). Of these, 5 were coded as text, 3 were discussion codes, 6 were coded as mis-
constructions, 2 were own constructions and I was coded as teacher effects. Am am.la's 
role in her group's talk was discussed in the group processes section above. In general, 
she did not appear to gain much from cooperative learning but this was typical of her 
passive behaviour in general class activities. 
TABLE II 
Distribution of journal codes and test scores 
Group A 1-Am.mda•• 
Prior K11ow/edge 
Tes/ scores ('Y,,j 
Tcr, 
Disc11ssio11 
Own co11.\/mctiuns 
Mis-co11Sln1cliom 
Tcacheref!cc/s 
,ljfectiw S1<1teme111s 
Pre 
/eJSOIJ 
" 
2 
•includes three journal entries 
Mid 
5 
3 
2 
6 
Posl 
lesso11 monrh, 
''This student left School A after lesson completion. No data ovailablc. 
r,,.,.,,.,. 
mmul,, 
Torah· 
5 
3 
2 
s 
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Knowledge and concept development within the group 
Evidence exi5ted of several co-constructions of knowledge within this group. 
Concepts nbout tunnels and ropes joining buildings for protection from blizzards were 
consistent across the group nod reported by Abi and Joel in all journals. In the finnl 
journn!, a focus of Clark's wns on equipment required for working outside in Antarctica 
and in this context he referred to the Jack of visibility in n blizzard, a concept related to 
the guide ropes. The following exchange wns the group's only direct discussion on 
tunnels during lesson two. The discussion involves comprehending the tnsk, proposing 
n solution nnd discussing representation of the answer (MA KIT AB codes TSOS, TS IO 
nnd TS 14, sec Appendices H & I). 
Abi: 
Clark: 
Why do you think there's a tunnel joining the buildings. 
So like if there's nny bad weather they cnn just move through the 
tunnel. 
Abi: (writing a11swer to question. 01hers off task; favourile colour 
Clark: 
discussion. Ret11ms groups lo task). If there is bad weather. 
I just wrote ... in case of bad weather they can go through the 
tunnel. .. 
Joel: ... I am going to write if there's bad weather you can go through 
the tunnel without getting hurt. 
The group's talk about tunnels, ropes and blizzards, discussed in vnrious 
contexts, seemed to be connected nnd transformed by the ;.tudents. A!! students wrote 
consistently about blizzards in their journn!s. The fo!lowingjournal entry by Joel 
exemplifies the students' transformation of several related ideas over an exl<:nded time. 
'" 
The station is linked ur, EIS one house. All the rooms arc linked up (1111111el). If 
they didn't and they had lo cross outside to another p!uce, they might gel swept 
away if there is 11 blizzard. 
(Joel, twelve-111rmthjo11mai) 
The group'< ,;i$,,Ussion about the role of dogs in Antarctic exploration also 
produced con~'.·knt. Jong-tenn outcomes. The following extended exchange illustrates 
how the Sll'·lcnt, co-constructed knowledge by applying both correct and incorrect prior 
knowledge and what they had !earned from the lesson. 
Amanda: 
Abi: 
Clark: 
Abi: 
Amanda: 
Clark: 
Amanda: 
Clark: 
Amanda: 
Clark: 
Abi: 
Can I read it out. Why do you think Scott's team died but 
Amundsen's lived. Give two reasons ... 
I think because Scott's team tried to like have ... tried to ... 
They tried to pull the sleds themselves. 
Yeah ... so there would have been a lot of weight. 
No that was when their dogs died ... 
(picks up the mi,r-co11s/ruction and runs wit/1 it) ... yeah their dogs 
died so when they were pulling the sleds they wouldn't have 
enough strength and they would get very hungry. Orr I know 
why they were so hungry they had to cat their dogs. 
What? 
Or something like that. 
Nooooo ... 
Yeah but they got very sick. 
Read the thing (work.rheet}. 
Clark: 
Joel: 
Clark: 
Why do you think Scoll's team died but Amundsen's lived. 
The text ... 
It doesn't say it here it says it in a comprehension checkpoints 
(reading lex/ 1ued by the clan) book that (indistinct). 
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Abi: I think I know ... hccause they wouldn't have enough strength to 
Joel: 
Abi: 
Clark: 
Amanda: 
Abi: 
Amanda: 
Clark: 
Amanda: 
Abi: 
Clark: 
Amanda: 
Abi: 
pull their sled by themselves. Guys just listen, they didn't have 
enough strength to pull the team by themselves. 
1 know but Clark thinks they ate the dogs ... 
They didn't. 
They got very hungry and they rnn out of food. 
Yeah I think !hat's actually true. 
Hnw do you know? 
Because it's in comprehension checkpoint one (reading text). 
Either that or Mr Z told us. 
Yeah something like that. 
That was James Cook wasn't it? 
No we're talking about Scott's and Amundsen. Jame., Cook 
didn't die there .. he was killed by native Americans or 
something. 
ls it James Cook? 
What I am trying to say (becoming frustrated) is because they 
didn't have enough strength to pull the sled by themselves. 
A mis-construction had occurred because of incorrect information obtained from 
a reading text where some students had read that Scott's team had eaten their dogs 
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because of food shortages. The group tried lo identify the source of their information 
but were unsure. This discussion continued past the cxclmngc above, occupying a 
substantial portion of the total discussion for lesson three (58%). A majority of lhis 
discussion was of the in-depth, task enhancing type (MAKIT AB codes TS08 to TS 14, 
Appendices H & [). The group also discussed dogs and ponies in the pre-lesson 
discussion for lesson four. 
TABI.E 12 
GROUP Al: MAKITAB ANALYSIS OFON TASK TALK(TSCODES ONJ,YJ 
Codes lesso11 l frmm 2 lesson 3 feSJ'C>IJ 4 /c.,.10" 5 Total % 
Stateme/1/s 
TSO! 
TS02 l4 13 
" 
7 7 S7 7.9 
TSOS 3 7 7 4 
' 
13 1.8 
TS06 
TS07 
' ' 
,., 
TS Of, 26 35 79 
" 
3 
"' 
16,7 
TS09 13 
" " 
5 2 45 6.2 
TSIO 2 9 
" 
4' 
" 
85 11.8 
TSll 32 37 85 4' 52 
"' 
34.2 
TS12 2 6 5 4 13 7.3 
TSl3 
TSI4 
'° 
22 39 33 4 
'°' 
14.9 
TS15 4 
' 
6 2 5 '8 2.5 
TSl6 6 2 
' ' ' " 
1.5 
Lesson 
"' "' "' '" 
90 
Totals 
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The high level of task enhancing talk produced by this group is indicated on 
Tnb!e 12. The codes TS08-TSI l were particularly prominent, accounting for 68.9 % of 
the group's talk ovcrn!l with the MAKIT AB code (TSJ l) involving negotiating, arguing 
and reacting to ideas the most common type of talk engaged in by this group. 
Table 12 also illustrates the relationship between the kinds of task and the kinds 
of talk. This seemed most noticeable when comparing the talk in lesson four and five. 
The worksheet questions for all lessons were generally of an open-ended type but the 
group Al students interpreted the lesson four questions as requiring routine-type 
answers. Hence they produced high levels of the TS08 (16.7%), TS JO (24.5%) and 
TSl4 (19.7%) codes (Appendices H & I), indicating that the students responded quickly 
with proposals for answers and represented them on the wvrkshcet with little in-depth 
talk. The TS! I code associated with "mulling over" a qneslion appeared as a !ow 
24.5% in this lesson's talk. By contrast, the very open-ended questions in lesson five 
produced a majority of TS I I talk (54.1 %). The TS! I coded talk seemed to be 
associated most with student learning. Talk codes TS09-13 and TS 15 were 
subsequently termed quality talk for the purposes of this study (sec chapter six). 
The students' discussions about Antarctic wildlife in lesson four appeared to 
have stable long-term outcomes. Discussion for the worksheet was elaborate, 
occupying 37% of all discussion. Observation confinned that the students were well 
engaged in the topic, rapidly proposing ideas and re-acting to their peers' suggestions. 
The concept that Antarctica had a variety of spCl'i~s appeared well established by the 
discussion as these journal entries indicate. 
The humpback and blue whale often swim there. 
The whlte whale often swim around the shores of Antarctica. 
Emperor penguin is very common. 
(Abi, tweive-11w11thjo11mal) 
Some nnimals are the Emperor Penguin, Leopard Seal and the Killer Whale. 
Lots of penguins and whales. 
(Cfork, twcive-monthjoumal) 
About five different species of penguin. 
(Joel, twe/ve-111011t/Jjo11ma/) 
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The group's discussion did not always seem to impact noticeably upon long-
term outcomes. Severa! instnnces were discerned where discussion was not reflected in 
journals. The following exchange (lesson four) is an example of where a discussion 
did not lead to recall in journals. 
Clark: 
Joel: 
Abi: 
Amanda; 
Joel: 
C!ark: 
Abi; 
Clark: 
Abi: 
Clark: 
Joel: 
Why do you think the animals live in or near the sea? (reading 
question) 
Cos they like it there? 
Well I think that because they arc adapted to it? 
Cos that's where they're born? 
Cos that's their main habitat 
And it's got lots of um ... 
... food, cos that's where the food is ... 
... krill and plateau (indistinct). 
That's where the food is. 
Yeah. (he was thinking the same thing) 
That's their main ... 
Abi: 
Clark: 
... why don't we put ... 
(finishing her thought) ... that they arc adapted to the conditions 
and it's their main habitat. 
Joel: And there's the food there. 
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The above type of exchange involving prior knowledge (habitat, krill, 
adaptations) would normally be expected to produce long-term outcomes when 
compared to other data. In this instance no reference to animals living on the coast was 
made in journals and only Joel and Clark scored the relevant test item correct. 
With the exception of Amanda, cooperative learning appeared 10 benefit the 
students in group AI, allowing them an opportunity to apply their prior ar,d newly 
acquired knowledge effectively. Even after an extended period, Abi, Clark and Juel 
demonstrated rich knowledge and conceptual development. Abi, Clark and Joel were 
very academically able students who performed to the teacher·s expectations. 
Amanda's performance in the cooperative learning sessions also typified her general 
classroom performance. In this sense, the cooperative lessons may not have been any 
more beneficial to Amanda than whole class lessons. 
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5.4. Cw;e i.tudy 2 (group A 2, school A) 
Group A 2 comprised two fcmnle ond two male students, Riannc, Melanie, 
David and Paul. Melanie was in year five (ten years old) at the commencement of the 
study and the other students were in year four (nine year olds). The year four students 
in the group were strong academically. Paul had been accepted into an academic 
enrichment program. Although he wa~ generally a quiet student Paul was highly 
motivated. David was a high achiever who exhibited an innate curiosity. In who!e cla,s 
contexts David was always a strong contributor who displayed a wide general 
knowledge. F:ianne was norma!ly a high achiever whose academic performances 
fluctuated. She displayed strong creative abilities in Art and Drama. Melanie was 
generally a middle achiever who had some minor difficulties with English. She was a 
socially active student who spent considerable effort in negotiating social situations 
among her peers. 
Group processes in the discussion 
This group usually worked harmoniously and three students (David, Melanie 
and Rianne) appeared to gain most from the discussions. 
David tended to assume a dominant role in the group; leading or setting the 
agenda of the discussion, returning the group to task and being prepared to "tease out" 
ideas in order to achieve a satisfactory answer. The group developed a "culture" of 
being prepared to engage in extended periods of these kinds of talk. David was not only 
concerned with completing the task but was also anxious to produce a quality response. 
The following lesson five exchange illustrates David's key role as a leader and 
negotiator. 
David: 
Rianne: 
Melanie: 
David: 
It doesn't mean he's studied the things they need to do down 
there. 
[ agree with David. 
OK. I'll do Ben for that yes. 
So we all decide on Ben? 
(gc11eral agreement) 
David: OK. Pick Ben. 
Table 13 indicates that Paul also made substantial contributions to the discussion 
but tbis seemed to have less long·tenn effects on his learning than on the other group 
members. Note that Paul did not attend during lesson one but he made 27.72% of all 
statements in the remaining four lessons. 
TABLE 13 
Group A 2 Summary of total statements in group dis<ll.15ion (all lessons) 
Studemname 
Riannc 
David 
Paul (absent lesson one) 
Melanie 
Total slmemems 
'" 
26) 
155 
'" 
Percentage (Yo) 
24.61 
33.89 
28.07 
(20.62 including lesson one) 
21.52 
Rianne and Melanie were not generally passive in the group although the latler 
began to contribute more procedural tYPes of talk and less content related talk as the 
lessons progressed. Rianne and Melanie seemed to gain from the discussion but David 
and Paul were the main contributors. Evidence existed where Riannc had recalled 
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explicitly a comment made by another student (see below), suggesting that she had been 
well engaged in al least some of the discussion. 
The group's intcrnctions sometimes consisted mainly of exchanges bctwten 
David and Paul. Observation confirmed that the majority of the group's lesson time 
was spent on-task (Table 14) indicating a strong task motivatio11. Like group Al, this 
group was also observed turning off the audio-tape machine l)Ccasionally when they 
w.:re off-task and some of their off-task talk occurred after they believed they had 
completed the task. 
TABLE 14 
Group A 2 task related and non·t~sk related !alk 
Le5.,on n11mber(1atal statements) Task related /a/k (%} 
1 (170) 82 
2 (122) 
" 
3 {136) 
" 
4(186) 90 
5 (162) 
" 
Means 89.8 
Non-task related talk (",1,J 
18 
6 
s 
10 
9 
10.2 
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Group A2 individual case studies 
Rianne 
Table 15 indicates how Rianne continued to generate new own constructions and 
mis-constructions over the twc!ve-month period. These categories of her journal entries 
seemed to continue to evolve and many links to the group's discussions were discerned. 
This suggested a student who had actively engaged with the task \iia discussion and 
benefited from the opportunities provided in the cooperative setting. The following 
journal extracts indicate Rianne's focus on Antarctic base personnel, which was 
discussed at length by her group. 
Only experienced and trained people go there. 
(Rianne, post-lessonjo11ma{) 
You need to be highly trained to go there. 
(Rianne, 1/Jree-montltjo11mal) 
You need special people like nurses. 
People go there to study things. 
(Rianne, twe/ve-monthjournal) 
Rianne sometimes developed her journal entries into themes. She made several 
journal entries that were linked conceptual!y to ea~h other as indicated by the following 
examples, indicating that she had connected these ideas into her mental representations. 
Only seals and penguins live there. 
Animals Jive on the coast. Their natural diet is in the sea. 
Most whales live in Antarctic waters. 
(Rirume. post-le.~.m11 jor1rm1/) 
Only cold waler imimals. 
Very few animals live there. 
Only animals live there. 
Whales nomially live there. 
(Riamw. 1hrec-11w11thjor1mal) 
Only animals like penguins could survive. 
A tiger or lhat sort of animal could not live there. 
Whales go there for a while. 
(Ria1111e. t1rell'e-monthjourna{J 
TABLE IS 
Distribution of journal codes and lesl scores 
Group A 2-Riannc 
lesson 
Prinr Knowledge 5 
Test scores ('J{,J 20 
Te.ti 
Discussion 
Own comtntctiolll' 
Mis-couslrm:tions 3 
Teaclierejfects 
Affective s/aleme111., 
•include., three journal entries 
Mid 
lesso/l• 
' 
19 
12 
5 
3 
Pn,r 
/eJ.rnn 
" 
9 
s 
' 
2 
'" 
Threi: Twcl,·c Tolc.l, 
momh, /JIIJll//a., 
3 II 
" '° 
II 8 
" 
s '3 
5 
" 
20 
3 3 20 
2 3 
2 2 
The concept about the kinds of animals that live in Antarctica followed del1nitc 
themes across all ofRiannc's journals and by the twelve-month journal this had 
developed into the idea that mammals like tigers could not live there and that only 
animals adapted to the cold could survive. Rianne Jinked !his concept to human 
survival, "nobody could live there" in her twelve-month journal. 
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Another example of Rianne's conceptual development was with the notion that 
Antarctic explorers sometimes die. This idea first appeared in the three-month journal, 
"Two groups raced; one group died". By the twelve-month journal, this information 
hnd been trnnsformcd into several related statements. 
You are lucky to come back safely. 
Most make it back alive. 
Explorers sometimes go there. 
They get a big welcome. 
Some explorers die. 
(Riamw, twclve-mo11tlijo11mol) 
The statements directly related to explorers were also linked conceptually to 
concepts about frostbite, blizzards lllld the cold conditions generally. 
Rianne provided instances where specific pieces of information were recalled 
consistently, though unpredictably, over time. Her pre-lesson journal included the 
statement, "You travel around Antarctica in a buggy with catcipillar wheels. Normal 
wheels would crack the ice". This prior knowledge was overlooked in the intervening 
journals but was recalled in the final journal. 
Explorers have special equipment to survive. 
Devices to get around. Buggies, ropes. 
I 
Cnterpillur wheels there. 
(Riam1e, 1weive-monthjmmral) 
'" 
Riannc also provided evidence oft he innuence of prior knowledge. She 
reported that "Scientists bring a big supply of food but they don't Jitter" in her prc-
lessonjourna[ and repeated this information through al! journals (Figures !8,19 & 20). 
No reference was made to Jilter in Jcsson texts or discussion so this Wa5 Rianne's unique 
representation of ideas from her prior knowledge. 
Rianne stated in one mid-lesson journal, "Scott's team found an island just off 
Antarctica and left his animals there (that's what David said) and set up a base there". 
This indicated the effects small group discussion had on Riarme because she was able to 
remember a specific moment in the discussion and had noted which group member 
provided the information. Rianne's concept maps indicate a ~tudcnt who gained 
substantially from the cooperative discussions in her group, although she was not the 
major contributor. She appeared to think creatively. This was evident in the kinds of 
own constructions and affective statements Riannc made, such as "most make it back 
alive" and "you arc lucky to come back safely". 
.. 
Figure 17: Rfann~'s Pre-Lesson Concept Map 
Very cold pl>co·no htlffi.111S co"ld Ther< is W,d "Odet lhe ice (PR 1) 
Geography -.. -." ""' I 
M-••~Sooseose~ 
ANTARCTICA --Kio<1<oroninu!s(PR 12) 
\ 
-
_________ •:·:·:·:~~-~;·1·1·;-::::~2'! \ , <>tall !hey wont (P 
~rnl History 
Toe polar bcatrcon c;icch hi, food 
b<=J« h;s for i< the colour of snow (PK & MC) 
Yoo~~-M-om•"•=•-" 
cotcrpillorwh<cls. Noml>l v,htt!s "'=Id crxk ~-Lh·ing & Working in ----~Sponont ,o l«p 1·00, f«t dry (PK) 
--------- Ai~tirn 
Dcf,,tilion of Meteorology (PR 11) 
Scientist> brirg a big ""Pl'lY offood but th,:y don't liner (PK) 
They don·, Im: in igloo,- ohey stay in "hot<I,~ (PK&. MC) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: pa~t lest; T: text; OC: own construclions; D: discussion; TE: tcacltercITttts: MC: 
ntis<onstructions; AS: affective statement 
• 
• 
-Figure 18: Rinnne's Post-Lesson Concept Map 
Aiit111:tic O<c.on """"' rrce:r:cs (MC) 
' l'rnblerifice melts(TE) 
ke73 bndoep{T&DJ 
Activcrnl=iom -----~ """"' 
Blit=ds an, bod lo bo oaughl in (D) 
I<'•a7coldpl,cem 
B1gg,,s1 l;,ioW!l ie<beq; (Pf 14) 
Shadl<ton's ship '""'stuck in ice (PT 13) 
\ 
/ 
CC>Jk fotmd Antumcl. (MC & TJ 
-·- / ,...,tory 
ANTARCTICA Only =i, :md pcogu,ru li,"' ,11ac !PK & MCJ 
_,,/" ey don't J,tter (OC. MC & DJ \Ani•n:,,!s !""' on ll>e coast. 
~ . 1hcirn.iruta1di~tnthese:,(D) 
Onlyapor,onccdandlrninedpeopki;ulh=(r&: ) ..,,,,-,,-------- lmp...ctanceonccp1ngfcctdry(ITl7) _ ~ 
D::fini"""ofM«corology(ITII) \ ~ Hok,1no""1<:l,)..,,(IT!8J IG""5of~(PTl2) ~ tl,i,,&w,,s,.__ N,rurnJH""~ 
__ .. Antan:tica '-....._ ---._ame,o(Dll'<S(ITJElj--------Th=(Aostrahon}~o;c:,,hen,ffi _/ I \ 
Toruielfromoimoontoano,hcr -...._ '-........ Tl'!'C>ofp<n~s(ITS) 
f'l,,ce,s .,,lhou,a nmnd h:m, ,h;dc ro to follow m.<re,,d (TE & DJ B>lloon 1,uochmg pod s"1lill upa >p«i.,.I I 
earner,. to ,n,dy the we,.chcr (D & OCJ fa perorrcngu,11$ mcub>ling q:gs (IT !6) 
Mmt,,,·r..Ic:,li,,ein 
Antm:tic ""'er, (IT l9&T) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discu.<..sion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
mlsconstrudions. 
-Figure 19: Rianne'sThree Monlh Concept Map 
Cold in summer & wintt," (T) 
Very cold ploce m 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: tcnchcreffects; MC: 
misconstructions; 
I 
Figure 20: Ri111)1lo's Twelve Monlh Concept Map 
Temper,,tua: "'°"he, below zero ~> 
ll's ot lhe bono;:;'ofthc world: W>t~cy cold (OC) ___;::.::w [=zing "'~let ls oll oh= is (OC} 
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M 
I 
""1U it b;d aliV< (OC) 
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/ ~southcmcounlne,:,.,,ould be on trouble (OC) 
Bh=rd< an: ''CtJ <1,uigcrnus (DJ 
_,-
l'<>ople c:m get lost in bli=rd., (D) 
ANTARCTICA: 
Very clc:m place (OC) 
Scielltists could be th= ol lhis "'Y moment (AS) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: lcxt; OC: own eon_structions; D, discus.sion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affccliYe sllltcmcnt 
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David 
David's consistently high test scores indicated good recall of infonnalion (Table 
16). Similar to Rimmc, David produced continually developing and evolving own 
conslmctions and mis-constructions. David's [wclvc-month journal was u particularly 
rich source of own constructions. He seemed to bring together various pieces of 
infonnation into new constructs, developing increasingly sophisticated representations 
of his ideas. David began with a good general knowledge of the topic and there ""ere 
some links to his journal entries but his pre-lesson journal statements around the natural 
history theme were not later d<.velopcd very fully {Figures 21-24). 
TABLE 16 
Distribution ofjouma! codes and test scores 
Group A 2-David 
P,e Mid Posl 11wee 7irelw Totals-
/es.<011 fo,.son ' h·sso11 months mom/as 
Prior Knowledge 4 4 
' 
'i'<:,t scores(%} 45 95 85 90 
Te_<t 19 8 13 9 
" 
Disc11ssion 2 3 3 9 
Own constn,cliom 5 3 5 10 '3 
Mii·-co11.</rr1ctio11s 
' 
3 3 18 
Teacher ejfcc/s 2 2 4 
' 
Affective stalcmc1lls 
• includes 1hrec Journal entnes 
Analysis of David's journals indicated that he had benefited from the 
discussions. In lesson one, lhe group had become involved in a lengthy discussion 
about the thickness of the ice in Antarctica. 
Rinone: 
David: 
Melanie: 
Paul: 
David: 
Riaone: 
Melanie: 
Paul: 
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Why is the ice so lhick in Antarctica? 
Because it's so cold there and because it's surrounded by waler 
all the water would freeze up? 
Or because ofblizznrds'/ 
Why? Who cares about blizzards. Blizzards are snow not ... 
(indistinct) . 
... and I doo't...would wind um have anything to do with ice? 
Yeah .... 
I don't know 
Probably cos it's so cold in Antarctica all the water beneath the 
surface ... all that gets frozen and then it gets (i11dis1inc1). 
Io the above exchange, blizzards had been associated together with the "ice is 
thick" talk, and this seemed to be reflected later in David's journal (Figures 22-24). The 
group answer to this question did not satisfy David so he returned them to discuss it 
again after the other questions had been completed. He appeared intrigued by the idea 
that ice cunld be as thick as three kilometres. 
David: Well let's just go back to question one again. Why would it (the 
ice) just go three kilometres thick? 
This elaborated discussion appeared to have a long-tenn impact on David's 
learning. The concept of ice in Antarctica had been transformed into an array of related 
ideas by the three and twelve-monthjoumals. 
Every year the ice stretches out for miles. 
(David, 1hree-monrhjo11mal) 
Ice melting due to global warming. 
Problems if ice melts. 
There's only snow & ice in the centre of Antarctica. 
Ice over 3 kilometres thick. 
Large numbers of icebergs. 
Covered in ice and crevasses; difficult to cross. 
Tn.velling is difficult due to icebergs and pack ice. 
Many ships get caught in pack ice. Special ships called ice-breakers are used. 
(David, twe/ve-monthjounwl) 
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The idea of special ships and travelling difficulties seemed linked to the ice 
concepts at twelve months, as indicated by the extract below. David also remembered 
that Shackleton's ship had been stuck in the ice after three and twelve months (Figures 
23 & 24). 
Big ships send small boats ashore. They have to be careful of shallows and 
falling glaciers. 
(David, twelve-monthjoumal) 
Other journal statements relating to the "cold" concept were prevalent in 
David's journals. He described blizzards at the three-month journal, included his only 
entry about the tunnels and ropes joining buildings and recalled blizzards again in the 
twelve-month journal (Figures 23 & 24). Tunnels were mentioned in only 11 
'" 
statements over the five lessons, but David's recnJlcd tunnels at twelve-months despite 
the brief treatment given to the question. This suggested an unpredictability to David's 
rccal!. His journal writings became more sophisticated over time and new connections 
between ideas seemed to be made. These connections appeared to relate to David's 
willinb'TlCSS to undertake in-depth discussion. The concept maps in the following pages 
indicate David's evolving conceptual development over the study's duration. Further 
discussion influences were reflected in David's journal after the group had discussed the 
Scott expedition at length. This group had also been exposed to incorrect infonnation 
about Scott's use of sled dogs, similarly to group Al (sec case study one) and the 
researcher inteivened to correct the mis-constructions that were developing. David's 
recall around this discussion was accurate. 
Scott's team died because of hunger and they pulled sleds themselves. Hungry 
because of exhaustion . 
. <:colt's team second to Pole. Scott's team all died. 
Amundsen first to reach South Pole. 
(David, post-/esso11}011rnal) 
The first person to reach the South Pole was Roald Amundsen. 
The second man was Scott who also died on the way back to his ship. 
(David, three-111011lhjo11r11al) 
The first person to reach the South Pole was Roald Armedson who was 
Noiwegian. At the same time an Englishman named Scott was trying to reach 
the South Pole. On the return journey he died a!ong with his party. 
(David, twelve-mo11thjo11rnal) 
Figure 21: David's Pre-Lesson Concept Map 
Scientists go !here to ,mdy /ving/& Working i\n Antardiea 
weathercondi~on, and nnimals {PK) 
Jrnport:lnec ofk"'!'lng your fee, d,y Australian b.l.~ Ihm, 
(PR 17) (PR JO) 
JOOdilfcmtt kind•ofMim:lil(MC) /aturnJ ~~T)'pc:sofpenguim(PR 8) 
Whales •llim south to ,,·oid b<ing <rapped;,, the: ice \ Tho o"" ;5 apr«iu,;,< {Ph.") 
(PI<} I = rvc btubb<t (PI<) 
In summer wl>,le, ,v.;m •outh (PK} Wh>le< =ls.,., :,aiguim .ioo·c <><;,, 
v.;nta: li,"C on bluob<cr(MC) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pr~ lest; PT: post test; T: te.'tt; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE, teachcrdfo,,ts; MC: 
mis<,onstructions; A5' affective statement 
-
Figure 22: David's Post-Lesson Coneept Map 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
Figure 23: David's Three-Month Concept Map 
Coot•, ,ltp "Res~on" m 
An=~"" =rnnavig:,tcd by Cook m 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own con~trnctions; D: discussion; TE, teacher cffeds; MC: 
mis<:onstmcfions; AS: affective statement 
• 
Figure 24:_ David's Twelve-Month Concept Map 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own conslnlctions; D: discussion; TE: tendicr cll'ed.s; MC: 
misi:onstructions; AS: afrectlve statement 
-
,;. ." 
'" 
Paul 
The first am1lysis of the jounml llata indicated that Paul sccmcll to g·1in less from 
the cooperative experience than the other group members. Mosl of his lct:rningjournal 
responses were from the lesson text category (Table 17) suggesting thal Paul had 
learned belier directly from the instructional materials. 
TABLE 17 
Distribution or journal codes and test scores 
Group A 2-Pnul 
Prior Krwwledgc 
Tes/ scores("/,,) 
Te.ti 
Disc11ssio11 
O\\'n cons1111clio11s 
Mis-co11stn1cliOIIJ' 
Tcad,cr effect.< 
Affcctfre sra/cmcu/s 
Pre 
/c;J'OII 
7 
" 
•includes three journal entries 
Mid 
lesso" • 
12 
' 
' 
4 
2 
Posr 
frsson 
95 
12 
7 
2 
95 
" 
J 
J 
"""111,,· 
75 
8 
2 
• 
Torah 
17 
43 
" 
7 
17 
7 
His mid-lesson, post-lesson and three-month journals included several 
statements derived from discussion but direct links to these diminished over the long-
lem1. Like Riannc, Paul produced high levels of mis-constructions at the twelve-month 
learning journal but provided only one own constmction. Table 17 indicates a stu<lcnl 
who, though seeming lo be actively engaged in discussion (sec Table 13), appeared to 
learn best directly from text. 
'" 
Further nnnly,,is was conducted in order to find if the discussion innucnccs on 
Paul bad evolved into mis-constructions in lhc Jong term. An example of this was 
found in the group's elaborated discussion on the causes of death of Scott's party. Paul 
seemed to relate this notion to his prior knowledge "lots of people die in Antarctica" 
(Figure 25) to eventually produce "a lot of people die trying to reach the South Pole" 
(Figure 28). In the intervening journals, Paul made several references to the 
Scott/Amundsen cx•.:editions. 
Scott's team died because they pulled the sleds themselves. 
Scott's team was second. 
Amundsen first to reach South Pole. 
Amundsen reached the Pole December. 1911; Scott; January, 1912. 
(Paul, pos1-lesso11jo11mal) 
All Scott's men died. 
Scott's team did not use dog sleds. 
Scott's team reached the Pole second in 1912. 
Amundsen first to Pole in 191 I. 
Amundsen was Norwegian. 
(Paul, 1hree-mo11tiljo11mal) 
The influence of discussion on Paul's long tenn outcomes appeared inconsistent. 
In discussions about species of animals found in Antarctica (lesson 4, Appendix J) 
MAK.IT AB analysis indicmed that the group did not engage in elaborated discussion, 
preferring to routinely answer the question. This discussion seemed to limit Paul's 
journal responses to "One type of whale is called the Humpback" and "Some penguins 
I 
"" 
are the adclic, emperor imd gen too" lll the post-lesson journal and "Penguins are one of 
the few species inhabiting Antarctica" al twelve-months. 
Another inconsistent discussion influence was Paul's response to discussion 
about difficulties faced by Shackleton's expedition in lesson three (Appendix J). The 
group discussed the question briefly, Riannc staling "they camped on the ice" and al the 
three-month journal Paul recalled "Shackleton's men camped on the ice and watched 
their ship sink" but this infonnation was not recalled later. 
Paul's "cold place" concept development was revealed by all journals (Figures 
25-28). The idea that Antarctica was land covered with ice was repeated consistently: 
"Antarctica is actually land covered with snow"{Figurc 25) and further infonnation, 
including some prior knowledge, was added as the concept developed. 
Coldest recorded temperature -89.2"C. Coldest in space -289°C. 
Antarctica has below freezing temperatures. 
(Paul, post-/essonjarmwl) 
The coldest temperature on earth was -82°C, which was recorded in Antarctica. 
The ice can be over !km deep. 
(Paul, lhree-mrmthjrmmal) 
Icebergs are floating around everywhere. 
Antarctica slowly melting away. 
Glaciers fonn frequently. 
(Paul, lwelve-mrmtlijcmmal) 
Paul also demonstrated thal he could recall pieces of information that seemed 
unrelated to broader concepts. Hi~ prior knowledge that Antarctica was the fifth largest 
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continent was reported in al! journals (Figures 25-28). In his three-month journal he 
wrote "a peninsula in South America almost touches Antarctica" an own constru,;:tion 
from prior knowledge that appeared again at twelve months as "one part of Antarctica 
ncurly touches South America". David also reported thi.> infonnation independently at 
three-months (Figure 27). 
The concept maps (Figures 25-28) indicate that this student exhibited un 
unpredictability and an individuality in what he remembered. The mechanisms 
activating the students' memories appeared problematic and this seemed particularly 
noticeable in Paul's case. 
• 
Figure 25, Paul's Pre-Lesson Concept Map 
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lrnporram:c of keeping f«t dry (PR 17) I O.:finition of Meteorology (PR 11) 
Antorctie>. II.ls bl;=ni., (PK) Mrut of the world's "'Jules lin: th<te (PR 19) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post lest; T: text; OC: own con.slructions; 0: discussion; TE: I cacher effects; :\IC: 
misconstructions; AS: afTccJh·estalcment 
-
-Figure 26, Paul's Post-Lesson Concept Map 
S<otl's le:im died bccou><: they pulled~W. lh<:m.s<lsc, [T, D) 
Thick i<e (PT 2 ) ----....... 
Mt Erebus (PK & PT ~Fifth IOI¥e>t<onrinent (PK) / . Soon',te,.m)'"' =id (T. oc & D) 
le< o,~, J km tl,kl; m Amund>ea f,rs, 10 r=:11 S.Pole (T. D & PT S) 
Col&<t ~ <on,pcn!Ut<--{19.2"C(T & PT l · / l=d under th< i,:o(PK & PT 1) ,,,--
«>ldcsl in ,p;u;,: -289"C (PK) ---....._ £---" Amund><n =clti:d !ho Pole Dec. J~l l: 5<~2 (T & TE} 
/eog..iphic.-- le<beq;lbc ,izoofll<li;ium(PT 14) isto1----M,,...,,,(PTW) 
An<or<:rica Im below freezing temp,,rn<uma (T} 
Cook s:iilod <ii,ht ""'""" An=rico in 1773 bot didn'l <i~h, Cook', ,rup, Resolution (PT 6) 
AU<tr.tlian 1erti1ori.>l cllinu (PT 10) 
Sh,,:kl<:1nn·, ship mel in the ie< [T. OC & PT 13) 
ANTARCTICA Mo<t,.h>k<li,ell=(PT!81 
f,.h>l,i;;:;;odtho H~(D & TI 
Holesin.,,.,,,.l>ye,(PTIS) l _ 
----- Kind of~ 12) 
Lhing & Working Natur. I History__- / 
o.nn,non ofme1rorology (l'T ; /
1
.n Antarctica\\ Why on,mals lill: on ttlo coo.st (Vf~:::: the "('<i s<'""' [T $c0) 
:::·~~ ~~:::;'!~11t.":nncl (D & T) There= et~htJoh, to dn mi a tm.« (MC & DJ Typo, of pcn/rui (PT 8) 
Koqru,g fo:1 dry (PT 17) ' ' 
""' Som,: of <ho Job,= doc,or. radio op<r.Uo, & electrici:,n (D) Emperor i=i,uino incub>.te en, in "''"'°" (PT 16) 
If you stand outS1de m thm dothmg you'd g,t ft<><<bH< m 
lfyoo h:11-., • hlockouo :u,d =·• common;ea,, 
,.;th l"'"' liomc: '"""'[)" yo•"« in ,erio11, <rooMo (D) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discnssion; TE, tcacherclfe<:ts; 1\IC: 
misconstructions; AS, a!Tcctivc statement 
-
-Figure 27: Paul's TI>ree-Month Concept Map 
All Scott'<"""' died (T Ill) Scott', to:un did not ""'dog ,lods (T & 0) 
~cott's,=nn,ac~Pote,econdinl912(0C) 
Au<tt3lfan l<rncori:il da.ims (PT 10) 
No,,,,~g•:tn+-Amun~ f.,.uo Polein 1911 (T & PT S} 
Mawson (PTW) I 
S!uckk<on'<ru<n=nped 
I / onthe,ce&wsuch<d thru<rup - {IE & T) 
"'"'"' 
Coo~ """ r,m to slil °"'""d Antmtico m 
N>m« ofb.>s,,ql'T 10) I 
Sliled on 1he &,i,orn•rWh<l\ he found AnU,<tuOl (MC & 11 
Cook's ship, L,o1.1wn IPT 6 & T) 
ANTARCTICA Thc=imiliHY<onthec=st(PT1) 
Hol<intheotoncloyer~lBJ / ~!0<1~foli,"<>n=the=(D) 
-------- / ~Mostw~(PT19) 
Keeping foci d,y(PT 17 Li,1ng & Working Natural History 
/
,b~,rn ~ -/ \ Kind> of animili (PT 12) 
Typos o! pentu;n, (PT SJ 
Seia11istss1:tyfor,houtoy="(T&D) ~ 
lflhc<o is o hliu.:ird, roll<' OOMC<Ong two huilding,. 
help people ge! from one (huHding) eo lhe oth,,-(T &. OC) • penguins ma,t,.,10 <i':f;$ 
in 'l\intler [PT 16) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T, text; OC: own constructions; D, discussion; TE: teacher effects; ~IC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
-
-
-Figure 28: Paul's Twelve-Month Concept Map 
Lowest mer 1empet:1toro recorded ---119.2"C (PT 15) 
A lot ofpcopto die trJ,fog 10 =di the SO!lth Pnle (MC) 
Oneofthecotd<>1pla=on=th(TJ ~ 
7-1 krndecp(MC} __ k,ben:btggerth>ll Belgium (PT 14) S\,acl:.l=n'••hips,udintb:ice(PT 13) l..,ndonrthe,cc(PK.T&PT!) ~ ,,,,- I l«bc,g< = fiwlmg =nde'O,ywh<a: (OC} An=oaslowly 
m<lt1ngow:iy(TE&ccicJ:;ycography Gl:,am form fr<qucn~y(MC' &OC) listory ~ 
One p,trt of ,\nt:lrclle> n=ly tou,he, Souih Amen<> (PK) I !oe" !hock (PT~) Fifth l;ui;,,st om,nncnt {T PT 2) MtEtebo;, onlyac~,-. ,olc:u>o{T PT4 Oi,,:v, in oh< liOO. (OCJ 
Co""trie, nll O'<< the 
globe own parts of Ant3fetic:i (MC) ~b~= (PT 10) 
NTARCTICA 
[t';neorlytola.llybl:le~ol nlgh~C &OC) 
7
K«ping f«I df)'(PT 17~ I\ /r::::t:!:~~·r~ 
Dcfim•ono! -::,------\ ~ Meteorology::--;-;1:7:.\~c~~:r~kfog ~ ;1.:::.:~::(PT !OJ iturnl History~ 
To m=;w,, the t<mper.,tua: The .,nim>I> live on tho co»t (l'T7) 
they ""' y,uthcr balloorui (D & OC) 
A lot of ('<Opie g,:t frostbite in Antorctica (MC & AS) 
Hole in tho ozone I>)" (T & PT I~) Mo.st oflh< worlJ·, ~h:llos lhe 1he,-c, (PT 19) 
U"'-"llly ,ci,nri,1< ,1:1y to, tody Anbmio> for otxim , )"<-"II (T &c D) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own con<trudions; D: discussion; TE: teacher clTccts; MC: 
misconstruclion<; AS: alTccti,·cstatcmcnt 
"" 
Melanie 
Melanie was the group's lower achiever aml she seemed to experience difficulty 
with accurntc recall of information. Allhough .~he did not participate as actively as 
David, Rianne and Paul in discussion, her three-month learning journal (Figure 3 l) 
indicated an involved student. 
Melanie's main contribution to the discussion was in procedural terms nnd some 
"common sense" type statements. She had already studied Antarctica the year before 
but she had not retained enough knowledge for her to be able lo make a stronger 
contribution to the discussion. This was not always the case such a5 in one instance 
where Melanie was able to apply her prior knowledge of high temperatures m the 
equator to help clarify incorrect assertions being made by the other group members. 
The group was discussing the thickness of the ice question and had become side-tracked 
onto an irrelevant line of thought. 
Paul: 
Melanie: 
Paul: 
David: 
Well when it gets further down into the earth it gets holler ... 
Yeah cos it's closer to the equator ... 
... no it doesn't. 
You can't get closer to the cquator .. .it has to go right through 
Australia aod past all those countries to get to the equator. 
Her mid-lesson !earning journals (Table 18) included a high proportion of 
discussion category entries but these tended to dissipate anci a pattern emerged of 
increasing mis-constructions over time. Melanie demonstrated good 1ecall at thrce-
months but after twelve months her test scores and journal indicated she could recall 
refotively little. 
TAIILE 18 
Distribution of journal codes and tcsl scores 
Group A 2-Mclanic 
/'n' 
'"""" 
Prior Kuoll'/,·di:,· 5 
Tc.SI .SCO/"l'S (~f,) 
Te.ti 
Disc11s.,im, 
Own nmstn,clion.< 
A/1s-com·tn1c1io11s 
Te11clacr e!fcc/s 
Ajfccliw: Sllllemcms 
•includes 1hree joumJls 
30 
Mid 
le.1·w11• 
6 
7 
8 
{'ml 
le,.1·011 
11,rec 
mo111h,· 
50 
' 
II 
Twclw 
mmu/1.s 
35 
3 
3 
3 
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'fowl., 
23 
Discussion appeared to benefit Melanie. An example of this was the !,'Toup's 
discussion about Scott's team and their use of sled dogs, which seemed to have a strong 
influence on Melanie's three-month journal. At the post-lesson journal she wrote, 
"Scott's team did not use dogs or ponies because they thought it was cruel" and this 
idea was expanded at three-months into a rich array of mainly mis-constructed journal 
entries. These arc re-produced verbatim below. 
Most of Scott's team died because they thought it was cmcl lo make the husky 
dogs pull the sleigh so they pu)led lhe sleigh themselves. The olher 1ca111 
thought it would not hurt the husky dogs so they used them. On the way they 
ran out of food and ate them so they died. Finally, Scott's team were last to 
Antarctica. Even though the other teams kilJed the dogs they were still first 
there because they used dogs halfway there. 
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(Me/w,ie, 1/1ree·mo11thjo11m11/) 
Mehmie continued with lwo further references to explorers but any reference to 
the history category wns not recalled at twelve months (Figure 32). 
Three explorers, Cook, Scott & Amundsen. 
Cook & Amundsen used dogs. 
(Me/a11ie, lilree·momhjo11mal) 
This student had prior knowledge that tourists went to Antarctica (Figure 29). 
Discussion about the role of scientists seemed to be merged with this concept to create a 
focus on the measurement of temperature. These concepts may have been related to her 
general concept of the "cold place" and that scientists spend one year in Antarctica. 
Tourists go there to figure out infonnmion about wlmt degrees it is. 
They take pictures and bring them back for prcof. 
(Melanie, pre-lesso11jo11mal) 
Curiously, Melanie used the tcnn, "temperature" correctly at the three-month 
journal but returned to "what degrees it is" at twelve-months. 
Scientist~ go there to investigate blizzards and what degrees it is. 
(Melanie, 11ve/ve·mo11thjo11mal) 
A link from prior knowledge through all journals wa.~ found with Melanie's 
writings about penguins (Figure 29). References to penguins persisted in all journals 
(Figures 30·32) until the final entry, "Some of the animals there are penguin.~, polar 
bears and different types of birds'". 
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An e,rnmination of Melanie's concept maps in the following pages {Figures 29-
32) indicates a student who represented her knowledge using an individual turn of 
phrase. Her medium term {three-month) recall appeared strong but she seemed 10 
experience difficulty in the Jong term. 
Figure 29: Melanie's Pre-Lesson Concept Map 
Therei.sblldunder<heicc(PR l) 
~ ~~&(PR 2) /lt'<C<1ld1here(PK) 
~ Gcogr:iphy Kindsofanim.tl>inAl>T>mie>(PRl2J 
~ ANTARCTICA N,/rn, ms<{ 
/ 
Th<a:',lotsofp,:ruimth=(l'Kl 
O.firu<ion of me<eorology (PR Jl) Importance ofk«:ping feel dry (PR 17) \ 
Living & Workiri~ /lo<tpopoJa<onim>l> o,,:po:nguin< (AS) 
In Antarctica / 
/ 
fotltor penguin looks :iller b.ibie, ~bile 
moll= i:,,« food (PK) 
Tourists go th= 10 figu,c oul iofor=tion obout / 
"'""' deg,,= it is (PK. MC) """ Bobic,= brown (PK) 
They tw: pictu= & bring oh«n ba<I< 
for prnof(PK & MC) icmp,:ro, p,:ng,.rins in,-ub,1c •win "int<cr (PR 16) 
KeJ : PK, prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion: TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affecti>'e stalem~nt 
-
Figun: 30: Melanie's Post-Lesson Concept Map 
Land under lhe ;.,., (PR l) Flfih l.,=t co"tin,nt (PR 2) 
\ ?""'"''''"-''"'"'"' 
Amond."'n fi!'I 10 S.Pok (l'T ~) 
Shocl<!olon'• slltp gol '1•\• 
intheice(!'RD&.n 
Seot1', t=n did not 
use dog,; or palli<> because 
1hcy lhought it """=•I ff & MCJ 
I 
Geography 
Ml Ecc:bos, lctil'C ,·olc'allO (PR4,----- I ......._______ 
La""" recm.J,.J ""'!''""'""' (PR 15)------------
ANTARCTICA 
w,~ ...... ,, .. _ I ~ 
we would no:d ta do an 
in,.,,,tig,tioo (AS & D) ------
~ivini: & \Vorking J,nporun, tokttpf,et .i,;· \PR 11) 
~""'°""""'"-'"~'"'~ i,A,mr" ~ \ 
Hole,: in !ho own< layer (PR l~ & n Tunnel, joming Ouil.Jing, if Tn a-'Oid fm.sth;,, (IJ) 
)'"" wa,lt to io to u,e toilet (D) 
History 
"M>in'' ,n;m,t; seols. 
/"'· "hales .t =bW.(D & PR l!) 
Naturnl\ry 
Why aninul, ti,.,, on oho c03Sl (D .'< PR 7) 
/ 
f.mr,:rnr r,:nguin, incuh,o, thci, <1'!" in "in~ (PR 16\ 
Key: PK, prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own con.struction,; D: dLscu.ssion; TE: teacher effects: MC: 
mi.5construction.~; AS: alTcctive sbtcmcnt 
Figure 31, Melanie's Thr...,·Month Concept Map 
Uml doi,;s half"'•)' oh=, f,r,i "there:" (MC & OC) 
On the way tL foo<l ""'out "'lh<y ,te I.he dog> {MCJ 
l.uidund<t"1eice(PT ~ck ice (PT~i) M,r.-us(PT
4
) Cook'ssl"P Rosol"non(PT6) ~ \ 
Mosi ofS<ou's 1camd,edbe<.oU><ll,oy 
d,cln I ""' hu,ky dogs & pulled 1he sle,gh 
1,,wcst=1,d1<n1p,,,,1~· 80.4°C(M )/ ------ thcrm,hes(T&DJ 
Coo>fin11oexplon,( ly- "· .. _ I 
l'<lgraphy Hist '7' "Las, ch<re t-.,causc he di,ln't ""' dog,< (D & MC) 
Lo .. -csrr=,rdcdtempcr.mm, is-89.2°C(PT I~~ ~ /TI,.,,.,«rlorc:r,, Cook. s,on & Amund«n(MCI \ 
~ & Amund.s<n "' log, (MCI 
To, oche, U!.<d d,-.:;, (OC .!:. DJ 
ANTARCTICA 
Abc>tcomcsn=lycs·«,weck~J / ------
---Living & Working 
Kinds /.m.ili in Ant:u<tic:c (PT 121 
Natural Hi.story 
I in Ant.,rctica ------
Mostly men go then, but ,ome lodics (OC) 
Tunnels 10 k"'P out ohe bli,.zarus (D) 
At n;p,, they sJttp in a huild;n~. 1f you slcpl in a l<nl 
ohc noi= woul<I cli>1urb you (AS & MC) 
r,,,,.1"1;"' '"""' common,.hnal (T &OCI 
/ 
Emperor 1""'1"1'"' ;ncubaoe "W ;n "inter (l'T !6) 
They mo,Hy 1n",c;g.,ce tcmp,,r:cmrc: & if 1he bli=rd.< 
""' ,trong but ttc<y "'"nly concentr:ue on "~·"l,e, (OC & ~IC) 
Key : PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre lest; PT: pnst te.,t; T. text: OC; own CmL<lrnc!iotLS; D, discu.s.sion; TE: teacher effects; ;\IC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective sta!cmcnl 
Figure 32: Melanie' s Twelve-Month C onceptM:ip 
l;uidumk , . r c ,cc (PT !J 
~&DJ 
-----; ,rn,>, 
Ice i, !hick (PT l)-----
1.owcst cscr =or<I • 
'" tcmpc rnturc -s9.2'C (PT !)) 
K~' PK: prior kn m,sconstructi owlcd1:e; PR· ons; AS: afTecti,· ·pretest; 
e statement 
PT: post le.st; 
ANTARCTICA 
~ 
r, text; oc: o,.-n c<1<1-st111ct" mns; D: discus.sioo·, 
\ 
' 
mm.,I, with thi,~ ,kin> r 
""' !her< (MC & OC) 
TE: tcad1crcffccts; :\IC: 
,n 
Knowledge am! concept development within the group 
As was <lcscribcd above, this group worked effectively together and all mcmhcrs 
benefited lo varying degrees from the group experience. Table ! 9 indicates a group tba! 
engaged in generally high levels of task enhancing talk (TSOS-TS 11, 77.6% overall), 
with particularly high levels ofMAK!T AB code TS 11 (44.3%). 
TABLE!9 
GROUP A2 
MA KIT AB ANALYSIS ON TASK TALK (TS CODES ONI.Y) 
Codes /es.rn11 l /e»OIJ 1 /e.iSOII 3 /ess1111 4 
TSO\ I 
TS02 11 8 3 0 
TSOS J 
TS06 
TSO? 
TS08 IS 12 
' '" 
TS09 
' 
6 6 2 
TSIO 
" 
10 22 10 
TS!l 
" " 
OS 
" 
TS12 I 2 6 
TSl3 I 10 
TS14 3 J s 
" 
TSIS 3 10 
TSl6 I) 12 
Lesrnn 
"" 
108 122 108 
Totals 
lrss1111 5 Total % 
.1tutcme11/s 
I 0.1 
2 JJ ,.o 
I 
' 
OS 
" 
p-; 17.4 
0 )0 ,.2 
' "' 
11.7 
"' 
319 44.3 
' 
I) 1.8 
2 10 2.6 
3 •II 5.7 
6 25 3.5 
I 
"' 
J.6 
IM 
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These students, particularly David and Paul, appeared inquisitive :ibout the 
subject mal!cr and were more prepared than the other participating groups lo "lease out" 
their ideas through talk. Apart from the prominence of the TS! 1 code, simply the 
amount of talk produced in this group indicated students who were willing to discuss 
questions at length. As was described above, this tendency was due largely to David's 
influence. The group also tended to be iuclusivc of a!l members. Although David and 
to a lesser extent Paul, tended to lead the discussion, all members were listened to al 
various times. Lesson four tended to elicit routine responses in all groups due to the 
nature of the discussion questions but group A2 still produced almost the same amount 
of TS 11 as TSOS talk (Appendices I & J). These students were able to apply their 
knowledge to address the open-ended questions in lessons four and five. In lesson five 
in particular, they engaged in lengthy debate about the relative merits of the various 
candidates for the Antarctic expedition. 
Several influences of discussion on long term learning among the group have 
already been described in the individual case studies above but a particularly 
informative discussion was the one about the Scott expedition. The group became 
involved in an in-depth discussion about the "dogs" issue. Similarly tu group A!, this 
group had read some incorrect information about Scott's team being forced to em their 
sled dugs. This became a focus of some of their discussion in lesson three. The 
following extended exchange provides insights into a group grappling with their pric,r 
knowledge and new material. 
David: Or maybe because they had ran out of ... Scott's team might have 
ran out of supplies because they were doing more work ... 
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Paul: ... or Scott's team could have like landed on an outer part (of 
All/(lrctica) and they walked further and used up more ~upplics ... 
D;ivid: 
Rianne: 
David: 
Rianne: 
Paul: 
David: 
Paul: 
David: 
Rianne: 
David: 
... or they run out of supplies hut this is really whm they 
Scott (i11Jistillct). 
They could have ran out of supplies and had lo cat their dogs and 
the dogs might have had a disease. 
It said Scott's team reached the Pole later and they all died. They 
had tried to pull the sleds themsdvcs. 
Yeah cos they ate the dogs. 
And um the dogs had a disease and um it might have if they 
didn't do it themselves then they might have let the dogs pull it 
and then they might not the disease might not have spread. 
They might have had to cat the dogs on the way to the Pole. 
Yeah but if there was a blizzard they couldn't . .Amund,cn's team 
got um caught in a blizzard as well. 
Yeah but maybe Amundsen's team was already there and they 
(Scott's team) were still walking ... 
... or maybe Amundsen's team came in from another direction 
(builds 011 Paul's ideafrmu earlier). 
Paul: They probably did cos that's why Scott's team died. They look 
longer to wall: to the Po!e ... maybe. 
Journal depictions of these events were particularly rich al three-months and still 
:1ppeared in some form for all students except Melanie at twelve months. In Paul these 
representations could be traced back to his prior knowledge (Figure 25). 
I 
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A general concept that people lived and worked in Antarctica was evident in 
three rn1dents (David, Melanie & Riannc) from the pre-lesson to the final journal. 
Some of the talk in lesson one, two and three centred around the kinds things scientists 
do in Antarctica. The group explored these ideas effectively and later they were 
represented variously by the students. 
Ships go to get scientists. 
(David, 1hree·111onthjo11mal) 
Scientists go there to investigate blizzards & what degrees it is. 
(Melanie, 1welve-111011thjo11mal) 
To measure the temperature they use weather balloons. 
(Paul, rwe/vc-mouthjouma/) 
Scientists take pictures of things. 
Scientists go there for a year or two. 
(Rimmc, three-111011tlijo11mal) 
The journals also included references to related ideas such as tunnels connecting 
buildings, the presence of bases and the various suppot1 roles at the bases. The 
influence of discussion and links to prior knowledge were very evident in this insrnnce. 
Concepts about wildlife in general and penguins in panicular were :1lso trnckcd from 
prior knowledge to the lesson texts, through discussion and into student rcprc.~entntions 
in their journnls. 
Some of this group's discussion provided evidence of how confusion could be 
created by incorrect prior knowledge in conjunction with incorrect or irrelevant 
assertions. ln this exnmple from lesson one, note how the students explored ideas with 
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their talk. They returned to the "ice is thick" discussion later and managed tu provide a 
satisfactory explanation. 
Riannc: 
Paul: 
David: 
Rianne: 
Paul: 
Melanie: 
Paul: 
David: 
Paul: 
Riannc: 
Melanie: 
David: 
Paul: 
David: 
What do you think, how do you think the ice gets so thick? 
The ice is so thick because the water freezers up. Tlmt's what 
you wrote! 
Well ifit freezes so much why doesn't it freeze the whole world. 
Because ... (thi11ki11x) 
Well when it gets further down into the earth it gets holler. 
Yeah cos its gels closer to the equator. 
No it doesn't. 
You can't get closer to the equator It has to go right across Aust. 
nnd past all those countries 10 get to the equator. 
And past Indonesia. 
Past. .. 
Yeah but it gels hotter than down there (imlisrincr) 
Well it can't go ... 
Africa 
It can't go past um well it can't go too far around towards the 
bouom because if it does it will get burnt up by the core of the 
cmth. So it can only go down for a certain dist:mce. 
Paul: So it would only freeze until it grts holler cos then if it freezes 
again it will melt. 
Despite the apparent confusion, the group setting allowed the students t:1c 
opportunity lo use talk to organize their thoughts. As was described above, David in 
particu[ur w:L~ intrigued by this question and evidence existed that these 1focussions 
benefited his long-tenn learning. 
m 
This group operated successfully as a cooperative unit. They completed lhc 
required tasks ·~nd demonstrated Jong-lenn academic gains to varying degrees. Davi<l 
appeared to gain most from the discussion and this seemed lo correl:lle to the effort he 
applied, particularly in his willingness to discuss questions al length. Despite being the 
most passive group member, Melanie aim gain,d from the cooperative interactions of 
the group, exceeding expcctmions at three-months. Rianne and David also displayed 
rich conceptual development over time, some of which could be traced to their 
cooperative discussions. 
I 
5.5. Case study J forot1pJi.L..school B) 
This group consisted of two fonrnlc and cwo male students, Carn, Kirsten, Aiden 
and Alan. All students were in year three (aged eight years) at the commencement of 
lhe study. According to teacher s(alcments and observation, Cara and Aiden were 
middle achievers. Aiden tended to become talkative in class al inappropriate times. 
Kirsten was a low achiever, who lacked self-confidence at academic tasks. Alan was a 
middle achicl'er who was very popular with his classmates. The study teachers 
attributed his popularity to Alan's skills in social negotiation rat lier than to academic 
status. 
Group processes in the discussion 
In the absence of Alan in lesson one, Aidcn tended to assume a dominant role in 
the group (see Table 20) making 48% of all statements. He became more passive when 
Alan returned for the second lesson. Alan was fro111 thcn on responsible for creating the 
group "culture". Partly under Alan's innuence, the group became more oriented to task 
completion and staying Oil task as the lessons progressed. Table 20 indicates the extent 
of each students' contribution lo the discussion. 
TIIRLE 20 
Grcn,p lJ l Summary of task rclalcd slalcmcnl.s made in group discussion (all lcs,on.s) 
Smdc111,wm~ 
llidc11 
Carn 
Kirsten 
Alan 
•(lcsson.,2.5 only) 
Tola/ mo.111.\'k .,·1111cmc111.1(lfJl11/ 
off-1mk sw1e11,~nt.1) 
128 (259) 
141 (198) 
SS (54) 
180"(49) 
25.54 (46.44) 
2S.26(35.2J) 
11.01 (9.6) 
35.93 (S.7) 
17~ 
MAKIT AB nnalyses revealed that the cmpha.~is on finishing the task seemed 10 
inhibit quality discussion in this group. Alan tended to control the group worksheet and 
read aloud the questions for the group. He sometimes led the group in a reviewing 
process for each answer (MA KIT AB code TS 15, sec Appendix I) although this had nol 
been delineated by the researcher. Much of this group's talk revolved around 
presentation of the answers to the worksheet questions and less negotiating, arguing and 
reacting to other students' ideas. 
Aiden seemed 10 propose any answer without much thought. When the group, 
particularly Alan, overlooked his thoughts, he tended to go off task. Table 20 indicates 
the high proportion of off task statements made by Aiden. Cara made i:uempts to be 
actively involved in the discu~sion but as the lessons progressed, her contributions were 
ignored by Alan and became ineffectual. The groups' talk became more on-task and 
effective by lessons four ar.d five but MAKIT AB analyses revealed that most of the talk 
was directed towards task completion and less towards thorough exploration of the 
questions. 
Training in giving help, seeking help and group roles seemed ineffective for this 
group. This was most apparent in the group's treatment of Kirsten who was generally 
ignored or coerced into a passive role (Table 20). Kirsten's regular pall em of low 
cla~sroom participation was repeated in the cooperative learning scllings. 
The overall task related and non-task related talk for this group (Table 2 l) 
indicates a group that spent most of their time off task. Hence the segregation of Table 
20 into task related and non-task related talk. Evidence of dis-harmony existed when 
Alan made statements like " ... I would like to work by myself, than with you" to entice 
his peers to follow his lead. Despite these difficulties, the group generally functioned 
well enough to complete tasks but this was only when they were following Alan's lend. 
TABLE 21 
Group Ill tosk related um! m,,,.1ask related lalk 
""'·"'" 1111mb<"r (wwl ,·1,11cme111.1) T11.1k rcl<'i<·d 1alk (%) 
1(150) 32 
2 (195) 32 
3 (269) J6 
-I (321) 69 
5 (129) 67 
Mea11s 47.2 
Group 8 ! individual case studies 
Aiden 
Nrm-1mk rd med ,,./k /%) 
"" 
'" 
" 
" 
3' 
53.6 
IRO 
Ai den displayed a good prior knowledge of Antarctica in his learning journal 
and test scores. He reported that Antarctica was melling (Figure 33) hut this was not 
developed further. The notion of extremely low temperatures was known before the 
lessons and this persisted into the final journal as a mis-construction; {Figure 36). The 
post-lesson journal contained several statements related to blizzan.Js a11d this was also 
reported in the twelve-month journal. 
The lowest temperature was -89.1 ° C; tlmt is very coh.L 
Kids aren't allowed lo go there because the blizzards arc too strong. 
When you go out in a b1iz7.ard you will go flying (offyor1rfce1). 
If you walk with your back facing the sky you won't go flying. 
(Aide11, pos/-lesso11}011rnal) 
Antarctica Is cold; its top temperature is over -40°. 
I 
Blizzards arc very strong so don't try running out of the house when one is 011. 
(Aitlen, t\l'cfre-1111mtlijounwl} 
'"' 
Other knowledge relating lo why animals live on the coast, lhe definition of 
meteorology and Shaekklon's ship becoming stuck in the ice was recalled via the po~t-
tesls. Aiden's knowledge about Cook's voyage was evident consistently in journal and 
t<"st data. 
Aidcn seemed to link various related concepts togcll1cr. In the post-lcssun 
journal he recalled that Mt Erebus is an active volcano in Antarctica. This was again 
recalled in the three-month journal but by the time oflhc twelve-month journal, the 
volcano had become Mt Cook. Aiden seemed to have linked his rcc~II of Cook in 
Antarctica to the active volcano concept to produce u mis-construction. 
TABLE 22 
Dislribulion of joumal codes and to:st s-oros 
Group B l·Aidcn 
Pr.-
lt·.,·.,01' 
Pl'ior K11r1w/edg,• 5 
"(w .icore, ('Y,,) 45 
fo.,1 
Di.1·cm.1·im1 
Own co11,1111c1iom 
Mi.,-co/1.\'(l"/lc/iOIIS 2 
Trnc/,,.r l'jfec/.> 
,lf!c•ctfrc .<tlllemen/s 
'includes three journal cnlrics 
Mid 
le,·so1J* 
'" 
2 
' 
2 
Po.11 
lesson 
'" 
' 
2 
Th""" Tln"frl' Tow/., 
1110111/i., IPIIJ/1//,.\ 
; 
'" '" 
3 
' 
23 
2 
" 
2 
' " 
2 
' " 
' 
2 ; 
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Aiden repeated a pattern of producing new own constructions and mis-
constructions. Table 22 indicates that he seemed to learn well from text. His mental 
representations of information and concepts were continuing to change. Aiden's 
twelve-month journal included increasingly sophisticated concepts that seemed to have 
developed over time. These related to the difficulty of living in Antarctica " ... nobody 
permanently lives there for it is too cold for any lifestyle except for whales and 
penguins" and to territorial claims in Antarctica " ... no country owns Antarctica but each 
country has a part of it". 
The importance of teacher intervention was apparent in Ai den's data through the 
common mis-conception held by School B students that polar bears live in Antarctica. 
He stated that "polar bears live there" in his pre-lesson journal and this was not 
mentioned again until the twelve-month journal where he corrected his mis-conception 
following a timely whole class teacher intervention in lesson three. By twelve months, 
his knowledge had expanded to the extent that" polar bears live in the Arctic, not the 
Antarctic". 
Aiden's concept maps (Figures 33-36) suggest a student who had gained from 
the cooperative setting of the lessons, despite high rates of off task talk and a prevalence 
of text related recall. Although he often made off task statements, evidence was found 
where Aiden appeared to benefit from the group's talk. An example of this was the 
influence the group's blizzard discussion (see next case study, Cara) seemed to have on 
Ai den's journal writings. He referred to blizzards in each journal after the lessons were 
completed and notions about buildings and the difficulty walking in a blizzard persisted. 
Figure 33: Aiden's Pre-Lesson Concept Map 
Antarctica is melting. If we don't leave 
we will die because the cities will fall (PK & MC) 
Ice is thick (PR 2) ~ -------
7Geography 
I 
Antarctica is cold (PK) 
Australian territorial claims (PR 9) 
Lowest ever temperature - 89.2° C 
(PR 15) 
Names of bases (PR 10) 
Cook first to explore (PR 3) 
\ 
Animals live on the coast (PR 7) 
History 
Emperor penguins incubate 
eggs in winter (PR 16) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constrnctions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstrnctions; AS: affective statement .... 00 
w 
Figure 34: Aiden's Post-Lesson Concept Map 
Shackleton was smart because he kept his men alive (OC & T) 
Active volcano~us (PT 4) 
~ography-----
Shackleton's ship~ (PT 13) I Mawson (PT 20) 
History"'- / / 
The lowest temperature was ~9 .I° C; 
that is very cold (T & MC) 
k•bmg u big u Bdgiwn (l'T 14) " 
-89.2° C (PT 15) / 
NTARCTICA 
You need doctors, nurses and people who can help you (D) 
Australian territorial claims (PT 9) 
Definition of Meteorology (PT 11) / ~ 
~L .. & ki ~ 1vmg or ng Names of bases (PT 10) 
/ in Antarctica ------
Keeping feet dry (PT 17; / \" --_ ------- The vehicles that you can drive in Antarctica are 
"\_ / \ ~ snow buggies and snow things (OC & AS) 
Kids aren't allowed to go there Hole in ozone layer (PT 18) 
(PT 16) 
because the bliu.ards are too strong (T & MC)~ 
_ 7 go ...... """""'°" will go .,... (off,.... f,ot) (IE) 
If you walk with your back facing the sky you won't go flying (MC) 
The people to sail in Antarctica were Cook, 
Davis, Mawson and Shackleton (T & MC) 
/ 
Cook first to explore (PT 3) 
Animals live on the coast (PT 7) 
Emperor penguins incubate their eggs in winter 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
-00 
.,:,.. 
Figure 35: Aiden's Three-Month Concept Map 
Shackleton survived a deadly crash (MC & n 
/ ___.-i-=re<wo ..... po,pS who-tl<re(OC &n 
Mt Erebus only active volcano (PT 4) 
"'" dock(l'T~ 
~graphy 
/ 
Coldest degrees ever recorded was -89 ° C (n 
/ 
-89.2° C (PT 15) 
ANTARCTICA 
Australian territorial claims (PT 9) Nanies of bases (PT 10) 
Holes in the ozone layer (PT 18) "'- ~
~iving &\vorking DefinitionofMeteorology(PT 11) 
~ 
-------------- Children are not allowed to go there (f) 
Captain Cook was the first one to Antarctica (OC & n 
/ 
History 
\ 
Cook first to explore (PT 3) 
All kinds of pen~~t/ them is the gentoo and 
king penguin (PK & / 
Natural History 
I inAn/ tarctica ::==:-__ ~- Keepingfeetdry(PT17) 
Animals live on the coast (PT 7) 
In a blizzard you don't walk normal, you duck down and walk (TE & MC) 
Mr 2.ehnder would take us there ifhe could (AS) 
Emperor penguins incubate 
eggs in winter (PT 16) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constmctions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
rnisconstmctions; AS: affective statement ..... 00 
VI 
Figure 36: Aiden's Twelve-Month Concept Map 
Antarctica is cold (1); its top temperature is over -40° (MC) Shackleton's ship stuck in ice (Pf 13) 
~ ~ctive volcano is Mt Cook (MC, 1) 
-------Geography 
Land under the ice (Pf 1) 
Cook was firs7to, lore Anwoti<a(PT 3) ~ 
~History 
Ice is 1k (Pf 2) Cook first discovered Antarctica (OC, MC & 1) 
ANTARCTICA 
Blizzards are very strong so don't 
try running out of the house when one is on (T, D & TE) 
~&WorEng/ 
Nobody permanently lives there for it Animals live on the coast (Pf 7) 
is too cold (1) for any lifestyle except for 
whales and penguins (OC) 
/ in Antarctica ---
/ Keeping feet dry (Pf 17) 
Names of Australian bases (Pf 10) 
-........... 
No country owns Antarctica (1) but each country has a part of it (OC & MC) 
~-'T 
\ 
Kinds of animals (Pf 12) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
-00 O'I 
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Cara 
Cara had some general concepts about Antarctica before the lessons, particularly 
the concept that Antarctica was a cold place. However, her test scores indicated she had 
some difficulty retaining information about the topic (see Table 23). 
TABLE 23 
Distribution of journal codes and test scores 
Group B I -Cara 
Pre Mid Post Three Twelve Totals 
lesson lesson• lesson months months 
Prior Knowledge 4 4 
Test scores (%) 30 65 40 30 
Text 8 5 5 19 
Discussion 4 I 3 8 
Own constructions 
Mis-constructions 2 3 3 9 
Teacher effects 2 I 
Affective statements I 2 
•includes three journal entries 
Cara's recall was mostly derived from lesson text. There also existed a mis-
conception that Antarctica was at the North Pole but this was not repeated after the first 
journal. Statements like " a blizzard is as strong as a school building" were linked 
directly to discussion. 
Aiden: Because a blizzard is a storm that can actually blow a: .. an 
elephant away and sixty people away at once. 
Cara: No you mean a whole school away ... a whole school away. 
Kirsten: 
Cara: 
Aiden: 
Kirsten: 
Cara: 
More than a whole school actually. 
A school and an elephant probably. 
OK give me a reason. 
Probably about two schools. 
Now here's the reason, now here's the reason. 
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A few moments later the discussion continued. 
Aiden: 
Cara: 
Aiden: 
A blizzard storm can actually blow away a whole classroom with 
people inside at once. 
You mean a whole school? 
I meant a whole school. 
This discussion seemed to have a substantial impact on Cara's recall, at least 
immediately upon completion of the lessons. She wrote the following discussion-
inspired statement linking school buildings and blizzards. This entry took the form of a 
mini-essay and included its own heading, an uncharacteristic form of writing in Cara's 
journals. 
Antarctica Winds. 
A blizzard is strong as a school building including the children. A very strong 
wind is called a blizzard. If you don't walk the right way in a blizzard the 
blizzard will pick you up and push you against something sharp and could kill 
you. In Antarctica there are all kinds of storms and winds. 
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Sometimes winds can be very dangerous so if you ever do see a strong wind in 
Antarctica try to get back inside because it could damage you or it might kill you 
so watch out. 
( Cara, post-lesson journal) 
Despite the attention given to blizzards in this journal entry, the blizzard concept 
was not repeated at the three and twelve-month journal. Cara did report related 
concepts such as risk of frostbite, tunnels connecting buildings and the use of special 
clothing, "you have to wear special clothing like boots, clothes and special hat. You 
wear special gloves" but blizzards were not mentioned explicitly. Cara's mental 
representations of material seemed to continue to evolve as in the "special clothing" 
example. At twelve months, the clothing concept had been linked to frostbite, " if you 
go there in normal clothes you will get frostbite because you need special clothes". 
Discussion seemed to influence Cara's development of concepts about James 
Cook. The concept that Cook had explored Antarctica appeared in the test data post-
lesson and at three-months and again in the journal data at twelve months. The 
influence of discussion on the development of Cook concepts is described below. 
Cara also provided an example of mis-construction in the final journal where she 
described how there was a " race to Antarctica and all the Scottish people died" (Figure 
40). This mis-construction was produced from discussions in lesson three relating to 
Scott's ill-fated expedition to the South Pole. 
Cara's concept maps (Figures 37-40) suggest a student who made some gains 
from the lessons although she appeared to be hampered by difficulty in recalling 
information and concepts with consistency. 
The snow might be light or heavy, I don't know (AS) 
\/ 
Figure 37: Cara's Pre-Lesson Concept Map 
Under the snow there is freezing water 
and if you fell in you'd probably die 
because it's very freezing (PK & MC) 
It's the North Pole (PK & MC) 
---- Geography _____ _ 
Cold, freezing (PK)/ 
/ 
Antarctica is at the bottom of the world. I think the North Pole might be close to Antarctica (MC) 
Ice is thick (PR 2) 
ANTARCTICA 
' Keeping fi7 (PR 17) 
Australian territorial claims (PR 9) 
------Living & Wor · g 
~ 
Natural History 
in Antarctica~ 
/ Definition of Meteorology (PR 11) 
I 
Kinds of animals (PR 12) 
.._ .. L"" ,.) I have never been to Antarctica I might be lucky and go there one day (AS) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
-IO 0 
Figure 38: Cara's Post-Lesson Concept Map 
Mawson (PT 20) 
lceisthic~ 
~Geography""----~-
Cookfirsttoexplore(~ • / 
tory 
Active volcano, Mt Erebus (PT 4) 
Iceberg as big as Belgium (PT 14) ~ 
NTARCTICA 
Antarctica Winds (heading) 
A blizzard is strong as a school building 
including the children. A very strong wind is called Definition of Meteorology (PT 11) 
a blizzard. If you don't walk the right way in a blizzard (TE) 
the blizzard will pick you up and push you against something 
sharp and could kill you. In Antarctica there are all kinds of 
stonns and winds (D & T). Sometimes winds can be very dangerous 
so if you ever do see a strong wind in Antarctica try to get back 
inside because it could damage you or it might kill you so 
watch out. (D & OC) 
Territorial claims (PT 9) 
Keeping feet dry (PT 17~ ' ~ 
Li g&Wor ng 
in Antarctica---
/ Names of bases (PT 10) 
Holes in the ozone layer (PT 18) / 
Emperor penguins incubate eggs in winter (PT 16) 
/ 
Natural History 
J""""" (Pf 12) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
Figure 39: Cara's Three-Month Concept Map 
It never gets very hot, it is very, very cold (PK) --._ Cook first to explore (PT 3) 
~ /eice is thick(PT 2) 
Geography \ 
MtErebm onlyadiw ~ , \ 
Iceberg the size of Belgium (PT 14) 
ANTARCTICA 
Children can't live there (T) No pets (OC) 
Definition of "-. I 
Meteorology (PT II~ 
Living & Working 
Keeping feet dry (PT 17) 
----- The people that go there are special (D) 
/ an territorial claims (PT 9) 
in Antarctica ~
You can get frostbite there 
and lose a finger or nose (T) Holes in ozone layer (PT 18) 
You have to wear special clothes like 
boots, clothes and special hat (T & D) 
You wear special gloves (separate entry, l) 
There are tunnels to each place (D) 
istory 
Polar Bears don't live there (TE) 
/ ;•tunl. ltistury 
There are a lot of seagulls 90) 
Penguins do live there (PK, T & D) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constmctions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
.... 
\0 
N 
Figure 40: Cara's Twelve-Month Concept Map 
Ice is thick (Pl' 2) 
Captain Cook was first to see Antarctica (MC) Thoclimue7phy ~ History 
I 
Iceberg as big as Belgium (T & PT 14) There was a race to Antarctica and 
all the Scottish people died (T, D & MC) 
ANTARCTICA 
If you go there in nonnal clothes 
you will get frostbite because you need Keeping feet dry (Pl' 17) 
.,.,;,i "°""' (T & D) \ No animals live there (MC) 
Living & Working ;ni-6ca~ 
Australian territorial claims (Pl' 9) Names of bases (Pl' I 0) Types of penguins (Pl' 16) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
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Kirsten 
Kirsten began with limited prior knowledge of the topic and experienced some 
difficulty engaging with the unit content during the lessons and over an extended time 
(see Table 24). General concepts like the extreme cold in Antarctica were retained in 
some form. 
More durable were concepts about penguins" ... the only animals there are 
penguins & whales" (twelve-month journal), living in Antarctica and the voyages of 
James Cook" ... the first man on Antarctica Cook". The penguin concepts were linked 
to Kirsten's prior knowledge. Links were discerned between the group's discussions on 
penguins (lesson four) and Kirsten's eventual recall of the concept. 
TABLE24 
Distribution of journal codes and test scores 
Group B !-Kirsten 
Pre Mid Post Three Twelve Totals 
lesson lesson* lesson months months 
Prior Knowledge 2 1 3 
Test scores (%) 25 40 15 35 
Text 6 2 1 3 12 
Discussion 3 3 1 2 9 
Own constructions 1 1 
Mis-constructions 1 4 1 2 2 10 
Teacher effects 1 
Affective statements 
*includes three journal entries 
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Similarly, James Cook was referred to in discussion (see final section this case 
study, below), although not as frequently. References to Cook appeared consistently in 
Kirsten's journals and she scored the test post-test item correct. 
A man named James went to Antarctica. 
(Kirsten, three-monthjoumal) 
The first man on Antarctica was Cook. 
(Kirsten, twelve-monthjoumal) 
Concepts about frostbite, "you can get frostbite" were also evident in Kirsten's 
work from the three-month journal and by twelve months this had become "you can get 
frozen bits as well". Links were again discerned between these and the group's 
discussion (see below). 
Despite her apparent passivity, some evidence existed that Kirsten had gained 
from the group experience when she was able to explain part of one answer (lesson 5) to 
teacher 1. She applied the concept that medical help may be needed in Antarctica . 
Teacher 1: ... why did you choose Jane, Kirsten? 
Kirsten: ... because Lucy might need help if someone hurts themselves. 
The following concept maps (Figures 41-44) reveal a student who experienced 
difficulty with the unit content. This was consistent with Kirsten's performance in 
regular class activities but the group talk seemed to assist her to recall some material 
presented in the lessons. 
Australian territorial claims (PR 9) 
~ 
Geography 
Aomocti~U,rol~~= \ 
. ~It~-= 
Lowest recorded temperature, -89 .2°C (PR 15) 
Living & Working 
in Anirctica 
Importance of keeping feet dry (PR 17) 
Figure 41: Kirsten's Pre-Lesson Concept Map 
History 
Mawson (PR 20) 
ANTARCTICA 
Polar bears live there (PK & MC) 
/ 
Natural History 
I iliw-<m 
Animals live on the coast (PR 7) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
Figure 42: Kirsten's Post-Lesson Concept Map 
Antarctica is very faraway place (OC) It is very cold (PK) 
Ice is thick (PT 2) 
Definition of Meteorology (PT 11) 
~Living & Working 
in Antarctica 
/ 
Keeping feet dry (PT 17) 
Cook was first to explore the Antarctic (PT 3) 
Shackleton's ship stuck in the ice (PT 13) 
./ 
story 
/ 
ANTARCTICA 
It only has penguins (MC) and only has about 
five or 7ple there to study the penguins (D & MC) 
. ~Natural
1
Lry 
Emperor penguins incubates eggs in ter (PT 16) 
------- Kinds of animals in Antarctica (PT 12) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
Iceberg as big as Belgium (PT 14) 
~ 
You can get frostbite (T) 
~ 
Geography 
Living & Working 
in Antarctica 
Figure 43: Kirsten's Three-Month Concept Map 
~--~••An""""'(M\C&AS) 
~ History 
James Cook FIISt to explore Antarctica (PT 3) / 
A man named James went to Antarctica (MC) 
ANTARCTICA 
There are no polar bears there (TE) 
Keeping feet dry (PT 17) 
~ 
There are penguins there (D) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
-\0 
00 
Figure 44: Kirsten's Twelve-Month Concept Map 
Fust man on Antarctica was Cook (MC & PT 5) 
_j 
I 
Very cold & windy in Antarctica (PK) 
~ /Land under the ice (PT 1) 
Geogra~ 
Tompom U -<ff' C (},II Acti~ wl=• M< ERi,~ (Pr 4) Shackleton's ship stuck in the ice (PT 13) 
ANTARCTICA 
You could die if you stayed too long (D & only animals there are penguins and whales (D, T & PT 12) 
~ /· 
~iving & Working 
in Antarctica ----/ 
Keeping feet dry (PT 17) ~ 
/atural History 
Emperor penguins incubate eggs in winter (PT 16) I 
Kinds of animals (PT 12) 
Names of bases (PT 10) 
You can get frozen bits as well (MC & AS) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
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Alan 
Alan's journal and test data appeared inconsistent and even erratic at times. 
Some general knowledge of Antarctica was noted. The "coldest place on earth" concept 
was one of the few which proved durable, developing to include" it has been zero 
degrees before and even minus" in the final journal. Another example of Alan's 
inconsistent recall was where he remembered the concept of long Antarctic nights and 
winters writing "they have long nights than days and longer winters than summers" in 
his twelve-month journal, a notion that was never discussed and only described briefly 
in the lesson 2 text. Alan had not mentioned this previously and the concept may have 
developed from other experiences of Alan's between data collection points. This 
concept may also have been learnt directly from the lesson text but what prompted him 
to recall it at twelve months was problematic. 
TABLE 25 
Distribution of journal codes and test scores 
Group B I-Alan 
Pre Mid Post Three Twelve Totals 
lesson lesson* lesson months months 
Prior Knowledge 6 8 
Test scores {°/o) 35 55 35 30 
Text 8 3 4 16 
Discussion 2 3 
Own constructions 2 1 3 
Mis-constructions 1 3 6 10 
Teacher effects 1 1 1 4 
Affective statements 
*includes three journal entries 
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Although Alan's recall seemed to have diminished by twelve months as 
indicated by the test scores (see Table 25), some concepts were elaborated and 
integrated into other concepts. For example, the "iceberg the size of Belgium" may 
have been incorporated into the own construction " lots of ships have been hit by 
icebergs, like Titanic" which included knowledge gained from outside the lessons. This 
journal statement may have been related to Shackleton's ship being stuck in the ice, 
described in the post-lesson and three-month journal. 
Although learning journal entries between lessons (mid-lesson) were not 
generally treated as main data sources, an examination of these data revealed a high 
proportion of text codes (66% of all in-lesson journal entries). Although Alan seemed 
to "run" the group, assuming a dominant role, he did not seem to gain much from the 
experience. He seemed more likely to retain information from reading. The text codes 
almost disappeared at the three-month journal but re-appeared (33%) at the final journal 
(Table 25). 
Another notable feature of Alan's journal work was the prominence of mis-
constructions in the later journals (Table 25). At three-months this was 33% overall and 
by twelve months had risen to 50%. In common with other students described 
previously, he continued to develop new mis-constructions over time. 
James Cook was the first to travel to the South Pole. 
All of Shackleton's people died but none of Mawson' s died or were injured. 
(Alan, three-monthjoumal) 
No people live there but scientists have stayed there for a week or so. 
(Alan, twelve-monthjoumal) 
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Various pieces of information were disjointed and reconnected to others such as 
in these examples from the three-month journal;" James Cook was the first to travel to 
the South Pole" and "Shackleton and Mawson had a race to the South Pole" (Figure 47). 
The James Cook constructs provided another example of the unpredictability of 
Alan's journal work. He elaborated on Cook with a mini-essay (Figure 46), similar to 
Cara's blizzard effort (Figure 38) in the post-lesson journal and mentioned Cook again 
at three-months. The following example represents several sources of material being 
synthesised into one, at times erroneous, statement. Surprisingly, Cook was not 
mentioned at twelve months. 
James Cook was sailing around until he saw a seagull so he started to search for 
land but saw nothing, so his crew started to head for the ice. Before they 
touched the ice they sailed back to his country and told lots of people and told 
them all the gear he would need. He got all the gear and made it to Antarctica. 
The following concept maps (Figures 45-48) highlight the inconsistencies with 
Alan's work. Observation suggested this student seemed to cooperate with the data 
collection to produce his best efforts but precisely what stimulated his recall remained 
problematic. 
Figure 45: Alan's Pre-Lesson Concept Map 
Antarctica has lots of water & ice (PK) 
Ice is thick (PR 2) 
-~ffi-~"' I 7 
-------'ceography 
Cook first to explore (PR 3) 
Coldest place on earth (PK) ~ 
History 
ANTARCTICA 
Lmng & Worki/ 
Kinds of animals (PR 12.L_ 
--~ ~ . - Types of penguins (PR 8) 
~ ~·""-·? ~c;:;:;::::. (Piq 
Natural History 
in Antarctica Keeping feet dry (PR 17) 
/ N~ of An""'""'""" (PR 10) 
Holes in the ozone layer (PR 18) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: posttest; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
Figure 46: Alan's Post-Lesson Concept Map 
The ice is thick (PT 2) Iceberg bigger than Belgium 
~ / Geography 
James Cook was sailing around (1) until he saw a seagull (1E) 
so he started to search for land but saw nothing (1), so his crew started 
to head for the ice (1). Before they touched the ice they sailed back 
to his country and told lots of people and told them all the gear (D) he would 
need. He got all the gear and made it to Antarctica (MC) 
Shackleton's ship stuck in ice (PT 13) 
llmocy/ 
~ Mawson (PT 20) 
,/NTARCTICA: 
Definition of Meteorology (PT 11) ~ -------
~iving & Working ------
7~00 .. _(PT7) 
Natural History 
in Antarctica Names of Australian bases (PT 10) 
/ I \ ..... ;-,- (PT 12) 
Keeping feet dry (PT 17) Types of penguins (PT 8) 
Holes in the ozone layer (PT 18) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constmctions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
Figure 47: Alan's Three-Month Concept Map 
James Cook was the first to travel to the South Pole (MC) 
k< b driok(Pf 2) ;-~ U, oold- (PK) wh= w""" swim (T&D) 
------- Geography 
I __ -oo(Pf~ 
History "'-
\
--- All of Shackleton's people "-. ~ 
Iceberg as big as Belgium (PT 14) 
You can be stuck in a snow stonn 
or have a blizzard and you can lose Keeping feet dry (PT 17) 
your toe or finger (D & T) 
Definition of Meteorology~ i. ~~iving & Working 
/ 
in Antarctica 
:u have to bring safety gear and the right equipment (D) 
It's a hard environment to live in or even stay for a week (OC, D & T) 
died b7one of Mawson's died or were injured (MC) 
Shackleton & Mawson had a race to the South Pole (MC) 
...--
ckelton's ship stuck in ice (PT 13) 
No polar bears in Antarctica (TE) 
I 
NaturaTistory 
Kinds of animals (PT 12) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
Figure 48: Alan's Twelve-Month Concept Map 
It has been zero degrees before and even minus (MC) 
Coldest place in the world (PK) / The ice is thick (PT 2) 
~ ~ Iceberg as big as Belgium (PT 14) /gnphy 
They have long nights than days 
and longer winters than summers (T & MC) 
There have been many crews lost and lots of shipwrecks. 
Lots of these ships have been hit by icebergs, like Titanic (OC) 
No people live there but scientists 
have stayed there for a week or so (T &MC) 
Living & orking 
/ in Antarctica 
When you go there you have to wear 
specially made clothes (T&D) 
I Dofimlum of "-ology O'f 11)/ \ 
/ Keeping feet dry (PT 17) 
Holes in the owne layer (PT 18) 
There are no polar bears there (TE) \ r~•M=~q 
Natural lfutory / 
je animals live on the coast (PT 7) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
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Knowledge and concept development within the group 
Although this group did not appear to function particularly effectively as a 
cooperative unit, relationships between discussion, prior knowledge and journal entries 
were discerned, providing some evidence of co-construction of knowledge in the group. 
The general notion that Antarctica is a cold place was reported by all students in 
their first journal. Direct statements about the cold were included with related ideas 
such as Cara's entry" ... the snow might be light or heavy ... " and " ... under the snow 
there is freezing water ... ". Although Cara did not specifically mention the cold in her 
post-lesson journal, her entire entry concerned blizzards. She mentioned the cold or low 
temperatures again at three and twelve months. Alan also reported concepts related to 
the cold in his first journal. "Antarctica has lots of water and ice" and " ... coldest place 
on earth" (Figure 45). Alan omitted reference to the cold at the post-lesson journal but 
returned to it in the final two journals. 
Concepts about the risks of frostbite and keeping feet dry " ... you can get frozen 
bits as well" (Kirsten, twelve-month journal) were linked across all journal entries and 
discussion. The group's initial discussion about frostbite was an occasion when all their 
discussion was of the type proposing, negotiating and arguing (MAKIT AB codes TS09-
TS 11; see Appendix H & I) with 80% coded as TS 11. This lesson two exchange 
illustrates the group's involvement in this type of talk. 
Aiden: 
Alan: 
Aiden: 
Alan: 
Aiden: 
I've had frostbite before. 
(doesn't believe him) Oh yeah where? 
I've been to Mt Buller. 
Yeah but where? 
Mt Buller is ... 
.Alan: 
Aiden: 
Alan: 
Aiden: 
Alan: 
Cara: 
Aiden: 
Yeah I know but where did you have frostbite? 
Where do you think? ... at the top of Mt Buller. 
No but I mean like on hands, knees or what? 
Fingers and toes ... 
... Let me have a look. 
You didn't get them chopped off? 
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That's because, that's because, that's because I had sweat bands 
on and then I put on the cold bands so they cool off. 
Cara and Alan both exhibited prior knowledge of frostbite and were later able to 
correct Aiden's mis-construction. Discussion about frostbite occurred again in two 
other lessons and the students seemed to have elaborated the concept to include 
references to body parts. " You can get frozen bits as well" (Kirsten, twelve-month 
journal, Figure 44), "You can get frostbite there and lose a finger or nose" (Cara, three-
month, journal, Figure 39) and clothing "When you go there you have to wear specially 
made clothes" (Alan, twelve-month journal, Figure 48). 
All students in their pre-lesson journal reported concepts about penguins living 
in Antarctica and these consistently appeared thereafter. Kirsten incorporated penguins 
into a mis-construction related to the discussion about a team of scientists studying 
penguins in lesson four; "It only has penguins and only has about five or six people to 
study the penguins" (Kirsten, post-lesson journal, Figure 42). At three months (Figure 
35), Aiden correctly mentioned one penguin species (the gentoo) and seemed to confuse 
emperor penguin with king penguin. At the same time (Figure 39), Cara stated that 
penguins do live there with reference to polar bears, "Polar bears don't live there". 
During the lessons, penguins received exposure through discussion and on the 
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worksheets (pictures of penguins appear, Appendix J) and in lesson four penguins were 
discussed again. 
TABLE 26 
GROUP Bl 
MAKITAB ANALYSIS ON TASK TALK (TS CODES ONLY) 
Codes lesson 1 lesson 2 lesson 3 lesson 4 
TSOl 1 
TS02 5 4 8 8 
TS05 2 4 9 5 
TS06 1 
TS07 3 
TS08 4 13 21 31 
TS09 3 4 1 5 
TSlO 13 6 7 31 
TS11 13 26 9 57 
TS12 1 2 6 
TS13 2 
TS14 11 12 11 14 
TS15 1 6 
TS16 3 3 5 16 
Lesson 54 73 78 182 
Totals 
lesson 5 Total % 
Statements 
1 2 0.4 
1 26 5.3 
3 23 4.7 
2 3 0.6 
3 0.6 
31 100 20.6 
13 2.7 
9 66 13.6 
38 143 29.4 
1 10 2.1 
6 8 1.6 
48 9.9 
2 9 1.9 
7 34 6.9 
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A brief exposure to discussion about James Cook seemed to result in longer-
term outcomes for the students. Only Aiden and Alan displayed prior knowledge of 
Cook through test scores but this knowledge was quickly elaborated, particularly by 
Alan (described above). The other group members had all retained some knowledge of 
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Cook by the final journal entry; " First man on Antarctica was Cook" (Kirsten, twelve-
month), " Captain Cook was first to see Antarctica" (Cara, twelve-month) and " Cook 
first discovered Antarctica" (Aiden, twelve-month). 
The summary of MAK.IT AB analysis on Table 26 suggests a group that at times 
produced satisfactory levels of higher order talk. A broad benchmark of TS08-TS 11 
codes revealed 66.3% of on-task talk in these categories. The group often engaged in 
lower order types of talk (coded TS08, 20.6%) but their higher order talk could also be 
productive. The last two lessons seemed more successful in this regard if levels of 
TSl 1 are taken as a benchmark. In lesson four, 31.3% of the talk was TSl 1 and in 
lesson five the figure was 37.6%. Lesson three did not prompt the group into these 
kinds of talk with only 11.5% of talk coded as TS 11. Curiously, this was the lesson 
where James Cook was discussed, suggesting that factors other than in-depth discussion 
might have influenced the students' recall in this instance. 
Although this group's talk seemed to a degree generally productive for all 
members and the tasks were completed, the non-inclusion of some students, particularly 
Kirsten remained of concern. Alan's leadership of the group was usually benevolent 
although some conflict was detected. The researcher was left to speculate that if Alan 
had managed to include the other group members more effectively, what academic 
gains could have been made? Should cooperative learning simply reinforce existing 
patterns of student participation or should it help bring about change? 
5.6~ Case study 4 (group B 2, school B) 
Profile 
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This group consisted of two male and two female students, Cale, Max, Molly 
and Kate. Max, Molly and Kate were in year three (eight year olds) and Cale was in 
year two (seven years old) at the commencement of the study. Teacher data and 
observations indicated that the groups' highest achiever was Max. Kate was a middle 
achiever with particular strengths in Mathematics. Cale was a student likely to 
approach tasks with a serious intent and was anxious to participate. Molly was a middle 
academic achiever who displayed strong creative abilities in regular class activities. 
She seemed to lack confidence in social settings. 
Group processes in the discussion 
Table 27 indicates the dominant role played by Max and the very passive nature 
of Molly's contribution. Most of the discussion revolved around Max. He determined 
the group "culture" and usually controlled the situation. His attempts at control 
appeared driven by his motivation to complete the task. Cale attempted to contribute to 
the discussion but his relatively low status meant that Max usually ignored his efforts. 
Teacher data and observation suggested that Cale's low status was attributable to his 
lack of prior knowledge about the topic and age differentials. As a consequence of 
being ignored, Cale's on-task behaviour deteriorated and he became more disruptive to 
the group over the course of the lessons. This behaviour became a source of frustration 
for Max, causing him to threaten to leave the group in lesson two. He seemed more 
circumspect in the next lesson and this may have lead to less on-task talk in lesson three 
(see Table 28). Max did not appear happy to be a member of the group for the 
remainder of the lessons but his contribution rose to more like their usual levels in 
subsequent lessons. 
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TABLE 27 
Group B 2 Summary of task related statements in group discussion (all lessons) 
Student name Total on-task statements (off-task % on task {°A> off-task) 
statements) 
Cale 125 (130) 22.48 (40.49) 
Max 223 (41) 40.10 (12.77) 
Kate 162 (83) 29.10 (25.86) 
Molly 46 (67) 8.27 (14.33) 
Under Max's leadership the group took turns in completing answers. His 
preferred way of working sometimes included checking and reviewing of answers 
(MAK.IT AB code TS 15, see Appendices H & I) similarly to group B 1. The following 
exchange indicates an awareness of some form of checking procedure suggested by 
Cale and approved by Max. The group did not carry out the procedure consistently. 
Cale: After this do you want to check through the answers? 
Max: OK we'll all get to check through the answer that we've done but 
that'll have ideas and that. 
Max's contribution was very significant academically. He demonstrated greater 
prior knowledge and contributed the bulk of the ideas to the group. This partly explains 
his position of dominance. Despite his seemingly negative impact on Cale, Max 
provided the impetus for the group's treatment of the discussion questions. Max's 
knowledge also helped the group to stay focussed on useful discussion as illustrated by 
this exchange from lesson one. 
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Max: Why do you think the ice is so thick in Antarctica? It tilts away 
from the sun in winter. Um ... we should we could put something 
about summer as well ... they might just... 
Cale: And it goes near the sun for summer. 
Max: No they get daytime all the time 
Cale: No ... 
Max: ... no in winter it goes away from the sun and it keeps on spinning 
that way but they get night time all the time. Night time twenty 
four hours ... 
Kate: Aday? 
Max: A night... 
Kate: ... a day. 
Max: (understands) Yeah. So they don't get any light at all. And in 
summer they get light all the time. 
TABLE28 
Group B2 task related and non-task related talk 
Lesson number (total statements) Task related talk {°/o) 
1 (166) 
2 (177) 
3 (190) 
4 (187) 
5 (157) 
Means 
86 
68 
53 
63 
67 
67.4 
Non-task related talk {°/o) 
14 
32 
47 
37 
33 
32.6 
When the group lost focus, usually as a result of a mis-construction by one of 
the group members, Max was able to use his prior knowledge to re-direct the discussion 
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along more productive lines. Kate's contribution to this lesson one exchange could 
have created confusion for the students but Max and Cale helped to re-direct the group. 
Max: ( on to question two now) So you get frostbite and it blinds you. 
Cale: 
Kate: 
Cale: 
Kate: 
Molly: 
Kate: 
Molly: 
Kate: 
Max: 
Should we put the blizzard blinds you? Should we put the 
blizzard blinds you? Nab. 
Nab. 
No, no we don't...oh well. You get blizzard bite. 
It's meant to be frostbite though. 
No you can get... 
(looking at worksheet) ... you crossed out frost and you put it. 
After bite put "es". 
No, no, no no. 
Yes bite, blizzard bite. 
No there's no such thing as blizzard bite it's only frostbite. 
Although Table 28 suggests a group engaged in mostly task-related talk, these 
results could be misleading. Deeper analysis of the transcripts showed that the group 
did not work particularly cooperatively. MAKIT AB analyses showed a high proportion 
of types of talk associated with good task engagement (TS08, TS 11-13) but when one 
student dominates to the extent that Max did, benefits to others seemed problematic. 
Max's influence on Cale has already been described and the group dynamics seemed to 
have accentuated Molly's lack of social confidence. She appeared passive and despite 
good test scores, her journal data suggested a student who gained little from the lessons. 
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Group B2 individual case studies 
Cale 
Cale exhibited some knowledge of broad concepts about Antarctica in his pre-
lesson journal (Figure 49). The general notion of the cold climate, " .. .it normally 
snows" and " .. .ice is always on the ground" seems to have been focussed onto the 
coldest temperature ever recorded. By the final journal, Cale was reporting this fact 
accurate! y. 
Some of Cale's knowledge was sourced outside the study lessons. His post-
lesson journal provides a good example of an integrated package of ideas drawn from 
outside experience. 
In the newspaper this week it says that Sorrento might flood and the army might 
need volunteers because Antarctica may have a hole in it after the year 2000 and 
a base stands right there. The hole might appear in the middle of Antarctica. 
Everyone has at least one year to evacuate. 
( Cale, post-lesson journal) 
Cale's reference to Antarctic bases in the above extract continued into the three 
and twelve-month journals. The twelve-month journal entry (Figure 52) provides 
evidence of increasingly sophisticated conceptual development. 
There are three main bases there. 
The bases were named after explorers. 
(Cale, twelve-monthjournal) 
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A similar process of increasing sophistication was discerned in the three-month 
journal in statements relating to blizzards. Blizzard concepts were linked to the tunnel 
connecting the buildings in the lesson two worksheet (Appendix J). Cale produced an 
own construction in the twelve-month journal " ... instead of cyclones and twisters in 
Antarctica they have blizzards" indicating he seemed to have linked several pieces of 
information from sources outside the lesson content into his own constructs. Despite 
his occasionally disruptive effect on the group, Cale's concept maps (Figures 49-52) 
reveal a student who appeared to have engaged to some degree with the lesson content. 
Table 29 indicates text provided the main source of knowledge for Cale. His attempts 
to contribute to discussion were often ignored and this may have led to Cale "switching 
off' during the discussion. His journal entries were typically brief but new own 
constructions and mis-constructions were still evolving at twelve months. 
TABLE29 
Distribution of journal codes and test scores 
Group B 2-Cale 
Pre Mid Post Three Twelve Totals 
lesson lesson* lesson months months 
Prior Knowledge 5 6 
Test scores (%) 25 40 35 50 
Text 11 4 3 19 
Discussion 3 4 3 
Own constructions 2 1 2 6 
Mis-constructions 5 1 1 7 
Teacher effects 1 1 2 
Affective statements 2 2 
*includes three journal entries 
Figure 49: Cale's Pre-Lesson Concept Map 
Ice breaks away (PK) 
There are two Poles (PK) \ ~ 
~ lc~anditcan break vecyeasily(PK) 
Geography , 
·--(PK) 1 k<,. d,ld,. (PR 2) 
Iceberg bigger than Belgium (PR 14) 
They don't have cars in Antarctica (PK) 
~&Working i Antarctica~ 
It's hard to go to Antarctica (PK) 
'ANTARCTICA 
Keeping feet dry (PR 17) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
Figure 50: Cale's Post-Lesson Concept Map 
Ice is thick (PT 2) 
/ Smp _,., & k< (Pf 13) 
~ Lowest temperature recorded, -89.2° C (PT 15) Shackleton's ship was crushed in the ice (T) 
---------- History ---Geography 
m&,_L 
that Sorrento might flood (if the ice melts) (OC & PK) 
and the army might need volunteers because Antarctica 
may have a hole in it after the year 2000 and a e stands 
right there. The hole might appear in the middle f 
Antarctica Everyone has at least one year to ev ate (QC & MC) 
Holes~ (PT20) 
Australian territorial claims (PT 9) 
Living & Working 
in Antarctica ___:.:...-----
Iceberg bigger than Belgium (PT 14) 
ANTARCTICA 
Kinds of animals (PT 12) 
Keeping feet dry (PT 17) atural History 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement N 
-00 
Figure 51: Cale's Three-Month Concept Map 
It's a place at the bottom of the earth (QC) 
\ Shackleton's ship stuck in ice (PT 13) 
kcS,hick(PT2~ Geo/phy ~ 
---~(Pfl4) -89.2° C (PT 15) 
Names of bases (PT 10) ANTARCTICA 
Lots of blizzards (T & D) 
/ / ./1 have looked on a map and found the Australian base. (T) 
iving & Working:.....-' · There is a picture on the back (AS) · 
in Antarctica 
------History 
Antarctica is a good place for sea animals and scientists (T & D) 
Polar Bears/e there (TE) 
Natural History 
~:::~=====~=;~Yg;u;can~e=ven~be=a~me:teo:~st (T & D) 
cientists go there for a year o study (T) :finiti~f Meteorology (PT 11) 
I would like to visit Antarctica (AS) 
~ There is a tunnel to get anywhere so a blizzard doesn't get them (T & D) 
~ e used to speak about Antarctica on speakers so Mr Z.Chnder couJd hear it on cassettes (AS) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constmctions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
Figure 52: Cale's Twelve-Month Concept Map 
Ice is thick (PI' 2) 
~ Iceberg bigger than Belgium (PI' 14) Geography/ 
Coldest temperature ever / 
recorded was -89.2° C (T & PT 15) 
Mawson (PI' 20) 
ANTARCTICA 
History 
- """""'ooly ... , = -(T) - ""' 7·~ 00""' '°"' (Pf 7) 
~ Living & Working Names of bases (PI' 10) atural History 
in Antarctica ~ 
/ Definition of Meteorology (PI' 11) 
Holes in the ozone layer (PI' 18) \ There are three main bases there (T & MC) Kinds of animals (PI', 12) 
Instead of cyclones and twisters in Antarctica they have bliu.ards (OC & T) / 
The bases were named after ex~ 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
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Max 
Max's contribution to the group culture is described above. Descriptions of this 
group's involvement with the classroom experiences in the study are written, to some 
extent, in Max's experience. He began with a broad prior knowledge of the topic and 
provided evidence of increasingly detailed conceptual development. His prior 
knowledge may have come in part from discussions with his father as indicated by this 
lesson one exchange. 
Max: OK, OK. Why do you think the ice is so thick in Antarctica? 
Kate: Because the world's away from the sun in winter 
Max: Why not just. .. it tilts away from the sun. (writes answer) 
Max: I know this. 
Kate: Why? 
Max: Because my dad stud ... my dad and I studied this. 
The concept that Antarctica is a continent of land covered with ice proved 
durable throughout all journal entries. The "cold place" concept was also consistent but 
seemed to narrow to the test item by the final post-test. However, related concepts 
about blizzards were elaborated in the three and twelve-month journals (Figures 55 & 
56). 
If there are blizzards other scientists go out too. They hold a rope so they don't 
get lost because they can't see. 
Blizzards are formed when hard winds blow snow off very high mountain tops. 
Bases have to very strong or blizzards would blow them away. 
(Max, three-monthjournal) 
Blizzards caused by wind blowing snow off mountains and volcanoes. 
Scientists travel in tunnels in the bases. 
(Max, twelve-month journal) 
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Other evidence existed of Max's elaboration of concepts over time. His prior 
knowledge about Antarctic winters culminated in " ... when it points away from the sun 
it's permanently night" (twelve-month journal). Information about the names of 
Australian Antarctic bases in the three-month journal (Figure 55) " ... Casey was a 
famous base there" became " ... Mawson and Davis were famous explorers. Bases were 
named after them." after twelve months. Max responded correctly to the test item 
concerning the active volcano, Mt Erebus after exposure to the text from lesson one. By 
the final journal, this information had been elaborated into " ... even though it is very 
cold there in still an active volcano". 
Max appeared to gain more from text than discussion despite being the main 
contributor to group talk (see Table 30). The example below illustrates how he 
grappled with related ideas in an effort to form mental representations. 
Whales have babies there. 
( Max, three-month journal) 
Whales come to migrate there. 
(Max, twelve-monthjournal) 
Max demonstrated good recall of information as indicated by each of his post-
test scores and his concept maps (Figures 53-56). The test scores remained consistent 
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over the study's duration: No journal data were available post-lesson but his concept 
maps at three and twelve-months suggested a student who had gained academically 
from the lessons. Despite his strong contribution to the discussion, Max's journal data 
revealed a student who seemed to work independently while acting as a member of the 
group. He did not appear to need the other group members. 
TABLE30 
Distribution of journal codes and test scores 
Group B 2-Max 
Prior Knowledge 
Test scores (%) 
Text 
Discussion 
Own constructions 
Mis-constructions 
Teacher effects 
Affective statements 
Pre 
lesson 
7 
45 
*includes three journal entries 
** no journal data available 
Mid 
lesson* 
4 
12 
2 
Post 
lesson** 
75 
Three 
months 
3 
75 
13 
3 
2 
1 
2 
Twelve 
months 
1 
70 
5 
1 
1 
2 
Totals 
15 
30 
6 
3 
4 
2 
Figure 53: Max's Pre-Lesson Concept Map 
It's very cold (PK) 
There are very icy and ~ty waters (PK) /_ 
Land under the ice (PR I) 
-89.2°C(PR 15) > ---
Geography-------
/ Iceberg bigger than Belgium (PR 14) 
There's icicles (PK) 
There's lots of storms (PK) 
There's a base there (PK) 
Keeping feet dry (PR 17) 
Living & Working 
in Antarctica 
ANTARCTICA 
There's penguins (PK) 
Emperor penguins incubate eggs in winter (PR 16) / 
/ Natural History 
Why "'"""' ·~ oo"" oou< (PR 7) / \ 
There's polar bears and seals (PK & MC) 
Kinds of animals (PR 12) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: po~t test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
Figure 54: Max's Post-Lesson Concept Map 
Active volcano, Mt Erebus (PT 4) 
Land under the ice (PT 1) \ 
Shackleton's ship stuck in the ice (PT 13) 
--------- Geo}raph 
Iceberg bigger than Belgium (PT 14) / ~ 
History 
I 
Mawson (PT 20) Lowest temperature recorded (PT 15) 
ANTARCTICA 
Australian tenitorial claims (PT 9) Definition of Meteorology (PT 11) 
N"'"'of...,.(Pf!O)~ ~ Why animals live on the coast (PT 7) I ~ Living & Working 
/ in Antarctica 
Keeping feet dry (PT 17) 
-------/atural History 
Types of penguins (PT 16) / / 
Kinds of animals (PT 12) 
Holes in the ozone layer (PT 18) Most whales live there (PT 19) 
Note: No learning journal data available. 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement N N 
VI 
Figure 55: Max's Three-Month Concept Map 
/hackleton & Mawson were famous explorers (T) 
One of the coldest places (T & PK) Fifth largest continent (T) Shackleton's ship stuck in ice (T & PT 13) 
~ / In summer they get daylight non-stop; (PK) ~ 
/ 
Geography ;n w;,i,, .. , go< light .n"" fune (PK &MC) ~ HWO,y -----
Under Antarctica is land but no soil 
so nothing grows there (T & MC) 
Coldest temperature -82.° C 
-89.2° C (PT 15) / 
Mt Erebus, active volcano (PT 4) 
Casey was a famous base there (T & D) 
Definition of Meteorology (PT 11) 
An iceberg was once bigger than Belgium (T & PT 14) 
Blizzards are formed when hard winds blow snow 
off very high mountain tops (T, D & MC) 
ANTARCTICA 
Animals like penguins 
Ii ve on land and in the 
water because their food is there (D) 
~ Natural History 
Kinds of animals (PT 1 
Holes in ozone layer (PT 18) 
Scientists have bases and study Antarctica (T & D) _____ .Scientists also study how animals there live (D) 
Mawson (PT 20) 
r--- If there are blizzards other scientists go out too (MC) 
/ /ey hold a rope so they don't get lost because they can't see (1E & D) Emperor penguins incubate eggs in winter (PT 16) 
Bases have to very strong or blizzards would blow them away (OC) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constrnctions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
Figure 56: Max's Twelve-Month Concept Map 
Land under the ice (PK, T & PT 1) 
Whe/ints away from the sun it's permanently night (PK & MC) 
ography 
Mawson (PT 20) 
History 
-89.2° C (PT 15) ~ ::=::::- Iceberg bigger than Belgium (PT 14) 
No soil there (T & MC) ~ .._____ Even though it is very cold there is still an active volcan 
Blizzards caused by wind blowing Mt Erebus (PT 4) 
---snow off mountains and volcanoes (PK & MC) awson & Davis were famous explorers. 
Bases were named after them (OC & T) 
Names of bases (PT 10) 
ANTARCTICA 
~hildren don't go there (T) 
Why animals live on the coast (PT 7) 
Scientists don't live there permanently (T) \ 
Definition of Meteorology (PT -------~ 
'-...... 1 g orkin~ Keeping feet dry (PT 17) 
Whales come to migrate there (MC, OC & D) 
Natu~ry 
Kum, of l (l'f 12) "in Antarctica -----/ i Holes in ozone layer (PT 18) Scientists travel in tunnels in the bases (D) \ Australian territorial claims (PT 9) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
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Kate 
Kate was not attending School B when prior knowledge data were collected. 
Her concept maps (Figures 57-59) revealed a student who seemed to have difficulty 
retaining information and concepts consistently over the three data collection points (see 
Table 31 ). Kate was a strong student in Mathematics but the relative brevity of her 
journal writings may also be attributed to her difficulties with English as described in 
the teacher data. 
TABLE31 
Distribution of journal codes and test scores 
Group B 2-Kate 
Prior Knowledge 
Test scores (%) 
Text 
Discussion 
Own constructions 
Mis-constructions 
Teacher effects 
Affective statements 
Pre 
lesson** 
*includes three journal entries 
**no data available 
Mid 
lesson* 
10 
2 
4 
Post 
lesson 
65 
3 
2 
Three 
months 
40 
2 
2 
Twelve 
months 
55 
4 
Totals 
19 
4 
3 
6 
2 
Despite her problems with English Kate was not deterred from making a 
contribution. Her references to explorers, Shackleton and Mawson, though inaccurate 
( eg. no base is named after Shackleton), suggested an attempt to come to terms with the 
information, including the spelling of the names. 
Australian bases called Sakciten and Marson. 
( Kate, post-lesson journal) 
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Shatcalten & Marson (Shackleton & Mawson) are explorers that were the first 
people to find Antarctica. 
(Kate, three-monthjournal) 
Kate's ideas about Antarctic wildlife developed further by the final journal; 
" ... there are penguins; the types are adelie, emperor and more. There are birds, seals 
and shrimp." indicating a link to discussion. Kate provided other evidence of the 
influence of discussion and knowledgeable students such as Max in her final journal. 
This lesson one exchange appeared to have made a lasting impression on Kate. 
Max: ... no in winter it goes away from the sun and it keeps on spinning 
that way but they get night time all the time. Night time twenty 
four hours ... 
Kate: A day? 
Max: A night. 
Kate: Aday. 
Kate recalled this exchange in her twelve-month journal as " ... during the year 
it's dark and cold". Another link to discussion was the references to food in Kate's 
three-month journal, " ... you can't live there for long because you can't find a lot of 
food ... " (Figure 58) which seemed to originate in the following discussion from lesson 
one. 
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Kate: And you wouldn't have like any food except for fish and there's 
hardly any fish in Antarctica. 
Cale: You wouldn't be able to cook the fish. 
Max: Yeah you wouldn't be able to cook the fish. 
Kate: Yeah and you would get sick of eating fish every single day. 
Cale: yeah and you would have to eat all the blood and that. 
Max: Yeah because if you eat it raw you will get bones and you might 
get food poisoning. 
Kate: Do you know what ... and there's not...there wouldn't be so many 
holes. 
Max: What do you mean? 
Kate: Holes in the ground (ice) to catch them (the fish). 
Max: Anyway you wouldn't bring a saw or anything (to cut the ice). 
Kate: No. 
Max: It's three kilometres thick. 
Kate's difficulties with English seemed to inhibit her journal writing and her test 
scores indicated a student who either experienced difficulty with the unit content or had 
not engaged with the lessons adequately. The former appears more likely in view of 
Kate's participation in discussion set against the dominance of Max. 
Very, very cold in Antarctica and very strong blizzards (T) 
~ 
Geography 
Mt Erebus (P1' 4)~ 
Iceberg bigger than Belgium (PT 14) 
Australian bases called Sakciten and Marson 
(Shackleton &: Mawso ) (T & MC) "-. 
Definition of "-. 
Meteorology (PT 11) iving & Working 
in Antarctica 
Australian tenitorial claims (PT 9) 
Names of bases (PT 10) 
Figure 57: Kate's Post-Lesson Concept Map 
Mawson (PT 20) 
Why animals live on coast (PT 7) 
Keeping feet dry (PT 17) 
T~nguins (PT 8) 
Kinds of animals (PT 12) 
Holes in ozone layer (PT 18) 
History 
Natural History 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement N 
w 
-
Ice is thick (PT 2) 
Names of bases (PT 10) 
Mt Erebus (PT 4) 
Figure 58: Kate's Three-Month Concept Map 
Shatcalten & Marson (Shackleton & Mawson ) are explorers 
that were the first people to find Antarctica (MC) 
~ 
History 
ANTARCTICA 
mg feet dry (PT 17) Holes in ozone layer (PT 18) Polar bears don't live there (TE) 
~ Why animals live on the coast (PT 7) ----- """ 
ng & Working --......,,,: Natur_;Jiistory 
in Antarctica Kinds of animals (PT 12) - / 
/ ~ts of animals; some are penguins, whales, birds & seals (D) 
You can't live there for long because you can't find a lot of food and it is cold (T & OC) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
Ice is thick (PT 2) 
~ 
Geography 
•="""'"' to-0" q 
-89.2° C (PT 15) 
You'd freeze if you didn't wear warm clothes (T & AS) 
Definition of Meteorology (PT 11) ~ 
Figure 59: Kate's Twelve-Month Concept Map 
Mawson (PT 20) 
ANTARCTICA 
History 
Shacklet!.ship stuck in ice (PT 13) 
Natural History ~Living & Working 
/ m Antarctica 
Dwmg1bo _ ... , """""' rold (MC & AS) \ 
Keeping feet dry (PT 17) / . '"" ., T (Yr 12) 
Types of penguins (PT 8) 
There are penguins; the types are adelie, emperor, and more. 
There are birds, seals and shrimp (D) 
Names of bases (PT 1 O) ~ 
Emperor penguins incubate eggs in winter (PT 16) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
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Molly 
No pre-test and twelve-month data were available for this student. As described 
above, Molly was a very passive student in discussion. Her post-lesson and three-
month test scores indicated she had learned from the lessons but her journals provided 
limited evidence. However, some instances were discerned where Molly had gained 
from the cooperative setting. Her statements about blizzards were one example of the 
influence of discussion on Molly's learning (Figures 61 & 62). 
There are blizzards which is a very bad snowstorm. 
(Molly, post-lesson journal) 
All the buildings are joined together because there might be a blizzard outside. 
The buildings are joined by a tunnel. 
(Molly, three-monthjoumal) 
In the following exchange from lesson one, Molly made no contribution but she 
appeared to have been listening actively because the blizzard concept was retained. 
Max: A blizzard is a very dangerous storm to be caught out in. Why? 
Give two reasons. Well one, it's so cold you can get frostbite. 
Kate: Yeah and two and two that's the ice hitting you and by hitting it 
is really hard. 
Max: Nah nah cos it's only snow but you can't see anything cos there's 
so much it's just like blinding. 
Kate: You don't have to write two. 
Max: Yes, you do. It says give at least two reasons, it says ... 
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Cale: ... see, it says at least. 
Max: What? 
Cale: At least two ... 
Max: I know. Yes it does doesn't it Kate. Oh well so let's see. One it 
gives frostbite, write number one. One you get frostbite. So 
what would be the other one? It blinds you ... 
Kate: Hard to see ... 
Max: Nah right what do you mean? 
Cale: The waves would get really hard and rough. 
Max: There is no waves in Antarctica. 
Cale: Yes there is. There's water under the ice. 
Max: I know but there's not going to be ... there's not going to be any 
surfers or anything there (group giggles). No we're talking about 
blizzards not the water. So two, it blinds you OK; write that. 
The group's discussion about blizzards was related to the tunnel connecting 
buildings in lesson two. This discussion was recalled by Molly in the three-month 
journal. 
All the buildings are joined together because there might be a blizzard outside. 
The buildings are joined by a tunnel. 
(Molly, three-monthjoumal) 
The discussion about penguins in lesson four was also extensive due to the 
structure of the lesson. This may have assisted the development of Molly's concept 
about animals in the Antarctic, as indicated in the post-lesson journal (Figure 61). 
Many animals and dangers there. 
The animals that live there are emperor penguins, blue whales, seals. 
Careful of blue whales, that you don't bump into them. 
(Molly, post-lesson journal) 
TABLE32 
Distribution of journal codes and test scores 
Group B 2-Molly 
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Pre 
lesson 
Mid Post 
lesson 
Three 
months 
Twelve 
months** 
Totals 
Prior Knowledge 
Test scores {°/o) 
Text 
Discussion 
Own constructions 
Mis-constructions 
Teacher effects 
Affective statements 
3 
** 
*includes three journal entries 
** no data available 
lesson* 
14 
3 
70 
1 
3 
2 
60 
1 
2 
2 
1 
4 
16 
8 
3 
1 
The available data for Molly (Figures 60-62, Table 32) suggest a student who 
had not engaged strongly with the lessons. According to teacher data, her passivity was 
more likely to be due to a lack of self-confidence in social settings rather than a lack of 
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ability. Molly was regarded generally as an intelligent student. Further discussions 
with the teachers suggested that Max's assertiveness might have contributed to Molly's 
passivity. The combination of a lack of self-confidence and a dominant Max may have 
led to Molly's pronounced lack of involvement in the lessons. 
Antarctica is very cold, snowy and icy (PK) 
~graphy 
Note: No pre-test data available for this student. 
Figure 60: Molly's Pre-Lesson Concept Map 
ANTARCTICA 
Penguins, polar bears, seals and 
many other animals live in Antarctica (PK) 
I 
Natural History 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
Figure 61: Molly's Post-Lesson Concept Map 
Mawson (PT 20) 
--------
History 
-89.2° C (PT 15) 
"' Mt Erebus, active volcano (PT 4) Shackleton's ship stuck in ice (PT 14) 
Kirul, of rutirn,m (PT 7 of pmguim (f'f 16) 
Names of bases (PT 10) 
ANTARCTICA 
The animals that live there are Emperor 
Penguins, Blue Whales, seals (D & n 
Australian territo~ (PT 
9
> ~ Many animals (PK) and dangers there (OC & D) / 
~ ~eeping feet dry (PT 17) ~ 
Living & Working Natural History 
Holeino=l•ytt(PT 18) /.-ctica~ Y~ha~"''"""' "'"""-gh""'°"""' of ~ I I -Blue Whales, that you don't bump into them (T & D) Why animals live on the coast (PT 7) 
There are blizzards which is a very bad snowstonn (T & D) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement · 
Ice is thick (PT 2) 
~ 
Mt Erebus, active volcano (PT 4) 
/ Geography 
Australian tenitorial claims (PT 9) 
Note: No twelve-month data available. 
Figure 62: Molly's Three-Month Concept Map 
Shackleton and his men died because they pulled 
their things themselves (MC) 
ist~ 
Maws7tarctica (MC) 
Mawson (PT 20) 
,ANTARCTICA 
Names of bases (PT 10) 
Polar bears don't live there (TE) 
I 
Keeping feet dry (PT 17) atural History 
~ 
Kinds of animals (PT 12) 1 of penguins (PT 7) 
Emperor penguins incubate eggs in winter (PT 16) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
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Knowledge and concept development within the group 
Cross-referencing discussion and journal data provided some insights into the 
development of these students' concepts. The two concepts reported with consistency 
related to blizzards and general notions about the wildlife in Antarctica. 
Blizzards received considerable attention in lesson one, featuring in 12.3% of all 
discussion in this lesson. All students except Kate specifically mentioned blizzards in 
their journals after three-months and Molly reported" ... there are blizzards which is 
very bad snowstorm" post-lesson. Cale and Max elaborated the concept in their three 
and twelve-month journals, including information about buildings and tunnels 
connecting them. 
General concepts about Antarctic animals appeared consistently in all students' 
journals and test scores. Animals of various kinds were discussed at length in lesson 
four, receiving 43.9% of all discussion. This was not surprising given the structure of 
the lesson and was one occasion when the group engaged in in-depth types of 
discussion (MAKIT AB codes TS09-TS 11, see Appendix H & I). Discussion about 
blizzards and animals also appeared at other times, such as in lesson three when 
students were discussing possible hazards faced by Antarctic explorers. In this instance, 
blizzards and blue whales were combined. 
Max: (reads question three) What kinds of dangers would Shackleton 
and his men have faced? 
Cale: Blizzards ... 
Unknown student: seas ... 
Kate: ... just put blizzards and rough seas 
Cale: Blizzards and ... 
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Max: ... are you putting blizzards? 
Kate: Blue whales and rough seas. 
Cale: Blizzards, blue whales and rough seas. 
The discussion above was brief but it appeared to establish a connection in the 
students' mental structures between the explorer Shackleton, blizzards and whales. 
Animals and blizzards had received considerable attention in discussion time and when 
Shackleton, blizzards and whales were discussed at the same moment, they appeared to 
become associated together. This was confirmed by analysis of journal data. This 
phenomenon is described further in the next chapter. 
At first examination, Table 33 seems to indicate a group that engaged in 
satisfactory levels of task enhancing talk (described above). The benchmark of TS08 to 
TS 11 MAKIT AB codes represented 74.1 % of on-task talk. This could be expected to 
produce better outcomes than those observed when comparing this figure, for example, 
to case study 1 (group Al) which produced 68.9% of their on-task talk in the same 
MAKITAB codes. However, group Al's talk was on-task an average of 90.4% of the 
time compared to group B2's 67.4% and given that Max dominated 40.1 % of his 
group's on-task talk, this table may be misleading. Even a creditable 34.3% of the 
TS 11 code did not guarantee gains in student outcomes, seeming to indicate that the 
quality of talk was not the only variable influencing student learning. Other variables 
influencing this group's performance may have been Kate's difficulties with English 
and Molly's passivity. The quality of talk issue may revolve around which student says 
what and when. If one student does all the TS 11 talking, this could not be expected to 
benefit other students directly. 
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A comparison of TS08 and TS 11 codes across all lessons reinforces the view 
that Max had withdrawn to some extent after the first two lessons because of the 
conflict described above. TS 11 talk predominated while Max was motivated to lead the 
group but the TS08 talk became more prominent in the later lessons. 
TABLE33 
GROUPB2 
MAKIT AB ANALYSIS ON TASK TALK (TS CODES ONLY) 
Codes lesson 1 lesson 2 lesson 3 lesson 4 
TSOl 1 1 
TS02 10 8 10 8 
TSOS 2 3 9 8 
TS06 1 1 
TS07 
TS08 12 18 20 43 
TS09 5 5 1 1 
TSlO 15 20 11 3 
TSll 51 47 24 24 
TS12 7 3 2 5 
TS13 
TS14 10 4 8 10 
TS15 8 
TS16 1 1 7 
Lesson 121 111 86 110 
Totals 
lesson 5 Total % 
2 0.3 
1 37 7.04 
22 4.1 
2 0.3 
34 127 24.2 
12 24 4.6 
9 58 11.0 
34 180 34.3 
1 18 3.4 
5 37 7.0 
8 1.5 
2 10 1.9 
98 
5.7. Case study 5 (group B3, school B) 
Profile 
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This group comprised two female and two male students; Rebecca, Hannah, 
Cody and Billy. Cody and Rebecca were in year three (eight year olds) while Hannah 
and Billy were in year two (seven year olds) at the commencement of the study. 
Twelve-month data were not available for Hannah and Cody due to absences. Teacher 
statements described Rebecca as an intelligent, articulate high achiever. The other 
students were generally middle achievers. Billy was prone to off-task behaviour and 
distracting other students. Hannah was typically reserved in regular class activities. 
Cody was particularly interested in Science and tended to read mostly non-fiction. 
When evaluating Hannah and Billy's performances in the lessons, their relatively young 
age must be considered. This has implications relating particularly to their prior 
knowledge and skills with reading and writing. 
Group processes in the discussion 
The group developed a working culture that involved individuals taking turns to 
answer the worksheet questions. They were oriented towards completing the task, 
rather than developing in-depth discussion of well thought-out answers. The notion of 
"finishing" the task appeared more important than thinking and talking carefully about 
their answers. This lesson three example is one of several similar exchanges. 
Rebecca: 
Billy: 
Rebecca: 
You guys we're one of the only groups still going ... 
... six groups are still going ... 
Well come on, just ... we're one of the last. 
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Rebecca and Cody tended to dominate the discussion. This may be explained in 
part by age-related status differentials among the group's two younger members, 
Hannah and Billy. Table 34 indicates that the group member's contributions to 
discussion seemed to have split along age lines. That is, the two older children made 
approximately even contributions, as did the younger children. 
TABLE34 
Group B 3 Summary of task related statements made in group discussion (all lessons) 
Student name Total on-task statements (off-task % on-task (% off -task) 
statements) 
Rebecca 183 (43) 32.68 (12.39) 
Hannah 99 (91) 17.68 (26.22) 
Cody 169 (119) 30.18 (34.29) 
Billy 109 (94) 19.46 (27.08) 
Rebecca was highly motivated to complete the task and tended to assume a 
leadership role. She appeared to like to be in command of the situation and became 
irritated when the group did not follow her lead. On one occasion in lesson two she 
challenged another student with " ... Hannah, how come we always have to do what you 
say?". 
Rebecca mimicked teacher-like statements when attempting to re-gain control of 
the group and she used the worksheet to maintain her position. In doing so she 
sometimes dismissed other children's contributions. In this lesson two exchange, 
Rebecca was focussed on completing the answer and disallowed Cody's effort. 
Rebecca: Fix the machines ... 
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Cody: (insisting) Animals ... 
Rebecca: No, it's too late we've already got fix the machines. 
Rebecca contributed much of the substantive content to the discussion. She was 
the only group member who seemed prepared to discuss the questions in-depth and to 
question other students' responses as the following exchange indicates. 
Rebecca: 
Cody: 
Rebecca: 
Electrocuted by snow? 
Yeah. No you know how the water's so cold and you're in the 
water ... 
Can you think of another reason? 
The group's younger members seemed unable to engage with the content and 
tended to go off task relatively easily. This may have related to issues of reading and 
writing skills and prior knowledge described above. As a result, Billy became 
disruptive at times and Hannah became generally passive. Billy's disruptive behaviour 
earned rebukes from Rebecca. No effort was made to include Hannah. 
Rebecca's task motivation extended to protecting the group's answer from other 
groups. In one instance, she shouted at another group, " ... shut up, you took our frostbite 
answer". The group's task motivation included a group pre-occupied with correct 
spelling. 
Table 35 further indicates this group's motivation to complete tasks. For lessons 
four and five, talk was off-task mainly after task completion but for the sake of data 
reduction rules (see chapter four) all responses were coded. In lesson five, the student 
talk only went off task after the task was complete. The efficacy of this group's talk 
will be evaluated in the final section of this case study. 
TABLE 35 
Group B 3 task related and non-task related talk 
Lesson number (total statements) Task related talk {°/o) 
1 ( 165) 
2 (193) 
3 (289) 
4 (168) 
5 (92) 
Means 
65 
65 
47 
78 
63 
63.6 
Group B 3 individual case studies 
Rebecca 
Non-task related talk {°/o) 
35 
35 
53 
22 
37 (after task completed) 
36.4 
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Rebecca's pre-lesson journal indicated a broad understanding of concepts about 
Antarctica. The following example was a collection of general concepts about 
Antarctica known by Rebecca before the lessons but not elaborated in later journals. 
Penguins, seals, blizzards, icy waters, icebergs and no polar bears. Lots of 
penguins and seals and freezing conditions. Lots of blizzards. Deep dark 
waters. 
(Rebecca, pre-lesson journal) 
Rebecca's remaining journals revealed a student with good recall, particularly of 
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information gained from text (see Table 36). Some key writings were related to 
discussion but most of her knowledge seemed to have been gained from reading lesson 
texts. In several cases Rebecca's journal writings were a combination of several pieces. 
of information into one integrated statement. 
Robert Scott led his team of explorers through Antarctica in a race to the South 
Pole. They tried to pull the sleds themselves and started to sweat and the sweat 
froze and they probably died from frostbite. 
TABLE36 
Distribution of journal codes and test scores 
Group B 3-Rebecca 
Pre Mid Post Three Twelve 
lesson lesson* lesson months months 
Prior Knowledge 9 
Test scores (%) 45 90 80 85 
Text 19 11 10 8 
Discussion 4 2 2 
Own constructions 1 
Mis-constructions 1 1 
Teacher effects 
Affective statements 2 
*include three journal entries 
Rebecca's Robert Scott entry was linked to a statement about Amundsen 
reaching the South Pole first and over time the various pieces of information were 
re-organized into a more succinct statement. 
Totals 
10 
48 
8 
3 
2 
2 
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Amundsen & Scott had a race to the South Pole. Amundsen reached there first 
while Scott's men died from the cold. 
(Rebecca, twelve-month journal) 
Rebecca's ability to recall information obtained from text was evident in the 
above example because the discussion about Scott and Amundsen was limited to the 
brief comments below from lesson three. 
Cody: 
Billy: 
Hannah: 
Billy: 
Hannah: 
Cody: 
Rebecca: 
Cody: 
Hannah: 
Why do you think Scott's team died but Amundsen's lived. Give 
two reasons. 
OK ... 
What does it say anyway? (indistinct) It says ... 
... Hayley said it 
Aaaannnarctic ... 
Because Amundsen was saved by the ... 
... What do you think? Amundsen's men took dogs and Scott's 
team ... Annie, we're trying to keep this seriously (speaking to a 
member of another group). 
Amundsen's men took dogs. 
And Scott's men tried to pull the sleds themselves. 
Similarly, specific discussions about Cook were brief but the concept that Cook 
had circumnavigated Antarctica was well established in Rebecca. A capacity to learn 
direct from text was further evident in her recall that the first landings in Antarctica 
were by sealers. This was not discussed at any time during the lessons (Appendix J) 
and Rebecca was the only study student to recall this piece of information. 
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The group amalgamated the discussion of the third (Shackleton's problems) and 
fourth question (dangers explorers face today) in lesson three {Appendix J) into a 
general discussion about the dangers in Antarctica. This was interspersed with off-task 
talk, talk hampered by a lack of prior knowledge and talk geared to completing the task 
as quickly as possible. Despite these potential difficulties, Rebecca recalled the facts 
about Shackleton's ship becoming stuck in the ice and the subsequent sea voyage to 
safety in the post-lesson, three-month and twelve-month journal. Note the evolution of 
the open boat voyage across dangerous seas~a rough journey they all survived~sail 
back in a raft. 
Shackleton's ship got stuck in the ice and he had to lead his men through an 
open boat voyage across dangerous seas. Luckily, none of his men died. 
( Rebecca, post-lesson journal) 
Shackleton's ship stuck in ice. A rough journey, they all survived 
(Rebecca, three-monthjournal) 
Shackleton's ship got stuck in the ice and they had to sail back in a raft. 
(Rebecca, twelve-month journal) 
The group's discussion for question two, lesson four (Appendix J) was also 
potentially unproductive. Cody attempted a solution and Rebecca appeared to grapple 
with the concept while the other group members seemed to make little progress with the 
question. 
Cody: 
Rebecca: 
Cody: 
Billy: 
Cody: 
Hannah: 
Cody: 
Rebecca: 
Hannah: 
Rebecca: 
Why do you think the animals live in or near the sea? (reading 
question) ... because they're attracted to the sea? (Billy giggles) 
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( sounds annoyed) They are not attracted to the sea. You are just 
being silly. 
I'm not. 
(to Rebecca) You're being silly ... 
I am trying to figure something out. .. 
Because they want to float? 
No cos' they all can swim ... 
Because they can't fly. 
Maybe ... 
... but why would they be near the sea if they couldn't fly. They 
could be in the middle of Antarctica. They could be ... they could 
be living permanently in the ocean if they couldn't fly. 
By Rebecca's twelve-month journal she had produced a satisfactory solution to 
the question. 
No animals live inland. They live on the coast because there is no food inland, it 
all lives in the sea. 
( Rebecca, twelve-month journal) 
Rebecca's concept maps (Figures 63-66) confirm teacher and observational data 
that she was an academically able, highly motivated student. She demonstrated strong 
writing and reading skills during the lessons and at data collection points. Although 
Rebecca gained from the subject matter presented in the lessons, little evidence could be 
discerned that she had gained from the cooperative setting. These issues will be 
elaborated in the final section of this case study. 
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Mt Erebus, active volcano (PR 4) 
i..a~a,~;re~ / 
Geography 
/ 
-89.2° C, lowest recorded temperature (PR 15) 
Names of bases (PR 10) 
Figure 63: Rebecca's Pre-Lesson Concept Map 
Mawson (PR 20) 
~ 
ANTARCTICA 
Penguins, seals, blizzards, icy waters, icebergs 
and no polar bears. Lots of penguins and seals and 
freezing conditions. Lots of blizzards. 
Deep dark waters (PK). 
ffistory 
Types of penguins (PR 16) 
Natural History Living & Workin~ 
in Antarctica~ 
Ldzy(PR 17) ~ Kinds of animals (PR 12) ~ 
Holes in ozone layer (PR 18) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement N 
V, 
w 
Land under the ice (PT I) 
~ /ro-mO'f'O) 
-----Geograph\y 
-89.2° C, lowest temperature 
recorded (T & PT 15) 
Three bases called Casey, Mawson & Davis (T & PT 10) 
Definition of ~ 
Meteorology (PT 11) ----
Living & Working 
~ Antarctica 
Keeping feet dry (PT 17) / 
Holes in ozone layer (PT 18) 
Figure 64: Rebecca's Post-Lesson Concept Map 
Robert Scott led his team of explorers through 
Antarctica in a race to the South Pole (T & D). 
They tried to pull the sleds themselves and started James Cook was first to sail 
to sweat and the sweat froze and they probably died around Antarctica (T) 
from frostbite (OC, MC & T) ~ / 
Iceberg bigger than Belgium (PT 14) Histoef r Mawson (PT 20) 
Shackelton's ship got stuck in the ice Sealers were first to land on Antarctica (T) 
and he had to lead his men through an 
open boat voyage across dangerous seas. 
Luckily, none of his men died (T & PT 13 
ANTARCTIC 
Why animals live on the coast (PT 7) 
Types of penguins (PT 16) 
Amundsen was also in the race to 
the South Pole and his men didn't die (D & T) 
---
------- Natural History 
/ 
Most whales live there (PT 19) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
Figure 65: Rebecca's Three-Month Concept Map 
Amundsen first to S.Pole (PT 5) 
Land under the ice (PT 1) / 
Ice is thick (PT 2) \ Sealers first to land there (T) 
Am'""""' & S<ott lrad, j to tho South Pok (f) ~ 
---------- eograph ---~ Mt Erebus, active volcano (PT 4) 
Iceberg bigger than Belgium (T & PT 14) 
------History 
~ 1....---- Mawson (PT 20) 
Shackleton's ship stuck in ice( T & PT 13) 
A rough journey, they all survived (n James Cook first to sail around Antarctica (T) 
ANTARCTICA 
Holes in ozone layer (T & PT 18) 
No polar bears (PK) Types of penguins (PT 8) 
ey, Mawson & Davis (T & PT 9) 
Definition of ~ 
Meteorology 
Li &Workin 
\ 
in Antarctica-------
A,_.,,,, tari1 (T &Yf 10) 
Keeping feet dry (PT 17) 
Most whales live there (PT 19) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
Figure 66: Rebecca's Twelve-Month Concept Map 
Mt Erebus, active volcano (PT 4) 
Ice is thick (PT 2) 
~ / 
Geography 
/ 
One iceberg that broke off 
was the size of Belgium (T & PT 15) 
Living & Working 
/
in Antarctica "' 
Definition of Meteorology (PT 11) 
Names of bases (PT 10) 
Captain Cook was the first to sail around Antarctica (n 
were the first to land in Antarctica <n 
Shackelton's ship got stuck in the ice (PT / 
and they had to sail back in a raft (T & MC 
CTICA 
Kinds of animals (PT 12) 
History 
11ooITTWl 
Amundsen & Scott had a race to the South Pole. 
Amundsen reached there first (PT 5) while Scott's men 
from the cold (T & D) 
No animals live inland. They live on 
the coast because there is no food inland, 
it all lives in the sea (D, T & PT 7)) b-•~ d<reITT 19) 
Natural History 
Emperor penguins incubate eggs in winter (PT 16) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constmctions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective staiement 
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Hannah 
No twelve-month data were available for this student. Hannah lacked prior 
knowledge of Antarctica as revealed by her concept maps (Figure 67). The four items 
she scored correct on the pre-test may have been partly attributed to guesses. However 
two concepts were developed as a result of the lesson experiences. Test scores 
indicated that Hannah might have had a general idea that animals live in Antarctica. 
This developed later into journal statements. Her final journal indicated that the whole 
class intervention to correct the polar bears mis-construction was effective for her. 
There are animals who live there and they are all kinds of whales, birds and 
wolfs to pull maybe a sleigh. 
(Hannah, post-lesson journal) 
There are lots of animals there; no polar bears, sealions and maybe whales. 
(Hannah, three-monthjoumal) 
The general notion that Antarctica is a cold place involved a focus onto specific 
temperatures, " ... coldest temperature is 8.9° C" (post-lesson journal) and may have been 
linked to discussions and journal entries about blizzards " ... there is a storm called a 
blizzard" (Figure 68) and " ... they even have blizzards" (Figure 69). A further link 
(Figure 69) was discerned between discussions about tunnels joining buildings in lesson 
two and Hannah's blizzard/cold place concepts. 
They have lots of buildings and tunnels there. 
They even have blizzards there. 
( Hannah, three-month journal) 
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Hannah's responses may seem limited compared to students such as Rebecca but 
they should be evaluated in an age-appropriate context. Her post-test scores indicated 
that she had learned some of the material presented in the lessons. She produced a 
higher number of affective statements than most students, especially in her mid-lesson 
journals (see Table 37), which may have also been related to her developmental level. 
Knowledge and concepts appeared to continue evolving for Hannah as indicated by her 
improved three-month test score and the generation of new mis-constructions. No 
twelve-month data were available for Hannah so further analysis of her conceptual 
development was not possible. 
TABLE37 
Distribution of journal codes and test scores 
Group B 3-Hannah 
Pre Mid Post Three Twelve Totals 
lesson lesson* lesson months months** 
Prior Knowledge 
Test scores (%) 20 45 60 
Text 8 6 2 16 
Discussion 1 2 4 
Own constructions 3 1 5 
Mis-constructions 1 2 4 
Teacher effects 2 2 
Affective statements 1 7 8 
*includes three journal entries 
** no twelve month data available 
Names of bases (PR 10) 
~ 
Figure 67: Hannah's Pre-Lesson Concept Map 
I know nothing about Antarctica (AS) 
Living & Working 
in Antarctica 
ANTARCTICA 
Keeping feet dry (PR 17) 
Most whales live there (PR 19) 
N~Histocy 
Types of penguins (PR 16) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constmctions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement N 
VI 
IO 
Figure 68: Hannah's Post-Lesson Concept Map 
It e milly rold ~ 2 thkk(l'T 2) Cook's ship Resolution (T) ~ 
History 
/ 
Coldest rem7re is 8.9° C (MC) 
-89.2° C (PT 15) 
ANTARCTICA 
There are animals who live there 
There is a base there, called Casey base birds and wolfs to pull maybe a sleigh (D & T) 
;
and there are all kinds of whales, 
· ames of bases (PT 10) 
Living or ·ng,_--- Natural History 
in Antarctica\ ~Kinds of animals (PT 12) 
Australian territorial claims (PT 9) Types of penguins (PT 8) 
Keeping feet dry (PT 17) Emperor Penguins incubare eggs in winter (PT 16) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement N 
0\ 
0 
Figure 69: Hannah's Three-Month Concept Map 
Very, very cold (T&D) >Grogra7~mlldgi,m(PT 14) 
Mt Erebus, active volcano (PT 4) 
DmmtiMof ~[~:)Wor~n""g-----
Meteorology (PT 11) in Antarctica 
Australian territorial claims (PT 9) / 
They have lots of buildings and tunnels there (D & OC) 
Note: No twelve month data available for this student 
Mawson was the first person to go to Antarctica (MC) 
--------History 
Amundsen first to South Pole (PT 5) 
ANTARCTICA Emperor penguins incubate eggs in winter (PT 16) 
Keeping feet dry (PT 17) 
Types of penguin (PT 8 
Kinds of animals (PT 12) 
Most whales live there (PT 19) 
They even have blizzards (T & D) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
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Cody 
Cody was not available for data collection at twelve months. His concept maps 
(Figures 70-72) suggest a student who had engaged with the lesson content to some 
degree. The lack of twelve-month data inhibited an analysis of the long-term impact on 
Cody's learning of the cooperative setting. Although Cody made 30.2% of all on-task 
statements (see Table 34) in the group's discussions he also made 34.3% of all off-task 
statements suggesting that his attention was not consistently to the task. This may have 
affected his performance which, according to teacher data, was below expectations. 
Table 38 indicates a student who made modest gains from the lessons. In common with 
his fellow group members, Cody seemed to learn best from reading the lesson text. 
TABLE38 
Distribution of journal codes and test scores 
Group B 3-Cody 
Prior Knowledge 
Test scores {°/o) 
Text 
Discussion 
Own constructions 
Mis-constructions 
Teacher effects 
Affective statements 
Pre 
lesson 
4 
20 
*includes three journal entries 
Mid 
lesson* 
7 
Post 
lesson 
45 
3 
Three Twelve Totals 
months months** 
4 
65 
10 
2 3 
3 
2 5 
Cody began with a general concept of the cold conditions in Antarctica and this 
remained consistent across all journal entries. In the post-lesson journal Cody 
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developed this concept into two statements and followed with a third in his three-month 
journal (Figures 71 & 72). 
Very cold; can get to -89° C. 
It's the coldest continent. 
(Cody, post-lesson journal) 
The weather can get to -29° C a day. 
( Cody, three-month journal) 
Similarly, concepts about the first Antarctic explorers seemed durable, 
particularly at the post-lesson journal (Figure71). Cody's knowledge about animals in 
Antarctica seemed to narrow the focus to penguins by the three-month journal. This 
was also indicated by the post-tests. 
Adelie and Emperor Penguins live there because they can handle the cold 
weather. 
My favourite animals are the Evner (Emperor) Penguin and the Killer Whale. 
( Cody, three-month journal) 
Cody appeared to already have some knowledge of early Antarctic explorers as 
indicated by his correct test responses to questions three and five (see Appendix J). He 
developed his knowledge from lesson three into a post-lesson journal entry, "first 
explorers were Amundsen, Scott, James Cook" and the fact about Amundsen was also 
answered correctly in the three-month post-test. 
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Cody's three-month journal entry about the South Pole provided an example of 
how individuals can mis-construct information without any influence of the group when 
he wrote, "Antarctica has one of the most popular states called the South Pole". No 
discussion was connected to this journal entry. 
Temperature is -6° (PK & MC) 
~ Geography 
Living & Working 
in Antarctica 
Figure 70: Cody's Pre-Lesson Concept Map 
James Cook first to explore (PR 3) 
~m,1o..,, 
~ 
Amundsen first to South Pole (PR 5) 
Lots of snow, ice, seals and Polar Bears (PK) 
I'm not sure there are fish in Antarctica (PK & AS) 
Natural History 
Kinds of animals (PR 12) / 
Emperor Penguins incubate eggs in winter (PR 16) 
Key : PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
-89.2° C (PT 15) 
~ 
Very cold; can get to -89° C (T) --- Coldest continent (OC) 
Names of bases (PT 10) 
Australian territorial claims (PT 9) / 
~ring & Worldng 
/ in Antarctica 
I Definition of Meteorology (PT 11) 
Holes in ozone layer (PT 18) 
Figure 71: Cody's Post-Lesson Concept Map 
/ Fl!St explorers were Amundsen, Scott, James Cook (T, D & MC) 
Cook first t~ explore (PT 3) "' 
History 
ANTARCTICA 
Keeping feet dry (PT 17) 
Natural History 
Kmmor.....,, (Pf 12) / 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
Figure 72: Cody's Three -Month Concept Map 
The weather can get to -29° C a day (MC) 
~ /-O'f2) 
Geography 
/ 
Antarctica has one of the most popular states 
called the South Pole (OC, MC & AS) 
Names of bases (PT 10) 
Australian territorial claims (PT 9) 
-----Living & Working 
n Antarctica ------
Frrst man to reach the South Pole was Amundsen (PT 5) 
Sh""1don'• •hip""" fl"" ioo ~
---------=: History 
ANTARCTICA 
Adelie and Emperor Penguins live there 
because they can handle the cold weather (OC & D) 
Definition of Meteorology (PT 11) 
Keeping feet dry (PT 17) 
Kinds of animals (PT 13) 
Why animals live on the coast (PT 7) 
7 of penguins (PT 8) 
atural History 
"' 
Emperor Penguins incubate 
eggs in winter (PT 16) / ~ 
Holes in the ozone layer (PT 18) 
The men that work there have tunnels My favourite animals are the Evner (Emp~ror) Penguin and the Killer Whale (AS & D) 
to get to workshops and all other places (D) 
Note: No twelve-month data available for this student 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constmctions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
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Billy 
Billy seemed to interpret the journal requirements with a preference for linking 
several ideas into one larger statement. His pre-lesson journal provided an indication of 
this approach and he continued to do this until the three-month journal (Figures 73-75). 
Very cold place, penguins are there and there are icebergs and polar bears there; 
lots and lots of snow and a couple of igloos. 
( Billy, pre-lesson journal) 
No children are allowed to go there. Scientists are not allowed to bring their 
families. 
( Billy, post-lesson journal) 
Penguins, seals, icebergs, avalanches, blizzards, no whales, lots of water, no 
sharks, warm clothes, no houses, no fish, no children, no whales. 
( Billy, three-month journal) 
By the twelve-month journal, Billy could provide more discreet statements, 
although several were related to each other. Unlike most other students he began his 
final journal with an introductory affective statement (see Table 39), " Antarctica is a 
fascinating place" and included several statements which could be tracked from the 
journal statement above. 
Blizzards, icebergs. 
Some blizzards can blow down a house. 
You need special clothing. 
Frostbite sometimes kills people. 
Emperor penguin is the biggest penguin. 
Penguins are there. 
(Billy, twelve-month journal) 
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Billy's use of an introductory statement seemed to be related to his 
developmental level. These kinds of statements, like Hannah's affective statements, 
were more common among younger children who seemed to interpret writing tasks in 
terms of narrative forms. 
TABLE39 
Distribution of journal codes and test scores 
Group B3-Billy 
Pre Mid Post Three Twelve Totals 
lesson lesson* lesson months months 
Prior Knowledge 5 2 2 2 2 13 
Test scores (%) 25 45 45 35 
Text 7 2 3 4 16 
Discussion 1 1 2 
Own constructions 3 1 1 5 
Mis-constructions 2 5 1 3 11 
Teacher effects 2 1 3 
Affective statements 1 1 2 
*includes three journal entries 
Table 39 suggests a student who was grappling with the unit content. He scored 
poorly in the post-tests and produced an overall high level of mis-constructions. Billy 
was the group's most disruptive student. He made 19.5% of on-task statements in the 
group and 27.1 % of off-task statements. According to teacher data, Billy's classroom 
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behaviour was typically disruptive. His relative youth may have also contributed to a 
lack of attention to the task. Billy's behaviour inhibited his contribution to the group 
and seemed to impact on his long-term learning outcomes. 
Figure 73: Billy's Pre-LessoQ Concept Map 
Geography 
ANTARCTICA 
Australian terri~ 9) 
Living & Working 
/ 
in Antarctica ______ _ Keeping feet dry (PR 17) 
Names of bases (PR 10) Emperor penguins incubate eggs in winter (PR 16) 
Key : PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
Figure 74: Billy's Post-Lesson Concept Map 
Coldest temperature recorded there, -8.9° C (T & MC) 
-89.2°C~ 
No children are allowed to go there. Australian territorial claims (PT 9) 
Scientists are not allowed to bring ~
their families (T) ~
Definition of Meteorology (PT 11) ~ / / -------
--------
Living & Workin~ 7ctica 
Keeping feet dcy (PT 17) 
Iceberg bigger than Belgium (PT 14) 
ANTARCTICA 
Types of penguins (PT 12) 
Names of bases (PT 10) \ 
atural History 
/ 
Emperor penguins incubate eggs in winter (PT 16) 
Key : PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
Figure 75: Billy's Three-Month Concept Map 
Very cold place (PK) Mt Erebus, active volcano (PT 4) 
----- / / Geography 
Iceberg bigger than Belgium (PT 14) 
Amundsen first to South Pole (PT 5) 
---------
·ANTARCTICA: 
Penguins, seals, icebergs, avalanches, blizzards, 
no whales, lots of water, no shades, warm clothes, 
no houses, no fish, no children, no whales (T, MC & PK) 
Australian tenitorial~) ---------
Keeping feet dry (PT 17) 
History 
Living & Working-----/in Antarctica -----
Names of bases (PT 10) Definition of Meteorology (PT 11) 
----------
Emperor penguins incubate eggs in winter (PT 16) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
atural History 
Figure 76: Billy's Twelve-Month Concept Map 
Geography 
/ 
Iceberg bigger than Belgium (PT 14) 
Lowest temperature recorded (PT 15) 
BliZl.ards, icebergs (T & PK) 
\ Some blizzards can blow down a house (TE) 
ANTARCTICA 
Ju;,, """""''P"°'(AS) 
History 
Emperor penguin is the biggest penguin (OC) 
/ 
Penguins are there (T &D) 
\ 
Natural History 
No,d -~-(T&D)\ / 
-----Living & Workin 
----- in Antarctica 
Australian territorial claims (PT 9) \ 
---------
~ 
Kinds of animals (PT 12) Types of penguins (PT 8) 
Names of base\ (PT 10) Keeping feet dry (PT 17) 
Key: PK: prior knowledge; PR: pre test; PT: post test; T: text; OC: own constructions; D: discussion; TE: teacher effects; MC: 
misconstructions; AS: affective statement 
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Knowledge and concept development within the group 
Analysis was hampered by the absence of twelve-month data for two group 
members but as was described above, very little actual cooperative discussion was 
discerned among this group. Although they seemed to remain generally on-task their 
talk did not produce the academic gains found with other groups. The academic gains 
made by Rebecca were mostly her own achievement. Cross-analysis of the group's 
concept maps indicated few strong conceptual links across members. Journal responses 
appeared unpredictable and erratic. 
The focus on task completion lead to relatively high proportions of talk coded 
TS08 (34.9%, see Table 40) using the MAK.IT AB instrument (see Appendices H & I). 
As was described in the previous case studies, these kinds of talk represent lower order 
responses. By contrast, talk coded as TSl 1, higher order talk, comprised only 25.2% of 
all on task talk. When considered as part of all talk during the lessons, only 11.6% of 
this group's talk was of the TS 11 variety, even allowing for the off task talk found in 
lesson five where the students remained on-task until the worksheet had been 
completed. The group directed its efforts towards completing the worksheet and was 
not typically concerned with exploring ideas. They read the requirements for the 
worksheet and often wrote the first answer proposed, usually offered by Rebecca, with 
minimal discussion. 
This group "culture" appeared to impact significantly on the group's academic 
outcomes. The group had only engaged in limited cooperative discussion and had 
produced lower levels of higher order talk than were found in the other groups. 
Responding routinely to discussion questions may appear to be on-task but these kinds 
of talk did not seem to enhance the students' learning. This finding is discussed further 
in the next chapter. 
TABLE 40 
GROUPB3 
MAKITAB ANALYSIS ON TASK TALK(TS CODES ONLY) 
Codes lesson 1 lesson 2 lesson 3 lesson 4 lesson 5 
TSOl 3 4 
TS02 8 10 7 6 
TSOS 3 1 5 2 1 
TS06 
TS07 
TS08 23 27 34 45 16 
TS09 4 6 4 3 
TSlO 8 7 2 11 2 
TSll 14 19 37 19 16 
TS12 4 1 7 1 
TS13 1 2 
TS14 4 17 7 1 2 
TS15 3 2 
TS16 6 4 7 3 
Lesson 70 97 105 102 45 
Totals 
5 .8. Chapter summary 
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Total % 
7 O.ot 
31 7.5 
12 2.8 
145 34.9 
17 4.1 
30 7.2 
105 25.2 
13 3.1 
3 0.7 
31 7.5 
5 1.2 
20 4.8 
This chapter presented the results of the research in the form of general findings 
that allowed for a detailed micro-analysis of the data. The analysis led to individual and 
group case studies. Each case study involved group profiles, descriptions of group 
processes influential in the cooperative settings, individual case studies based around 
concept maps from student data and descriptions of group influences on student 
learning. 
CHAPTER SIX 
RESULTS OF A CROSS CASE ANALYSIS OF 
THE FIVE CASE STUDY GROUPS 
6.1. Overview 
The results of a cross case analysis of the five study groups are reported in this 
chapter, indicating similarities and differences between the groups. The research 
questions provide the framework for reporting these findings. The chapter concludes 
with a section that establishes the basis for discussion and conclusions in the final 
chapter. 
6.2. Introduction 
The cross-case analysis began with an examination of the observational data and 
data collected from discussions with the study teachers. These findings provided a 
general background to the classroom settings described in the study. Observational data 
indicated that the effects of the study in both schools went beyond the data collected in 
tests, journals and discussion transcripts. These effects included the continued use of 
small groups, naming groups after Antarctic explorers, improved pro-social skills and 
an impact on student selections of research topics and library books. Anecdotal 
evidence also existed of a heightened awareness among students of issues related to 
Antarctica. 
The emphasis on the total classroom context in the above analyses provided the 
stimulus for the development of an organizing structure in the more "fine-grained" 
cross-case analysis that was to follow. The application of analytic induction methods in 
this study (see chapter four) necessitated analysis grounded in the data. 
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The previous chapter presented individual case studies and related the individual 
students to case studies of each group. The analyses in this chapter were based upon an 
organizing framework derived from the data (Figure 77) and are intended to compare 
and contrast findings across all groups in order to generate assertions for elaboration in 
the final chapter. 
The major general finding of the cross-case analysis was the strong linkage 
between student outcomes, teacher cognitive intent, student discussion and contextual 
factors. This connection related to research question three and became the central 
structure of the model (Figure 77). The teacher's intended cognitive outcomes and their 
influence on the task structure were depicted in the model as factors related to teacher 
cognitive intent. 
Contextual factors emerged as particularly significant. In the model (Figure 77), 
the contextual factors revealed in the data are shown and are also depicted as impacting 
directly upon the quality and quantity of student talk. As the lessons proceeded it was 
noted that some students had begun applying their newly acquired knowledge in the 
new situations and this in tum became a factor that enhanced student discussion. New 
knowledge widened the group's available knowledge base. This was most noticeable in 
lessons four and five where particular opportunities to apply knowledge were presented 
to the students. 
The model (Figure 77) became the basis for investigating and discussing each of 
the research questions while providing an over-arching structure for the chapter. A 
further delineation of the nature of quality talk and the nature and important influence of 
contextual factors are the main discussion foci for the discussion below. 
TEACHER 
COGNITIVE 
INTENT 
Planned 
cognitive 
outcomes 
... 
CO-OPERATIVE STUDENT 
-+--,~~ CONDITIONS -~ DISCUSSION 
Task 
structure 
or design 
CONTEXTUAL 
FACTORS 
• 
• 
• 
• 
I 
Student 
idiosyncrasies 
Student prior 
knowledge 
Classroom 
evaluative 
climate 
Group 
•• 
QUANTITY 
ofONTASK 
DISCUSSION 
V 
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STUDENT 
" OUTCOMES 
~Newly 
~• acquired 
knowledge 
QUALITY of ON 
TASK 
DISCUSSION 
processes ~
• Language 
construction 
• Proximate 
discussion 
context 
• Affective 
context 
• Motivational 
context 
• Teacher 
monitoring 
Figure 77: Model of Cross Case Analysis 
6.3. Re-statement of research questions 
The research questions were based upon two general avenues of inquiry; (a) the 
means whereby student learning and cognition occur under cooperative learning 
conditions and (b) the role of the group setting in determining individual and social 
construction of knowledge. Each broad question involved subsidiary questions. 
1. What processes produce knowledge construction under cooperative 
conditions? 
· 1.1. What evidence of co-construction of knowledge can be discerned? 
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1.2. To what do specific types of discussion lead to co-construction of 
knowledge? 
2. What conditions or factors mediate student learning and cognition 
in small groups? 
2.1. What is the role of prior knowledge in group discussion and 
knowledge co-construction? 
2.2. What classroom contextual factors influence discussion and 
knowledge co-construction? 
3. What connection can be discerned between teacher cognitive intent, 
cooperative conditions, student discussion and student outcomes? 
3.1. How do group processes mediate teacher cognitive intent? 
3.2. How does student discussion mediate teacher cognitive intent? 
3.3. What individual student characteristics influence teacher cognitive 
intent? 
6.4. The role of contextual factors in discussion and student outcomes 
This research found evidence of both individual and social construction of 
knowledge with the overall context of student discussion emerging as a dominant factor. 
Context appeared to exert a profound influence on the two main lines of inquiry of this 
study, namely the means whereby student learning and cognition occur under 
cooperative conditions and the role of the group in individual and social construction of 
knowledge (research questions 1 and 2). Some contextual factors were present as 
student antecedents before the lessons. Of these, student idiosyncrasies and prior 
knowledge appeared particularly prominent. Other contextual factors were determined 
by the teacher, through the task structure or the evaluative climate or by the creation of 
discussion contexts. Still further factors emanated from the affective domain. The 
various contextual factors are discussed in the section below. 
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Another significant contextual factor that appeared to influence knowledge 
construction was the specific content of discussion at given moments in the discussion. 
This kind of discussion context is termed proximate discussion context by the researcher 
and is described further in section 6.5. because of its influence on knowledge 
construction. 
The idiosyncratic nature of the students' learning 
Individual meanings were drawn from classroom experience on two levels. 
Early analysis suggested that student learning from the lessons had been highly 
individual and idiosyncratic but further investigation revealed that social construction of 
knowledge had also occurred widely. Just as individuals had displayed idiosyncrasies, 
groups seemed to develop idiosyncratically. Not only did the group experience in 
general help to shape the meanings of the group members but each group also shaped 
different meanings when compared to each other group. Individual antecedents 
emerged as a powerful influence on the development of the group despite the students' 
similar classroom experiences. Involvement as a member of a group and involvement 
in a particular group combined with individual characteristics to produce some of the 
most significant contextual factors mediating student outcomes. 
Allowing for differences between the two study schools and the student 
participants, the students had all been exposed to similar learning experiences and 
consequently, commonalities were anticipated with the material the students learned. 
However the various analyses of the data yielded an unexpected unique, idiosyncratic 
nature to each students' learning. This finding confirms work by Nuthall & Alton-Lee 
(1993). Observations during data collection noted the students' learning as 
individualistic, idiosyncratic, unpredictable, even volatile. These observations were 
confirmed by analysis. All students demonstrated that they had learned from the unit 
but the wide variations in the content of student journals were not expected. 
The degree of unpredictability was noted first in the students' test results. 
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Consistent short term learning was indicated by the post-test scores because all students 
improved their test score from pre-test to post-lesson test. Not surprisingly, several 
students had forgotten some of this knowledge after three months and more again after 
twelve months. However, some students' test scores actually improved after twelve 
months (David, Kirsten, Cale, Kate & Rebecca) and others remained almost stable. 
Journal data revealed the transformation by the students of information into new 
mental structures. The manner and degree of these transformations appeared highly 
individual, with students seeming to grapple with the new material. The researcher had 
conjectured that own constructions and mis-constructions would remain relatively stable 
but this was not the case. Most students produced new own constructions and mis-
constructions at each journal writing session. Own constructions included in one 
learning journal were usually not repeated later, seemingly produced in an on-going 
flow that was not replicated and seemed unrelated to their most recent attempts. 
A similar pattern was discerned with student mis-constructions. Mis-
constructions were usually as unique to the individual as were their own constructions. 
Once "mis-constructed", the erroneous idea tended to be discarded. Occasionally these 
constructions were more long term, including in some cases, mis-constructed prior 
knowledge. When Paul wrote in his pre-lesson learning journal; " .. .lots of people die 
in Antarctica" this entry was not repeated again until the twelve-month interval. 
The other learning journal categories, like the test results, seemed unpredictable. 
Items recalled for one journal were often forgotten later. Sometimes items recalled 
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immediately after lessons were not recalled at three months and then recalled again at 
twelve months. Students' own constructions revealed a similar pattern. Recall of prior 
knowledge also appeared idiosyncratic. When Joel wrote about hypothermia in his pre-
lesson journal "people can die of Hypothermia easily if they don't wear the right 
clothing" he did not elaborate on the idea in later journals. Although some 
consistencies in knowledge retained were found across group members, particularly 
when related to student discussion, the precise mechanisms that initiated their recall 
remained problematic. 
Further evidence of individual knowledge construction was where some students 
recalled material not remembered by the other participants. The lessons were structured 
with definite teacher cognitive intent indicated in part by the selection of discussion 
questions. The discussion questions did not deal with all the information presented in 
the lesson texts (Appendix J) so that it was possible to distinguish between knowledge 
gained from text and discussion and knowledge transmitted direct from text. One 
example of know ledge transmitted, virtual! y unchanged, from text was Rebecca's 
repeated reporting that sealers were the first people to actually make landfall in 
Antarctica (Figures 64-66). This fact was only mentioned (see Appendix J) in the 
lesson three text and nowhere else but it seemed to attract Rebecca's attention because 
she cited it in all journals. Whether this was a function of her interests, curiosity or 
undetermined contextual factors remained problematic but it illustrates the direct 
transfer of knowledge from text and the individual students' reaction to the same 
classroom experiences. 
Not surprisingly, the idiosyncratic, individual knowledge construction seemed 
influenced by the curiosity and interests of students. This affective context emerged as 
an important factor in student learning. Evidence was found of the contribution to 
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student idiosyncrasies made by several affective components. Students seemed to recall 
general themes in their journals, suggesting particular interests. For example, some 
students recalled more in the history theme and less in other themes. Most students 
showed some recall of information about Antarctic wildlife and certain information 
appeared to have engaged their attention, particularly when an element of danger or 
emotional response was present. Recall of information about blizzards and frostbite 
was common. Observation and discussion with participants noted the wide appeal of 
these topics. An example of the emotional element was evident with the two school A 
groups, which had lengthy (erroneous) discussions about Scott's team trying to survive 
by eating their sled dogs. This discussion produced an observed emotional response in 
the students. They subsequently displayed good recall of information related to Scott in 
their journals and test scores. 
Although discussion influenced student learning in unique ways, classroom 
events tended to draw individual meanings closer together. Social construction of 
knowledge occurred consistently among the groups but individuals evolved their own 
mental representations over time. Idiosyncratic groups were created because of the 
interaction between individual antecedents, contextual factors and classroom events. 
These factors in tum shaped the nature of the discussion and combined to produce a 
social milieu for the development of unique group social constructs. 
The role of prior knowledge 
Prior knowledge was seen as a highly significant aspect of student 
idiosyncrasies. Again confirming work by Nuthall & Alton-Lee (1993), prior 
knowledge was identified early in the analysis as another significant contextual factor in 
the students' discussion and learning. The nature of the student discussion, the 
particular group emphasis and the eventual outcomes were mediated strongly by prior 
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knowledge. Groups possessing less collective prior knowledge were not able to engage 
as actively in the task and tended to go off task more readily. They tended to develop a 
group culture geared to completing the task with minimal quality talk if they had little 
prior knowledge on which to build. A lack of prior knowledge also led to irrelevant, 
unproductive or off task discussion that had a minimal positive impact on students' 
learning. The following exchange from group Al, lesson one, illustrates how a lack of 
prior knowledge hampered discussion. 
Kirsten: What kinds of dangers would Antarctic explorers face today? 
OK what kinds of dangers would an Antarctic explorer face 
today? 
Group goes off task for a moment. 
Alan: What was the question again? 
Cara: Arh, here I' 11 show you 
Group reads question again. 
Kirsten: 
Cara: 
Alan: 
Cara: 
Kirsten: 
Cara: 
An eight...whale attack 
Eight whale? 
A blue whale attack? 
No, but we already had a blue whale .. . 
... a humpback whale and a blue whale .. . 
OK a humpback whale and a blue whale. 
Contrastingly, knowledgeable students helped create knowledgeable groups and 
led their peers into enhanced learning outcomes. All groups represented small learning 
"communities", each with a unique pool of knowledge which could be accessed to 
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create shared meanings. Shared meanings seemed to be interpreted individually by the 
group members but prior knowledge remained a decisive factor in the group's overall 
context. The role of prior knowledge was also evident in the quality of student talk. 
Students possessing accurate prior knowledge were not only able to contribute more but 
were also able to enhance the overall quality of the discussion. Quality discussion is 
described further in the next section. 
Not surprisingly, individual differences impacted on the various contributions to 
shared meanings made by each student. Paul (group A2) was a very knowledgeable 
student and would contribute but not generally become involved in an in-depth type 
discussion. His fellow group member, David, was also knowledgeable and was keen to 
"tease out' ideas as described previously ( see chapter five). A connection between prior 
knowledge, quality discussion and longer-term learning was discerned. If the group 
members possessed good prior knowledge between them, quality discussion seemed 
more likely and these ideas and information were more likely to be recalled later in 
learning journals. 
Clark (group Al) was a knowledgeable student who made strong contributions 
to the group task. Clark's lesson two statement about meteorologists, "Or a 
meteorologist, cos there's a weather hut...a meteorologist...a guy who studies the 
weather" seemed to have far-reaching consequences. His language knowledge, of the 
correct technical term, influenced the group's conceptual development. Although 
weather and climate were mentioned frequently his offering was the first specific 
mention of the term meteorologist within the group. It was referred to again on several 
occasions, including in lesson five where application of knowledge was required and 
seemed to provide additional layers to the group's understandings. Use of the term 
meteorologist did not occur in any other groups' journals. The group Al students 
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consistently scored the relevant test item correct and rich long-term outcomes for 
Clark's group were detected in their journals. These outcomes seemed to result from the 
focussing of discussion on meteorologists and scientific research generally, initiated by 
Clark's prior knowledge. The relevant journal examples are listed below in order to 
illustrate the effect of Clark's prior knowledge. 
Some of the jobs are cook, meteorologist, nurse, engineer, mechanic, 
scientist and maybe biologist. 
To go there you have to be fit and experienced in certain jobs. 
(Clark, post-lesson journal) 
Only scientists and workers visit Antarctica. 
The balloon launching pad records the climate. 
( Clark, three-month journal) 
Some workers that are taken there are chef, scientists, meteorologist, 
doctor & nurse. 
They use weather balloons to record the climate. 
( Clark, twelve-month journal) 
They have a piece of string and on the end is an object, usually a camera. 
They launch the balloon in the air with a gas called Helium. The balloon 
keeps expanding while the camera keeps taking photos. 
There's a balloon launching pad in Antarctica. 
(Abi, post-lesson journal) 
Some of the jobs you can get there are doctor, meteorologist, scientist, 
radio-man, mechanic and nurse. 
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They have scientific research bases and to get around there's tunnels and 
ropes joining them up. 
(Abi, three-month journal) 
There are data bases there. 
(Abi, twelve-month journal) 
They send up balloons with lots of instruments to detect weather. 
People have to have the right skills to go there. 
(Joel, post-lesson journal) 
They use weather balloons to get the weather. 
( Joel, twelve-month journal) 
Idiosyncrasies were again evident in the examples above such as Abi' s reference 
to Helium from her prior knowledge. She had also mis-constructed ideas about bases at 
twelve months, providing evidence that the students had interpreted meanings in unique 
ways within an over-arching, co-constructed meaning derived from the discussion. 
Deliberately activating prior knowledge was trialed at School A (see chapter 
four). These groups were asked to discuss what they had learned in the previous lessons 
before beginning each new discussion tasks (Mevarech, 1996). The two school A 
groups' pre-task discussion appeared to help engage their prior knowledge. These 
discussions tended to become cursory in each of the lessons but despite their brevity 
some gains were discerned as this example from group A2 indicates. 
David: In the last lessons we learnt that there were tunnels joining all the 
buildings together 
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Paul: · And about the weather balloons that are used to find out the 
Rianne: 
Melanie: 
weather ... we learnt about what people work in Antarctica. What 
jobs they do ... 
. .. and we learnt that no one could survive there 
And you had to make a tunnel to get from different places 
The ideas discussed in the above exchange seemed to be retained over the 
duration of the study, possibly due to time intervals and repeated engagement with the 
subject matter as described by Nuthall and Alton-Lee (1993). The information about 
connecting tunnels was included in learning journals of all group A2 members at 
differing times. Weather balloons were not mentioned in the lesson text but the idea 
was generated from Paul's prior knowledge," that's the science hut...or it could be just 
a weather balloon" (lesson two) and was recalled variously by group members. The 
weather balloon example illustrates further the important role individuals play if they 
are able to apply knowledge gained from elsewhere. 
Students were sometimes conscious of the source of their prior knowledge. 
Some School A students displayed meta-cognitive awareness in their discussions, even 
mentioning prior knowledge explicitly as in the group Al, lesson three exchange below. 
Clark: 
Joel: 
Clark: 
OK Cook's ship was sailing like the one in the picture. Would 
exploring Antarctica have been harder for Cook? 
Do we have any previous knowledge for that? 
Not really. 
Another example of student awareness of prior knowledge origins was Max 
(group B2) when he described his father as a source in this lesson one exchange. 
Max: Why not just... it tilts away from the sun 
(group writing answer) 
Max: I know this 
Kate: Why? 
Max: Because my dad stud ... my dad and I studied this ... 
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Abi (group Al) prefaced one of her three-month journal (Figurel 1) entries with 
"learnt somewhere else" and Cale (group B2) quoted his source in this post-lesson 
journal entry (Figure 50). A newspaper article had outlined the possible effects of rising 
sea levels due to global warming and Cale version of the ideas expressed is quoted 
below. 
In the newspaper this week it says that Sorrento might flood and the army might 
need volunteers because Antarctica may have a hole in it after the year 2000 and 
a base stands right there. The hole might appear in the middle of Antarctica. 
Everyone has at least one year to evacuate. 
( Cale, post-lesson journal) 
In addition to the influences on discussion, prior knowledge appeared to create a 
kind of "multiplier effect" on knowledge retained. Knowledgeable students not only 
gained more from discussion but also contributed more and their longer term retention 
seemed enhanced. Students such as Max and Rebecca (School B) and David, Paul, Abi, 
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Joel and Clark (School A) began with prior knowledge which seemed to act as building 
blocks for subsequent learning. David in particular was able to generate a high 
proportion of own constructions at the twelve-month learning journal. These 
constructions were typically richer and more sophisticated than those of his peers and he 
seemed to draw on knowledge gained from other sources to produce his own 
constructions. David also maintained high scores in all post-tests and produced 
relatively few mis-constructions. By contrast, some other students began with less prior 
knowledge, were less active in discussion and retained less information in the long term. 
Not all statements derived from prior knowledge was necessarily accepted or 
applied by the group, suggesting other variables may have been involved in student 
recall. Evidence was found where the group overlooked specific student prior 
knowledge that may have been useful. Sometimes, discussion like the following group 
A2 (lesson four) exchange, produced conceptual development but Paul's prior 
knowledge (sea is warmer than the ice) offering seemed to be forgotten by most group 
members, including Paul. 
David & Rianne (together, reading aloud): OK why do you think the animals 
live in or near the sea? 
David:(speaking over Rianne who is also trying to speak) Maybe 
because their natural diets are around the sea ... 
Rianne: 
Paul: 
David: 
Rianne: 
David: 
. . . fish and prawns. 
... or the sea's warmer than the ice. 
Yeah and um some of them are like part ..... 
... sea birds ... 
... sea animals and part land animals 
Paul: 
David: 
Paul: 
David: 
Paul: 
· Amphibians. 
Yeah they can't go too far from the sea. 
So we'll just write um 
That's where their natural diet is ... 
And it's warmer. 
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Paul later repeated his assertion that the sea was warmer but the group focussed 
their answer on David's explanation. Although the group recalled concepts related to 
animals living near the coast, the fact that the sea is warmer than the ice was forgotten. 
On this occasion, Paul's information could have added to the group's understandings 
but did not receive sufficient attention to be included in the group answer and 
subsequent journals. David was the only student to use Paul's statement when he wrote 
the following mis-construction (people do dive in Antarctica) in his three-month 
journal: 
People can't dive in Antarctic waters because it is just slightly warmer than the 
land. 
(David, three-monthjoumal). 
Evidence was found of inaccurate or incorrect prior knowledge leading to 
irrelevant and confusing discussion. If a student contributed incorrect information the 
consequences could be quite disruptive to quality discussion and the eventual 
understandings of the group members. Inaccuracies were likely to produce mis-
constructions in learning journals and when the group combined to mis-construct 
information during discussion, the mis-constructions were sometimes retained long-
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term by some group members. This exchange from group B 1, lesson three was 
preceded in other lessons by several erroneous statements by Aiden about polar bears in 
Antarctica, "I think that they might be studying polar bears", "And the answer was I 
think they might be studying polar bears because they have too much fur". This was a 
common mis-conception among School B students. Aiden's incorrect prior knowledge 
was not challenged by the group and was accepted as a suitable answer. The exchange 
below illustrates how inaccurate prior knowledge could have a detrimental effect on 
student learning. 
Cara: 
Alan: 
Cara: 
Alan: 
Kirsten: 
Alan: 
Cara: 
Alan: 
The sea cos it was a dangerous sea. Sharks. A shark attack 
A polar bear? 
Yeah. A shark and polar bear attack. 
A polar bear and maybe a shark ... 
But there's no sharks up there (in Antarctica). 
(adamant) Yes there are! 
Blue whales ... 
Polar bear and maybe a blue whale. 
These kinds of mis-constructions strongly mediated the teachers' cognitive 
intent. This piece of mis-information proved so durable that whole class teacher 
intervention was required in order to correct it, providing an example of the important 
teachers' role in cooperative learning. 
The role of the teacher in creating context 
This research found that the teacher had a significant role to play in the creation 
of the context in which discussion and knowledge construction occurred. The teacher 
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does not necessarily play a passive role in small group cooperative learning (Meloth & 
Deering, 1994). As the model (Figure 77) delineates, teacher cognitive intent was 
evident through the design and/or selection of tasks. Teacher influences extended to the 
creation and maintenance of the cooperative conditions and the classroom evaluative 
climate (Doyle, 1983) before and during the lessons. The cooperative conditions 
included the selection of the cooperative learning strategies for the study and the 
training of students in these strategies (see chapter four). The study context also 
included the familiarization with data collection methods. Monitoring of group 
processes and academic engagement with the task during the lessons constituted a 
further important teacher role. Teacher influences are elaborated in this section. 
The influence of classroom evaluative climate on discussion 
As was outlined in chapter five, a significant finding from the first examination 
of the transcript data was the extent to which student discussion was influenced by the 
evaluative climate (Doyle, 1983) in the classroom. Observation noted that an emphasis 
by teacher B 1 (School B) on correct English was a regular part of the evaluative climate 
in these classrooms and it could be tracked into the students' discussion. This teacher 
intervened early in lesson one with statements like" ... just one word is not going to be 
enough. Those questions need you to write a sentence; one word isn't an answer" 
(Teacher B 1, lesson one). Further statements relating to doing a good job "this group 
has done an excellent job" were followed with a reward for that group from the class 
management system "five dollars for each of them". Statements like" ... choosing the 
best word for everything" and asking the year three students in each group to check for 
spelling mistakes had re-defined the task from the students' perspective. From that 
point on the students were pre-occupied with writing correctly and less concerned with 
discussing the worksheet questions in-depth. 
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These kinds of interventions were discussed in post-lesson meetings with the 
study teachers and they were not repeated for the duration of the study. Notably, 
student discussion gradually centred less on aspects of correct English and more on the 
task. 
Other aspects of evaluative climate were evident during this first analysis of the 
transcripts, including a willingness by many students to "please the teacher" by 
completing the task. Cross-analysis of worksheet, observational and transcript data 
indicated that task completion was, to varying degrees, a priority for all target groups. 
Some groups were focussed on completing the task as quickly as possible, providing 
brief answers involving little elaboration or discussion. Others were concerned with 
producing quality responses. The approach used by each group seemed to take on a life 
of its own so that a group "culture" emerged. This culture or style of working was 
usually determined by the dominant student(s) in the group who usually appeared task-
orientated (Nicholls, 1984; Meece, Blumenfeld & Hoyle, 1988; Ames, 1992; Meece, 
1994). 
The effects of task structure 
Investigating the connection between teacher cognitive intent, cooperative 
conditions, student discussion and student outcomes exemplified that the design and 
structure of tasks was a critical element of teachers' work. Not surprising! y, this 
research demonstrated a nexus between the tasks generated by teachers, discussion 
contextual factors, discussion and eventual student outcomes. 
As was discussed in the previous section, if students could not deal with the task 
because it was too demanding, they were less likely to engage with the content and 
produce long-term learning outcomes. Evidence existed in this study that the task had 
been too difficult for some students. Whether the content and text of the lesson were 
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age appropriate for the year two students and some of the year three students is 
problematic (see chapter five) but attempts were made to overcome these problems (see 
chapter four). All text was read aloud to the students and teachers were available to re-
read and explain any worksheet requirements. 
The role of intrinsic appeal of the tasks was highlighted by this research. Not 
surprisingly, tasks that interested the students tended to receive more attention in 
discussion and this translated to journal writings and test scores. Quality-type talk was 
more likely if student interest and curiosity was aroused. Student interests and curiosity 
were therefore key affective factors in group context, influencing group idiosyncrasies, 
the quality of talk and learning outcomes. The specific components of quality talk are 
further discussed later in this chapter and in chapter seven. 
The task design was a strong indicator of the teachers' cognitive intent (Doyle, 
1983; King, Barry & Zehnder, 1996) particularly through the selection of subject 
matter. The Antarctic topic lent itself to a large array of possible subject matter but the 
researcher, in consultation with the study teachers, selected only certain aspects to 
present to the students. The four broad themes presented in the lessons, geography, 
history, living and working in Antarctica and natural history were the researcher's 
construction and were influential in shaping the discussion context. Presenting the same 
topic through differing themes could be expected to lead to different student learning. 
The structure of the discussion questions on the worksheets was similarly influential. 
These themes, particularly the latter two (natural history and living and working in 
Antarctica) were expected to effectively arouse student interest. Teacher/researcher 
intent appeared successful at least in some measure in that all students learnt something 
from the unit, the material they learned was closely related to the material presented and 
was easily connected to the four main themes in the concept mapping exercise. 
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Student mediations and teacher monitoring effects 
Student mediations of teacher cognitive intentions were apparent in this study, 
indicating that teaching was not causal. Briefly, teaching X did not mean that students 
learned X, with the effects of student mediations sometimes diverting teacher plans. 
Although much of the previous discussion in this chapter could be described as student 
mediations, several specific examples were discerned. 
One significant student mediation on teacher plans was the effect of mis-
constructions. Students were required to assimilate large amounts of new knowledge 
and concepts in this unit. Sometimes they appeared to connect various pieces of 
unrelated information producing mis-constructions of knowledge. When these mis-
constructions were discussed in the group and not corrected by the group or by teacher 
intervention, they tended to persist durably in the students' journals. In this way, the 
erroneous material could have a lasting impact on teacher cognitive intent. These kinds 
of errors were insignificant for less important details but caused confusion with key 
information and understandings. The study students appeared to cling to their mis-
constructions tenaciously. 
A common mis-conception held by a number of students prior to the lesson was 
that polar bears live in Antarctica. This was consistently reported in journal and 
discussion data in all classrooms, requiring correction by whole class teacher 
intervention at School B and by group members at School A. The important role of 
strategic teacher intervention during cooperative learning was illustrated by this 
example. If the study teachers had not noted the errors, students may have incorporated 
them into their mental representations of Antarctica, making correction in the long term 
difficult. A similar situation arose in the two School A groups in their discussions about 
the Robert Scott expedition's use of sled dogs. These students had read some incorrect 
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information that Scott's team had been forced to eat their dogs and this had caused their 
death. The students were adamant about this when quizzed by the teacher/researcher 
and needed some convincing that they were in error. Nevertheless, the erroneous 
discussion may have contributed to good recall about Scott among these groups. 
The teacher's role extended to other aspects of the classroom context, notably in 
the monitoring of group discussion. Some insights into the effects of teacher 
monitoring during small group cooperative learning were found. Teacher monitoring 
during the lessons was intended to help students to engage in productive discussion 
although this was not always achieved. 
Confirming findings by King, Luberda, Barry and Zehnder (1998), some groups 
developed strategies to prevent the teacher detecting that they were off task. The study 
students were sometimes off task for extended periods and returned briefly to the task as 
the monitoring teacher approached. The exchange below was from group B3. 
Cody: 
Rebecca: 
Cody: 
Don't worry .. .it's my sharpener. 
Well then you should be picking it up. 
He knocked it over. 
(Teacher approaches) 
Billy: OK get on with the work. CB, OK,CB. 
Cody: What kind of dangers would Shackleton and his men have faced? 
(Teacher moves past) 
Hannah: I'm not picking them up again (something has fallen again). 
The occurrence of mis-constructions has been described above. The group had a 
role in creating and correcting mis-constructions but the longer term success of this peer 
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support seemed to depend on the timely intervention of the teacher "expert" such as in 
the "polar bears" example. In other instances the teacher was needed to help return the 
group to quality discussion and to help students with more advanced forms of 
scaffolding. In the lesson five exchange below, the students had been discussing their 
choices very superficially. The teacher intervention helped improve the quality of their 
discussion, at least for the duration of the visit. 
Teacher 3: 
Cale: 
Molly: 
Cale: 
Teacher 3: 
Cale: 
Teacher 3: 
Molly: 
Cale, why have you chosen Jane? 
because she's um ... 
... a nurse ... 
. . . a nurse and like in case they ran out of tablets and ... 
Hang on he's telling us (interrupted by Kate) 
.. .in case they ran out of asthma tablets 
Oh yeah, wouldn't they have lots of supplies of them if they went 
down there? 
In case they got really badly hurt. 
Other examples were detected where teachers intervened and produced clearer 
understandings for the students. This exchange from group Al assisted the students' 
conceptual development about weather balloons. Due to inadequate prior knowledge, 
the group had been talking about using hot air balloons in Antarctica. 
Teacher A: Can you launch a hot air balloon in Antarctica where it's so cold? 
Abi: I don't think so because of the wind. 
Joel: It could be a balloon for sending messages. 
Teacher A: Why would you send a message in a balloon when you've got 
radio? 
Abi: I don't know what a balloon launching pad is 
Teacher A: It's a place where you launch a balloon. 
The teacher returned later to help clarify the students' understandings. The 
consistent recall of weather balloons by these students indicated a successful 
intervention. 
The effects of group processes on student learning 
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Context was also influenced strongly by the patterns of dominance and passivity 
that emerged during the lessons. These not only related to the group culture but also to 
the cognitive inputs of group members. As was described above, each group seemed to 
adopt its own idiosyncrasies that appeared to be determined by the conjunction of 
student antecedents. The groups' degree of prior knowledge and sense of curiosity 
shaped the direction taken by the discussion, which in tum shaped knowledge co-
construction. The group processes thus mediated teacher cognitive intent and student 
thinking and learning. 
Previous research has revealed how strong academic students tend to control the 
learning situation, sometimes to the detriment of low-achieving, passive students (King, 
1993; Day, 1997). The role of strong academic children was also demonstrated by this 
study. In the case of some groups, the story of the group was told through the eyes of 
the dominant student. These students typically assumed leadership roles and 
contributed most of the ideas as well as determining and controlling the group's method 
of working. The group idiosyncrasies described above were often the province of the 
stronger academic students. Stronger academic students tended to become frustrated 
with off task colleagues and sometimes reluctantly continued with the group task as 
indicated by Max's lesson two statement "that's it you're being silly. I'm leaving ... ". 
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Dominant students often exhibited teacher-like behaviours in trying to keep the 
group on track. They used subtle means to pressure their peers into staying on task and 
accepting their positions of power. An example of subtle pressure occurred in lesson 
three, where Max asked a student his last name. Max later confirmed that this had been 
done to ensure this student was identified on the tape because he was off task. The high 
levels of motivation of the academic leaders would result in these students persisting in 
the face of off task opposition. In another example, group Al student Abi tried to 
ensure the other students waited until Amanda could catch up. The kinds of exchange 
below, though rare, provided evidence of some success of pro-social training and the 
importance of higher academics as leaders. 
Amanda: What have we just done then? 
Abi: Just wait, just wait. You guys have got to wait for Amanda. 
When a group comprised a majority of strong academics as occurred at School 
A, discussion was enriched and learning outcomes were enhanced. These students 
provided the driving force for the group and their importance cannot be underestimated. 
Not surprisingly, evidence was found that the talk of academic leaders contained 
high levels of quality talk (see next section). It was these kinds of talk that provided the 
impetus for the group, resulting in better discussion and learning outcomes. This lesson 
three example from group B3 is typical of the willingness of students like Rebecca to 
argue a point. 
Rebecca: 
Cody: 
Rebecca: 
Cody: 
Rebecca: 
Yes it's gotta be the ship. How could the ship make it harder? 
Because the ice is so thick that if... 
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... no they don't sail in winter they sail in summer when the ice is 
gone. 
They would die if they fall into the water 
So? Even if it was a different ship if they fell over board they'd 
die. 
In some instances, groups did not work cooperatively. On these occasions, 
although the students were usually involved in completing a task together, their 
discussion was either off task for extended periods or involved minimal levels of quality 
talk. Some groups simply took turns in answering each question and at times they 
worked as dyads, with two members dominating and the other members saying and 
doing little. 
There was evidence from the transcripts that the students understood the roles 
and rules of group work that they had been taught as part of their preparation for the 
study. They generally adhered to the cooperative conditions but evidence was also 
found where these conventions were disregarded. Rianne was observed consulting with 
other groups. Other students also consulted with other groups as in the following 
exchange. 
Cody: We're having a bit of trouble, can you please help us out? We 
haven't done the first one yet. 
Billy: Yeah we haven't done the first one yet. We're having a bit of 
trouble because ... 
Rebecca: 
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Go to (indistinct; name of another student) or something like that 
and get some ideas. Go to Aiden or Robert's group cos they 
come up with good ideas ... Matthew's group. You're Speaker. 
Ask them if you can talk to them. 
In another instance, group B3 had been given instructions by a teacher to work 
as a team only to continue to work as individuals as soon as the teacher left the 
discussion context. 
Teacher Bl: That doesn't mean you can't give your answer though does it, 
because even though Hannah's writing the answer it can still be 
someone else's answer. 
(indistinct talk by unknown students; teacher leaves) 
Cody: 
Hannah: 
Cody: 
Rebecca: 
Cody: 
Hannah: 
It is so cold you can get frostbite. 
Because you could freeze and it would get.. .. 
You'd get frostbite anyway ... 
I'm doing number two ... 
... I'm doing number four. 
You do the last one it's the hardest. 
Student passivity was not a direct focus of this research but previous research 
into passivity during cooperative learning was confirmed (Mulryan ,1992; King, 1993, 
Day, 1997; King, Luberda, Barry & Zehnder, 1998). An examination of passivity was 
conducted because, like an investigation of dominant students, it provided insights into 
understanding group context. 
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Passivity seemed connected closely to academic task demands. If academic 
content seemed too difficult, students could not cope so they either became very 
passive, as in the cases of Amanda and Kirsten, or became disruptive as in the case of 
Cale. Cale followed a pattern of (1) trying to be involved in the lesson, (2) finding the 
task too demanding, (3) having his contribution ignored and (4) going off task. Part of 
Cale's passivity may have been due to age related status differentials since he was in 
year two (age eight) at the commencement of the study. 
Amanda began the unit with confidence because she had studied Antarctica the 
year before. This confidence soon evaporated in the face of a strong academic group 
and she gradually became more passive as the lessons unfolded. The limited mid-lesson 
journal data available for Amanda indicated a student who was struggling with the 
lesson content. Her later remarks were confined mainly to organising the group task 
and not to offering ideas and solutions. Kirsten also struggled with the unit content 
leading to a passive contribution to the group and poor recall in tests and journals. 
Molly appeared very passive in discussion but seemed to have learned from the 
lessons because she scored reasonably well in the post-tests. However, she seemed to 
need the stimulation the test questions provided for her to recall much about the lessons 
because she had difficulty with her journal writing although writing was not normally a 
problem for her. Other students appeared mainly passive in discussion but their journal 
and test data indicated that they had learned from the unit. Billy and Hannah (group 
B3) were mainly passive in discussion, possibly due to age status differentials (year 
two, age eight) but they still demonstrated reasonable outcomes at an age-appropriate 
level. 
Student idiosyncrasies (see above) were further evident in the students who 
seemed active in discussion but did not perform well in recalling information in their 
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journals. Kate was active in discussion but did not produce very extensive journal 
entries. Teacher data indicated that her writing skills were sufficient for the task. 
Curiously, Kate's test scores improved from the three month post-test to twelve months. 
The effectiveness of the groups was judged in terms of their group cooperative 
skills. These skills influenced the nature of the groups' talk. Some groups, particularly 
groups Al and A2 cooperated consistently to complete the task and in the process, 
engaged in more talk likely to lead to enhanced learning. Groups Bl and B2 cooperated 
effectively occasionally and this also impacted upon their discussion. On the occasions 
when group B3 engaged in cooperative talk, learning gains were discerned. 
6.5. The influence of discussion on student knowledge construction 
All groups provided evidence that the quality and quantity of discussion was a 
significant factor in determining learning. Engagement with material within certain 
time intervals has been incorporated into learning models (Nuthall and Alton-Lee, 
1993). Many educators would regard as axiomatic that the quantity of discussion 
should influence student learning. That is, the more students discuss a topic and thus 
engage with the content, the more they will learn. This research has confirmed the 
axiom but it was found that the discussion~learning connection was more complex that 
simply a function of the quantity of talk. The quality of talk seemed more important in 
the social construction of knowledge. These specific types of student talk became an 
important focus of investigation in an attempt to define the nature of quality talk more 
precisely. 
MAKIT AB analyses 
Types of discussion that could potentially enhance learning outcomes were 
investigated and isolated using the MAK.IT AB Small Group Interaction Analysis 
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System (King et al, 1993). MAKITAB allowed for an in-depth analysis of the quality 
of student talk and isolation of the specific kinds of talk associated with longer-term 
learning. The nature of small group talk (Bennett & Dunne, 1991) and task-enhancing 
talk has been investigated previously (King, Barry, Maloney & Tayler, 1994). Recently 
links have been investigated between training students in philosophical thought and 
discourse and the kinds of talk generated (Barry, King, Maloney & Burke, 2000). This 
study differs from previous research into the nature of talk because of the opportunity to 
track longitudinally the actual affects on student learning of various kinds of talk. 
Task related talk of an elaborative nature, which led to knowledge co-
construction tended to involve relatively high levels of MAKITAB TS09-TS13 and 
TS15 codes (see Tables 12, 19, 26, 33 & 40; Appendices H & I). Talk coded TSJJ was 
the specific kind of talk most consistently linked to long-term student learning. This 
kind of discussion was termed quality talk by the researcher for the study' s purposes as 
distinct from task-enhancing talk. Other categories of task-enhancing talk (TS08-10, 
TS 12-13, TS 15-16, DS03-04; see Appendix I) did not occur as often as TS 11 and were 
not necessarily associated with TS 11 talk and subsequent links to learning. In some 
instances, higher order processes involving especially TS 11-13 and TS15 codes were 
by-passed. Students would propose a solution (TS 10) and the group might proceed 
directly to final agreement (TS 12) or representation (TS 14) of the group answer 
without engaging in any discussion. Sometimes sudden insights (TS09) were ignored or 
the group produced mainly routine responses (TS08). These instances did not involve 
any TS 11 talk and did not usually relate to the learning tracked into the students' tests 
and journals. 
Quality talk involved higher order cognition. The "mulling over" process 
occurring in TS 11 talk, where students talked about, worked through or reacted to 
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ideas, insights or proposals, was connected particularly strongly to knowledge co-
construction and long-term student learning. Quality talk was usually preceded by 
TS09 (sudden ideas/insights) and TSIO (proposing) codes. The TS12 (final agreement) 
and TS 13 (final rejection) codes, supported by the DS03 and DS04 (Group Dynamics) 
codes were included in this discussion "loop". The students did not necessarily proceed 
sequentially through the talk categories but tended to jump from one process to the next 
non-systematically, confirming research into teaching student heuristics to problem 
solve (Barry, King, Pitts-Hill & '.Zehnder, 1998). The various kinds of talk tended to be 
associated together during discussion. High levels of the TS 11 code were tracked to 
richer long-term learning and enhanced conceptual development. The lesson one 
exchange below (group B2) illustrates the importance of quality talk in facilitating the 
students' shared meanings. This group discussed blizzards on several other occasions 
and consistently used quality talk. References to blizzards appeared consistently in the 
groups' journals. 
Max: No, no to protect them from blizzards and ... 
Kate: And other things. Cos there might be a wild polar bear out 
there ... 
Cale: There's no polar bears there ... 
Kate: There is so! 
Max: Well there might be a woolly mammoth ... (back to writing 
worksheet answer). To protect them from blizzards and other 
things and other dangerous things? 
Students did not need to necessarily engage in lengthy discussion around a 
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given topic. Group B 1 displayed consistent recall of the frostbite concept but 
MAKIT AB analysis revealed that of a total of only 15 related statements all statements 
were coded TS09-TS 11 (80% TS 11 ). Most of the discussion centred around a mis-
understanding (see chapter five, p.201-202) but the discussion had assisted the students 
to co-construct their mental representations about frostbite, despite a relatively brief 
group treatment. 
The group B3 experience was typical of all groups. Knowledge and concepts 
recalled in journals and tests usually seemed to have been produced by higher levels of 
the kinds of talk described above (TS09-TS13), particularly TSl 1. In each group, 
higher than normal levels of quality talk had resulted in longer-term knowledge and 
conceptual development (Table 41). For example, talk in Group A2 was coded as 
44.3% TSl 1 overall (Table 19, Appendix H) but in their discussion about Scott, this had 
risen to 65.7% (Table 41). Groups such as A2 that achieved high levels of quality talk 
seemed to gain more academically from the lessons. 
TABLE41 
EXAMPLES OF MAKITAB TSll DISCUSSION ON TOPICS AND 
NORMAL GROUP TSll RATES 
Group Discussion topic % TSl 1 on this Normal TSII Overall TSl 1 
topic when on task (includes off task 
talk) 
Al Scott's expedition 42.1(12.3% TS09- 34.2 25.9 
TSlO) 
A2 Scott's expedition 65.7 44.3 41.1 
Bl Blizzards 42.4 29.4 13.4 
B2 Blizzards 34 (18% TS09-10) 34.3 20.5 
B3 James Cook 41.6 25.2 11.6 
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A further discussion "loop" was identified which also produced some long term 
learning outcomes. This occurred in situations when the task required lower order 
responses from students. Research by King et al ( 1996) found that task structure was 
likely to influence the resulting kinds of talk. Thus, lower order cognitive questions 
produced more lower order discussion and similarly, higher order questions produced 
more higher order discussion. This finding was confirmed by the present study. The 
TS08 and TS 14 MAKIT AB codes appeared frequently when the students were 
answering the first question in lesson four (Appendix J) which required the students to 
list animals located on a pictorial map of Antarctica. Most responses to this question 
were routine and involved minimal elaboration, producing high levels of TS08 codes 
(examining, comprehending, clarifying and routine responding). In these 
circumstances, the students' emphasis was on completing the task quickly and 
efficiently, so the TS08 statements were usually linked to high levels of TS14 
statements, comments related to the representation, recording and writing of the group 
product. Although the routine-type responding did produce some academic gains, the 
higher order talk described above seemed more influential in the long term. 
By contrast, the second question in lesson four required the students to select the 
equipment they would need for a research expedition and higher order talk was evident 
with more TS09-TS13 discussion among some groups. This discussion did not lead to 
references in journals possibly because the task involved problem solving processes 
rather than recall of factual information in journals and tests. 
The important link between prior knowledge and quality talk was indicated 
through the application of knowledge acquired in the first three lessons. The lessons 
had been designed to provide knowledge in the first three lessons and to allow for the 
application of some of that knowledge in the last two lessons. Application of 
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knowledge from the first three lessons was discerned widely in the groups. In this 
exchange from group B3 (lesson five), knowledge about meteorologists was applied in 
selecting likely members of the expedition. 
Rebecca: 
Cody: 
Billy: 
Rebecca: 
Cody: 
Billy: 
Rebecca: 
A meteorologist studies the weather. 
Yep. 
Yep, meteorologist. 
Do you want Ben to go? 
Yup. 
Yeesss! 
He's a meteorologist and he studies the weather. 
Knowledge about frostbite was combined with the need for treatment in this 
example from group B 1. 
Aiden: 
Alan: 
What happens if someone gets frostbite. We'll need ... 
... need a doctor. Lucy. 
Knowledge about meteorologists and knowledge not provided by the lessons 
(engineers, computers) was applied in this final group A2 from exchange (lesson 5). 
David: 
Rianne: 
David: 
OK let's just discuss the reasons again. Why did we take Ben? 
Because he's a weather scientist and he could tell if there's a 
storm. 
And he also can um he's very good with computers ... 
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Rianne: ... and Brad ... 
Rianne & David: Because he's an engineer!! 
Rianne: And good at making things so maybe he could make a house or 
some ... help make the base. 
The effects on student talk of open-ended questions was demonstrated further in 
lesson five where higher order questions led generally to higher order talk. Table 42 
indicates the levels of the MAKITAB TSl l code (Appendix H) in lesson five. Group 
Al and A2 demonstrated particularly high levels ofTSl 1 and most of their other talk 
was of a task-enhancing nature (King et al, 1994). The School B groups did not 
produce the same levels of TS 11 but other task enhancing codes (TS08-TS 16) 
comprised the bulk of their discussion. By lesson five, groups B2 and B3 (particularly 
B3), were not functioning cooperatively and this may account for the lower than usual 
levels ofTSl l (see Table 41). 
TABLE42 
Lesson Five TS11 codes 
Group TSll code statements (total % 
statements) 
Al 56(117) 47.9 
A2 92 (162) 56.7 
Bl 39 (129) 30.2 
B2 35 (157) 22.2 
B3 16 (92) 17.3 
Another finding relating to student talk was that the students did not always 
approach their discussions systematically. The worksheet questions demanded and 
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achieved some degree of order in the discussion but the students sometimes did not 
follow this structure. There appeared to be an impulsiveness to their talk. They 
sometimes jumped spontaneously from thought to thought and returned to material 
already covered. Their ideas appeared "scattered", not always following what seemed a 
logical pattern of proposing ideas, discussing them and finally accepting or rejecting 
them. These findings confirmed research by Barry, King, Pitts-Hill & Zehnder (1998) 
which investigated student use of heuristics in problem solving. 
The TS12, TS13 MAKITAB codes (Appendix H) appeared relatively rarely. 
Proposals often received tacit agreement or rejection rather than explicit statements. 
Observation noted that agreement was sometimes achieved by an assumed consensus 
using non-verbal cues that did not involve talking. Sometimes students also ignored 
group answers in favour of writing their own worksheet answers. The lack of a 
methodical approach did not usually seem detrimental to the group output except when 
associated with high levels of off task talk. The groups' method of working through the 
tasks was characterized by child-like features as opposed to the more systematic, adult-
like approach conjectured by the researcher. Despite the expectations of the researcher 
that the students would work better with a methodical approach, they generally 
completed the tasks successfully at an age-appropriate level. 
Proximate discussion context and knowledge co-construction 
Not all material recalled for the journals and tests could be related directly to the 
quality and quantity of discussion. Several instances were discerned where ideas 
referred to in the same, overall discussion context seemed to become connected in the 
students' mental structures in the long term. This represented a very specific 
component of the discussion situation and was termed the proximate discussion context 
by the researcher. Proximate discussion context seemed to be an influential factor for 
long term knowledge and concept building. It was related to the other contextual 
factors described in the previous section but is discussed here because of its direct 
relationship to the kinds of talk engaged in by the students. 
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Group B3's brief treatment of the Jrunes Cook material illustrated the role of 
proximate discussion context. The group was discussing J runes Cook and references to 
Robert Scott and frostbite were included in the srune proximate discussion context, the 
latter being discussed moments before the mainly MAKIT AB TS 11 exchange below. 
Thus Cook, frostbite and Scott were being discussed approximat~ly at the srune moment 
as the students interacted with the task. 
Rebecca: 
Hannah: 
Cody: 
Rebecca: 
Hannah: 
Cody: 
Unknown student: 
Was Cook the one whose gang died? Oh no cos it was 
just him. 
No Cook didn't die. 
Scott did ... 
... cos it was just him ... 
No Scott died 
It was Scott's terun died 
Scott didn't die his terun did. 
Frostbite also formed part of the proximate discussion context for blizzards in 
lesson one. It seemed that references to Cook, made in the srune context as references 
to frostbite/blizzards and Scott's expedition, becrune associated together in the students' 
mental structures and may have triggered recall. Consequently, when writing their 
journals, the concepts of blizzards/frostbite, Cook and to a lesser extent, Scott, appeared 
together. This group did not engage normally in particularly high levels of quality talk 
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but 52.7% of their statements within the overall "Cook context" were coded TS09-
TS13. References to Cook appeared in journal writings by Rebecca, Hannah and Billy. 
Billy's first reference to Cook appeared at twelve months, "Captain James Cook was the 
first person to sail around it". 
The effects of proximate discussion context were also evident among group B2 
when they discussed the question about Ernest Shackleton in lesson three (Appendix J). 
The only reference made to Shackleton was when Max read the discussion question, " 
What kinds of dangers would Shackleton and his men have faced?". The resulting 
discussion focussed mainly on references to blizzards and whales, already discussed at 
length in lesson one. 
Cale: Blizzards. 
Unknown student: Seas. 
Kate: Just put blizzards and rough seas ... 
Cale: Blizzards and ... 
Max: Are you putting blizzards? 
Kate: Blue whales and rough seas ... 
Cale: ... blizzards, blue whales and rough seas. 
The students appeared to have connected the notions of blizzards, whales and 
Shackleton together as indicated by their journal writings. Each student recalled some 
detail about Shackleton, either in tests or journals, despite no specific mention of the 
explorer other than a student reading the relevant worksheet question. 
Shackleton's ship was crushed in the ice. 
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(Cale, post-lesson) 
Shackleton & Mawson were famous explorers. Shackleton's ship stuck in ice. 
(Max, three-months) 
As with the group B3 example above, the apparently unrelated concepts of 
blizzards and Shackleton seemed to become associated together in the students' mental 
structures and were recalled in journals and test items. 
Kate, normally a low achiever in English, struggled with the spelling of 
Shackleton's name (Sakciten, Shatcalten) but was not deterred from including these 
mis-constructed references in her post-lesson and three-month journal. 
Australian bases called Sakciten and Marson (Shackleton & Mawson) 
(Kate, post-lesson) 
Shatcalten & Marson (Shackleton & Mawson ) are explorers that were the first 
people to find Antarctica. 
f Kate, three-months) 
Molly seemed to have difficulty with the lesson content and produced relatively 
few journal responses but she transformed her structures about Shackleton into a mis-
construction involving Scott's expedition. 
Shackleton and his men died because they pulled their things themselves. 
(Molly, three-month journal) 
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Group B2 provided other insights into how proximate discussion context seemed 
to influence what was forgotten as well as what was remembered. These students 
reported no journal statements about James Cook and scored no test items correct. The 
first analysis suggested that the paucity of knowledge about Cook may have been 
related to the quantity of talk assigned by the group to the topic. However, contextual 
analysis found that the already brief Cook discussions were re-directed by a student 
statement related to how Shackleton's ship had been trapped and crushed in the ice. 
This seemed to have diverted the students' attention, re-defined the question under 
discussion, leaving them with a stronger concept of Shackleton but a minimal concept 
of Cook. Kate read the first question in lesson three (Appendix J) and then seemed 
intent on an in-depth discussion. 
Kate: Now I think we're going to have to have a long talk about this 
one. 
Cale: Maybe because um ... maybe because um ... you can see a little raft 
there and maybe because one of the team had to pull the sleds. 
Max: No we're not talking about that one we're talking about a ship 
like this. We're talking about Cook ... 
Kate & Max: ... how it would have been harder 
Max: exploring Antarctica in this big ship ... 
Molly: Well maybe it might have been heavier than other ships ... 
Unknown student: It could be ... 
Kate: Was that the one that was crushed? 
Cale: Yeah. 
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Group Al also provided evidence of the effects of discussion context. This 
group discussed notions about weather frequently and the use of the term meteorologist 
was prominent in discussion and journals (see Case Study 1). The weather concepts 
were discussed in the same context as blizzards and frostbite. In lesson three, the 
subject turned to James Cook and the talk was enriched by student prior knowledge, as 
indicated by these (non-sequential) exerts. 
Abi: 
Amanda: 
Clark: 
Joel: 
It would have been harder because they wouldn't have the type of 
ships they do these days. 
Icebergs yep because this is a wooden ship it's not like how we 
have it it's a wooden ship. 
Yeah even the Titanic that was steel. 
And Cook was famous for his maps. 
The discussion included brief references to blizzards as a problem Cook may 
have encountered, indicating application of prior knowledge that further enriched the 
student discussion. 
Amanda: 
Clark: 
Because the ship was like really different like so that with the 
sails if there was a blizzard they wouldn't know how to deal with 
it. 
Amanda, they wouldn't know how big the island is and they 
wouldn't know about blizzards. 
The rich proximate discussion context seemed to lead the students to 
consistently produce journal data relating to Cook and blizzards/weather conditions 
indicated that discussing these concepts in different contexts had assisted recall (see 
chapter five). 
Discourse processes that influenced knowledge co-construction 
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Related closely to the quality kinds of talk described above were several specific 
modes of language or discourse processes that seemed necessary to facilitate social 
constructions (Table 43). These were seen as components or sub-sets of the MAKITAB 
codes. 
TABLE43 
Discourse processes aiding social construction of knowledge 
Discourse process 
Testing/comparing ideas 
Incomplete statements 
Repetitions 
Simultaneous thoughts 
Example 
Group is discussing difficulties early explorers had in 
Antarctica 
Melanie: They wouldn't know their way around ... 
Rianne: They might have crashed into icebergs 
Paul: You sure he would have? 
David: Yeah he was commander of the ship so he might have ... 
Paul: ... Hundred to one chance ... 
Rianne: You might get lost if you were an Antarctican 
scientist, you might get... 
Paul: .. .lost 
David: Or you could get lost because um a what's it's name 
(blizzard) comes down and there's lots of snow and 
you can't find direction. 
Melanie: It has to be about the blizzard remember ... 
David: The blizzard can make you lose direction. 
David: Well let's just go back to question one again. Why would 
the ice be three kilometres thick? 
David: Now if this group was going to study Adelie penguins 
what one would we ... what sort of... 
Rianne & David: (almost together) ... equipment... 
David: ... yeah equipment would we need. 
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Students tested and compared their thoughts and possible answers against those 
of their peers as they "mulled over" the lesson content. This appeared to be a process of 
"floating" ideas where the student did not necessarily expect a response. They often 
made incomplete statements as if their thoughts were trailing off. Other students 
sometimes completed these statements, seeming to pick up on the same thought. The 
students reacted positively at these moments and positive group bonding seemed to 
occur. Students repeated themselves frequently and paraphrased each other. This was 
another part of the general "mulling over". In some cases they would return to discuss a 
question when they had not been satisfied with the initial answer. 
Students sometimes seemed to have the same thought simultaneously, indicating 
that they were thinking alike, similarly to occasions where they completed peer 
statements. Observational data and the transcripts revealed that the students would also 
react positively to each other when these "like thought" processes occurred. The 
opportunity to relate together on tasks, using their own language usually had a positive 
motivational effect on the groups. 
6.6. Summary 
The cross-case analysis has reported the findings of this study, guided by the 
research questions and the model (Figure 77). Evidence of both individual and social 
construction of knowledge was found. The extent to which individual students 
constructed their own meanings or were involved in co-constructed knowledge appeared 
to be a function of the multi-layered contextual factors described in the chapter. 
Particularly strong contextual factors were student idiosyncrasies, prior knowledge and 
factors determined by teacher influences. 
Prior knowledge, itself an idiosyncrasy, influenced social construction of 
knowledge by its effects on the quality of discussion. Groups possessing more 
collective prior knowledge engaged in more in-depth type discussion resulting in 
enhanced learning. 
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Connections were established between teacher cognitive intent, cooperative 
conditions, student discussion and student outcomes. This research has confirmed 
several of the student mediation effects described in other studies, notably group 
dynamics and student preparedness for cooperative learning. Teacher cognitive intent 
was mediated strongly by student contextual factors other than idiosyncrasies and prior 
knowledge. These included student emotional responses to discussion questions and 
interest in the material presented. 
A minor finding of this research was the influences on discussion of the 
affective domain. Students tended to allocate more discussion time to topics that 
interested them or produced an emotional response. 
The chapter also highlighted some aspects of the teacher's role in structuring 
tasks and establishing the context for cooperative learning. The teacher's roles included 
establishing the classroom evaluative climate and monitoring student talk and task 
engagement. 
Group processes mediated teacher plans significantly. Dominant and passive 
students were detected in each of the study groups and they worked cooperatively to 
varying degrees. When groups did not cooperate they tended to produce lower levels of 
quality talk. 
Quality talk was further defined in terms of the MAKIT AB instrument. A 
further discussion influence on long-term recall appeared to be the proximate discussion 
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context. Evidence was found where discussion of different subject matter in the same 
immediate context seemed to produce lasting effects. 
The student seemed to recall information unpredictably. No stimulus for their 
memory was provided during data collection and the precise mechanisms that initiated 
recall remained problematic. 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
DISCUSSION 
7 .1. Overview 
The chapter is a discussion and explanation of the major findings of this study in 
terms of the research questions and the theoretical framework and links the discussion 
to the relevant literature. 
7 .2. Introduction 
An examination of the putative cognitive benefits of cooperative learning led 
this research to an overarching theme centred upon the nature of knowledge and 
conceptions of the individual mind. Where are knowledge and the mind located? Is 
knowledge the province of the individual or is it a socio-cultural construct? What 
occurs when several minds meet? Guided by the research questions and the theoretical 
framework, the major research findings are discussed below while converging, in the 
final chapter, onto the wider theoretical issue of a fourth metaphor of cognitive 
psychology 
Discussion in this chapter is predicated upon conceptions of an individual, 
archetypal mind, located in a socio-cultural setting, influencing the learning of other 
students and mediating the teachers' cognitive intentions. The notion of an archetypal 
mind in its context provides an organizing theme for the chapter as the major findings 
are discussed and explained. The study involved groups of four individual minds 
meeting in a cooperative learning setting. How did these minds, individually and 
collectively, react to the learning contexts presented to them in the study? What 
processes and factors produced knowledge construction and how were teacher 
influences mediated by the group? 
7.3. The mind in context 
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The most significant finding of this study was the importance of contextual 
factors and their influences on student outcomes. These findings appear compatible 
with the contextualist world hypothesis (Pepper, 1942) discussed in chapter three. 
Contextualism, with its root metaphor of the historic event and the here and now, 
provided a central philosophical theme for the research and this theme appeared to be 
increasingly appropriate as the data were analysed. The theme related closely to 
concepts of situated cognition and the socio-cultural perspectives of learning that guided 
the research design. 
The importance of context to understanding classroom learning can be 
illustrated by drawing an analogy between the classroom setting and an archaeological 
dig. An archaeologist finds an artefact such as a brick at the site. The brick on its own 
may not be of particular interest. It may have been carried there by one of the team of 
volunteers working at the dig. It could be a house brick, or a paving brick but it could 
also be a brick from a Roman wall, one from a house in Ancient Troy or even a ballast 
brick from a sunken ship. The position where it is found, its context, is critical to the 
archaeologist. It is the context that gives meaning to the brick and assists the 
archaeologist to understand more about the site. The brick, or indeed any artefact, is 
studied exhaustively in situ, before removal. A similar situation applies to learning and 
cognition in classrooms. In order to understand classroom learning and cognition, with 
its multi-layered, multi-variable context, researchers must pay close attention to context. 
Research conducted outside real contexts has failed to adequately describe the 
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constructs under study and may lack applicability and relevance beyond the confines of 
the study (Mayer, 2001). This research was undertaken in real classrooms using 
authentic classroom tasks, revealing some of the interactions and complexities of the 
contextual factors that mediated the teachers' intent and the students' learning. 
Strong support was found for the proposition that student learning and cognition 
cannot be divorced from context (Brown et al, 1989; Collins et al, 1989; Billett, 1996; 
John-Steiner & Mahn, 1996; Nuthall, 1996). The learning of dis-connected, de-
contextualized facts appears to be meaningless (Brown et al, 1989; Billett, 1996). 
Billett (1996) contended that the situational influences on knowledge construction were 
not well understood. 
This study has revealed some of these influences, isolating two major, inter-
related contextual factors; student idiosyncrasies and prior knowledge. These are 
discussed in the first part of the section, presenting a mainly cognitive psychological 
perspective. Other contextual factors that proved highly influential to the students' 
learning and thinking are discussed later. 
Contextual considerations may explain in part the idiosyncratic nature of the 
students' learning found in this research. Student journal entries, their test scores and 
their discussion all exhibited a uniqueness under the unifying umbrella of the lessons. 
Although similarities in the students' learning were discerned, sufficient individuality 
was present to support the hypothesis that this was the meeting of several unique minds, 
which reacted in unique ways to the experiences in the lessons. Assumptions by 
educators that focussing on de-contextualized facts and providing students with the 
same experiences should lead to the same learning are not sustainable. Given the 
unique biological and experiential history of each individual, each learning experience 
was clearly not the same for each student. 
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Student idiosyncrasies, prior knowledge and the construction of knowledge 
An early conjecture of this research was that examining the extent of individual 
versus social construction of knowledge might manifest the benefits of cooperative 
learning. This proved a fruitful line of inquiry. Evidence was found of both individual 
and social construction of knowledge but these constructions were characterized and 
often determined by the idiosyncrasies of individual participants (see chapters 5 and 6). 
This finding was not unexpected given the structure of the lessons. The lessons 
were designed to provide information that could be acquired directly from the lesson 
texts or from a combination of text and discussion of the worksheet questions. 
Therefore a degree of social and individual knowledge construction was anticipated. 
The students demonstrated in their journal responses, test scores and small-group talk 
that knowledge had indeed been constructed both socially and individually but the 
extent and nature of the idiosyncrasies displayed in the students' learning was an 
unexpected finding of this research. 
Nuthall and Alton-Lee (1993) also described student idiosyncrasies and Nuthall 
( 1996) alluded to the complex, multi-layered nature of the classroom. Nuthall (1996) 
argued that increasing understanding of the complexities of the classroom was the most 
important development of recent research. It is posited that previous researchers may 
have underestimated the extent of student idiosyncrasies and it appears to be this 
uniqueness that contributes most significantly to the manifold classroom variables. 
In order to explain these idiosyncrasies, a concept of an archetypal mind was 
developed and investigated. Each of the student participants was visualised as the 
possessor of a mind, which was the product of its unique biological and experiential 
history. This mind acts as a functioning biological organism (Vosniadou, 1996) with a 
unique genetic structure. Its functions are determined by the behaviour of a "vast 
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assembly of nerve cells and their associated molecules" (Crick, 1994, p.3). 
Enculturation into society exerts a powerful influence from early in the mind's history 
although not all mental structures are socially constructed (Carey & Gelman, 1991, 
cited in Bereiter, 1994). The genetic form ofthis organism has equipped it with certain 
pre-dispositions that will later translate into academic and other potentialities (Spelke, 
1982, cited in Bereiter, 1994). Chomsky (1957, cited in Morgan, 1997) and Vygotsky 
(1962) proposed that genetic structures existed, which pre-dispose the child to the early 
acquisition of complex processes such as language. This child's mind accumulates an 
array of unique experiences that transform a biological organism into a cultural 
organism with a potential determined by its biology and enhanced by its environment. 
Enculturation of the archetypal mind has included several years of formal schooling and 
it now enters a cooperative learning situation in a classroom with other, uniquely pre-
disposed minds. Each child's mind therefore brings to the learning situation a unique 
pre-disposition to react, attend, perceive, learn and behave in certain ways because of its 
unique history. Possible reactions to learning experiences are multi-variant and highly 
complex with multiple variables interacting simultaneously to produce unique 
responses. 
The above is more than merely another discussion of the nature/nurture debate 
because it is contextualized in the classroom and takes account of the interaction 
between unique minds under cooperative conditions. The second part of the conceptual 
framework (Figure 3, p.66) depicts the individual as interacting with artefacts and 
responding to objects and events while immersed in a culturally relevant activity, in this 
case, the cooperative learning experience. The individual is bounded by the interaction 
with artefacts but this research has suggested that the role of the individual may be more 
autonomous than was depicted in the framework. A revised framework needs to 
include greater recognition for the role of the individual in knowledge construction. 
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The uniqueness of the mind's response to classroom experience can be 
explained in terms of cognitive style theory. Cognitive style theory delineates learner 
and context relationships (Morgan, 1997). The role of the individual in experiences is 
seen as critical, with experiences undertaken at varying intensities. The unique 
experiential history of the individual produces unique representations in the neural 
structures. New experience is perceived and acted upon with reference to previous 
experience. Hence, no two students' perceptions of objects and events will be the same. 
Cognitive growth occurs through the individual interacting with their environment, a 
notion compatible with situated cognition perspectives. 
The uniqueness of individual responses to the same experiences was revealed in 
the learning journal data, indicating that the students had transformed information in 
unique ways. At a first examination the journals seemed unpredictable and random. 
Items recalled for one journal were often forgotten later. Sometimes items recalled 
immediately after lessons were not recalled at three months and then recalled again at 
twelve months. Students' own constructions revealed a similar pattern. Own 
constructions occurred when students applied prior knowledge or knowledge gained 
from the lessons to produce an accurate, new construct. When included in one learning 
journal, own constructions were usually not repeated. Students who made their own 
constructions seemed to produce them in an on-going flow that was not replicated and 
seemed to be unrelated to their most recent attempts. 
A similar pattern was discerned with student mis-constructions. These journal 
entries occurred when students connected different pieces of information together to 
produce an incorrect construct. Mis-constructions were as unique to the individual as 
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were their own constructions. Once "mis-constructed", the incorrect idea tended to be 
discarded but some of these constructions appeared more stable over time. When Paul 
wrote in his pre-lesson learning journal; " ... lots of people die in Antarctica" this entry 
represented mis-constructed prior knowledge and it was not repeated again until twelve 
months when it became "a lot of people die trying to reach the South Pole". 
The students' idiosyncratic own constructions and mis-constructions suggested 
that knowledge, once acquired, continued to be altered in the students' mental 
representations, appearing to undergo an evolutionary process. This process seemed to 
continue even after students were no longer engaging with the topic. Knowledge did 
not appear as a fixed, bounded construct in this research but as " ... an unpredictable 
grappling with ideas" (Meloth & Deering, 1999, p.250). The study students constructed 
individual meanings from the same material and the uniqueness of each mind in the 
various groups produced unique meanings within and between groups. 
The impact of discussion on student learning also seemed idiosyncratic for each 
individual and was exemplified by the journal writings of group A2. David, Rianne and 
Melanie appeared to gain from the discussions, at least in the short term. Less impact of 
the talk was discerned for Paul. Although he reported several discussion-related codes 
in his early learning journals, Paul had forgotten these by the three and twelve month 
entries. Melanie's recall of discussion codes varied but in her final (twelve-month) 
learning journal as much as one third of her entries were discussion related. In contrast 
Rianne was generally quite actively involved in discussion but her recall decreased 
markedly over time. David seemed to retain some of the discussion related material but 
most of his final learning journal consisted of text and own constructions. 
Not all knowledge seemed to be constructed as a result of group interaction. 
Individual knowledge construction was found in several cases where students' 
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knowledge appeared to be directly transmitted by reading text or from the rare whole 
class teacher interventions. This finding is at odds with the notion that knowledge must 
be constructed from prior knowledge, one of the main tenets of some constructivist 
theories (Good & Brophy, 2000). Rebecca (School B) appeared to gain little from 
discussion and provided examples of individual knowledge construction. In the lesson 
three (Appendix J) text it was mentioned how the first people to make landfall in 
Antarctica were sealers. No other student recalled this information and it did not appear 
connected to any other fact. Rebecca consistently recalled this fact in her post-lesson, 
three-month and twelve-month journals. Another example of a student learning new 
information without reference to prior knowledge was Molly (group B2, Figure 60 ) 
who exhibited no prior knowledge of Mt Erebus or the explorer Shackleton (among 
other information) in her pre-lesson journal but remembered details about this subject 
matter in the post-lesson and three-month journals. However, Molly mentioned 
penguins in her pre-lesson journal and subsequently elaborated this knowledge later, 
indicating that she was capable of accessing her prior knowledge. These examples 
illustrate how information seemed to have been received, stored and recalled without 
the students necessarily referring to prior knowledge. 
The above findings led the researcher to speculate about how information was 
stored and retrieved. Was the storage and retrieval organized and systematic or was it 
connected more at random? Did student idiosyncrasies alone explain what was 
remembered and what was forgotten in the journals and tests? 
Accepting assumptions about the unique, archetypal mind may explain some of 
the idiosyncrasies found in this study but the effects of classroom events and student 
attention during the actual moments when the students were engaged with the subject 
matter also appeared influential. Classroom events were subject to change and 
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unpredictability. Not surprisingly, individual student attention varied over the course of 
the lessons. The important link between learning and attention has been described well 
(Biggs & Moore, 1993, pp 207-209; Mcinerney & Mcinerney, 1994, pp 184-185; 
Maltby, Gage & Berliner, 1995, pp 247-248; Best, 1995, pp. 33-69) but the literature 
refers principally to an information processing model where information is received in 
the learner's sensory register. This research emphasized the contextualized nature of 
student attention or consciousness, a state that was not only influenced by context but 
also comprised one of the contextual variables. 
In order to receive information, multiple variables (see chapter 6) needed to 
coalesce so that information could be received and learning could occur. The variables 
represented an aggregation of individual consciousness and classroom events from 
moment to moment. These variables seemed to impact strongly upon the likely learning 
outcomes of the students and may further explain the idiosyncrasies found in this study. 
Some student discussion appeared directly linked to learning outcomes but substantial 
portions of other discussion seemed forgotten. The effects of proximate discussion 
context (see chapter 6) indicated that some moments in discussion appeared linked to 
pieces of information and were retained and associated together in the students' mental 
representations. Recall of other discussion moments and information were discarded. 
These associations may be explained in terms of links between episodic and semantic 
memory (Tulving, 1985; see chapter two) and the convergence of student consciousness 
during those moments to create a social construction of knowledge between two or 
more group members. 
Most of the previous cognitive research has focussed on the mind consciously 
attending to one object or event at a time, suggesting series processing. Dennett ( 1993) 
contended that an individual mind functions as a kind of parallel processor, being able 
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to perform several different tasks at once. The child in a cooperative setting may be 
conscious at different levels and this state of consciousness may fluctuate rapidly. The 
child may be thinking of the next lunch break, discussing subject matter, reacting to 
social or emotional stimuli and feeling physically uncomfortable simultaneously. Not 
all matters warrant the same degree of attention. Crick (1994) described attention as 
withdrawing from some events in order to deal with others or a "filtering out unattended 
events" {p.60). The individual's consciousness during cooperative discussion may 
fluctuate widely between attending to subject matter, contributing to discussion and so 
on, producing variables that complicate further the realities of each individual at any 
given moment. Not only are the antecedent factors unique but the individual's thoughts 
and consciousness also varies momentarily. For each individual, the realities perceived, 
grounded in unique biological and experiential histories, are unique. What seems to be 
the same learning experience from the teacher's perspective, in this case, a cooperative 
learning situation is in reality very different for each student. Cognitive gain under 
cooperative conditions seemed to require a coalescence of the individuals' unique 
momentary states of consciousness. This state, combined with student idiosyncrasies 
added further dimensions to the cooperative learning setting and may explain why some 
discussion resulted in long-term learning and other discussion was forgotten. Pepper's 
contextualist root metaphor (1942), with its focus on historic events and the here and 
now, seems particularly relevant when considering moments of student consciousness. 
The idiosyncrasies of individual minds may explain some of the individual 
knowledge constructions found in this study but evidence was also found of socially 
constructed knowledge. How did these minds interact in cooperative small groups and 
what influence did they exert upon each other in the social construction of knowledge? 
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This research revealed some of the impact these unique individuals had on the 
learning of their peers while they were actively attending to the task. Despite the 
mediating effects of idiosyncrasies, the groups combined to produce some lasting 
knowledge constructs, suggesting that cooperative learning strategies had been an 
effective medium for cognitive growth. Four uniquely pre-disposed minds came 
together in small groups. Each group created a unique cultural milieu, which was a 
function of their individual uniqueness. This cultural milieu in turn shaped their 
knowledge, understandings, values and attitudes mainly through talking around the 
subject matter and social construction occurred when the students' consciousness was 
aligned during discussion. The specific nature of the students' talk was the most 
significant determining factor in the co-construction of student knowledge. The nature 
of this talk is discussed in the next section. 
The influence of student talk on the construction of knowledge 
Not surprisingly, student prior knowledge appeared as a strong influence on 
student talk. The students were presented with a large array of unfamiliar subject 
matter. Some students approached this subject matter with confidence because they 
already possessed a foundation of prior knowledge, which included previous success at 
these kinds of tasks. Prior knowledge was also idiosyncratic. Some students knew very 
little about Antarctica. Others possessed quite substantial knowledge. With two or 
more group members contributing their prior knowledge to the discussion, the effect 
was to produce richer talk that appeared to enhance learning. Confirming research by 
Nuthall and Alton-Lee (1993), this research was able to demonstrate how greater pools 
of prior knowledge impacted on the social construction of knowledge by enhancing 
student talk and leading to improved outcomes for the group members. 
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In addition to the prior knowledge findings, the present study defined more 
precisely the kinds of talk likely to lead to long-term learning. Previous researchers 
have described the nature of student talk under cooperative conditions (Bennett & 
Dunne, 1991; King et al, 1993,1994). King et al (1994) described task-enhancing talk 
in terms ofMAKITAB codes (TS08, TSIO, TSll, TS15, TS16, DS05, DS06, DS07 & 
DS12, see Appendices H & I). This study generally confirmed these findings with the 
exception of the TS08 code ( examining, comprehending, clarifying and routine 
responding) and the addition ofTS09 (sudden insights). The former (TS08) was talk 
directed mostly at task completion and often led directly to answers being produced 
(TS14) with minimal discussion. Sudden insights (TS09) were uncommon, but were 
usually linked to higher order-type discussion. 
Talk involving elaboration of ideas and higher order cognitive processing 
involved high rates of MAKIT AB code TS 11. These were the processes of negotiating, 
arguing and re-acting to ideas, insights and proposals. They were identified as the 
principal processes likely to lead to improved learning and were termed quality talk for 
the purposes of the study. Quality talk was closely connected to the collective prior 
knowledge of the group. Knowledgeable groups produced better discussion because 
they were able to propose ideas to their colleagues and argue their points of view, thus 
enriching the discussion. Groups that did not normally engage in high levels of quality 
talk seemed to retain more long-term knowledge when they did. These findings can be 
explained from several theoretical perspectives. 
In terms of student memory, Tulving's (1985) description of episodic memory 
may explain the gains attributed to cooperative learning strategies. These strategies 
provide a context or episode that allows students opportunities to engage with content 
through talk. Cooperative learning settings provide an episode in the child's 
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experience, which may be remembered as much as the subject matter. This association 
between specific classroom moments and material discussed at those moments, termed 
the proximate discussion context, was discussed above. Episodes such as this may bring 
individuals' thoughts closer together at that time and may have a lasting impact upon 
memory. 
The context of discussion also seemed to affect student application of prior 
knowledge. Prior knowledge did not always lead to new conceptual development. One 
example was Joel's (group Al) pre-lesson journal (Figure 13) when he wrote, "people 
can die of Hypothermia easily if they don't wear the right clothing" but it was 
problematic why this term was not referred to again specifically in discussion or in 
journals. The group discussed clothing when answering worksheet questions (Appendix 
J) and concepts about the need for special clothing were evident in all journals. Joel's 
knowledge of the term hypothermia seemed to have been subsumed into other mental 
representations. He seemed particularly concerned about blizzards and eye protection. 
Had this term been injected into the group's discussion it may have enriched_ the 
language context and contributed to the group' co-construction of knowledge. 
Two language-focussed perspectives (Nuthall, 1997) may also explain the 
impact of quality talk. Students explore and organize thoughts through talk, and thus 
learn by using language and learn language by using it (Barnes, Britton & Rosen, 1969; 
Halliday, 1978). Under this perspective, knowledge and students' reactions to learning 
opportunities are negotiated and created through talk (Dixon, de la Cruz, Green, Lin & 
Brandts, 1992). The second language-focussed perspective is closely linked to socio-
culturalist, language-as-cultural-artefact views with their Vygotskian origins (Nuthall, 
1997). This perspective would explain quality talk in small groups as forms of 
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discourse, which express values, concept development and ways of thinking inherent in 
the various socio-historically-derived curriculum areas. 
Cooperative learning may also be beneficial because it provides the kinds of 
opportunities to explore ideas, review thoughts and mentally rehearse described in a 
cognitive-elaborative perspective (Wittrock, 1978, 1990; O'Donnell & O'Kelly; Slavin, 
1995). According to these researchers, individuals must actively process new material 
if it is to be remembered. The ultimate result of these processes is re-organized, 
integrated information and enhanced understanding (Woolfolk Hoy & Tschannen-
Moran, 1999). Explaining new material to other individuals, such as in cooperative 
learning situations, can be a very beneficial part of the cognitive-elaborative process 
(Slavin, 1990, 1995). Cooperative learning settings provide opportunities for the 
cognitive gains achieved through peer collaboration (Dansereau, 1985; Palincsar & 
Brown, 1984) through the processes of quality talk defined above. 
A Piagetian perspective on quality talk would adopt a developmental 
perspective, suggesting that dialogue between children of differing developmental 
levels, attempting to explain or justify their point of view, will lead to progression to 
higher cognitive developmental levels (De Lisi & Golbeck, 1999; O'Donnell & 
O'Kelly, 1994). According to this perspective, peer support provides the contexts and 
interactions necessary to help children revise existing cognitive systems. Piaget (De 
Lisi & Golbeck, 1999) argued that cognitive systems. in formation were more context 
dependent than cognitive systems nearer completion. This supports notions about the 
importance of quality talk because this talk represents the moment when student 
cognitive systems are forming. A Piagetian perspective would also argue that 
knowledgeable students benefited from the discussion more than their less 
knowledgeable peers because they had existing mental structures upon which to 
elaborate. 
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Piagetian theory can also be applied to explain why some student discussion did 
not lead to long-term learning. In his later work, Piaget (1985) argued that the driving 
force of cognitive change was the connection between perturbation, regulation and 
compensation. Perturbations were the individual's perceptions of success or failure in 
making meaning of new experience or objects. If perturbations did not occur, schema 
remained unchanged. If perturbations did occur, the child would sometimes repeat the 
existing behaviour or make no attempt to modify cognitive systems. This was Piaget's 
recognition that in the real lives of children, lack of success in intellectual endeavours . 
did not guarantee cognitive change (De Lisi & Golbeck, 1999). In the present research, 
students appeared to be in varying states of perturbation but learning did not necessarily 
result. In some cases, unable to make meanings, no effort seemed to have been made to 
assimilate and accommodate the new material. Contextual variables, particularly 
affective factors such as student motivation, attitudes and curiosity, appeared to result in 
some students avoiding engagement with the content, resulting in attempts to complete 
tasks with minimum effort. These minimalist approaches resulted in more lower order 
talk and less higher order, quality talk. 
Returning to the original theoretical perspective of this research (see chapter 3), 
the potential benefits of cooperative learning may also be explained in terms of 
Vygotsky's (1978) zone of proximal development. The small group discussions, 
particularly of the quality type, seemed to provide a kind of "shared" or "communal" 
zone of proximal development. Students were able to relate to each other using their 
own kinds of language (Halliday, 1978). In some cases, the use of specific language 
defined the students' understandings of the material, such as in the case of one student 
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whose prior knowledge included the term meteorologist (see chapter 6). 
Knowledgeable students played the role of "expert" even though their level of 
knowledge may have been only marginally ahead of other (novice) students and 
evidence was found in the data of students providing a small degree of scaffolding for 
their peers. 
The cognitive benefits of cooperative learning, particularly when quality talk is 
engaged may be explained further within a Vygotskian framework in terms of the 
individual's unique momentary state of consciousness. At any given time, individuals 
may be aware of and thinking about multiple objects or events. Students engaged in 
cooperative talk or indeed, any classroom activity together, may align their thoughts and 
attention momentarily. That is, the talk creates a momentary convergence of 
individuals' states of consciousness or attention. Socially constructed knowledge was 
conceptualized in this study as a concurrent state of consciousness or a sharing of 
meanings for the brief moments of the activity or discussion. Individuals were then 
envisaged as taking the shared meaning away from the group situation and constructing 
their own meanings. These meanings continued to evolve over time. They were 
usually similar to the other group members but rarely the same because the individuals' 
perceptions of the learning experiences were unique. Thus, what seems to be the same 
learning experience for students is actually unique to the individual because of their 
idiosyncrasies. 
This study has provided strong evidence of the situated nature of student 
learning and cognition. The influences of two important contextual factors (student 
idiosyncrasies and prior knowledge) on the mind and the effects of student talk have 
been discussed in relation to individual and social knowledge construction. Several 
other contextual factors were identified (see chapter 6) as influencing the socio-cultural 
setting of the research. The following sections continue to explore these factors, 
broadening discussion of the archetypal mind in its social context. 
The role of group processes 
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Patterns of dominance and passivity (see chapters 5 and 6) were significant in 
this research because of their influences in shaping group context. These patterns 
influenced the creation of each group's socio-cultural milieu, which had been initially 
shaped by the interaction of unique minds. It was found that the interplay between 
individuals was another important factor in producing higher levels of quality talk. 
Pre-eminent among findings about group dynamics was the role of dominant 
students. Students with good prior knowledge (David, Clark, Abi, Max and Rebecca) 
drew high status from their academic ability and tended to assume leadership roles, 
dominating group operations and discussion and determining group culture (see chapter 
6). The group culture was a major mediating factor on teacher cognitive intentions. 
Dominant or leader-type students were usually task-oriented and exhibited high degrees 
of intrinsic motivation and the groups made positive gains with the tasks. Some groups 
(Al and A2) comprised a majority of task-oriented students which led typically to 
higher levels of quality talk because in these situations quality talk became part of the 
group culture. In these instances, group processes had helped to create the conditions 
needed for quality talk and the resultant cognitive gains. When the task motivation was 
to "get finished" this resulted in less quality talk and usually meant less learning. 
Some students' influence on the group context was socially based. Alan 
achieved his status from his social skills and popularity rather than academic ability. 
This was not always a positive influence. He tended to ignore the contributions to 
discussion of other students and this led at times to conflict, more off-task behaviour 
and the withdrawal of some group members. Max was also prone to ignore other 
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students and to proceed on his own with the other group members providing a backdrop 
resulting in similar effects to Alan's group. Training in pro-social group skills had not 
been effective with Alan and Max. They seemed unaware of the need to include all 
group members. As a consequence, status in the cooperative setting seemed to mirror 
the usual status relationships in the classroom. Abi was one student who seemed aware 
of the need to include all group members. Her motivation was partly socially based and 
directed towards conducting a cooperative discussion. She intervened if she thought the 
group members were not cooperating. Abi' s approach was not common among the 
study groups, particularly those from School B. This finding led to conjectures about 
whether cooperative learning was worthwhile if the usual classroom patterns of 
behaviour and task engagement are maintained. Interventions like the status treatments 
described by Cohen, Lotan and Catanzarite ( 1990) would seem recommended in these 
circumstances. 
Although the groups appeared to function reasonably well, the dominant 
students were not always able to guide the group towards positive outcomes. As has 
been found elsewhere (Mulryan, 1992 & 1995; King, 1993; Day, 1997) less able 
students tended to become passive while some students tended to dominate discussion. 
If one or more students dominate discussion, such as in Max's case, cooperative 
learning may be counterproductive because cognitive benefits of the quality talk may be 
neutralised. However, despite the apparent negative aspects of dominant/leader-type 
students, the influences of these individuals were very significant to the success of the 
group. They provided the driving force for group task engagement and discussion. 
Without them the groups may not have functioned successfully. Harnessing the 
potential power of these kinds of individuals must become a priority for teachers 
planning to use cooperative strategies. 
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Passivity was rioted in each group particularly when accentuated by age 
differentials and a lack of prior knowledge. Rebecca emerged as the leader of group B3 
but this group did not function cooperatively. Two of the group members may have 
become passive due to their relative young age (seven years) and inability to cope with 
the subject matter, and contributed little to the discussion. Billy responded by becoming 
disruptive. This caused conflict and seemed to lead Rebecca to withdraw from the 
group, as indicated by the predominance of material learned directly from text. 
The discussion above illustrates how social psychological factors can exert an 
influence on teacher intent and student cognition by affecting the learning context. The 
critical role of the teacher in creating and maintaining optimal social settings for 
cooperative learning is discussed further in the final chapter. 
Student intrinsic motivation and the affective context 
The dominant students in all groups exhibited strong intrinsic motivation to 
complete tasks. This represented a further influential contextual factor determined by 
student idiosyncrasies. Apart from individual characteristics, intrinsic interest and 
curiosity in the subject matter seemed to heighten motivation. The effects of student 
interests and curiosity on intrinsic motivation are well researched (Mcinerney & 
Mcinerney, 1994; Good & Brophy, 2000). This finding was not unexpected given the 
nature of the topic and the lesson structure but the type of data allowed for an in-depth 
examination of students' reaction to the subject matter. Examples were described above 
(see chapter 5 and 6) where certain discussion topics took the students' attention and 
dominated large portions of their discussion. Subject matter involving an element of 
danger or shock seemed particularly popular, such as blizzards, frostbite and the death 
of Robert Scott's team. The discussion about Scott's team being forced to eat their sled 
dogs (based upon incorrect information), by both School A groups seemed to 
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particularly arouse the students' attention. Another appealing topic was the idea of 
tunnels connecting buildings. This reaction to subject matter can be explained in terms 
of the archetypal mind and its state of consciousness. Since the mind in context may be 
simultaneously thinking of more than one thing at a given time, material that arouses the 
consciousness is more likely to be taken into mental structures and recalled over time. 
All group members being aroused at the same time leads to more quality discussion and 
hence more learning. 
Memories or associations in the child's mental structures may also have been 
stimulated by the affective contexts created by the cooperative learning settings. It 
appears self-evident that emotional reactions to subject matter make recall more likely. 
For example, the individual mind may have reacted with positive emotions to an event 
in the cooperative setting, resulting in a pre-disposition to remember the events at that 
moment and the associated subject matter. Research by Battistich, Solomon and 
Delucchi (1993) found correlations between students' perceptions of high quality group 
experiences and their motivation, concern for others and self-esteem. Positive feelings 
about episodes may have triggered episodic memory (Tulving, 1985) and influenced 
recall. A negative reaction may have produced the same effect. The discussion about 
Robert Scott and sled dogs produced a shocked emotional reaction and high levels of 
quality talk in the School A students. This information was recalled strongly later. 
Rebecca (group B3) appeared unhappy with the progress of the group and may have had 
unpleasant memories of the lessons. Her learning was mostly related to information she 
remembered from the lesson texts, indicating that the group experience may have been 
associated with unpleasant memories. 
The nature of cooperative learning alone may contribute to student learning, 
providing a setting for social development (Gibbs, 1987). Cooperative learning is an 
intensely human encounter, often involving sustained use of the ultimate human 
artefact, language. From the child's perspective, cooperative learning may be 
remembered in its own right as a pleasurable episode of socio-cultural/linguistic 
interaction. Involvement in these kinds of lessons may be recalled even when the 
subject matter is forgotten. 
7.4. Summary 
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The above discussion has described and attempted to explain the major findings 
of the study. Conceptions of a unique, archetypal mind constituted a theme for the 
discussion. Two major contextual factors affecting student learning and cognition in 
cooperative groups were student idiosyncrasies and prior knowledge. The unique mind 
of each student produced idiosyncratic reactions to the cooperative setting and 
contributed to the socio-cultural milieu through which knowledge was constructed. 
Knowledge appeared as both individual and social constructions and was influenced 
heavily by the quality of discussion. The students' minds appeared to share co-
constructed meanings as their consciousness converged and their knowledge continued 
to evolve over time. A key influence on the quality of discussion was student prior 
knowledge. Prior knowledge also emerged as a strong influence on the group context. 
Motivational influences and factors from the affective domain were also found to be 
important contextual factors. Contextual factors mediated teacher cognitive intent 
strongly, particularly through their influence on the production of quality talk. 
What are the implications for teachers of the interaction of unique minds under 
cooperative conditions? How can cooperative learning be structured in order to 
optimise student thinking and learning? Where does the mind reside and to what extent 
does this research suggest the existence of a possible fourth metaphor of human 
learning? These questions are addressed in the final chapter. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
8.1 Overview 
The chapter concludes the thesis with a summary of findings directed at 
answering the research questions. The previous metaphors of learning are evaluated in 
the light of the findings of this research and with reference to the conceptual framework 
of this study. Implications for educators are described. The chapter concludes with a 
discussion of further research and posits a possible fourth metaphor of cognitive 
psychology. 
8.2 Synoptic responses to the research questions 
This study was based upon two general lines of inquiry, aimed at investigating 
the processes whereby student learning and cognition occur under cooperative 
conditions and the influences of the group on the construction of knowledge. These 
lines of inquiry led to three main questions, each with subsidiary questions. The 
following sections address the research questions explicitly as a means of summarizing 
the research findings and indicating where the findings overlapped some questions. 
Implications for teaching, theory and recommendations for further research follow. 
Knowledge construction under cooperative conditions. 
Evidence of both individual and social construction of knowledge was found in 
this research (see question 1.1). Individuals constructed knowledge idiosyncratically 
and some individuals appeared to operate as singletons within the confines of the group. 
Evidence was also found to support the tentative hypothesis advanced in chapter one 
that knowledge would be mostly socially constructed. The socio-cultural milieu of the 
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group, shaped by student idiosyncrasies and other contextual factors, did produce some 
knowledge constructions but the individual students' minds seemed to operate on the 
constructs after they left the group setting. However, when taken at its broadest scope, 
all knowledge seemed shaped by social-cultural influences. Language and other social 
semiotics are uniquely human cultural artefacts and it is these that are ultimately 
responsible for all learning but in the specific cases studied here, the individuals 
mediated any social constructions strongly and demonstrated a capacity to learn 
adequately through direct transmission of knowledge. Socio-cultural perspectives on 
learning may need to pay more heed to the role played by the individual mind in 
learning and cognition. 
The most significant factor affecting knowledge construction of any sort was the 
amount and quality of discussion (see question 1.2). This study found that previous 
findings on task-enhancing talk had not described the full depth and complexity of 
student discussion. In-depth, "mulling over" kinds of talk were identified as the most 
likely to lead to enhanced student outcomes. The cross-referencing of journal and 
discussion data made this finding possible over an extended time frame. This finding 
has implications for teachers wishing to pursue these strategies (see section 8.5. below). 
Despite the idiosyncrasies of groups and individuals, involvement in cooperative 
learning appeared to bring learning outcomes closer together than was expected had the 
students completed the lessons alone. This coalescence was attributed to the students' 
participation in cooperative talk, particularly of the "quality talk" type. Cooperative 
learning seemed to align student consciousness for the moments of the discussion and 
produced some commonalities in what was remembered. Left alone to read and 
complete the lesson activities, the students may have learned an even more divergent 
range of material than actually occurred after their group experience. Cooperative 
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Cooperative learning provided a beneficial vehicle for the co-construction of knowledge 
among these students. 
The factors mediating student learning in small groups 
Student idiosyncrasies emerged as the major factor that mediated student 
learning. These were discussed in the previous section and chapter seven. One 
idiosyncratic aspect that emerged in this study was the students' prior knowledge (see 
question 2.1). This played a highly significant role in shaping the kind of discussion 
engaged in by the group. As was described above, quality talk led to improved 
cognitive gains. A major influence on quality talk was the collective prior knowledge 
of the group. Groups possessing more prior knowledge produced more quality talk and 
subsequently learned more. The implications for teachers of these findings are 
described below in section 8.5. 
Other contextual factors (question 2.2) were influential in shaping the students' 
discussion. These included the development of group processes, the students' intrinsic 
motivation to complete tasks and factors determined by students' affective responses. 
Since these factors relate to group processes and student characteristics they are 
discussed in the next section. 
The teacher intent. conditions, discussion and student outcomes connection 
Investigations into the teacher cognitive intent, cooperative conditions, 
discussion and student outcomes connection (question 3) led to the tracking of teacher 
cognitive intent through all aspects of the lessons. At each stage the role of teacher 
decision making and behaviours were crucial influences on subject matter, activity 
design, the cooperative structures used, group processes, teacher monitoring approaches 
and the way in which students demonstrated their learning. However the research 
showed that although teacher decisions and behaviours were very influential, the 
individual students and the groups mediated teacher intent very strongly. Although 
some direct causal links between teaching and learning were found, all teaching (via 
cooperative discussions, reading text and teacher intervention) was mediated by the 
unique minds of the students located in their context. 
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Group processes produced strong mediational effects on the teachers' cognitive 
intentions. The groups developed idiosyncratic "cultures", which were determined by 
the dominant/leader-type students. These students were generally leaders because of 
their academic status and their strong individual motivation to complete tasks. When 
the group culture involved a willingness to engage in quality-type talk, the group 
appeared to make cognitive gains. When the leader excluded other students, passivity 
became a problem and the group did not perform as well. Some groups were intent 
upon task completion at the expense of quality talk. This circumstance led generally to 
poorer engagement with the unit content and poorer long-term outcomes. 
Not surprisingly, students' emotional reactions to the unit content or to the group 
experience itself produced discernible outcomes. Emotional responses to material with 
shock value or an element of danger were linked to student recall. Students also seemed 
to learn better if they appeared comfortable with the group's functioning. Students who 
were unhappy with their colleagues appeared to withdraw from the group. 
8.3. Implications for theory 
The previous metaphors of learning have not adequately described the full 
nature and complexity of human learning. This appears to have occurred in part 
because of the directions taken by the research from its earliest roots. The early 
research was influenced heavily by the experimental perspectives promoted by 
Thorndike (O'Donnell & Levin, 2001). As a consequence, researchers into human 
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learning seemed compelled to conduct laboratory experiments and lost the connection 
with real classroom contexts. What followed was a series of theories and metaphors 
derived from de-contextualized situations (Mayer, 2001). Had Dewey's interest in the 
social context of education received more attention from researchers and become the 
dominant research paradigm, learning theory and progress towards a theory of teaching 
might now be more advanced. This study attempted to investigate student learning and 
cognition in context in response to calls for research by various authors (Bereiter, 1994; 
Mayer, 1996; Nuthall, 1996; Vosniadou, 1996). 
Whether knowledge is either individually or socially constructed has been the 
subject of debate (Bereiter, 1994; Cobb, 1994; Nuthall, 1996). Does the individual 
"own" the knowledge or does knowledge owe its existence to the socio-cultural setting? 
Is knowledge ever independent of the individual's subjective perceptions of experience? 
The present study investigated these questions and adopted a pragmatic, pluralist stance, 
supporting the views of researchers such as Bereiter (1994) and Nuthall (1997). In 
Prawat's (1996) terms, a MIND-WORLD position was adopted. Bidell (1992) in 
arguing for a combination of both major approaches to cognitive development with their 
roots in Piagetian and Vygotskyian theories, supported the pluralist approach. Billett 
(1996) also contended that understandings about how knowledge is co-constructed are 
best undertaken by identifying areas of compatibility between constructivist and socio-
cultural perspectives. 
Nuthall (1997) proposed an incorporation of socio-cultural and linguistic 
perspectives into cognitive constructivist perspectives as a means of investigating how 
language and social influences construct knowledge in the classroom. The conceptual 
framework of this research was based upon Vygotsky' s theories but these were never 
taken as hypotheses not to be challenged. The data demanded a focus upon the mental 
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representations of the individual learner, appropriate to a constructivist perspective, as 
well as attention to the socio-cultural setting inherent in the research design. 
Reconciliation between the two broad perspectives was attempted in this study because 
evidence of both individual and social knowledge construction was found. 
Despite the powerful influences of student idiosyncrasies, it was acknowledged 
that the students' learning did not occur in a vacuum and could not be separated from its 
socio-cultural milieu. Language and other social semiotics were the vehicle for 
knowledge construction and transmission but once knowledge entered the mind of the 
individual and was subjected to on-going, evolutionary processing, it seemed to become 
a unique, idiosyncratic product. The consciousness and perceptions of individuals 
appeared as significant influences on the final shape of their knowledge. Whether 
knowledge could exist immaterial of the mind as in Popper's World 3 (cited in Bereiter, 
1994) remained problematic. It is conjectured here that knowledge could be immaterial 
of the mind if it is created by contexts such as cooperative learning settings. In these 
circumstances, the immaterial knowledge does not exist in a useful form until 
incorporated into the idiosyncratic mind. 
The core of this study has been an investigation into the existence of a fourth 
metaphor of cognitive psychology, drawing on Pepper's (1942) contextualist root 
metaphor of historic events and live events of the here and now. The research seems to 
suggest that in view of the inadequacies of the first three metaphors, a fourth metaphor 
that acknowledges the complexities of the classroom and the idiosyncrasies of 
individuals may indeed be emerging. 
The relationships between context and the unique human mind have been central 
foci in this study. The two broad perspectives on student learning, the cognitive-
constructivist and the socio-cultural, were reconciled by illustrating both the 
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contextualized nature of learning and the role of the individual's uniqueness. Although 
some pre-dispositions to learn may exist genetically and the final shape of knowledge 
seemed to be the product of cognitive processing carried out by the uniquely pre-
disposed mind, the original form of knowledge appeared to be the product of the 
individual mind's socio-cultural, historical milieu. A student seemingly working alone 
in a library or on a computer is embedded in a complex socio-cultural context and draws 
on essentially human social semiotics, particularly language, to make meaning of 
experience. Complex systems like libraries and computers are the products of 
thousands of years of human knowledge and invention, so interacting with them at any 
level is an historical, socio-cultural experience. Even the form of curricula presented to 
students is a socio-cultural construct. While the initial shape of the knowledge may 
have been culturally determined, the individual seemed to generate its final, 
interconnected form. 
The conceptual framework in chapter three was revised in order to afford greater 
recognition to individual antecedents and the role of the individual mind in shaping the 
final form of the knowledge. Figure 78 expands on the socio-cultural constructivist 
model represented by Prawat ( 1996) as a possible stage towards the delineation of a 
fourth metaphor. The individual is seen as bringing an idiosyncratic biological and 
experiential history to the culturally relevant context. This context comprised the 
cooperative learning sessions during the study lessons. The group members interacted 
during the lessons using "artefacts" such as language and other social semiotics. The 
total classroom context provided the objects and events that underpinned these 
interactions. The extent of interaction was determined by the individuals' states of 
consciousness as they interacted with the objects and events in the lessons. The revised 
framework depicts an interaction between individuals and objects/events as a two way 
process because both individuals and objects/events influenced each other. The 
students ultimately extracted co-constructed and individually constructed knowledge 
from the cooperative settings and appeared to continue to shape this know ledge over 
time. 
Unique mental 
representations of 
knowledge and 
experience 
Culturally Relevant Activity 
Objects and Events 
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Figure 78. Revised conceptual framework. Socio-cultural co.nstructivism and the fourth metaphor. 
Source: Adapted from Prawat, R.S. (1996). Constructivisms, modem and postmodern. Educational 
Psychologist, 31 (3/4), 215-225. 
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The revised framework (Figure 78) posits that the students' mental 
representations of knowledge and experience are interconnected idiosyncratically. The 
use of concept maps in chapter five highlighted this interconnectedness and was 
conducted by the researcher as a means of presenting and analysing data. It must be 
emphasized that the concept maps represented the researcher's interpretations of an 
organising structure and may have borne little resemblance to the way knowledge about 
Antarctica was actually organised within the students' minds. The students' minds may 
have actually represented their knowledge more like Figure 79 where all pieces of 
information are stored in interconnected neural structures but are not necessarily 
organised into any particular form. That is, the information may have been stored 
almost at random, roughly in the same brain region and the extent to which the 
individual can recall the information may be in part a function of their idiosyncratic 
ability to make and activate the connections. 
Antarctica in Figure 79 is represented here not as a central organizing structure, 
as in the concept maps, but as a piece of information linked to all other pieces. Some 
concepts are linked together directly, others are not. New information might be stored 
in a single neuron or a within an existing network. Over time, new pieces of 
information might be connected in new ways to existing constructs. Knowledge 
represented in this manner in the minds of students could explain why knowledge 
seemed to continue to evolve. New own constructions and mis-constructions occurred 
as new connections seemed to be made and various parts were connected and re-
connected. This representation may also explain the idiosyncrasies and apparent 
unpredictability of student recall. Not only the storage of information but also the cuing 
of memory seemed to be idiosyncratic. Interestingly, engaging in small group talk, 
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especially quality talk as defined by this research, appeared to align student recall more 
closely. 
Scott's team all died on return journey 
Ice melting due to global wannin ______ ...., 
There's only snow & ice in the centre of Antarctica 
Australian territorial claims 
---Large numbers of \bergs 
Extreme cold 
Fifth largest continent 
Covered in ice & crevasses; difficult to cross 
ctive volcano 
Mt Erebus 
Englishman Scott led team 
Shackleton's ship was stuck in the ice 
Figure 79. Possible representation of a sample student concept map, with lines representing neural 
connections. 
The proximate discussion context found in this research also suggested that 
associations in the brain may be more random and less organized into "schema" than 
had been previously thought. Concepts discussed in the same contexts did not appear 
directly related but the students seemed to associate them together. It is postulated here 
that information may be stored in the neural structures in a seemingly random manner 
and accessed according to a form of episodic memory of when it was encountered. 
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Although the information may all be interconnected, specific parts of the brain may 
store various pieces of seemingly unrelated information. These kinds of structures 
could explain the production of own constructions and mis-constructions where 
information is connected, sometimes erroneously. Recall may be the result of cues that 
activate certain neural structures and do not activate others. What stimulates the recall 
of a particular piece of information? Does this relate to the ways in which the 
information is stored in the brain? Does the recall of one piece of information activate a 
stream of connections linked to the individual's consciousness? These questions 
remained problematic. 
The investigation of human consciousness led to conjectures about what occurs 
inside the individual brain (Dennett, 1993). Clearly, information storage, cognition and 
even feelings must be stored somehow in the neural structures of the brain (Crick, 1994) 
but questions arise about the precise mechanisms of the neural functions and what 
stimulates recall? Neuroscience may eventually answer these kinds of questions, which 
are beyond the scope of the present study, but sufficient evidence was found to permit 
the researcher to speculate about the nature of the mind at the level of its neurons and 
neural networks. 
Evidence was found that knowledge or the recall of knowledge did not seem to 
remain static once it had entered the brain. The students in this study seemed to 
produce an evolving, fluid, unpredictable array of knowledge in their learning journals. 
Knowledge recalled once was often forgotten later. Sometimes, knowledge-was 
developed over time and at other times it was either forgotten or simply not recalled in 
the tests and journals. This indicates that knowledge was not fixed and bounded but 
appeared more like the grappling with ideas described by Meloth & Deering (1999). 
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Students produced their own constructions and mis-constructions at different 
intervals but these were often not repeated later. New mental representations were 
created even if there was no new engagement with the subject matter suggesting that the 
students were continuing to process the information over time, producing new 
constructs and associating some information together incorrectly. Abi's mis-
construction "there are data bases there" and her new, own construction, "the blizzards 
start early July and finish by late August" produced at twelve months illustrate this 
point. She had connected information learned during the lessons to other material in the 
elapsed time in the latter example. One factor affecting this evolving nature of 
knowledge was exposure to new related material but in most cases the students seemed 
to reorganize their mental representations of information with no additional stimulus. 
The example of Joel's non-use of the term hypothermia after the pre-lesson journal 
suggests that the term had been subsumed into other structures but the precise reason 
why he did not use the term again remained problematic. What kinds of mechanisms or 
connections cued in the memories of the study participants? These findings suggested a 
conceptualization of a dynamic, ever-changing mind consisting of interconnected parts 
and mediated by its context. 
Given the essentially human, idiosyncratic nature of learning found in this 
research, biological metaphors (Vosniadou, 1996) seem more appropriate when 
depicting human cognition and learning. The "Mind-as-Rhizome" metaphor (Deleuze 
& Guattari, 1983; Schuh, 1999), with its images of interconnected ideas and a dynamic 
and constantly changing nature, appears to better describe human learning, when 
compared to "Mind-as-Computer'' and constructivist metaphors. Findings about the 
uniqueness of the students' knowledge, the contextual factors determined by human 
interaction and how this knowledge seemed to develop in idiosyncratic ways suggested 
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to the researcher that the mind might be conceptualized as located in the neural 
structures of the human brain itself. In ontological terms, the "being" of the individual 
resides in the mind. This conceptualization seems to provide a more definitive 
biological metaphor to inform research and teaching practice. Diagrammatic 
representations of human neural .structures (Crick, 1994; Morgan, 1997) appeared to 
have characteristics of interconnectedness in common with rhizomes. An advantage of 
the brain conceptualization seemed to be the existence of various types of nerve cells 
(neurons) and neural structures (Morgan, 1997). Could these types of cells and 
structures perform different functions? Neural network models of brain functioning 
(Barnden, 1995) represent information in the brain as connected networks of units. 
Some units may have a single meaning while others may be meaningless individually 
unless activated together with other units and networks. These networks and 
connections are unique to the individual. Mental representations of this kind may 
explain the idiosyncrasies in student learning and cognition found in this study. 
As a consequence of this line of reasoning, a "Mind-as-Brain" metaphor is 
posited where the behaviour of the brain's cells and neural structures determines the 
cognitive processes and the storage and retrieval of knowledge (Dennett, 1993; Crick, 
1994). The mind-as-brain in this metaphor is the unique product of its biological and 
experiential history and is conceptualized as a three-dimensional, dynamic organism 
consisting of interconnected parts. In order to account for the brain existing in a socio-
cultural context, "Mind-as-Brain" is elaborated to "Mind-as-Contextual Brain". The 
axioms of the naturalistic paradigm (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; see Table 4, p.60) occupy a 
cental position in this conceptualization. Realities are multiple, constructed and 
holistic, the knower and the known are interactive and inseparable and all entities are in 
a state of mutual, simultaneous shaping. 
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Any theoretical discussion about metaphors should not be conducted in its own 
right without reference to teaching practice because it is this connection which 
maintains links with real classroom contexts and provides relevance to the research. 
The next section describes implications for teaching from the present study with a 
particular emphasis on the viability of cooperative learning strategies for classroom 
practice. 
8.4. hnplications for teaching 
The present study supports the use of cooperative learning strategies in the 
classroom, providing certain conditions are applied. These relate to the preparation of 
students and teachers for cooperative learning, teacher monitoring, activation of prior 
knowledge, structuring of tasks, classroom evaluative climate and structuring of groups. 
The ultimate goal of these measures is to create the conditions necessary for students to 
engage in quality talk for sustained periods. It is through these kinds of talk that 
cognitive gains can be made. 
Quality talk appeared as a key mediating factor between teacher intent and 
student outcomes. The teacher/researcher designed certain questions for discussion, 
which would normally be expected to produce student learning. However, learning was 
less likely if quality talk was not present. Therefore a major role for the teacher in 
cooperative learning seems to be the engineering of the conditions necessary to produce 
high levels of quality talk. This role has implications about task design, student 
preparation, teacher monitoring and group dynamics. 
Quality talk involves higher level cognitive processes. This research has 
confirmed recent findings that open-ended tasks are more likely to lead to higher order 
discussion (King, Barry & Zehnder, 1996). Teachers intending to use cooperative 
learning to produce these kinds of talk need to design tasks conducive to higher order 
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discussion. Some subject matter may not demand these kinds of talk. This study also 
found that cooperative learning could be effective if lower order talk occurred but if the 
teacher plans for students to engage in quality talk, open-ended tasks appear as a pre-
requisite. Teachers applying the principles of Philosophy for Children have 
demonstrated the value of promoting student skills such as argumentation and justifying 
points of view. In one study, training in philosophical thought processes led to 
significant increases in rates of higher cognitive level talk (Barry, King, Maloney & 
Burke, 2000). If teachers implement these kinds of training combined with 
metacognitive training (Mevarech, 1996), and structure open-ended tasks to produce 
more quality talk they are likely to produce significant gains in cognitive growth. 
Student preparation for cooperative learning requires careful thought by 
teachers. Practice has previously involved training students in group roles and rules and 
helping procedures in order to maximize peer collaboration (Johnson, Johnson, Holubec 
& Roy, 1984; Nattiv, 1994; Ross, 1994 & 1995). Additional student preparation 
measures, directed at improving the quality of talk are described below. 
This research demonstrated the central role of prior knowledge in student 
discussion. Student preparation should include greater attention to activating 
(Mevarech, 1996) and assessing prior knowledge before undertaking cooperative 
learning. Although not a major focus of this study, evidence was found that consciously 
activating prior knowledge seemed linked to learning. More prior knowledge led to 
more quality talk, which led in turn to more learning. Teacher assessment of prior 
knowledge may indicate that students lack the knowledge necessary in order to produce 
high levels of quality talk. In these situations it is recommended that students receive 
instruction directed at improving their knowledge base before undertaking cooperative 
tasks. This is part of the "scaffolding" described by Meloth and Deering (1999). The 
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study provided its own example of how prior knowledge could contribute to quality 
talk. In the last two study lessons, student talk indicated that knowledge acquired in the 
earlier lessons had been recalled and applied to discuss open-ended questions. The 
students were able in varying degrees to bring together their mental representations of 
subject matter, use generally high levels of quality talk and resolve the issues presented 
to them. 
Students could be assigned sections of subject matter, using the Jigsaw structure 
in order to become "expert" and could then peer tutor their group before planned 
cooperative discussions commence. Cooperative learning should not be regarded as the 
only means of instruction. It is recommended that it be reserved for strategic times in 
the coverage of a unit of work, combined with other methods. Discussion questions 
need careful design to take account of prior knowledge and assisting students to make 
connections to authentic settings. 
Patterns of dominance and passivity became a problem for some of the study 
groups. Preparation for cooperative learning needs to involve effective training in 
including all group members so that students do not adopt their usual status positions 
and lapse into learning helpless and passive behaviours. Dominant students in 
particular need training and practice in peer tutoring techniques so that their potential to 
provide the group with impetus is harnessed. The task engagement of all group 
members needs monitoring. Monitoring should include considerations about whether 
students are actually engaged in cooperative discussion and whether group roles and 
rules are being followed. 
Teacher preparation should involve a clear delineation of the teacher monitoring 
role. Cohen (1994) favoured an approach involving minimal teacher interference, 
preferring teacher statements that delegate authority for completion of the task to the 
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students. Cohen recommended teachers keep monitoring to a minimum and quickly 
move away to avoid interruptions to the flow of discussion. Given the findings on 
quality talk and contextual factors, this study supports Meloth & Deering's (1999) view 
that teacher monitoring should focus on facilitating productive discussion and not be so 
concerned with the amount of time spent with the group. In some cases, only a few 
words may be needed to achieve this end but teachers should be ready to step in or out 
of the discussion and stay for as long as the situation demands. 
Teacher monitoring includes alertness to group disharmony, which can lead to 
unproductive talk. This study supported previous research which found that some 
groups become pre-occupied with socially-oriented talk and apply minimal attention to 
on-task talk (King, Barry, Luberda & Zehnder, 1998). Disharmony was noted 
particularly among groups B2 and B3. This appeared to result from differences in 
student motivation to the task and where a dominant student ignored some students' 
ideas. Both of these conditions at times led to off-task talk and mild conflict. Conflict 
situations seem likely to lead to unproductive emotional responses in students. The 
teacher's role in these circumstances should be to intervene in order to re-direct the 
students into productive discussion. If this cannot be achieved, groups may need to be 
re-structured in the short term and longer term efforts need to be made to improve 
students' pro-social skills. This study also confirmed previous findings (King, Barry, 
Luberda & Zehnder, 1998) where students appearing to stay on task when the teacher 
was in the proximity and returning to off -task talk as the teacher moved away. Normal 
classroom management practices, as delineated by Kounin (1970) apply in these 
situations. 
Meloth & Deering (1999) argued that although collaborative learning, 
particularly cooperative learning strategies, have been promoted widely, little attention 
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had been directed at guiding teachers in their role. Melo th and Deering ( 1999) 
contended that this was likely to cause confusion because teachers were being asked to 
change their normal practice and assume a less dominant role. This kind of confusion 
was likely to lead to teachers not persisting with the strategies. Before teachers attempt 
these forms of complex instruction (Cohen, 1991) they may need to assess their own 
beliefs and understandings about learning. Holding traditional, transmission views of 
learning and having insufficient understanding of the theoretical underpinnings of a 
particular approach, may pre-dispose attempts at collaborative learning to failure 
(Meloth & Deering, 1999). Teachers need to reflect upon their own beliefs and 
theoretical knowledge about peer collaboration and to develop an awareness of the 
possible constraints of these strategies before attempting to apply them in the classroom. 
Without these kinds of reflection the use of collaborative learning is likely to be ill 
considered and counterproductive. 
The present study raised issues about the ways teachers craft the classroom 
evaluative climate (Doyle, 1983). In order to generate quality talk, students need to be 
encouraged to "tease out" their discussion and focus more effort on the quality of their 
talk and group product rather than on completing the task as quickly as possible. 
Teachers who have defined task completion as the real task of students may find their 
students tend to produce glib responses in order to get the task finished quickly. Such 
an approach is not conducive to quality small group talk. This study found direct 
evidence in the first lesson of a teacher re-defining the task for her students when she 
referred to the use of English and writing "enough" in their worksheet answers. Instead 
of focussing on in-depth discussion, the students became pre-occupied with correct 
spelling and writing a longer answer. In preparing the ground for effective cooperative 
learning, evaluative climate needs to harness the wonder and inherent curiosity of 
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students and empower them with ownership of the discussion. Teachers need not feel 
they must entertain students (Good & Brophy, 2000, pp. 219-220) but the links between 
student interest and quality talk found in this research suggest the need for greater 
teacher consideration in selecting interesting, meaningful subject matter. A measure of 
control to students over the discussion can have significant effects on intrinsic 
motivation, which can be one of cooperative learning's strengths (Sharan & Shaulov, 
1990). 
A metaphor that emphasizes the uniqueness of the individual has clear 
implications for teachers. Despite awareness of individual differences and stated 
commitments to individual needs, teachers and education systems often seem unable to 
take sufficient account of their students' uniqueness. Tailoring differentiated learning 
programs to the individual has been a desired end for decades but the realities of limited 
resourcing, large classes and classroom complexity force teachers to use strategies that 
do not necessarily suit student idiosyncrasies. 
This study found that the idiosyncratic mind generates a unique perception of 
the moment. In cooperative learning, students may experience moments where all 
group members are focussed on the same material or activity at the same time and this 
is more likely to lead to a convergence of the students' learning but there are other 
moments when this does not occur. Teachers should be acutely aware of these 
mediations and endeavour to bring student focus closer together for more sustained 
periods. If the teacher is able to engineer the kinds of quality talk described above, the 
potential of cooperative learning to produce academic gains is optimised. 
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· 8.5. Possible directions for further research 
Nuthall and Church (1973) argued that research into classroom thinking and 
learning should proceed through an observational/descriptive phase and progress 
through correlational and experimental designs, with each phase being informed by the 
previous phase and maintaining an awareness of classroom realities. Nuthall (1997) 
contended that research on learning and teaching had progressed too quickly through the 
phases and had become too narrow in their focus and conceptions of teaching and 
learning. He argued that new research paradigms had returned research to 
observational/descriptive studies and the cycle now appeared to be an upward spiral. 
Research was needed which embraced the complexities of classrooms in order to 
observe and understand them. This study supports the need for further research that 
examines the manifold complexities of the classroom in real contexts. 
This was a descriptive study, which sought to describe and explain how 
knowledge was constructed under small group cooperative learning conditions. While 
not an exploratory study, intending to identify variables for further research, a variable 
was identified that seems to warrant further research. This was the proximate 
discussion context, a variable that appeared linked to the groups' perceptions of the 
moment, determined by the students' individual consciousness. Additional research 
using similar techniques of data collection and analysis could confirm or refute 
proximate discussion context. 
This study further defined quality talk using the MAK.IT AB instrument 
(Appendices H & I). Research is needed to verify these findings among wider samples 
of students because of their potential to inform practice. Correlational and experimental 
designs seem appropriate for these kinds of research. Another line of inquiry that may 
be required is the effects of quality talk in different socio-cultural contexts. This 
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research acknowledges that one of its limits was the narrow socio-cultural backgrounds 
of the participants and the researcher speculates that quality talk may not produce the 
same influences on learning in cultures other than the one pervading this study. For 
example, do Australian Aboriginal children react in the same ways in small groups or 
do they become reticent in discussion? Is cooperative learning a culturally appropriate 
medium for the various ethnic groups represented in contemporary industrial society? 
This study found that the younger students at School B seemed less able to 
participate in the lessons and tended to become passive. Additional research should be 
conducted in order to increase understandings of the age-appropriateness of cooperative 
learning. Do students need to be at certain developmental levels before they can 
participate productively in cooperative learning? What factors determine age-
appropriateness? 
The important influence of high status, dominant students was confirmed by this 
study. Dominant students (Rebecca, Max, Clark, Abi, David) in this study seemed to 
derive their high status from their academic competence although one student (Alan) 
derived his status from his social position. Research into status differentials has 
examined the passivity phenomenon (Mulryan, 1992; King, 1993, Day, 1997) but 
dominant students appear under-researched. What factors affect the status of dominant 
students? Some research has been conducted into using knowledgeable students as peer 
tutors but more research into the characteristics and role of dominant students is needed. 
This research could parallel work already conducted into passivity. 
Teacher preparation for cooperative learning .would also benefit from further 
research. Meloth and Deering (1999) have delineated some of the potential difficulties 
in the implementation of cooperative learning strategies. Research could inform 
practice and reduce some of the difficulties of in-service training. 
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This study has suggested that understanding how information is stored, 
organized and retrieved in the human brain's neural system may have implications for 
teaching practice. Research of this kind may be able to describe more precisely the 
location of knowledge and cognition in the neural structures. Although beyond the 
scope of the present study, research in neuroscience has the potential to unlock the brain 
functions that lead to learning and cognition (Dennett, 1993; Crick, 1994; Barnden, 
1995). These kinds of questions need to be addressed if classroom learning and 
cognition is to be understood and a theory of teaching and learning is to be advanced. 
8.6. Concluding comments 
This research has demonstrated that human learners bring idiosyncratic 
biological, cultural and experiential histories to learning contexts. It is the interplay 
between the cognitive functions of unique individuals that shapes the socio-cultural 
milieu of the group. The case study students engaged with content and discussion in 
idiosyncratic ways, creating an idiosyncratic group context. The group context helped 
construct new understandings and the individual eventually produced self-mediated 
constructs that evolved over time. This research investigated only a small part of the 
school lives of a group of students and highlighted the manifold classroom variables. 
The variables mediated student learning to produce uncertain outcomes despite clear 
teacher cognitive intent. Quality talk in cooperative learning settings helped to reduce 
this uncertainty and promoted more commonalities among group members' learning. 
Cooperative learning was a rich learning context for the students' minds, which 
permitted the coalescence of multiple variables and produced cognitive gains during 
those moments of classroom experience. 
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Outline of Commonly Applied Cooperative Learning Strategies. 
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Appendix A 
Outline of commonly applied cooperative learning strategies. 
Teams-Games-Tournaments 
TGT (De Vries & Slavin, 1978; De Vries et al 1980; Slavin, 1986) is a co-
operative structure that involves students working together to master content and then 
applying their learning to competitive games situations. Groups are heterogeneous for 
the study phase and same-ability (homogeneous) for the competitive phase. Team 
scores are calculated by combining individual scores. 
Student-Teams Achievement Divisions 
STAD is a simplified version of TGT (Slavin, 1986) where games or 
tournaments are replaced by quizzes which are taken individually. Team scores are 
based on how much students have improved (Good & Brophy, 1997). This strategy 
reduces some of the negative aspects of competitive structures. 
Team-Assisted Individualization 
This is a team structure combining individualized mathematics instruction, co-
operative methods and group rewards similar to ST AD (Slavin, 1990). This is a 
structured program which, unlike TGT and STAD, depends on specified materials. 
Jigsaw and Jigsaw II 
Jigsaw and Jigsaw II (Aronson, Blaney, Stephan, Sikes & Snapp, 1978; 
Johnson, Johnson & Holubec, 1990; Kagan, 1990) are attempts to reduce status 
difficulties in co-operative settings and to improve individual and group accountability. 
Students work in heterogeneous groups. 
In Jigsaw, each student is provided with unique information, becoming expert in 
the area. Expert groups meet to discuss their part of the project. After expert group 
meetings, groups are re-constituted and each child "teaches" their material to the other 
group members. All individual inputs into the group are necessary for the success of 
the group product. 
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Jigsaw II is an adaptation of Jigsaw (Slavin, 1990) especially suited to text-
based material. Students are provided with the same materials but are assigned different 
parts of the project. 
Learning Together 
Leaming Together is a co-operative structure where students work to achieve 
mutual goals (Johnson & Johnson, 1994). Groups are heterogeneous. Students work 
together on a single academic task, producing a team product. Rewards are shared if 
groups achieve success against pre-determined criteria. Pro-social skills are taught and 
practiced if necessary. Research into this approach (Johnson, Johnson, Holubec & Roy, 
1984; Johnson & Johnson, 1985; Bennett, Rolheiser-Bennett & Stevahn, 1991) 
identified five essential elements required for successful co-operative learning; (1) 
positive interdependence (2) face to face interaction between students (3) individual 
accountability (4) social skills and (5) group processing. 
Group Investigation 
Group Investigation (Sharan & Hertz-Lazarowitz, 1980; Sharan & Sharan, 
1990) requires a high degree of student autonomy and self-management ability (Bennett 
et al, 1991). Using this structure, students complete a unit of study by proceeding 
through six phases; (1) grouping (2) planning (3) investigating (4) organizing (5) 
presenting and (6) evaluating. 
Informal co-operative structures 
In addition to the widely practiced co-operative structures above, several less 
formal approaches have been developed (Bennett et al, 1991; Good & Brophy, 2000). 
In practice these kinds of structures need less time to explain to students and can be 
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applied quickly. They are also useful as a means of introducing co-operative learning to 
classes. Structures which are mainly conducted in dyads are included such as Think-
Pair-Share (Kagan, 1990), Formulate-Share-Listen-Create (Johnson, Johnson & 
Bartlett, 1990) and Say and Switch (Bennet et al, 1991). Other simple structures which 
are applied in small groups include Roundtable/Roundrobin, Three-Step Interview, 
Comers (Kagan, 1990), and Graffiti (Gibbs, 1987). These approaches feature 
brainstorming-type strategies and rapid exchange of ideas. 
NOTE: For additional details of these strategies see Bennett, Rolheiser-Bennett & 
Stevahn (1991). 
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Parent and School Principal Permission letters. 
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Appendix B; Parent permission letter 
Dear Parent or Guardian, 
My name is Scott Zehnder and I am currently studying for the post graduate degree of Doctor of . 
Philosophy at Edith Cowan University. My research topic is "Student Cognition in Cooperative Small 
Groups". Your child's teacher has expressed a willingness for me to conduct research in his/her 
classroom and I must now formally request your permission to use data gathered from your child in my 
study. 
My research aims to investigate the thinking and learning which occurs during small group cooperative 
learning. In order to do this I plan to collect data in the form of audio taped and transcribed small group 
discussions, copies of student learning journal entries, test scores from specially developed tests in the 
Studies of Society and Environment curriculum area, work samples in the same curriculum area and 
observational notes during the course of five lessons. Duration of the lessons will be approximately forty 
minutes. The lesson topic will be one usually covered by students of this year group. Data collection will 
not affect the students' normal class work. All data and results will be confidential. When the thesis is 
completed students will be assigned a pseudonym in order to preserve their anonymity. Pseudonyms will 
also be used if the results of this study are published. Teachers and students involved in the study are free 
to withdraw at any time. 
If you have any inquiries regarding my study, please direct them through your child's teacher and I will 
be happy to discuss them with you. If you consent to your child's involvement in the study please 
complete the form below and return it to the school. Thank you for your time. 
Yours sincerely, 
SCOTT ZEHNDER Dip. Teach., B.Ed., M.Ed. 
I _______________ consent to my child---------
involvement in Scott Zehnder's research. I understand that all data and results will be kept confidential 
and my child's anonymity is guaranteed. I also retain the right to withdraw my child from the study at 
any time. 
Parent's signature------------
Student's signature ___________ _ 
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Appendix B; School A Principal Permission Letter 
Dear Alan, 
As you are aware I am currently studying for the post graduate degree of Doctor of Philosophy at Edith 
Cowan University. My research topic is "Student Cognition in Cooperative Small Groups" and since I 
plan to collect additional data from my own classroom I must now formally request your permission to 
conduct the study at our school. 
My research aims to investigate the cognitive processes which occur during small group cooperative 
learning. In order to do this I plan to collect data in the form of audio taped and transcribed small group 
discussions, copies of student learning journal entries, test scores from specially developed tests in the 
Studies of Society and Environment curriculum area, work samples in the same curriculum area and 
observational notes during the course of five lessons. Duration of the lessons will be approximately forty 
minutes. The lesson topics will be ones usually covered by students of this year group. Data collection 
will not affect the students' normal class work. All data and results will be confidential. When the thesis 
is completed students will be assigned a pseudonym in order to preserve their anonymity. Pseudonyms 
will also be used if the results of this study are published. Teachers and students involved in the study are 
free to withdraw at any time. 
If you have any inquiries regarding my study I will be happy to discuss them with you. I look forward to 
receiving your response to my request. Thank you for your time. 
Yours sincerely, 
SCOTT ZEHNDER Dip. Teach., B.Ed., M.Ed. 
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Appendix B; School B Principal Permission Letter 
Dear Ken, 
My name is Scott Zehnder and I am currently studying for the post graduate degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy at Edith Cowan University. My research topic is "Student Cognition in Cooperative Small 
Groups". Three of your teaching staff have expressed a willingness for me to conduct research in their 
classroom and I must now formally request your permission to conduct the study in your school. 
My research aims to investigate the cognitive processes which occur during small group cooperative 
learning. In order to do this I plan to collect data in the form of audio taped and transcribed small group 
discussions, copies of student learning journal entries, test scores from specially developed tests in the 
Studies of Society and Environment curriculum area, work samples in the same curriculum area and 
observational notes during the course of five lessons. Duration of the lessons will be approximately forty 
minutes. The lesson topics will be ones usually covered by students of this year group. Data collection 
will not affect the students' normal class work. All data and results will be confidential. When the thesis 
is completed students will be assigned a pseudonym in order to preserve their anonymity. Pseudonyms 
will also be used if the results of this study are published. Teachers and students involved in the study are 
free to withdraw at any time. 
If you have any inquiries regarding my study I will be happy to discuss them with you. I look forward to 
receiving a written response to my request. Thank you for your time. 
Yours sincerely, 
SCOTT ZEHNDER Dip. Teach., B.Ed., M.Ed. 
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APPENDIXC 
On-Balance Judgement Standards from Western Australian Literacy and 
Numeracy (W ALNA) Testing for Determining Appropriate Student Participant 
Writing Standards. 
Narrative Marking Guide 
I On balance judgement 
0 Level I Level 2 Level 3 Level 4· 
Planning Students who Students who have Students who have Students who have 
attempted but no have achieved achieved level two achieved level achieved level four 
story. level one show a . produce brief three write longer use familiar ideas 
growing written texts texts, using ideas and information in 
Draws pictures awareness of the understood by and information their writing, 
only. many purposes others which about familiar showing control 
for written texts. include related topics. They over the way 
No attempt at ideas and communicate some basic text 
written words. Students show an information about familiar ideas and types are written. 
emerging familiar topics. information for They try to adjust 
awareness of the particular their writing to 
nature, purposes Students have a purposes and meet readers' 
and conventions beginning known audiences. needs. 
of written knowledge of 
language. They conventions for Students use many They have a sound 
experiment with using written of the conventions basic knowledge 
using written texts. of narrative. They of how to use 
symbols for make attempts at English. 
conveying ideas spelling new 
and messages. words. 
Level 5 Level 6 
Students who have Students who have 
achieved level five achieved level six 
experiment with write In a variety 
writing longer of ways to explore 
texts that discuss complex issues. 
challenging aspects Their spelling, 
of subjects and syntax and 
present justified command of text 
views on them. structures are 
adequate for most 
They understand expository and 
important imaginative 
el'ements of how writing. 
texts are 
constructed and They Increasingly 
experiment with recognise the 
these elements in importance of 
their own writing. making their 
Students show a meanings clear for 
sense of the readers by using 
requirements of correct 
readers and punctuation, 
experiment with spelling and 
manipulating prose grammar and by 
for effect. manipulating 
words and the 
structure of texts. 
Level 7 
Students who have 
achieved level 
seven explore 
ideas about texts 
and Issues in an 
organised and 
precise way. 
They express 
themselves 
precisely when 
writing for 
complex purposes 
and they try to 
match text type, 
structure, tone 
and vocabulary to 
the demands of 
situations. 
Level 8 
Students at level 
eight write with 
an assurance, 
precision and 
vitality that 
testifies to a high 
level of social, 
cultural and 
linguistic 
understanding. 
They explore 
complex themes 
and issues in a 
variety of styles 
that compel 
readers' interest 
and attention. 
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Appendix C; Level One writing sample {WALNA) 
TO 
r 
APPENDIXD 
Education Department of Western Australia 
Level One Writing Strand Outcome Statement. 
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Students typically know that print carries a message and produce symbols to which they assign 
their own message. They produce approximations of conventional written symbols and usually 
write from top to bottom and left to right, sometimes leaving a space between word-like 
clusters of letters. Others may find their writing diffi~ult to read. 
Students typically write for their own purposes and audiences and their own name is one of the 
first recognisable words they write. They understand that writing and drawing are different. 
They usually write about their own experiences and attempt texts such as lists, greeting cards, 
messages or explanations to accompany their drawings. 
In producing written symbols, students typically use known letters and approximations of 
letters, including a mixture of letters and other symbols. They use initial letters and some 
known letter patterns to represent their ideas. They show some awareness of directionality and . 
start to make decisions about how to organise print on the page, possibly following layouts 
they have seen. 
Students typically use a range of strategies to help them produce words when they are writing. 
For example, they say words aloud and sound them slowly as they write, use alphabet charts, 
use knowledge ofletter names and sounds, copy environmental print, and ask others for help. 
They may also dictate their message for others to write. 
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APPENDIXE 
Education Department of Western Australia English Work Samples 
Student Level One Work Sample. 
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several months later the 
student revisited the 
pictorial story map and 
wrote about It. 
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APPENDIXF 
Samples of Raw Learning Journal Data from Non-Case Study Students. 
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Objective Test. 
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ANTARCTICA OBJECTIVE TEST 
Read the questions carefully. You can ask for help if you do 
not know some words. Choose the best answer for each 
question. 
1 . One way Antarctica is different from the Arctic is 
(a) it is very, very cold (b) it is smaller and colder 
(c) it has land under the ice (d) it has not been explored 
2. Which of these sentences is ffilll? 
(a) Antarctica is the fifth largest continent 
(b) the ice is very thin in Antarctica 
(c) no country owns Antarctica 
(d) Antarctic winters have very short days 
3. Choose the 1.1:..Y.g sentence. 
(a) James Cook was the first to explore the Antarctic 
(b) Cook found land in Antarctica 
(c) Shackleton's men all died in Antarctica 
(d) Robert Scott used dog-sleds 
4. The Antarctic has only one active volcano, It is ... 
(a) Mt Everest (b) Mt Egmont 
(c) Mt Erebus (d) Mt Cook 
5. The first man to reach the South PoJe ·was 
(a) Scott (b) Cook (c) Mawson (d) Amundsen 
6. Cook explored the Antarctic in a ship called the 
(a) Resolution (b) Titanic (c) Endeavour (d) Arctic Explorer 
7. The only food for wildlife in Antarctica is in the sea so 
(a) the animals live inland 
(b) the animals live on the coast 
(c) there are not many animals there 
(d) only seals and penguins live there 
8. Which types of penguins are found in the Antarctic? 
(a) emperor, adelie and gentoo penguins 
(b) emperor, adelie and Antarctic penguins 
(c) emperor, adelie and Ross penguins 
(d) emperor, skua and chinstrap penguins 
9. Which country claims the most territory in Antarctica? 
(a) Australia (b) USA (c) France (d) New Zealand 
10. The Australian Antarctic bases are called 
(a) McMur,do, C[inton and South Pole 
(b) Vostok, Auckland and Wellington 
(c) Casey, Mawson and Davis 
(d) Amundsen, Scott and Shackleton 
11. Meteorology is the study of 
(a) weather (b) rocks (c) volcanoes (d) seals 
12. The main kinds of animals in the Antarctic are 
(a) seals, leopard seals, seasnakes and whales 
(b) penguins, seals, whales and sea-birds 
(c) kangaroos, wombats, koalas and penguins 
(d) seals, dolphins, killer whales and sharks 
13. Which explorer's ship was stuck in the ice? 
(a) Shackleton (b) Cook (c) Mawson (d) Amundsen 
14. The biggest known iceberg came from Antarctica. It was bigger 
than 
(a) Belgium (b) Antarctica (c) Australia (d) New Zealand 
15. The lowest temperature ever recorded was in Antarctica. It 
was ... 
(a) - 15.2°C (b) - 2s.2°c (c) - 59.2°c (d) - as.2°c 
16. Which type of penguins incubate their e~gs in the Antarctic, 
winter? 
(a) adelie (b) chinstrap (c) gentoo (d) emperor 
17. Why is it important to keep y.our feet dry in the Antarctic? 
(a) sweat can freeze and cause frost bite 
(b) sweat can make your feet get slippery 
(c) sweat can make you too thirsty 
( d) sweat can make you use too many socks 
18. Which scientific discovery was made in Antarctica? 
(a) holes in the greenhouse layer (b) Mt Egmont 
(c) Halley's Comet (d) holes in tlie ozone fayer 
19. People want to save the whales in Antarctica because 
(a) they breed there (b) there are only 500 whales left 
(c) most of the world's whales live there (d) it's very cold 
20. A famous Australian Antarctic explorer was 
(a) Douglas Mawson (b) James Cook 
( c) Ernest Shackleton (d) Roald Amundsen 
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Summary Chart of MAKITAB Small-group Interaction Analysis System. 
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APPENDIX I 
Extracts from MAKITAB Technical Report. 
Source: King, L., Barry, K., Maloney, C., & Tayler, C. (1993). The MAKITAB 
small-group learning interaction analysis system (Technical Report). Perth, Western 
Australia: Edith Cowan University. 
Used with permission. 
Group Task : Attending To The Task/Fulfilling The Task 
Definition of Task: 
A definite piece of work assigned to or expected 
from a group/class. 
Interactions in this category relate only to student talk. 
TS01 Management - Materials/Movement · 
Interactions associated with the type of material to be used, or the 
collection, arranging or distribution of materials and equipment required 
for group working on the task. Interactions which involve movement in 
terms of work space are included in this category. 
This category does not include movement (physical activity) or the 
manipulation of materials (e.g., calculators, geoboards) as part of the 
work task. 
Examples: TX01: 1-2 
TS01 : 1-5 
Do you have a good crayon? 
· Okay, use pencil .. 
TS01 : 1-6 Come and find the picture. 
TSOl : 2-1 Okay, we're going to need all the pizzas to 
do this worksheet. 
TSOl : 2-5 . Toss me the fraction strip showing one-
quarter. 
TSOl : 2-6 I need to go on the other side of the desk so 
that I can draw the right way up. 
TSOl : 5-6 We need to go inside now. 
TS02 Oarlfying Task Directions/Requirements 
Comments and questions seeking to clarify directions, instructions or 
requirements to be followed when doing the task. This includes 
conferring to obtain help from the teacher or seeking directions on what 
to do when a task is completed. Reading instructions/ questions from a 
worksheet are also included in this category. Questions read from a 
worksheet are coded TS02; student generated questions in this category 
are coded TX02 
Examples: TS02: 5-1 
TS02· :5-2 
And then you're supposed to colour it in. 
We have to do this together. 
(examples cont'd) 
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TS02: 6-1 
TS02 : 6-2 
TX02: 1-2 
TS02 : 2-1 
TX02: 5-9 
TS02: 1-5 
TS02: 6-5 
TS02 :5-6 
TS02: 5-2 
TS02 : 1-6 
TX02: 6-1 
TS02 : 1-6 
TS02: 2-6 
TS02: 6-9 
TSOS Determining Work Actions 
The question says, 'Who eats the most 
pizza?" [ worksheet question]. 
Wait a minute. We should put our names 
onit. · 
Sara, how do you spell your name [to write 
on worksheet]. 
S-a-r-a. 
. Do any of you know what you're doing? 
No. 
Tell the teacher. 
Why don't you finish it first. 
Let's do number 3 first. 
No one else has got their hands up. 
Now what did you want? 
I want to know what she told us. 
I want to too. 
Hands up then. 
Interactions which involve determining who will undertake or who has 
undertaken particular work actions (i.e., jobs) toward achieving the group 
task. This includes volunteering for or unsolicited rejection of a task. Task 
determination can lead to overt acceptance (TS06) or overt rejection 0'507) or 
there may just be tacit acceptance or rejection (implied, so it generally 
cannot be coded). 
This category is distinguished from TSOS in that the work actions are 
distinct jobs which contribute to the working of the group task. The work 
actions are not routine manipulative operations which may be part of the 
learning. Work actions (jobs) may be determined in the planning process 
or arise in response to a definite need during the working o,f the task. The 
category of determining work actions may also be used in the sense of 
checking up to see who has undertaken a particular work action for the 
group. 
Coders should bear in mind the purpose of the category is to identify 
interactions which determine work actions (jobs) and students who play a 
significant part in setting up and carrying out work adions (jobs) that 
facilitate the achievement of the group task (i.e., the active participator). 
This category does not pertain to structural roles (e.g., recorder) in the 
group (see DS02). 
Examples: TSOS : 5-6 
TX05: 5-2 
TXOS: 6-5 
I'll finish the legend. 
Who's going to do the drawings? 
What am I doing? (examples cont'd) 
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TS05 : 6-1 
TS05 : 6-2 
TX05: 1-6 
TS05 : 2-5 
TS05 : 1-5 
TS07: 2-1 
TS06 Accepting Work Actions 
I'm not going to construct halves and 
eighths. 
Whoever gets dope first will make halves. 
Who did this one? 
I'll cut them out now. 
I thought you were going to draw a picture, 
Carol 
No, I'm working on this. 
Comments by a group member that confirm the acceptance of particular 
work actions (jobs). 
Examples: TS05 : 2-6 
TS06 : 6-2 
TX05: 1-5 
TS06 : 5-1 
TS07 Rejecting Work Actions 
You do the map. 
Okay. 
Will you make thirds? 
If that's what you want, I'll make thirds for 
you;Susan. 
Comments by a group member that confirm :non-acceptance of particular 
work actions (jobs). 
Examples: TXOS: 1-2 
TS07: 2-1 
TS05 : 1-5 
TS07 : 5-1 
TX05: 6-1 
TS07: 1-6 
Do you want me to take this home to my 
brother to do? 
No way, he might wreck it. 
You're meant to be drawing. 
No, I'm not 
Are you doing the pepperoni pizza? 
No, I want to do tuna. 
. TS08 Examining, Comprehending, Oarifying and Routine Responding 
Comments, questions and other interactions which are associated with 
identifying, defining or paraphrasing content; examining, discussing or 
gathering information; elaborating upon content; clarifying fads and concepts; 
manipulating materials or equipment in relation to task content or procedure; 
making routine, lmo level responses (chatter) while working through task 
content/procedure. This category also includes the sharing or collating (not 
discussing to reach consensus) of answers in independent format lessons. 
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Examples: T708 : 1-2 
TSOS: 2-1 
TSOS : 1-5 
T708 : 5-1 
T?OS : 1-6 
TSOS : 6-1 
TSOS: 2-6 
T?OS: 6-2 
TSOS: 2-6 
TSOS: 3-5 
T?OS : 1-5 
TSOS : 5-1 
T?OS : 1-6 
TSOS : 6-1 
TSOS : 5-9 
T?OS : 5-6 
1S10: 6-5 
How do you spell science? 
S-C-1-E-N-C-E. 
It's just the same set out in a different way. 
Can you think of some other combinations 
that make up three quarters? [would lead to 
TS09 or1S10] 
Why. do you have to add to get the answer? 
Because she ate half and quarter of each 
pizza. 
There now-divide it [ the pizza] up into how 
many people you have to share it with. 
With you? With you three? 
No look. It says that Anna and Ben decide 
to share a pepperoni pizza. 
Mine's a big one. 
What did you get? 
Six. 
What's the exposition? 
Same as the introduction-the background 
stuff. 
I like this activity. 
What did you get on number 3? 
Onewhole. 
TS09 Sudden Idea(s)/Insight(s) 
A 'flash-in-the-mind', impulse, insight or creative idea which is related to 
the task but is not a definite recommendation for inclusion in the group 
task. 
Examples: TS09 : 1-9 
TS09: 2-9 
Hey, I've got a good one. We could have a. 
cyclone. 
Half! Gosh! Gosh, they're all going to be a 
half. 
TS09 : 5-9 Oh, I have an idea: it could be bacon, bacon 
and cheese. 
TS09 : 6-9 I know what we could do. 
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TS10 Proposing 
Interactions in which a group member(s) offers for consideration, 
acceptance or action a definite recommendation, suggestion, prediction, plan, 
method, explanation or answer for inclusion in the group task. This offer 
may take the form of a proposal, an extension of a proposal, or a counter-
proposal. A proposal, extension of a proposal, or counter-proposal may 
be ignored, negotiated over, accepted or rejected (see 'IS11-'IS13). 
Examples: 'ISlO : 1-9 
'ISlO : 1-9 
'ISlO : 2-9 
'ISlO : 3-9 
TSOl : 1-9 
'ISlO: 2-9 
TS12: 5-9 
'ISlO : 5-6 
T?ll : 6-5 
'ISll : 5-6 
Let's say we are in a group and we go 
aro~d the world in a voyage and the next 
morning we wake up and we're wrecked. 
Let's crush it. 
Make a big ice-cube out of cardboard and 
join it on. 
It would work with a hammer. 
H you were really hungry would it be better 
to share a pepperoni, cheese or bacon pizza? 
[Note: A student reading from the 
worksheet.] 
Cheese, I think. 
Cheese. 
Nowyou add all these together. 
Are you sure? 
Yes. 
[The discussion continues before closure.] 
TS11 Negotiating, Arguing, Reacting to Ideas, Insights or Proposals 
Comments and questions in which group members talk, work through, or 
react to ideas, insights or proposals. These interactions normally involve 
higher cognitive level interactions such as redprocal discussion, 
consideration of implications, application of content, examination of different 
points of uiew, verbalization of reasoning processes, critical thinking, or 
statements for and against a proposal or counter-proposal. Normally TSl 1 will 
follow TS09 /TSlO, but interactions may occasionally revert to TS08. 
Examples: TSlO : 1-2 
TSll : 2-1 
TSll : 2-1 
TSU : 2-1 
'ISll : 2-1 
TSll : 2-1 
'ISll : 2-1 
TS11 : 1-2 
TSlO : 5-9 
Ben ate the least pizza. 
No, he didn't. 
Look - Candice gets one-third and one-
quarter. / Ben gets all those pieces, so it 
couldn't be Ben./ Anna gets that and that, 
but one-third is smaller [sic] than 
one-quarter. / So it has to be Candice. 
Darren gets one-third 
Yeah, but . . . (cont'd) 
Candice and Darren ate the least pizza [i.e., 
a counter proposal]. 
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TS11 : 6-9 
TS11 : 1-9 
TS11 :·2-1 · 
TS10 : 1-9 
T?11 : 2-9 
TS11 :2-9 
TS11 : 5-2 
TS11 :1-9 
TS11 : 6-9 
1S11 : 6-9 
TS11 : 1-6 
TS11 : 5-9 
TS11 : 1-9 
TS12 : 5-1 
TS12 : 1-5 
TS11 : 1-6 
TS11 : 6-1 
TS11 : 1-6 
TS12 : 6-1 
TSll : 2-5 
T?11 : 5-2 
TS11 : 2-5 
TS12 : 6-5 
TS12 Final Agreement 
Two-sixths is smaller than three-ninths. 
Wait a minute, two-sixths equals one-third. 
Three-ninths equals one-third. 
Yeah.· . 
So they're the same. Talking about two-
ninths, no, so Anna and Ben. 
How can Ben be eating the least? (rhetorical 
question] 
He ate the most. 
Uh-huh, see Anna. 
Two-sixths equals one-third. Three-ninths 
equals one-third. 
So they all eat the same. 
Unless two-sevenths is bigger. 
Two-sevenths isn't bigger. 
Two-sevenths is smaller. 
Well they're both the same. Candice and 
Darren ate the same. So that means Candice 
and Darren ate the least pizza. 
Yes, that's what I said. 
Okay. 
It can't be seven-eighths. Look, here's half, 
and right below is four-eighths. 
Seven-eighths would be more than four-
eighths. 
So it would be more than a half, too. 
Okay. 
Kevin Costner can't play Romeo. 
Whynot? . · 
He doesn't look Italian. 
Yeah, he's not young enough, either. 
Interactions in which a group member(s) agrees to final recommendations, 
suggestions, plans or answers for inclusion in the group task. 
Examples: TS12 : 1-9 
TS12: 5-9 
TS10 : 1-5 
TS12 : 5-1 
TS12 : 6-9 
We all agree that the title should be 'How to 
Survive in a Cold Climate'. 
Yes, it's hot water. 
Wrap it in material. 
Yes, what a good idea. Let's do that. 
I have to go along with it, I don't have any 
choice. 
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TS13 Final Rejection 
Interactions in which a group member(s) reject recommendations, 
suggestions, plans or answers for inclusion in the group task. The rejection 
is final and dismisses content from further consideration for the group task. 
Examples: TS13 : 1-6 
TS13 : 6-1 
TS14 Representation 
No way, we're not having that. 
We will not have that pop-up. 
Comments, suggestions or questions associated with the actual recording 
or representation of the product or recommendations for inclusion in the group 
product. This includes such acts as writing, drawing, colouring, erasing,· 
preparing a chart and performing. When TS14 occurs concurrently with 
another category (TS08, TS10, TS12) then code the interaction as TS14. 
Examples: 
TS15 Reviewing 
TS14 : 5-6 
TS14: 5-1 
TS14 : 5-6 
Write it down as best you can. 
Write that three-eighths is a proper fraction 
too. 
I've almost got it erased. 
Comments and questions related to going back over developed content in 
order to check its usefulness, appropriateness or accuracy. This may involve 
inquiry, questioning, inspection, reworking, or evaluation of the 
developed content for the group task. Reviewing also includes the 
redoing of an experiment to check the accuracy of a result. 
Examples: T?15 : 5-2 
TS15 : 2-9 
TS15 : 1-9 
T?15 : 1-9 
TS15 : 2-1 
TS15 : 6-1 
TS15 : 1-9 
'What have you got written down so far? 
Hey guys, listen to what I've written. 
Okay, let's check. 
What's the same as two-fifths? 
Four-tenths. 
We shouldn't have cut these, these are 
messy. 
This one is the best. 
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TS16 Moni~oring Student/Group Progress 
Interactions, observations, comments or suggestions about progress in 
terms of use of time or where the student or group is in relation to task 
achievement or other groups. 
Examples: TX16: 1-2 Are you almost done? 
TS16 : 1-9 Come on, come on, let's get busy. 
TS16 : 2-9 Here~ we have to do fourths. 
TS16 : 5-9 We are running out of time. 
TS16 : 6-9 All done. 
TS16 : 1-9 Let's get this done. 
TS16 : 1-9 I've finished. 
TS16 : 2-9 I haven't done number 2 yet. 
TS16 : 5-9 We didn't do that one. 
TS16 : 6-9 That group is ahead of us. 
T716 : 1-9 What have we discovered so far? 
TX16: 1-2 We'll do it after, okay? 
TS16 : 1-5 Now we got to show Mr Brown. 
TS99 Non-task Related 
Actions, comments and questions which indicate non-involvement with or 
distraction from the task being worked by the group. This does not include 
off-task, amfl.ict (0513). 
Examples: TS99 : 5-6 
TS99 : 1-2 
TS99 : 2-1 
Look at.the blood on my thumb. 
Will you come and play after school? 
One of the tadpoles is dead. 
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DS02 Assigning Role(s) 
Interactions related to determining who will fulfil, or has fulfilled, 
particular structural small group member roles (recorder, timekeeper, 
judge, encourager, etc.) as opposed to task oriented actions. 
Examples: DX02:5-6 
DS02: 6-5 
DS02: 1-9 
DS02: 1-2 
DS02: 2-1 
DX02: 5-9 
DS02: 2-5 
DS03 Task Feedback- Positive 
What do I do? 
You are the director. 
I'm timing. 
You be the recorder; you write the answers. 
Okay. 
Guys, I'll be the direction reader, okay? 
I'm still the writer; 
A group member(s) provides positive evaluative comment, encouragement, or 
affirmation to another group member(s) about the progress of the group task, 
an individual work effort or work action (job). Praise or admiration are 
included. This category does not relate to student behaviour during 
group work. 
Examples: DS03: 3-5 
DS03: 5-3 
DS04 Task Feedback- Negative 
Our story is pretty good, look how much 
we've done. 
That looks good. 
A group member(s) provides negative or critical evaluative comment to 
another group member(s) about the ·progress of the group task, an individual 
work effort or work action (job). Criticism or personal, derisive comment 
about task performance is included. This form of comment may move into 
non-productive or personal conflict, and then becomes DS13. The DS04 
category does not relate to student behaviour during group work. 
Examples: DXOB: 5-6 
DS04: 6-5 
DS09: 1-6 
DS04: 6-1 
DS04: 2-1 
DS04: 1-2 
Which one looks best? 
No-oo, he should have big wings. 
It's easy. 
I know, that's why she wanted to do the 
pepperoni. 
That writing is messy. 
I have nothing to say. I'm not doing any 
more. 
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DSOS Challenging Group Member(s)/ Asserting 
An individual group member interrupting, asserting or reasserting the right 
to speak; to contribute content, to argue content, to follow procedure, to 
demand a response or contribution from another group member. If not 
listening to the tape or observing, it is often difficult to distinguish 
between DS05 and other categories. If in doubt, code as the other 
category (e.g., TSOS, TSOS). 
Examples: DXOS: 1-9 Listen, can I speak? 
DS05: 2-1 
DXOS: 1-2 
DS05: 2-1 
DXOS: 1-2 
DS05: 1-9 
DS05: 2-1 
DS07: 1-2 
DS05: 6-9 
I want to finish. 
Why should it be your way? 
Shh, I'm talking. 
Can I write something down? 
Let me do something. 
Let me see the cheese. 
No. 
Wait, wait. 
DS06 Positive Response to Challenge 
Following a challenge (DSOS) fr9m a group member, agreement or a positive 
response is given. 
Examples: DXOS : 1-5 
DS06: 5-1 
DS05: 1-6 
DS06: 6-1 
Can I go ahead? 
Yes, go ahead. 
I want to do something with that flower. 
Okay,doit. 
DS07 Negative Response to Challenge 
Following a challenge (0505) from a group member, rejection or a negative 
response is given. 
Example: DXOS: 1-6 Can I go ahead? 
DS07: 6-1 No, I don't want you to. 
Examples of DS05, DS06, DS07: 
DS05: 1-2 
DS07: 2-1 
DS05: 1-2 
DS06: 5-1 
DS06: 1-9 
DXOS: 1-9 
DS07: 2-1 
DS05: 1-2 
DS07: 2-1 
Here.' If it's my thing, then I write it down. 
No. 
Yes, because it's fair. 
It does not matter. 
Well then I'll just write it down. 
Can I write something down? 
And I have, Anna. 
I'm doing it. 
No,do this. 
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APPENDIXJ 
The five lessons on the Antarctica topic used during the study. 
ANTARCTICA-THE FROZEN CONTINENT 
Imagine a place colder than the freezer in a 
refrigerator. Antarctica is a place like that. 
It is the world's fifth largest continent (large 
land mass). The coldest temperature ever 
recorded (- 89.2 ° C) was in Antarctica. There is 
no soil where trees and flowers can grow in 
Antarctica. There are no rivers. 
Most of Antarctica is covered by ice and snow. 
Some of the mountains and rocks are bare 
because the strong winds in Antarctica blow the 
snow away. When the winds blow the snow into 
the air this causes a storm called a blizzard. 
In some places the ice is over 3 KM thick! When 
huge chunks of ice break off they are called 
Icebergs. One of these icebergs was bigger 
than Belgium (a country in Europe). But even a 
place as cold as Antarctica has an active 
volcano, called Mt Erebus. 
No one lives in Antarctica. There are no towns 
or homes like ours. No country owns it but many 
countries claim territory there. Australia has 
the biggest claim. Some countries have 
scientific bases in Antarctica where they study 
all kinds of things. 
The scientists stay for only one year at a time. 
They are not allowed to take their families with 
them so there are no children in Antarctica. 
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS . -- : _ q ·· • 
;~ta::~c:; you think the ice is so thick in __ ~
~ ~::;:::., . 
------------------------------ -=--! 
2. A blizzard is a very dangerous storm to be 
caught out in. Why? Give at least two reasons. 
3. Why do you think no one lives in Antarctica? 
4. What do you think scientists might study in 
·Antarctica? 
---
WORKING IN ANTARCTICA 
Although no one lives all the time in Antarctica 
there are often many scientists who do 
research there. These scientists are usually 
sent to Antarctica for one year at a time. 
Australia has three bases in Antarctica called 
Casey, Mawson and Davis. 
All the supplies needed at the scientific 
bases must be brought in by sea. This can only 
be done in summer because for· the rest of the 
year the seas around Antarctica are frozen. The 
winter in Antarctica means very little daylight 
so the scientists must work indoors for most of . 
the time. If they need to work outside they have 
tn ~t fnr nnnrf u,aa•ha• 
Going outside means wearing lots of layers 
of clothes. The first layer is special thermal . .c, .. ;.,-f:/_: 
.:;,:, •. ,,.·,i.. .. · 
cotton underwear then woollen shirts, trousers:. 
and sweaters. The last layer is wind-proof and ~~==::::::~~ 
water-proof overalls and parkas. Special .. , ·· 
•, !--, ~--:::::....._;-
gloves, boots, beanies and snow goggles are 
used. 
The body and especially the feet must be 
kept dry because sweat can freeze and cause 
frost-bite. Frost-bite is when the skin or 
flesh is so frozen that it dies. People lose 
fingers, toes or even parts of their nose to 
frost-bite. 
Now read, discuss in your groups and 
answer the questions on the other side of 
this sheet. 
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1. Find the Balloon Launching Pad on the 
map. Why do you think scientists would 
need this? 
.. . 
-----~----------------------------
2. Why do you think there Is a tunnel 
Joining the bulldlngs? 
3. Why would they ne~d Workshops In 
Antarctica? Who would work there? 
4. List at least eight Jobs people would 
have to do at the base. (Hint: one Job Is 
Cook) 
EXPLORING ANTARCTICA 
Two hundred years ago no one had heard of 
Antarctica. An English qaptain, .James Cook 
was the first to sail near Antarctica in the ship 
Resolution. He sailed. right around the 
continent in 1773 but did not sight land. He 
told people back in England that there must be 
land down there because he saw signs of land 
out at sea. 
The first people to land in Antarctica were 
sealers who caught seals for ·their fur and 
blubber. 
Exploration of Antarctica began in the late 
1800s and a race began to be the first to the 
South Pole. ·A British team, lead by Scott and a 
Norwegian team lead by Amundsen set out for 
the South Pole in 1911. Amundsen's team 
reached the Pole first. They used dog-sleds to 
carry their supplies. Scott's team reached the 
Pole later and they all died. They had tried to 
pull their sleds themselves. 
Another explorer, Shackelton lost his 
ship (Endurance) when it became stuck in the 
ice. The ship was crushed and Shackleton had to 
lead his men to safety on an open-boat voyage 
across dangerous seas. None of Shackleton's 
men died. 
A famous Australian explorer was 
Douglas Mawson. He also survived many 
dangers in Antarctica. 
Now read and discuss the questions on the 
other side of this sheet. 
1. Cook's ship was a sailing ship like the 4. What kinds of dangers would an 
one In the picture. Would exploring 
Antarctica have been harder for Cook? 
How? Give f,our ways. 
2. Why do you think Scott's team died but 
Amundsen's lived? Give two reasons. 
3. What kinds of dangers would 
Shackleton and his men have · faced? 
Antarctic explorer face today? 
SCIENTISTS IN ANTARCTICA 
Scientists study many things i~ Antarctica. They are 
interested in whales because most of the world's 
remaining whales live there. Scientists in Antarctica 
discovered that the earth's ozone layer had a "hole" 
in it. This means we have less protection from the sun's 
harmful rays. 
Part l 
With your group look at the map and answer these 
questions: 
1. What kinds of whales, seals. sea-birds and penguins 
live in Antarctica. 
2. Why do you think all the animals live In or near the 
sea? 
Part 2 
Imagine your group are a team of scientists who are 
going to study Adelia penguins. Look at the list of 
equipment below and choose only f lfteen Items 
to take with you for a two week expedition. 
1 pair binoculars two 20L water containers 
1 microscope four pairs of boots 
tweezers spare boots 
first aid kit spare clothing 
2 2 man tents notebooks and pencils 
1 five man tent , 50 metres of rope 
food for one week one rifle .. , ~ 
food for one week one set of signal flares 
food for one week two-way- radio 
four sets of outer clothing . 
four sets of Inner clothing 
2 pairs snow skis 
1 life raft 
~ L 
~ 
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NEW BASE IN ANTARCTICA 
. Imagine a new scientific base, Hawker, i~ going to be 
. . 
started in Antarctica. Only five people are going to be 
sent there to get the base ready for use. 
Look at the list and decide with your group 
which five people shoulci be In the first group to 
start the new base . . Your group has to agree on 
the choices and each group member must be able to 
explain your decisions. 
All of these people would have to train before 
th_ey. · went .to Antarctica. 
Ben. 38 years. meteorologist · (weather 
scientist). . Very fit and has skills with 
computers. 
Lucy, 49 years •. doctor. Has not been to 
Antarctica but Is a good Ice skater. 
Brad. 45 years. engineer. Good at making 
things. Suffers from asthma. 
Sue, 35 years. chef. Doesn't llke the cold 
but has been snow skiing. Vegetarian. 
Luke. 22 years. Physical Education teacher; 
very flt and has studied science. 
Dave. 29 years. former fisherman and can 
use radios. Has a bad back. 
Sarah. 41 .years, biologist (animal/plant 
scientist). Has a heart problem which she 
takes tablets for. 
Simon, 24 years, mechanic. Quite flt. Spent 
\ 
time . In Jatt_ for car stealing. 
\ 
Jane, 22 years, nurse. Part time dancing 
teacher. Just· became engaged. 
APPENDIXK 
Three Mathematics Problem Solving Lessons 
from the training phase of the study. 
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Lesson One 
5 
3 
PUZZLERS 
Cut out an 8 x 8 square from a sheet of squared paper. 
(Area = 64 square units) 
Divide the square up as below and cut out the pieces:-
3 5 
5 3 
8 
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5 
3 
Re-assemble the pi_eces in the form of a rectangular type of figure. What is 
the area of this figure? Can you explain the difference???? 
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Lesson Two 
PUZZLERS 
Divide the % square figurebelo"."' into 4· conQruentregions:-
The regions must have the same shape and size~ 
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Lesson Three 
PUZZLERS 
Copy the figure below and divide it up with the pieces indjcated:-
Fit the pieces together to form a square. 
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APPENDIXL 
Roles and Rules Charts displayed during the training phase and the study lessons. 
GROUP RULES 
Move quietly 
Speak softly 
Stay with your group 
Take turns 
Do your jobs 
Ask for help 
Give help if asked 
Only see a teacher if you're all stuck 
GROUP ROLES 
SPEAKER 
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APPENDIXM 
Extract from Education Department of Western Australia 
Social Studies Syllabus (1981) indicating 
Antarctica topic, year 3 "Living in a Harsh Environment". 
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ENVIRONMENT . 
LIVING IN A HARSH ENVIRONMENT 
• The way in which people meet their basic 
needs is dependent upon, or influenced by,. 
their natural environment. 
Subject Matter:. Life in the Arctic, Antarc-
tic or in desert regions of Western Australia. 
WORLD ENVIRONMENTS 
• The Earth is part of a solar system. 
• Soil, water, air _and solar energy are essential 
elements of all natural environments. 
• Natural environments differ throughout the 
world. . 
Subject Matter: The solar system; Earth and 
the solar system; polar regions, desert regions, 
mountain regions, tropical reg•ons and 
temperate regions. 
RESOURCES 
ECONOMIC DEPENDENCE 
• A number of people may be involved in 
producing a commodity. 
• People buy both goods and services. 
Subject Matter: The production of bread:; 
and different ways of paying for goods and 
services .. 
CHOICE 
• Scarcity necessitates choice, and choices 
show what people care about. 
• People use scarce natural a_nd man-made re-
sources to produce goods and services. 
Subject Matter: The use of such re-
sources as the hard-wood forests of Western 
Australia .. · · 
SOCIETY AND CULTURE 
_____________ .;...._.;;...;;.. __ r------------------
·COMMUNITIES, FAMILIES AND TRADITIONS 
• Children learn the customs i!nd traditions of 
their families. 
• Customs and traditions vary among families 
and communities. 
Subject Matter: The origins and celebra-
tion of customs and traditions by families 
and communities in our multicultural 
society, and in other societies. 
CULTURE 
• The environments in which people live con-
sist of natural and cultural features. · 
• The culture in which people live influences 
their values and actions. 
• Different societies transmit their culture to 
their members in different ways. 
Subject Matter: Such cultures as the 
Bushmen of the Kalahari Desert. 
-CHANGE 
-------------------, ------------------COMMUNITIES AND CHANGE 
• Change takes place in communities as new 
ideas are putto use. 
Subject Matter: Changes in buildings, 
transport or life-styles in the local commun-
ity, and in contrasting communities, since 
early settlement. 
EXP LOR AT 10 N AND DISCOVERY 
• _World-wide exploration and discovery have 
extended knowledge of the world. 
• Increased contact •between cultures ·has led 
to changes in lifestyles. 
Subject Matter: Marco Polo, Columbus, Da 
Gama, Magellan, Cortez and Pizarro. · 
DECISION-MAKING 
-------------------, ------------------"I COMMUNIJ'Y RULES 
• Rules are necessary when people belong to 
groups. 
• Rules provide for social order and individual 
freedom. 
Subject Matter: Sucb groups .. as Cubs, 
Brownies and swimming clubs. Traffic rules, 
litter regulations or conservation issues. 
MAKING DECISIONS 
• Individuals have values which influence their 
decisions. 
• Individuals often make decisions as group 
members. 
• Group members receive benefits and have 
responsibifities. 
Subject Matter: The · family, school, 
church, sporting team or recreation club in 
the local commun1ty. 
